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PREFACE 

The background of this discussion is the conviction, which 
has been maturing through the years, that a new order of 
social Kving is necessary for both the practical and the Spirit
ual interests of humanity. The events of the last few years 
have intensified that conviction and have added to it the 
judgment that the beginnings of a new order are already with 
US, that here and there parts of it may be seen breaking 
through the sheU of the old, which has long been nourishing 
the embryo. This does not mean that State socialism is go
ing to be universally adopted or that the world is going Bol-
shevik. Still less does it mean that the Organization of a 
League of Nations will inaugurate the millenium. The signs 
are clear, however, that we have arrived at one of those con-
junctions of economic pressure and idealistic impulse, which 
occasion fundamental changes in the Organization of Ufe. It 
was so when slavery was abandoned as the economic base of 
civilization and again when monarchy was rejected as a mode 
of govemment. Now, the economic order which superseded 
production by slavery and came to its fruition with the mass 
production of the machine era is beginning to give way to 
some other form. This transformation necessarily involves 
changes in the form of govemment that superseded mon
archy, also far-reaching alteration and developments in the 
entire social structure, in the habits and customs of society 
and in its vital forces. This is more generally understood in 
Europe than in the United States, where the present economic 
order is younger and more vigorous on account of its later 
development and the extent and richness of the natural re-
sources that nourish it. Here too there prevails a simple 
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faith that the formulae of the democratic State wiU solve all 
the social problems of humanity, even though their applica-
tion be limited and hindered by an autocratic economic order. 

This book views the new order as a process of growth, with 
its roots in the past. I t therefore discusses the principles 
roimd which it is forming, and then attempts to analyze in 
the light of them the main programs for social change that 
have been recently offered. It deals both with the vital forces 
and with the form and structure of the new order. It holds 
that certain principles or Ideals—they will be called social or 
moral or religious according to the point of view,—which have 
developed in the past experience of man as the expression of 
both his practical needs and his spiritual aspirations, are now 
being consciously accepted by multitudes of people as the 
guiding Stars of hfe and the working principles of a new social 
Order. These principles are viewed not as finished products, 
but as still, and possibly forever, in process of development. 
They are "both building and builded upon." 

The discussion proceeds from the Standpoint of a teacher 
of Christian ethics. The principles here considered are ger-
minal in the teaching of Jesus. With him they were an his-
toric development, the fulfillment of the law and the prophets, 
the embodiment of the past experience of his race. They 
have been an historic development ever since and will con-
tinue to be. I t is because they are an epitome of universal 
experience and aspiration that they have authority to in-
creasingly challenge the generations of men to fulfiU and apply 
them accordmg to their need and light, and then to pass them 
on to others for further development. The new order is fun-
damentally a task for religion as well as for economic and social 
science and practical Organization. It involves a spiritual 
transformation or it cannot be. 

In form, the discussion is an attempt to summarize the na-
ture and chart the direction of impending social change. The 
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discussion of the various programs is by no means complete; 
it is limited to their relationship to the principles which have 
been expounded. Those who are familiär with this field will 
find nothing new here, unless it be the religious aspect of the 
discussion, for sometimes the spiritual significance of well-
known things escapes the wise as well as the prudent. 

In the nature of the material presented, I am indebted for 
Information and Suggestion to numerous sources and I have 
chosen not to incumber the text with notes by referring to 
them. 

Because of the extent of the field covered, it Is inevitable 
that the issues involved should appear to be oversimplified. 
I t is not for lack of appreciation of their complexity, but their 
details do not lie within the province of the present discussion. 
Moreover, it is conceming the weightier matters of the law, 
justice and judgment and mercy, that the forces of religion 
need now to make up their mind. The tithes of mint and 
anise and cummin can be considered in less urgent times, 
after the main outlines of the form the molten world is to 
take have been detennined. 

HARRY F. WARD. 
New York City, 

July, 1919. 
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BY WAY OF INTRODUCTION 





CHAPTER I 

THE NATURE OF THE NEW ORDER 

During the Great War, many men talked and still more 
thought of the days that were to come after. They endeavored 
to assess the tasks that awaited mankind when the fighting 
should be done. They spoke of "reconstruction" or "a new 
world" according to their several temperaments and points 
of view. With every month that passes since the Armistice 
was signed, it becomes increasingly clear that the task which 
now calls mankind is something more than reconstruction. 
The term indicates a job of repairs, or at the most, the re-
placing or rebuilding of something that has been destroyed. 
Reconstruction technically means the restoration of the 
communities devastated by the conflict, and the readjust-
ment of those dislocations of life which the war has occasioned 
throughout the world. To restore the activities of humanity 
to a normal peace basis is the strict reconstruction task. 

This alone is a tremendous imdertaking. It must needs 
be on a scale comparable to that of the war. As the war was 
titanic so reconstruction must be colossal. War is necessarily 
organized and concentrated destruction and the recent con
flict summoned to that purpose all the knowledge and ener-
gies of a scientific era. It is a commonplace of life that to 
construct is always a longer and more difficult imdertaking 
than to destroy. The work of many men, through many 
years, or the fruition of centuries of collective effort may be 
smashed in a moment by the shell from a great gun or the 
finger of a careless child. When the destruction is social, as 
in the case of war, it requires a better Organization and more 
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energy to repair than to make the damage. To wage the war 
required a tremendous concentration of the will of the na
tions. To make good the social waste of the struggle, indeed 
to prevent it from being fmitful and multiplying throughout 
the earth, will require a still greater exercise of the collective 
will and there is now no Stimulus of an immediate danger 
to arouse the necessary energy. No generation following 
a great war has ever yet been able to fully recover from it. 
Having given free rein to the primitive passion of destruc
tion, civilization now Stands like a child in the midst of its 
broken toys, finding that some will not go together again 
and cannot be replaced. Some other institutions besides 
kings and kaisers have recently been smashed past hope of 
repair or cracked beyond possibility of use. Still others 
have been so badly damaged that it may prove cheaper 
to make new ones than to repair the old. If the old gar-
ment will not carry the new cloth, why waste labor on the 
patch? 

To the effect of the war upon inherited institutions must 
be added its efifect upon the temper, purpose and knowledge 
of the common people, particularly in Europe. In the final 
event, they will decide whether it is to be repair or rebuilding 
of the social structure. Such evidence of their point of view 
as is now available, indicates that any attempt to rebuild 
the world on the old foundation is doomed to final failure. 
Too much has been swept away in Europe, too much of the 
authority and social sanction of what remains has been 
undermined, to make that foundation much longer safe. 
It is by this time perfectly clear that the war in its ending 
is chaUenging the economic order in Europe, as in its devel
opment it challenged the poHtical order of the central powers. 
This challenge cannot be confined to Europe and the answer 
to it cannot long be delayed. Even though there is little 
change in the mode of Hfe after the Peace Conference ad-
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journs, nevertheless the good old days for the people of power 
and privilege are not coming back. No ruling class any-
where in the earth will ever again be able to sit secure and at 
ease in the seats of the mighty. The concentration of eco
nomic power is to be challenged as the concentration of mili-
tary power has been challenged. The people throughout the 
world who toil for a mere living, a little less or a little more, 
are not going to remain quiescent in a subordinate and in
ferior social Status. They have been taught the efifective-
ness of mass action. Many of them wom and weary, will 
sink back to the old inertia. They will be like the miner 
who found his old job Underground waiting for him but the 
mule with which he had worked for years had been replaced 
by another. A few days with the new animal was all he could 
stand. Then he Struck, refusing to return to work untü the 
familiär mule, the comrade of years of toil, was restored to him. 
But the attitude toward life of the retumed soldier is better 
revealed by that large number of men who stay in the city 
instead of going back to the farm or the small town. They 
have found the former place of life too straight for them, 
the earüer environment too restricted. At a meeting of a 
Soldiers', Sailors' and Workmen's Council in Philadelphia a 
soldier made the following report: " I have interviewed per-
sonally 365 men who have been in the army and navy. I have 
recorded their opinions closely and carefully. There were 191 
who told me they were ready for an immediate revolution and 
the overthrow of the Capitalist System. Of this number i68 
were oversea men and 23 had been in the army here. Then 
there were 104 who wanted a revolution but of a somewhat 
mild sort, one like the Ebert-Scheidemann revolution in Ger-
many, the rise to power of the moderate socialist party. Of 
this number 78 were oversea men; 26 were home Service men. 
Of the 365, but 61 wanted a more moderate change of govem
ment, a gradual mitigation and removal of current industrial 
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evils. And 8 of the men interviewed were satisfied with pres
ent conditions, while a ninth was so thoroughly contented 
he Said he would willingly fight the Bolsheviks if conscripted 
for Siberian Service." 

The revolutionary force of the war is not yet spent. The 
fury of the elements it let loose upon the house of humanity 
is not yet exhausted. Fourteen wars, in which big artillery 
was used, were in progress in Europe during the Peace Ses
sion, one for each of the Fourteen Points, the men of the old 
order cynically declared. Strike after strike shakes the eco
nomic foundation of the great industrial nations, each one 
revealing the acquisition of new power and purpose by the 
toilers. I t is the day of judgment for all social and govern
mental institutions. In open court, before the assembled 
multitudes, each one must show its moral authority and its 
practical efl&ciency. In a world in which so much has been 
destroyed and abandoned, everything must justify its right 
to remain. So much of our old-fashioned social machinery 
proved inadequate for the tasks of war, that it is now com-
pelled to answer the questioning of the common people con
ceming its adequacy for the tasks of peace. What a war-
time censorship could not do in concealing the inefficiency of 
the prevailing mode of political and economic Organization, 
cannot in the end be accomplished by bureaucratic burrowing 
or pubUcity Propaganda. Moreover, the complete efifect of 
the war as a force for social change will not have been realized 
until the common people who did the bulk of the fighting face 
the füll bill for the undertaking. As always in times past, 
coUection is to be attempted from them. But this time there 
is a difiference. The people are now becoming able to audit 
the accounts. Before long they will check them up to the 
last item. When that day comes, they will decide who shall 
pay and who shall collect, and their decision will be enforced. 
They have been magnificently fooled for the time being by 
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some skillful political juggling, but already the omens declare 
that the process is becoming apparent to the audience. The 
political showmen are soon due to find out that the period 
during which the people can be fooled becomes progressively 
shorter, as each succeeding method of deception gets imder-
stood. 

The conservative forces apparently have only one answer to 
the increasing demand for a new social order, and that is 
the old futile word of repression. Jails and machine guns are 
apparently their only resource and these have never proved 
adequate weapons against the human spirit. They are the 
poorest of Substitutes for ideas, the final evidence of the 
bankruptcy of an order which must depend on them. Those 
who think to restore the solvency of the present order by the 
currency or credit of coercion had better remember that the 
primitive blood lust of the common people has not yet retired 
into those dim and secret cavems of their being from which it 
was conjured by the recent camage. They too are still domi-
nated by the philosophy and the Propaganda of hate so sed-
ulously cultivated for war purposes; they too have leamed 
that life and property are not so valuable as they had been 
taught; they have discovered that the decalogue is not ab
solute; they have been taught that no hardship, danger, or 
sacrifice is too great to be endured in defense or pursuit of an 
ideal. 

The increasing intelligence of the common people is the most 
significant fact to reckon with in trying to determine the 
nature and extent of pending social change. They have 
suff ered many things under the present order without knowing 
how nor why. They are gradually finding out how the ma
chinery of life works and where it needs to be changed, which 
is what most of the people to whom the present order is kind 
have neither the motive nor the conscience to discover. What 
those who would maintain the present order, either from seif-
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interest or conviction, have to face, is an awakening working 
class the world over, intent on changing its social Status, 
detennined to have a redistribution of power, and continually 
gaining in knowledge. In their need of social change they are a 
majority. Increasingly they assert that nothing short of a 
new order will meet their needs. When their purpose is 
clarified and their methods chosen they will claim the recog-
nized right of a majority. 

Lest the work of their hands should presently come to 
naught, those who recognize the need of social change but 
would confine it to reform measures, those who think of 
reconstruction in terms of the repair or rebuilding of the broken 
house of humanity, will do well to consider whether the old 
house is big enough for the peoples of the earth to live in. 
If now, mankind demands a roomier habitation, is it sufficient 
to make some changes to the old house or must we start afresh 
with new plans and specifications? 

As a matter of fact, the figure is inadequate. I t is a new 
mode of life that humanity seeks and not merely a new house 
to live in. The changes that are now taking place in the social 
order are not mechanical but vital. What is going on is no 
mere tinkering with the machinery of human society but one 
of those tremendous upheavals which mark a new period in 
human living. One of the great migrations of history is 
happening. I t is not, as in days past, a people swarming out 
to find new pastures and new lands to tili; it is a movement of 
the race in search for more space for the development of the 
human spirit. 

The social order is not a framework external to humanity; 
it is composed of humanity itself. I t is the thought and Hfe, 
the customs and habit of the people; it is not a machine but 
a Hving organism, composed of personaHties welded together 
in vital association. Its forms and institutions are not only 
expressions of Hfe; they are life itself. The family, the school, 
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the church, the State, industry, are all composed of people. 
At times static as institutions, they are nevertheless throbbing 
with the Hves of the individuals who make them. OccasionaUy 
they fumish the means for their constitutent members to 
express their discontent with the existing State of life and 
their determination to attempt something better. At present, 
everyone of these institutions is dynamic with the spirit of 
change. The extraordinary activity of the human race at the 
present time is not merely because humanity is busy trying to 
make a new home, but because it is passing into a new stage 
of development. One of the points in social evolution has 
been reached at which epochal changes occur, and from which 
vital developments proceed. 

The outstanding fact of the present Situation is that hu
manity is now seeking to come together as a whole, is be
coming conscious of itself as an organic unity and is striving 
to organize its life upon that basis. The social order is forming 
upon a world scale. This process involves not simply a new 
world order but new Hfe; not merely change in Organization 
but in spirit and purpose, in ideal and motive. The dynamic 
forces of human association are developing new power. The 
urge for a new life is greater among the masses of the people 
than among the ruHng classes. The leaders of the nations 
have failed to organize a new order because they have been 
unable or imwiUing to tmst the new Hfe that surges through
out the world. Its first manifestation is the universal faith 
and hope that a new order of things was about to come. It is 
doubtful if any period of human history, unless it was that 
immediately preceding the birth of Jesus, has known such a 
universal expectancy of the dawn of a new day. A great 
disappointment has fallen upon the earth because the men 
in power were more concemed to hold back the new life of the 
people than to lead it to fulfillment. If the vision of a new 
day is now to leave the earth cold and dull, it wiU be because 
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the people themselves are without the capacity to realize 
their hope and translate their faith into works. That they 
will attempt it, is quite evident. 

When the general longing for a new world attempts to 
translate itself into fact, it is seen that the task bears a two-
fold aspect. The nature of the change required in world 
Organization and world Hving is seen most graphically in the 
development of the Peace Conference. In hope and ideal this 
gathering began as a parHament of men dealing with the 
future of mankind more than with the past. As a fact, it 
dwindled into a secret Session of a few men adjusting the 
world on the basis of the old order, its powers and Privileges. 
The work which the Peace Conference started to do in obe-
dience to the ideals of humanity was generalized under the 
term "democracy." There was to be more democracy in the 
world as a result of the war. The Situation was compHcated 
because democracy in the modern world has a twof old aspect. 
To most of the ideaHsts who were enjoying the major Priv
ileges of the present economic order, it meant the extension 
of poHtical democracy to subject nationalities and backward 
peoples; to some other ideaHsts of the privileged classes and 
to milHons of toilers, it meant the appHcation of democracy 
to the economic life, its development to cover the whole in
dustrial and social activities of mankmd. The Situation was 
stiU further compHcated because there was a necessity to 
imfold both these meanings at one and the same time. Before 
poHtical democracy had completed itself, either in Germany 
and Russia, or in Great Britain and the United States, the 
demand for social democracy pressed hard upon the govem
ment. One reason for the war was that poHtical democracy 
had not developed in Eastem and Central as in Western 
Europe. The same reason accounts very largely for the form 
and nature of the Russian Revolution. The world suddenly 
found itself tom apart by a twof old stmggle; the attempt to 
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apply democratic principles on the one hand to national 
ambitions and desires, and on the other hand to the interests 
of classes. In Central and Eastem Europe, while the upper 
and middle classes are set for self-determination, the peasants 
and the workers are equally set on self-realization. The one 
endeavor means only a change in the form of govemment; 
the other means a changed form of govemment united with a 
dififerent form of economic Organization. 

The twofold aspect of the task now confronting humanity 
is seen again in the debate over the League of Nations. Will 
it be a League of Contract to conciliate and mediate the dis-
putes of free and independent sovereign States separately 
pursuLQg their economic necessities and ambitions, or will it 
be a League of Service, in which the Nations will graduaUy 
grow together into one body mutuaUy ministering to their 
common economic necessities and promoting the common 
development of humanity? Its value as an instrument of the 
new order is determined by the answer to this question. If 
the League is to be a combination of the same kind of govem-
ments that existed before the war, pursuing the same objec-
tives, the world wiU receive from it no new spirit and not even 
a new form, only an enlargement of the old. For a new Ufe 
there must be a new purpose. 

The measure of value for the League of Nations is not its 
worth as a regulative agency in international aflfairs, but the 
degree to which it positively embodies the desire and purpose 
of mankind to find a better way of Hving together, in which 
there shall be more honesty and justice, more kindness and 
Service. It is the spirit of man that has to be satisfied, as well 
as the practical necessities of a Situation in which the indis
pensable business of mankind can no longer be adequately 
carried on. It must be remembered that before the war broke 
there was a widespread revolt of the human spirit against the 
existing order, which has been accentuated and increased by 
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the experience of the conflict. The central characteristic of 
the general dissatisf action with modern civilization is a growing 
perception of the need for a change in the purpose and form of 
economic Organization. This is crystallizing into a widespread 
conviction that the spirit of man can find no fuU expression 
until the necessary business of Hfe is a matter of common 
concern and Service. For milHons of people the world over, 
this is the essence of a new order of Hving. How then can this 
Situation be met by an agreement between govemments which 
do not beHeve that the basic activities of every day Hving are 
matters of common interest and Service, but are to be pursued 
for private gain, and that it is the main function of govemment 
to Protect the wiimers, not simply in their own interests but 
in the interest of those who hope to win in the future? Be
tween such governments an agreement or understanding con
ceming economic issues, which are the root of the matter, wiU 
take one of two forms: it will be an attempt to set up legal 
machinery to prevent or adjust disputes, or it wiU be a pooling 
of interests for the mutual profit of those who have found 
competition to be unprofitable. In either case, it constitutes 
only a new piece of political machinery and not a new order of 
life. As a means of mediation and conciHation its Service 
would be to prevent the disruption of the processes that are 
making for a common life, to fumish a breathing space for 
those who wished by common experiment and discussion to 
discover how to organize life around a new purpose. As a 
pooHng of the economic interests of the greater powers it 
would mean the consoHdation and strengthening of the cap-
itaHstic form of economic Organization and of the financial 
imperiaHsm which is its supreme expression. This mode of 
economic activity has grown up in the machme age side by 
side with the democratic State, which it has used as its poHtical 
instrument and expression. Consequently, the ideaHstic at
tempt to spread poHtical democracy aH over the earth may 
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tum out to be the last stage of our present poHtical and eco
nomic order, corresponding to the final world-wide period of 
the Roman Empire. When it reaches the point where there 
are no more worlds to conquer, any System is then doomed to 
decadence. What those who reject poHtical democracy, as the 
governmental expression of economic autocracy, have failed to 
see, however, is that the democratic spirit in govemment is 
continuaUy instigating revolt against an autocratic economic 
order, is constantly inciting such changes in govemment as 
wiU enable and express democracy in economic relations. 
Confined to the formal poHtical reahn, democracy becomes 
the servant, then the slave and at last the victim of the 
economic oHgarchy that is fastening its grip upon the whole 
world. It can save itself and bring a new order to mankind 
only by securing an economic expression. 

An international oHgarchy of the financial interests of the 
great powers, using the international poHtical machinery to 
control the undeveloped resources and the labor power of the 
world for the profit of the owners of concentrated wealth in 
the great industrial nations, is one of the possibiHties of the 
present Situation. There are sufl&cient people to be reckoned 
with, as the Paris Conference has shown, to whom making the 
world safe for democracy means capitalizing the earth that 
their descendants may draw perpetual interest, to whom the 
extension of civiHzation means fastening our type of industrial 
Organization upon every one of the "backward peoples," 
regardless of their wishes, ideals and aspirations. To these 
people the League of Nations is merely an opportunity to 
organize loot on a grander scale, to avoid inconvenient quar
reis conceming the divisions of the spoils and to maintain the 
arrangement by combined force. If the international interests 
of finance should prove sufl&ciently compelling to accompHsh 
such an outcome to the present event, the capitaHstic order 
in its culmination wiU have dealt a mortal blow to the concept 
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of the absolute sovereignty of the nations. The constituent 
members of a League of High Finance would have to agree 
to certain limitations of power for the sake of the profits 
involved, just as in national industry when the financiers 
show a group of manuf acturers that it is no longer profitable 
to fight each other and organize them into a combination 
which by mutual agreement limits the separate rights and 
powers of its members for their separate profit. Similarly, on 
the international as on the national scale, such a combination 
prepares the way for democracy by developing the means and 
capacity for big scale Organization which can later be used 
democratically to coöperative ends. 

An American banker, who has seen at first hand, the misery 
and industrial coUapse of Europe has urged that the United 
States should provide the raw materials and credit which 
would Start the cycle of production in the suffering countries. 
This he does because he knows that more misery will follow 
unless industry and agriculture can begin to function and 
also because he sees that the continuance of the present Situa
tion threatens the Institution of private property and the 
maintenance of the capitalist order the world over. I t is a 
mixed motive and by mixed motives the ordinary progress 
of the world is achieved, but not its salvation in a supreme 
crisis. That requires a single motive; it demands sacrifice. 
The capitalist order can only prove its abiHty to save the 
world by bemg wilHng, if need be, to lose itself. That the law 
of its own bemg wiU not permit it to meet the supreme test is 
manifest by what it gave and what it made in wartime, by its 
influence upon the negotiations at Paris, and now by its recep-
tion in this country of this proposal that it should risk some
thing to save Europe and itself. I t would appear that the 
poisonof its central principleof seif-interest as the motive of ac
tion has so weakened its System that it cannot even accompHsh 
as much united action as is necessary to prolong its own Hfe. 
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If the immediate result of the war should tum out to be not 
the beginning of a new order but the consoHdation of the old, 
an international trust avoiding wasteful and destmctive 
competition but making profits larger and more certain, it 
wiU not be because it was so planned, but because economic 
forces were not understood by those whose duty it was to 
understand them and show the people how to control them. 
It will not be for lack of ideals but for lack of knowledge to see 
whither ideals lead and of courage to follow the path. More
over, such a consoHdation and increase of the forces of power 
and privilege in the industrial nations would not be maHcious 
or malevolent but stemly assured of its own righteousness, 
claiming the sanction of democracy and the blessing of Chris-
tianity and receiving a considerable portion of both. It 
would, moreover, in many respects, be very benevolent. 
Weifare work and philanthrophy would be its pride and in
deed its joy. It would provide the people with more com-
forts and educational opportunities but by its very nature 
and Constitution it could not be wilHng to give self-determina
tion and self-realization on equal terms to all classes and aU 
races. But with nothing less than this, will the people of the 
earth now be satisfied. 

The difficulties that have developed at Paris between the 
AlHes, indicate how doubtful it is that an International Hold
ing Company can be formed to underwrite the economic 
exploitation of the more primitive peoples for the benefit 
of the privileged classes of the industrial nations. The in
terests to be adjusted are much more complex and the com
mon interest of the separate exploiters is Härder to perceive 
than in the case of a national trust. But if it can be done, it 
has but a short course to run. Lea\ing out of account the 
spirit of revolt it would arouse when its nature and Operations 
were perceived, the probabilities are that it would defeat it
self. In smaller circles such agreements are hard to maintain. 
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It takes a good deal of diplomacy to keep the peace within a 
trust or even a trade association. As one business man said 
"we get together in our trade and talk harmony and make 
agreements and draw up rules. Then we go outside and get 
up against the game and forget those rules and look out for 
our own advantage." If the game is grab, it is hard to 
make mies to keep order. If life is to be a prize ring there can 
be certain rules to check unfair fighting, but the very rules 
guarantee that somebody will be the loser and when the stakes 
are sufl&ciently large the contest becomes crooked. The at
tempt to unite the nations on the basis of the capitaHstic 
order faces another difl&culty. There are certain economists 
who insist that monopoly will eventually correct itself, that 
the trusts do not need regulation because they can never get 
beyond a certain point. After that point it becomes profit
able for competitors to arise. They successfully compete with 
and destroy the monopoly and the process begins over again. 
If this be a Statement of fact it shows that an economic Or
ganization dependent mainly upon the appeal to the acquisi-
tive instinct can avoid Stagnation and inertia only at the cost 
of constant and wasteful conflict. As long as Hfe is organized 
as a contest it is inevitable that " youth will be served," that 
no man can maintain the championship in the prize ring for
ever, that no consoHdation of forces can retain vigor enough 
to permanently hold power. If this be tme, the statesmen who 
are seeking the combination of nations based upon power 
rather than Service are pursumg an iUusion, they are simply 
preparing for future conflicts. So long as the Hfe of the world 
is a contest to control the opportunities for the enormous 
wealth to be gathered from the development of the resources 
of the earth and the control of its undeveloped labor, the 
statesmen who are trymg to devise mies to prevent war and 
tyrarmy are not Hkely to succeed even to the point of modify-
ing a free for aU fight into a contest in which certain prac-
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tices are disallowed as foul. Fighting has never been kept 
clean after it became commercialized. 

Even though there could be performed a binding combina
tion of nations, each of which was more concemed with its 
own economic necessities and advantage than with the com
mon interest, it would still leave unsolved the sharp conflict 
between the classes which the present order has developed 
and which increasingly becomes international in its scope 
and Organization. So deeply has this class conflict cut into 
and under national lines that even during the war it was very 
diflScult in all European nations to keep intact the national 
unity. The Organization of an international financial im
periaHsm calling itself a League of Nations would simply 
accentuate and bring to a head the world-wide class struggle. 
It would be considered by the self-conscious working class, 
as in economic and moral fact it would be, a declaration of 
class war. Altogether apart from the intent and purpose of 
its Organizers, if the League of Nations should in its Operation 
tum out to be an instrument for the perpetuation of the 
capitaHst order and not the approach to a new mode of 
economic activity, it wiU stand in the same position before 
the workers of the world as though it were fashioned for that 
purpose. 

Something of the nature of the change in human life that 
is now necessary may be gathered by observing the fact that 
while the men of the old order, the men in place and power, 
have been debating, the men of the new order, the men of the 
rank and file, have been acting. In Russia, before the poHtical 
revolution is accompHshed, it becomes a social upheaval, 
estabHshing in place of the rule of the aristocracy the mle of 
the proletarians inaugurating a new economic order. In 
England the men of the basic Industries compel the govem
ment to caU an industrial parHament and to promise to carry 
out the recommendations of a commission which recommends 
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a fundamental change in the Institution of property as it 
aflfects the ownership of mines. In North Dakota the farm-
ers, through political means, put their hands upon the control 
of their product and the credit necessary to the carrying on of 
their occupation. In these and numerous other instances is 
the evidence of the rise to power of the class that is engaged 
in the basic economic production of society. Behind this 
struggle to control political power is something more. Funda
mentally it is an attempt to organize society around a differ-
ent principle. The aristocratic form of human society was 
organized around war—it was the rise to power of the fighting 
class and it enlarged and glorified the instinct for combat. 
PoHtical democracy has been organized around the struggle 
for capital. I t was the rise to power of the trading and manu-
facturing class. I t enlarged and glorified the instinct for 
possession. I t perpetuated in another form the fundamental 
principle of the aristocratic society. I t failed to form a dem
ocratic Community. Now comes the working class to power, 
attempting to organize a social democracy around the prin
ciple of productive labor, desiring to enlarge and glorify the 
instinct for comradeship, proposing to exalt Service above pos-
sessions and to make such changes in the institutions of pri
vate property as will cause it to enlarge and not diminish the 
development of aU the people, taken both individually and 
coUectively. 

In this they are joined by the ideaHsts of other classes and 
by all who know the economic necessity of the present Sit
uation. If the attempt succeeds it will indeed inaugurate a 
new order of Hfe. If will organize a world family ministering 
to the common need and development just as the original 
family grew into permanance around the necessity of Joint 
labor and care to meet the needs of the young, beginning with 
food. We have reached the stage of social development where 
such Joint Service on a world scale is possible, as the economic 
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Organization of the allied nations in the war amply proves. 
This ancient principle of action, long subdued and repressed 
in our western competitive individualism, is now stmggling 
for expression, is attempting to fashion and fit to itself some 
adequate form in a world which is spiritually starved for lack 
of it and has abundant technical capacity to organize it on 
a Scale never before possible. While most of the intellect in 
the world of privilege is engaged upon plans to stabilize the 
old order, its very basis is being undermined by the dynamic 
force of the working principle of the new order, the principle 
of mutual Service. While the forces which control the old 
order are seeking to repress by terrorism all movements 
tending to social and political change, milHons of human 
atoms the world over are moving together to their respec-
tive places in a great coördinated organism to thus pro-
mote the common life and their own largest good. Aim-
less and blind in large part is this great movement of the com
mon Hfe, but rapidly gaining vision and discemment. It is 
here, in the yearnings and strivings of the milHons and not in 
the bargainings of the eider statesmen, that the signs of a 
new order are to be discovered. It is the conscious associa
tion for the common good of the creative forces of civilization 
which will indeed constitute a new form of human Hving ani-
mated by a new spirit. 

If the Situation in which the world now finds itself requires 
not merely reforms but a basic change in economic Organiza
tion, involving a still deeper change in the moral and spiritual 
foundations of Hfe, it is very piain that there are some serious 
obstructions across the path of progress. The new order 
will not come simply by wishing and praying. It is not to 
be secured merely by applauding high ideals or writing sound 
principles. It is not to be brought in by rubbing an Aladdin's 
lamp some night and finding that our dreams, in the moming, 
have somehow tumed into soHd fact. 
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Even the lesser of the possible gains which humanity might 
realize at this present moment, namely a confederation of the 
nations for the abatement of international conflict and the 
mutual benefit of the ruling classes of the great powers, even 
that minimum step in progress, is very seriously threatened 
by powerful forces of Opposition. There is being created out 
of the war a group of new nations—some American Humorist 
has described the process as not one of seH-determination 
but selfish-determination—and unfortunately, there is a little 
more than humor to that phrase. This new-born nationaHsm 
is vigorously self-assertive. The reaction from a long period 
of injustice and oppression is bringing with it some dis-
agreeable qualities and the ambitions of several of these 
new-born nations are being expressed in the old terms of 
territorial greed. They are still thinking that the acquisition 
of further territory is the way to become a great State. They 
have even been occupying territory by force of arms while the 
Peace Conference was sitting, and in some cases their armies 
have been sent into allen territory by the great powers to 
fight new formed socialist repubHcs, whose self-determination 
was not authorized at Paris. As if this were not enough to 
complicate the Situation, in the background is the economic 
imperiaHsm of the great powers, constantly creating suspicion, 
jealousy and antagonism between them. This is the newer 
form of the lust for power. It is the predatory spirit grown 
older and more sophisticated since the days when it sought 
to acquire new territory for glory. That was the primitive 
form of national greed; this desire for special economic privilege 
in other parts of the earth is the educated form of national 
selfishness on the part of nations who have leamed something 
of the cost of Holding and administering subject territory, and 
who have found it more profitable to be able, through control 
of invested capital, to dominate markets and labor and un
developed resources in other parts of the earth, Either or 
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both of these forms of national selfishness must be controUed 
much more vigorously than at present or any agreement be
tween the nations wiU soon be reduced to impotence. This is 
a matter of ideals not machinery, of moral forces not Organiza
tion. 

The democratic ideaHsm of the United States is throwing 
its passion for freedom, its deep sense of justice, its yeaming 
for brotherhood against the spirit of imperiaHsm both at home 
and abroad. But it is now stiflf from the fetters of war time 
restriction, it is handicapped by its ignorance of the demo
cratic forces of Europe, it is Hmited in its understanding of 
economic reaHty because it has been free from the economic 
pressure which is upon the nations of Europe. Scarcely 
aroused out of its splendid Isolation, it does not quite realize 
that the world has made certain gains in science, in industry, 
in social Organization, which make possible at this time, if 
men would do it, something more than a mere negative League 
of Nations to endeavor to suppress war and to arbitrate dis
putes. It is a tragedy for political democracy, challenged 
on the one hand by economic imperiaHsm and on the other by 
the dicatorship of the Proletariat, that it has no leaders who 
show any understanding of the economic realities and the 
economic possibiHties of the modern world. If the present 
Situation could be met by the expansion of political democracy 
to other peoples who have not yet enjoyed it, or to other 
classes within the nations where it has partially obtained, 
the present or available leadership of democracy would be 
adequate, for to that Situation the formulae which have been 
worked out by poHtical experience can be appHed. That is 
exactly what this nation has been trying to do. There is a 
tremendous missionary force in its democracy. It is pro-
foundly convinced that it has enjoyed the very best form of 
govemment yet devised by humanity and that all that is 
needed for the ills of mankind is to extend this form of govem-
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ment over the whole earth. It is a good thing for any religion 
or poHtical or economic System that it still has life enough to 
have missionary desire and force; but it is not good for human
ity if that missionary force takes the form of an expression 
of the universal desire to play God to the rest of the world. 
We all like to do it: first the kings, then the statesmen, then 
the capitalists; now the professors and next the working men. 
One class after another, they think that they know enough 
and are good enough to be a kindly providence to the remainder 
of mankind. For that reason we cannot understand why the 
Russians should have preferred a Soviet to a Constituent 
Assembly, and in the same way the Bolsheviki cannot under
stand why liberals should be satisfied with our form of political 
democracy. They too, are quite sure that they have the best 
form of Organization the world has ever yet devised and are 
anxious to extend it throughout the earth for the good of 
mankind. The missionary spirit is valuable to the world as 
long as it leads to a comparison and interchange of Systems, 
I t becomes a hindrance when it assumes the infalHbiHty, and 
immutability of its Propaganda. 

If the ideaHsts of democracy are to make their fuH con-
tribution to the new order they will have to recognize that the 
industrial needs of mankind require something more than the 
political formulae of the past. I t is a time for invention but 
inventors are always misunderstood and their inventions 
usually get smashed to begin with, or eise rejected. But the 
workers who smashed the new machines at the beginning of 
the industrial revolution hurt their own cause without knowing 
it just as much as they hurt anybody eise. That is stiU more 
tme in the field of social invention. Society is constantly 
smashing machines just because they are new, and imprison-
ing men because they have discovered that the world does go 
round. The consequence is the general injury, and the peril 
is the suicide of society. When the new order is considered 
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as something more than an expansion in size of our democratic 
arrangements, when it is viewed as an attempt to change the 
Institution of property so as to aboHsh economic class dis-
tinctions, we find that it faces a much deeper spirit of combat 
than resides in international jealousies and antagonisms, which 
may indeed tum out to be the parent of them. In the class 
conflict we have the combative instinct unduly enlarged and 
glorified by the instinct for acquisition and the desire to de-
fend the possessions that have been gained. Hence, any 
proposal to change the economic order in general is met at 
once by the property class, not with reason in the field of dis
cussion, but by repression in the field of physical force. 
It is so much easier to shoot your Opponent than to convert 
him, though it may prove to be a great deal more disastrous 
in the long run to the very institutions you are trjöng to de-
fend. The blind passion of the unthinking crowd is a fruitful 
theme for social moraHsts. There is also some wisdom to be 
gathered from considering the blind passion of the property 
owning class which is reputed to be intelligent. 

There is only one answer from below to the spirit of re
pression and that is to declare it a fight to the finish. When 
the Federal Commission on Industrial Relations was sitting 
in the City of Seattle there appeared before it a representative 
of certain associated employing interests. He was a typical 
two-fisted, aggressive American business man of the west. He 
informed the Commission that all that body was accompHsh-
ing was the promotion of unrest and discontent, that there 
was only one thing to do with the organized workers and that 
was to subdue them. "The fight has to go to a finish and for 
myself," said he, as he squared his vigorous physique,—"I 
am glad that I am living in the day when we can fight it to 
the end and lick those fellows to a frazzle." The next witness 
happened to be an ofi&cial of the I. W. W. and he said in brief: 
"Why gentlemen, you are simply wasting your valuable time; 
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this thing has gone far beyond investigation; about aU you 
can do is to hold a post-mortem on the corpse and report the 
results. You know we fellows have this thing all settled; 
all that the capitaHsts have got left to do now is to find a soft 
place to faU on." If this spirit of combat continues to grow 
between the classes, the spiritual qualities that the new order 
needs because it is to be a coöperative order, wiU be so weak
ened and distorted in the struggle as to make impossible for 
several generations any healthy and wholesome development of 
Hfe or much improvement in the manner of Hving. The 
American labor movement has suflEered incalculably in moral 
and intellectual vigor because it has had to spend the greater 
part of its energies in resisting the aggressive attack of Ameri
can capital. Violence has developed and increased in Russia 
in Proportion to the attacks of the counter-revolutionists upon 
the Soviet govemment and in proportion as those attacks 
have been encouraged and strengthened by the support of 
the AlHes. The ideaHsm at the bottom of society which is 
making for a new order, is mixed with selfishness and brutaHty 
just as it is at the top, and if the issue is to be turned into the 
field of force the worst elements in the nature of the people 
will be let loose to the infinite destruction of our social re
sources. 

With this possible outcome to the present conflict of in
terest between the classes, which the daily news shows to be 
rapidly coming to a head even in the newer lands—the United 
States, Canada, AustraHa, South America—a heavy respon-
sibiHty fafls upon the inteUectuals of the middle class, the 
intelHgentsia as they are caUed in Europe. Nowhere eise is 
this class as large or as weU equipped to serve society as in the 
United States. One result of the free economic opportunity 
of the early Hfe of this nation was an inteUectual and ideaHstic 
middle class, the Joint product of our large economic resources, 
our educational System and the nature and teachings of our 
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religion. Therefore the American middle class, a powerful 
social group, ought to have some distinct contribution to 
make, both to the matter and the manner of the new order. 
Its pioneer spirit ought to put it in the vanguard of those 
seeking a new world. Its ideals are those around which in 
time a new order will crystallize, whether it foUows or forsakes 
them. Those ideals are freedom, justice, fratemity. It was 
these Standards that America foUowed in the world war and 
the banners were upheld by the inteUectuals. Will they now 
carry them in a more difl&cult Situation? They are called 
upon at the present time to decide whether the existing 
poHtical and economic Organization expresses these ideals 
better than the new order which is being proposed and already 
has been partly worked out. Because they have the technical 
equipment which is necessary to both Orders and have there
fore a measure of economic independence, they are more free 
to make this judgment than those who are tied to the present 
machine as mere wage eamers or property holders. Upon 
their intelHgence in deciding that question and upon their 
courage in following that judgment, the immediate course 
of events in no small degree depends. 

As to their main direction the choice is now limited. It 
is either the beginning of a new order or general disaster. 
The compromise paths in between have been tried far enough 
to show that they lead only back to the old road. Unless there 
can now be organized a real Family of Nations, unless the 
class struggle can be ended by a process of reason and orderly 
progress, the world is doomed to the devastation of universal 
conJQict. If there is no adequate change, the old house we have 
been Hving in will come down. Too many of the timbers are 
rotten, and if the roof does not fall in there is a bHnd Samson 
grinding com downstairs in the cellar and his arms are already 
around the foundation pillars. Ferrero, the ItaHan historian, 
points out that there are present in our modern European 
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civilization aU the elements which led to the decay and dis-
solution of the Roman Empire, and that they are constantly 
increasing, particularly the concentration of wealth and power, 
The war has increased these forces of social dissolution. 
Additional evidence of the presence of decay in the present 
order Hes in the fact that its defenders insist upon the u e 
of force rather than reason. When any order gets to the point 
that it needs to use physical force as its first argument, it is 
thereby giving inherent evidence of its own weakness. It 
has lost confidence in the moral power of its cause, which in 
earHer days it was willing to submit to the franchise of human
ity. I t is only when it gets old and ripe for falling that it 
turns at once to the use of the means of suppression in order 
to maintain its existence. That it fears for itself is a sign of 
failing vitality. 

A StiU further indication of the same condition is the fact 
that already the formulae of justice are being used to work 
injustice and then to defend it. The Roman Empire again 
offers an historic parallel. When the imperial court began to 
break down the Hberties of the Roman people, it used the 
Senate, the ancient defender of those Hberties, to carry out 
its plans under the ancient formulae of justice and freedom. 
After it had suborned and prostituted the State the next step 
was to use the military forces drawn from the provinces to 
overthrow the Senate and estabHsh completely the arbitrary 
imperial power. To enslave a free people, the forces of im
periaHsm must deceive them by cloaking their deeds in the 
phrases of freedom. Exactly this has recently been done to 
the free peoples under the guise of war-time necessity. 

Any impartial study of the judicial and administrative 
processes of the war period that touch upon class interests 
will have to come to the conclusion that the phrases and forms 
of democracy have been used to express a class will, to sus-
tain class dominance and so to destroy liberty and justice. 
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It has been so declared conceming the wholesale convic
tion of the I. W. W. in Chicago, in a letter to the President 
from the miHtary intelHgence ofl&cer who reviewed the case, a 
lawyer who confesses to the ordinary capitaHst prejudice 
against the defendants. It is devoutly to be hoped that such 
proceedings wiU prove to be only a temporary Obsession of 
democracy, a symptom of the disease of war, because when 
any order gets to continuously mouthing the fundamental 
principles of a sound social order while practically accom-
pHshing their overthrow, it is giving evidence either of in-
curable corruption or of the blindness of seniHty. 

One of the wisest of the eider statesmen of Japan, said 
during the European war that the East was watching the 
exhaustion and destruction of western civüization. Sir Edward 
Grey, the man who probably knows most about the inner 
workings of the forces which led to the present conflict and 
which are Hkely to defeat or make abortive the present at
tempt at the League of Nations, wrote during the war that 
what was involved in the conflict was the very existence of 
western civilization and that if ways and means are not found 
to bind the nations together, civilization must proceed to its 
decay. It cannot recover from the effects of another conflict 
on the present scale. It is also evident that the same conse
quence foUows the failure to prevent a general class war. 
If the class conflict develops in all the industrial nations to 
the fuU extent of its possibiHty, it will mean the complete 
exhaustion of civilization and the wasting of all its resources. 
Older civiHzations have perished from the shock of lesser 
conflicts. The universal world upheaval of the present hour 
means nothing less than that an old order is on its deathbed 
and a new order is stmggling for birth. If the stmggle is 
imduly prolonged, the new order wül be stillborn and darkness 
wiU descend upon the earth. 

This is one of the sober possibiHties of the Situation. It 
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is therefore imperative to find a safe deHverance for the new 
world that is seeking for life. It is impossible to beHeve that 
the possibiHties of existence upon this planet are Hmited to 
the altemative of a social order which has become intolerable 
to milHons of human beings and the destruction of aU that has 
been gained since the days of barbarism in the attempt to 
change it. There must be another way and it is the business 
of those who caU themselves educated to find it. To them 
comes the cry of the people, who must have knowledge lest 
they perish. I t is necessary to know how much of the old 
must remain to nourish for a time the life of the new as weU 
as how much needs to be buried in the great graveyard of 
the war with no hope of resurrection. 

Because there is never any absolute break between one era 
of human life and another, it seems to many people that to 
talk about a new order is mere rhetorical exaggeration or at 
least a lazy use of terms. This is one result of the universal 
understanding or misunderstanding of the evolutionary na
ture of human development. A generation ago the evolu
tionary view of life was one of the indisputable marks of 
radicaHsm; to-day it is one of the chosen shelters of the con-
servatives where they can sleep with a sense of security. 
There are no breaks in the course of progress, the old and the 
new intermingle until change is accompHshed insensibly, so 
the formula runs. But those who thus comfort themselves 
overlook the fact that in the evolutionary process there occur 
new kinds as well as new forms of Hfe and that sometimes the 
old must die to bring forth the new. A new order may involve 
then a new kind of social living, a sharp break from the past. 
The lesser changes in human Organization are the further 
appHcations of principles already accepted and operating, as 
for example the extension of the suffrage. The greater changes 
are the acceptances of principles which have not previously 
been organized into action, as for example the estabHshment 
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of a republic. In either case a new order begins for those 
affected by it. Its sigm'ficance is not diminished because it 
must necessarily carry over much from the past, in Institution 
as weU as in habit and custom. The PUgrim Fathers brought 
much from Europe besides seeds and tools, but they fashioned 
as weU as found a new world. The Russian SociaHst RepubHc 
is compelled to call into service men and methods of capitaHst 
industry, but it is nevertheless beginning a new economic 
order. The degree in which a new order must break from the 
past will naturally be detennined by the nature and extent 
of the social relationships that it changes, and also by the 
degree to which its central principles have previously been 
recognized and organized. The economic revolution in Russia 
is much more significant and far-reaching within and without 
that country than the political revolution. The latter meant 
a new order for Russia whose principles and practice had long 
been accepted elsewhere; the former proposes principles and 
estabHshes a practice which would mean a new order for the 
rest of the world. 

A new order is conceived when a sufl&cient number of people 
consciously accept a principle or a set of principles that 
require a significant change in poHtical or economic Organiza
tion. It is bom when they gather enough adherents to or
ganize its principles into social action. It may be bom in a 
night with great travail and tumult or it may come imper-
ceptibly to Hfe and consciousness through long days of slow 
and patient striving. In either event its further development 
is a process of the gradual perception of the meaning and 
necessary appHcation of its inherent principles. It took a 
long time for it to become apparent that the principles which 
brought men to these shores to escape the tyraimy of a State 
church also required them to rebel against the British crown. 
It has taken a long time to make it clear that the principles 
which required a democratic State also require a democratic 
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form of economic Organization. The Kingdom of God upon 
the earth is the gradual outworking and Organization of the 
Kingdom of God that is within or among us, according to 
whether we are thinking in individual or social terms. The 
new order is flesh of our flesh, bone of our bone and heart of 
our heart, but it is also a new life. It is such stuff as dreams 
are made of, gradually taking to itself the form and substance, 
the vitaHty and action of the waking world. It is constantly 
Coming and never here, but there are times and seasons when 
a perceptible gain is made in its realization, and this is one of 
them. 

In magnitude, nature and consequences, one of the greatest 
changes in human history is now occurring, involving aU 
humanity and all the institutions of society and its customs. 
Men everywhere are seeking a way to live together so that the 
nations may never again be drawn into war, so that there 
shall be freedom and development for all peoples. This means 
changing the political Status of the subject peoples and the 
social Status of the working class, and such changes would 
make a new order in a very vital sense. But the present 
purpose of mankind does not stop even at that point. There 
are Uterally milHons of men and women for whom life has 
been more limited than it has for others, or than it needs to be, 
who are bent not only upon changing the social Status of their 
class or race but upon fashioning a social order in which no 
class or race shall be condemned to an inferior position. That 
is indeed a far-reaching purpose. The present rough stratifica-
tion of society into three classes has existed at least since the 
days of Babylon and how much earHer no man knows. It 
has survived all intervening political and economic develop
ments. The Organization of the French and American Repub
Hcs shook it a little but left it still upon a firm foimdation. 
The industrial revolution occasioned by the invention of the 
power machine changed the constituency of the classes some-
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what but left the Ime between them, if anything, sharper than 
before. Yet the advent of poHtical democracy and the in
dustrial revolution made inevitable the final overthrow of 
the class System by exaltmg the principle of brotherhood and 
supplying both the technical capacity and the power of mass 
Organization which make possible its realization in daily Hving. 
In recent times the democratic peoples have been attempting 
to order their Hves by certain principles whose meaning and 
impHcations have been but partially perceived. The very 
impetus of their previous maimer of Hfe now necessitates the 
further extension and appHcation of those principles. In 
form, the new order will be the appHcation of the principles of 
Hberty, equaUty and fraternity to economic Organization. 
The Organization of economic democracy will constitute a 
greater change in human aflfairs than the development of 
poHtical democracy, because it touches more of the relation
ships of Hfe and touches them more intimately. It aflfects the 
sources and means of nourishment for all social institutions, for 
the farmly, education and religion; it has also to do with their 
nature and purpose. I t is the whole manner of doing the 
work of the world and of Hving together that is in vital respects 
to be changed if democracy is to complete itself in economic 
relations. 

This can only be accompHshed by common agreement and 
choice conceming the way of Hfe. It involves governmental 
and economic Organization to carry out the common choice 
in coöperative, harmonious action. It goes deeper and in
volves changes in the nature as well as the form of life. It 
requires that life be animated by the spirit of comradeship 
instead of the spirit of selfishness, that it be driven by the 
will to serve instead of the will to power, that it seek a higher 
end than the laying up of treasures upon the earth. Here 
is the core of the matter. Social progress is at heart a moral 
and reHgious process. It proceeds from conduct that is 
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purely instmctive to conduct that is the result of a reasoned 
choice of ends and of the means to attain them. In its social 
conduct hitherto, mankind has mainly foUowed the line of 
least resistance. Its choice of ends and of means has been 
largely detennined by immediate self-interest. With the 
choice of foUowing those of its instincts which led in the 
direction of antagonism and conflict or those which led toward 
mutuaHty and fraternity, it has Hstened most to the former 
and has been misled. Therefore its reason has been con
tinually defeated by the acquisitive and combative instincts 
which have led it to a social poHcy of laying up treasures and 
fighting to defend and even to acquire them. This poHcy has 
led to disaster and an impossible Situation. The way out is to 
follow another motive than that of self-interest, to enlarge the 
power of the instinct for mutual aid which has ever been 
chaUenging the instincts of acquisition and combat to become 
its yoke fellows, to develop and apply those principles of 
social action by which with infinite diflficulty man has achieved 
such measure of common action and such degree of f ellowship 
as now obtains. The new order involves a conscious choice 
of the highest, most difl&cult end for human Hfe. Its goal must 
be the unfolding of personality; its form the democratic 
Cooperation of life through which it will continually approach 
its goal and express its spirit, in and through fellowship in aU 
the undertakings of Hfe to the widest possible extent between 
all people and with the Eternal Spirit of the Universe, whom 
men have ever sought to know and with whom they have 
ever desired to work. 
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PRINCIPLES OF THE NEW ORDER 





CHAPTER II 

EQUALITY 

The charter of modern democracy contains two immortal 
phrases. One of them was the slogan of the French Revolu
tion, "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity." The other was the 
deHberate declaration of the American Revolution that "aU 
men have equal rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness." These proclamations have never yet become 
reaHty. They still challenge us as great expressions of the 
imperishable ideals of humanity. Mankind will stiU move 
towards them. Governments which call themselves democ-
racies are therefore dedicated to the realization of their ideals 
and must continually be examined in the Hght ot them. 
There has recently been much shouting for democracy, but 
nevertheless it is evident that the Declaration of Independence 
is not so populär as it used to be in the United States. In 
the agricultural regions on the fourth of July it is still quoted, 
but in the large centers of wealth, in those circles of power and 
prestige which call themselves "the better classes," the 
Constitution, which limits the rights set forth in the Declara
tion of Independence, is a good deal more populär. There, 
equaHty of rights is not inf requently denied as dangerous in 
theory and impossible in practice. Fortunately, however, the 
financial and social inequaHties which undermine the intel
lectual and spiritual foundations of democracy at one end of 
the social scale operate to strengthen them at the other. As 
long as there are any number of people who do not find them
selves able to secure "equal rights to Hfe, Hberty and the 
pursuit of happiness," those people, whose number is stiU 
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(( legion," will give to the principle of equality not a senti
mental approval but an inflexible determination. They wiU 
continue to change not only the machinery of govemment 
but also the nature of the social order in the direction of this 
common ideal. 

The Declaration of Independence, like the French slogan of 
democracy, is first of all an announcement of poHtical emanci-
pation, and the great principles therein set forth have therefore 
been carried to partial expression in the field of poHtical 
action. Liberty, for the men who established the repubHcs 
of France and the United States, meant freedom from external 
control. I t meant the right to determine their own political 
destiny, to constitute their own govemment, to choose their 
own oflficials. But this political freedom also carried with 
it the hope of a larger measure of equaHty in the social order. 
Behind those movements for poHtical freedom there was also 
the desire and aspiration to develop a form of society in which 
there should not be the gross inequaHties which characterized 
the life of Europe and which have been a feature of every 
advanced civilization in every period of the world's history. 
PoHtical democracy was to be a means to this end. It is today 
quite obvious that the means and the end are inseparable, 
that the achievement of a greater degree of social equaHty 
throughout mankind depends upon the achievement of poHtical 
freedom and poHtical equality, and also that the further 
development of poHtical freedom depends upon the removal 
of existing social inequaHties. 

The development of democracy makes increasingly clear 
the interdependence and indeed the organic union of Hberty 
and equaHty and fraternity. Only free men are equal, and 
only men who in many important respects are equal can ever 
be completely free or fraternal. Those who have unequal 
rights and Privileges wiU necessarily control, or patronize, or 
"weHare" the others. When the passion for freedom moves 
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men, it sends them m the direction of equaHty and fratemity. 
Democracy now finds that it cannot stop with the achieve
ment of poHtical freedom. It discovers that the content of 
freedom continuaUy enlarges itself, that it means not only 
freedom from restraint but freedom of development; the 
opportunity for the positive expression of personaHty in 
the direction of a chosen ideal. Under the necessary Hmita-
tions of Hfe in an ordered society, or indeed in any social 
group, this must always be an elusive goal. But at least 
there may be equaHty of Hmitation and of opportunity, if 
not absolute, yet in infinitely greater degree than any social 
order has yet achieved. And it is in this direction that hu
manity now moves. 

The ancient passion for Hberty is again stirring the souls of 
men throughout the world, and this time it is conscious as 
never before that freedom involves equality. This is to be 
seen in the demand of the smaller nations, the subject na-
tionaHties and the imdeveloped peoples for self-control and 
self-expression, both in matters governmental and economic. 
They do not desire to be either subject or inferior to the 
"Great Powers." The same fact is to be seen again in the 
demands of the industrial and agricultural workers. They 
are seeking to free themselves from the control of others over 
their conditions of work and the disposition of the fmits of 
their toil. They are seeking also a development for their 
chüdren more nearly equal to that of other classes in the Com
munity. The spirit of freedom led our forefathers long ago 
to have done with monarchy and to organize a repubHc. If 
it should presently appear that the desire of men for the newer 
freedom involving more social equaHty cannot be reasonably 
satisfied under our present form of govemment, the spirit of 
freedom wiU proceed once again to develop another form. 
This wiU be only an incidental part of its task of creating a 
new social order. 
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The long and arduous struggle for poHtical freedom has 
achieved a very large measure of human liberty. It is now the 
fashion in some quarters to depreciate the gains secured by 
poHtical democracy. But the achievement of equaHty of 
poHtical rights is basic for future progress. If that be not 
granted or secured, there can be no further extension of equal
ity. The poHtical doctrine of equal rights, broadly speaking, 
maintains the equal right of all peoples to determine their 
own govemment, the equal right of all Citizens to express and 
seek to give effect to their political choices, the right to equaHty 
of treatment under the common law, both for nations and 
individuals. Behind this political doctrine is the philosophy 
of natural rights, which teaches that the rights which men 
sought to organize in a democratic form of govemment were 
inherent to human nature, men are bom with them. This 
teaching later developed into the political philosophy of the 
eighteenth Century—that men contracted together in society 
and in govemment to observe and secure their natural rights. 
This is the contract theory of govemment which Rousseau 
expressed most vigorously, which was the formative philos
ophy of the French and American Revolutions, and which has 
powerfuUy influenced the whole course of modern democracy. 

The first appearance of the philosophy is in the teachings 
of the Stoic school, who derived their doctrine of natural rights 
from Socrates. The later Stoics of Rome expressed very 
clearly their conviction that men have certain natural rights 
and that there is a natural law which requires the mutual 
observance of these rights. From that presupposition there 
foUowed the conclusion that the State should express and 
maintain this natural law. Therefore the Roman Stoics 
taught that slavery was an interference with natural rights. 
The teaching of the Stoics was the first great blow that slavery 
received. Jesus carried this teaching still further. He taught 
the supreme value of personality, which of course underHes 
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the theory of natural rights, in a sense unknown to the Greeks 
or Romans. He taught "the infinite worth of the downmost 
man." The Greek philosophers who taught a theory of 
natural rights, ignored the great body of slaves. The Roman 
Stoics saw that slavery was the negation of this teaching; but 
Jesus' principle was that the bottom man in society had claim 
to all the rights which anybody eise enjoyed, both in his rela
tions to his fellow man and in his relations to God. 

This is a positive teaching with immeasurable constmctive 
force. It ever stimulates the desire of aU humanity, and es-
peciaUy of the people at the bottom of society, to realize their 
inherent rights, to make privilege universally possible. It 
calls them on the one hand to develop their personaHties until 
they become the kind of people which Jesus said they might 
be, and on the other hand to secure such governmental and 
social anangements as wül not Hmit their opportunity to 
become the kind of people which they themselves feel they 
could be. 

When modern democracy thus recounts the debt it owes to 
Socrates and to Jesus, it wiU do well to remember that they 
were both rebels and martyrs, both of them put to death by 
estabHshed society for teachings which were said to be con-
trary to its foundations. In the Hght of this fact democracy 
may weU examine its attitude toward the rebels of to-day. 
The teachings of the Stoics and of Jesus conceming the 
natural rights and values of mankind came in due time to 
northem and western Europe. There they united with the 
natural independence of tribes to whom freedom was the very 
breath of their nostrils; people who were not used to caU 
anybody "master"; who long refused to accept or acknowl-
edge the sway of the Roman Empire. Their unconquerable 
spirit of freedom has been strengthened and made constmc
tive by this teaching which they came to accept and are stiU 
trying to carry out. 
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From these natural and philosophical backgrounds has 
developed a great and growüig ideal of equaHty; shared aHke 
by philosophers and teachers of rehgion it has become the 
heritage and the goal of milHons of common people the 
world over, an irresistible compulsion to far-reaching, social 
changes. 

Before considering the present development in this ideal, 
its next expressions in human Organization, it is necessary 
to briefly summarize its poHtical appHcation. There is al
ways a negative as weU as a positive effect from any great 
principle. While on the one hand it stirs people to endeavor 
to realize it, on the other hand it stirs them to attack its op-
posites. Consequently when the great teachings of natural 
equaHty and the supreme worth of personality were let loose 
in the ancient world in which slavery was the basic fact, it 
meant at once that slavery was brought to judgment. Gradu
ally, there came the emancipation of the slaves and the re
moval of the disabiHties which had f ormerly attached to them. 
Of course there were other forces at work to remove slavery 
from the world besides this religious and philosophic teaching. 
There was a gradual change of economic and social structure 
which made slavery unnecessary and unprofitable. Then 
there came into the Situation the social practices of Chris-
tianity; for while the Stoic philosophers taught the equal 
rights of man, Christianity proceeded to realize them in some 
measure, by bringing together the slave and the master to eat 
a common meal at a common table. By this simple religious 
custom the new religion continually deHvered a powerful blow 
against the prestige and validity of the institution of slavery 
against which its principles were also continually, if indirectly, 
operating. Finally the basic social inequaHty of the ancient 
Roman Empire, which was the distinction between freemen 
and slaves, was removed in the westem world by the aboHtion 
of chattel slavery. The process however is more complete 
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in the world of ideas than in the world of facts. In the United 
States, both in the north and the south, the colored people 
still suffer from the inheritance of their previous condition 
of servitude. StiU others of the disabiHties of the slaves 
have been transferred to their industrial descendants, the 
wage eamers. The same ideal which called the American 
people to remove the inequaHty of slavery, now caUs them to 
remove the inequaHties of other industrial and social institu
tions that have descended from the same ancient world in 
which slavery was organized. 

The next significant expression of the ideal of equaHty was 
the attempt to secure equaHty before the law. When the 
Community first began to democratize justice, it took the con
trol of punishment out of private hands; it began to make 
some mies of imiversal appHcation. The process of the democ-
ratization of justice has been the continuous and expanding 
restraint of the strong by common control; first the slayer, 
then the avenger, then the autocratic head of the family, 
and then the stronger classes, who, time and time again have 
used the estabHshed procedure of law and justice in order to 
enforce their wül upon weaker social groups. 

In large degree the development of law has been the result 
of the stmggle of inferior groups to Hmit the power of their 
superiors and win equaHty. These long and tragic stmggles 
constitute a large part of the history of democracy. They 
began in the old Roman Empire before the Stoics taught 
or Jesus preached, when the slaves by hundreds of thou-
sands organized themselves for rebelHon and in the great 
slave wars flung themselves against the might of the imperial 
legions. The same motive appeared in the western world 
when the nobiHty began to Hmit the power of the kings. The 
barons wrote the Magna Charta, not because they loved the 
common people, but because they did not like to have the king 
Hmit their rights. It was the inevitable next step that the 
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peasants should revolt against the barons and that the mer-
chants should later demand and secure equaHty under the law 
with the nobiHty and that this should in time be demanded 
of the trading class by the wage earners. It is equaUy in
evitable that the wage earners should gain the rights which 
other classes have successively secured. 

The greatest single step in equaHty under the law was 
taken when it was provided that a man imperiled of his 
liberty or Hfe should be tried by a jury of his peers. The 
theory of justice is to develop a common code and to form 
the jury of all classes. This is the nearest approximation to 
equaHty of right in a class divided society. In cases involving 
class interests a packed jury is almost inevitable because 
different classes Interpret the common code according to their 
class interest. If a jury of nobles tried a merchant or a jury 
of merchants tried a serf, it was not a jury of equals. That 
right at first appHed only to the nobiHty. A man was tried 
by his class according to the code of his class. But untü a 
common code is estabHshed it is inequaHty and injustice for 
a jury of one class to try a member of another, If there are 
distinct classes between whom there is prejudice, antagonism 
and conflict, it is obvious that there cannot be a jury of one's 
peers if it is composed entirely of folk of another class. That 
is why we have been getting results which are not only less 
than justice, but in contradiction to justice in some recent 
prosecutions of SociaHsts and I. W. W-'s. The juries have 
been hopelessly prejudiced; they have in some cases been 
deHberately composed of an entirely different class from the 
person who is under trial; a class with other interests and con-
victions. 

For a long time it has been a famüiar criticism of our courts 
that inequaHties of wealth destroy equaHty under the law. 
It is a matter of common knowledge that it is not possible 
for the rieh and the poor to have the same kind of defense m 
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the courts. The delays of the law, the personal and social 
ties of ofl&dals are aU on one side. It is not possible for rieh 
and poor to have even the same Standing before the law. The 
poor man's son in the tenement district wiU be arrested for 
something for which the poHceman in the suburbs would not 
think of arresting the son of a prominent business man. The 
same thing occasionaUy applies to the fathers. The boast of a 
democracy that it guarantees equaHty under the law has to 
face a more fundamental fact than the effect of wealth direct 
and indirect, upon its oflficers and processes of law and justice. 
It must consider whether it is possible to achieve equaHty 
before the law in a class divided society whose social inequaH
ties are now a matter of contest between the classes. In such 
a case does law and order become the weapon of the class which 
can control it? Recently a national labor Convention met to 
demand a new trial for Thomas Mooney, a labor leader 
of San Francisco, sentenced to death and commuted to life 
imprisonment on the Charge of exploding a bomb during a 
preparedness parade. The major testimony was later shown 
to be perjured. The presiding judge, the state's highest law 
oflficer and a presidential commission have all recommended 
a new trial. I t requires the amendment of the Constitution 
of the State. The Controlling class refuses. At the Convention 
the westem delegates declared very emphaticaü_y that after 
two years of trying to get a Square deal they had now lost all 
hope in legal procedure and wanted to try other methods. 
Mr. Bourke Cochran, the New York lawyer who appeared for 
Mooney, his first labor case, is on record as saying that "the 
most powerful Propaganda of anarchism and Bolshevism ever 
let loose on this earth is the condemnation of Mooney and 
his continuous imprisonment obtained by methods so ab-
horrent to justice that the conscience of Christendom should 
be shocked by it." The dangerous result of this and smiüar 
recent events is their effect on the attitude of those who wiU 
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presently remake our legal machinery to the historic process 
out of which it has developed. 

The issue goes deeper than a defect of machinery or the 
influence of wealth. It is the question of whether, in a society 
in which the classes are in conflict, any justice is possible ex-
cept class justice. The two orders clash in the courts. It is 
Hke the barons trying the peasants, or the peasants trying the 
barons. The workers trying the capitaHsts would not be 
Hkely to make any better job of it than the capitaHsts have 
made in trying the workers. Those who stiU beHeve that 
equaHty of rights before the law is essential to the stabiHty 
and progress of human society are now confronted with a 
Situation in which they must consider what are the causes of 
the class antagonism that appears to make equaHty imder 
the law impossible, and how these causes may be removed. 

The next approach of poHtical democracy toward equaHty, 
after its endeavor to guarantee equaHty of rights before the 
law, was in the matter of the suffrage. This has been con
tinuously extended on the principle that everybody should 
have equal rights in choosing the govemment. The philo
sophical formula is that everybody should count as one and no-
body as more than one. Conceiving the poHtical world in 
mathematical terms, universal suffrage and majority rule is 
an infallible device for securing poHtical equality. But the 
device works automatically only in a mathematical world 
in which all people are theoretically of equal poHtical weight 
and value. Such people going to the ballot box at stated 
times, with unfettered opportunity for poHtical discussion, 
would have equal poHtical rights. Each would be able to 
count as one in making or changing the wül of the majority. 
But fortunately or otherwise, the world is not logic nor math-
ematics, and in those countries which have the widest ex
tension of the franchise many people do not count at all in 
poHtical decisions and others continuaUy count a great deal 
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more than one. It becomes necessary then to look beyond the 
populär panacea of imiversal equal suffrage if poHtical equaHty 
is to be secured either for individuals or for classes. 

The poHtical ideaHsm of the people of the great middle class 
in the United States roots in a profound faith in the value of 
universal suffrage. Giving as the reason for their beHef the 
accompHshments already achieved under it in this country 
and in other parts of the world, they beHeve that the future 
development of human Hfe is to be secured by extending it to 
regions where it has not yet been allowed to obtain. This 
is probably what most of them meant by seeking to make the 
World "safe for democracy." Having met the autocrats oE the 
old world on this issue, they must now meet the growing army 
of ideaHsts among the working class who contend that poHtical 
democracy is totally inadequate to meet the needs of the 
present Situation; that it is powerless to remove the social 
inequaHties created by the prevaiHng mode of economic 
Organization, that its own dearly won biU of rights is by them 
continuaUy limited and even abrogated. It is time for the 
Champions of political democracy to consider wherein it does 
and wherein it does not afford "equal rights to all." 

For some years our political scientists have been busy point-
ing out certain particulars in which the machinery of political 
democracy does not produce the things for which it was in-
tended and of which it boasts. Their main contention is 
that we now have a delegated instead of a representative 
govemment, because the people have permitted, at many 
points, decisions conceming their welfare to pass into the 
hands of oflficials who are not chosen by them and over whom 
their control is so indirect as to be ineffective. For instance, 
who does the Postmaster-General represent or the State 
Department, or the local assessor? The other aspect of the 
question is that the representative portions of our govemment 
often represent neither the average Citizen nor the wül of the 
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majority. Who does the Controlling faction in the Senate 
represent for example? The trau of the muck raker and of 
the investigator has long been broad in the land and the records 
of their explorations are piled high in our Hbraries. They 
teil a suflficient story of the control of Councils, legislatures 
and courts to demonstrate the fact that our present machinery 
of legislation and law enforcement gives to powerful minori-
ties an unequal opportunity to control or defeat the wiU and 
purpose of the majority. 

The familiär exhortations to good citizenship contribute 
little to the Situation. The populär denunciations of corrupt 
politicians and the unidentified "men higher up" are equally 
ineffective. More is to be gained from the wisdom of the 
political scientist conceming the inadequacy for our present 
complex mode of life of governmental machinery devised in a 
simple State of society. Still more Hght and leading will come 
from a tme understanding of the relation of class interests to 
poHtical power. Recently the street railway Company on 
whose lines I ride two or three times a week, raised its fare 
from five to seven cents by order of the PubHc Service Com
mission. I had no opportunity, equal to that of the stock-
holders of the Company to register my judgment on that 
matter, so vital to the well-being of many famüies. I could 
not even get at the facts necessary for judgment. The 
directors of that Company have found it easy to get at the 
political machinery which dealt with that Situation, while for 
me it was a practical impossibüity. It is not suflficient to teU 
me to "get busy and be a good Citizen." If I attend to my 
civic duties ever so rigorously can I get equal representation in 
matters of pubHc Service with the Investors in the corporations 
that carry them on for a profit? Recently a sub-committee of 
the United States Senate conducted what purported to be an 
investigation into the Situation in Russia under Soviet rule. 
As the proceeding developed it became evident that it was 
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being directed in part by another department of the govem
ment which naturaUy desired to have its own judgment and 
poHcy sustained, and for the class interests of the committee, 
which would be affected by the success of a sociaHst govem
ment. Therefore most significant testimony conceming con
stmctive developments in Russia was ignored and refused a 
Hearing. Who then is represented in the report of that com
mittee? What representation is there for the people who are 
vitaUy concemed to know whether or not there is anything of 
constmctive value in the Soviet program? 

A poHtical Journalist writes from Washington conceming 
the opening of congress after the war: "Labor will have no 
voice in its deUberations. A body largely made up of lawyers 
and local poHticians will be called upon to debate and solve the 
deepest economic problems in the history of the land. The 
Congress quite definitely is a class Congress, and in the present 
Situation its legislation will deal largely with the class which it 
does not represent. This of course has been tme of any con
gress since the substantial growth of industriaHsm; but to-day 
the whole industrial movement has been suddenly and vio-
lently precipitated by the war." 

A part of the trouble is that the machinery of life itself has 
become too compHcated to enable all the people to get equal 
expression and representation through our present poHtical 
methods. There are political disabiHties attached automatic
ally to certain occupations, for lack of time to use the ma
chinery of govemment and lack of influence with those who 
operate it. Broadly speaking these attach to an entire class, as 
do the corresponding privüeges. So that I cannot be equal 
with another man merely by having my vote counted equaUy 
with his. If I belong to a Hmited class in the Community— 
the class which is financially and socially and inteUectuaUy 
powerful—my interests get automatically protected by the 
govemment whether I am politically active or not. But if 
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I belong to the larger class whose power and prestige is not so 
great, I have to be very active indeed to get any particular 
representation in the govemment and even then I may not 
be able to get as much representation as automatically goes 
to the members of the more powerful group. In a recent 
letter urging employers to attend a session of the IlHnois 
Legislature, at which an anti-injunction biU was voted upon, 
the Secretary of the Illinois Manuf acturers Association wrote: 
"Union labor will be there in force and the influence of one 
manufacturer is equal to the influence of twenty-five shop 
men." We are touching here, of course, not only one of the 
root defects of political democracy but of any System of gov
emment. We are touching what has been called the "original 
depravity of State nature"; that is, an inherent defect in the 
nature of the State itself from which the most democractic 
form of it can never be exempt. In any form of human associa
tion that can be devised some will count more than others. In 
many respects it is important to see to it that none counts 
more than one. In many respects it is equally important to 
see to it that each counts for all that he is worth. The prob-
lem for democracy is to make each count for aU that is in him 
for the common good and to prevent any from counting more 
than one to the Hmitation of the development of others. That 
the present poHtical machine enables quite often the minority 
to mle does not therefore mean that it is hopelessly defective. 
But if it is tme that equal rights are approximated only when 
the majority can rule, we ought at least to be able to get such 
poHtical perfection out of a machine erected for that par
ticular purpose that the majority and not the minority shall 
actuaUy control the direction of affairs most of the time. 

In the attempt to Hmit the control of minority groups, 
many reform measures have in recent years been advocated 
and some of them adopted. But the ax has not yet been 
laid to the root of the tree. The fundamental question is not 
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whether our poHtical machine enables a cormpt minority 
or a special privileged class to direct our affairs, but whether 
our present social order does not make it inevitable that a 
minority should control, if not the minority which has the 
most economic power then the minority which is the best 
educated, the best able to determine both what it wants and 
how to get it. The ultimate question is not whether the bad 
people, being presumably a minority, are going to direct us; 
but whether the good people, if in the minority, are going to 
control the rest. That is the question that the Soviet in 
Russia and the Constitution of the United States alike have 
to face. No matter what may be decreed in the nature of 
institutions designed to give equality of rights to aU Citizens 
and to aU groups and classes, it is inevitable under our present 
social order, and indeed as long as its inequaHties remain in 
the blood and bone of the race, that a minority should con
trol. Therefore there is to-day something more fundamental 
than a poHtical machine to be reformed; if the goal of equaHty 
is to be further pursued, it is the entire social structure that 
has to be changed, and finally the very Constitution of human 
nature. Those who accept the ideal will not shirk the task it 
lays upon them. 

Whatever its defects, the democratic State continually makes 
a vital contribution to human progress by chaUenging men 
to pursue the ideal of equaHty of rights. It thus contains the 
healing for its own iUs. If equality is impossible, what is 
Hfe worth apart from the pursuit of the impossible? If there 
is an incurable weakness in humanity, making it inevitable 
that some should be stronger than others and that any in
stitution devised for equaHty of rights should sooner or later 
faU into the control of the strong, then one of the real meanings 
of Hfe is to be found in the perpetual struggle against this 
autocratic tendency of human nature and human institutions. 
If this be true, then it must be remembered that society has 
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now developed to the point where a somewhat general educa
tion makes the control of reason widely prevalent, so that 
nations and communities no longer act solely from instinctive 
motives but quite generally by reasoned processes. It is at 
least true that the principle of democracy, having been de
veloped largely by instinctive process has now been generaUy 
approved by the reason of mankind. The great need now is 
for action and Organization and extended appHcation rather 
than for further definition. And of course if the people of 
inteUigence accept the principle of democracy and then do 
not go to work to perfect it, their intelHgence soon ceases to 
fmiction and their ideaHsm becomes sterile. 

Some people offer the Suggestion that the reason for the 
f aUure of our poHtical machine to more truly represent the ma
jority is because it has become the means of economic exploita
tion and the means of economic repression for those who are 
skiUfiü enough to thus use it. The famiHar phrase of certain 
economists is that the State has become the "political means of 
economic aggregation"—that instead of adequately represent-
ing the political desires and actions of the people, it comes 
nearer representing the economic desires and purposes of a 
limited group of property holders. The people who hold this 
view trace the Situation back to the fact that society in the 
modern period has been organized around property, and 
govemment and law have therefore become to a large extent 
the mere protector of property. They point, for example, to 
the different values attributed by the courts to the dividends 
of Investors and the health of wage earners, and to the failure 
to enforce social legislation after it has been won by a great 
stmggle. After the poHtical machine has proved adequate 
for the wiU of the majority to be recorded in progressive legis
lation, then special interests are able to block the enforcement 
of that legislation. A notable example was the Colorado coal 
strike where five out of seven of the miners' demands had 
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been already ordered by the laws of the State, but could not 
be secured by the miners in the actual administration of the 
industry. Then those who hold this point of view argue that 
as long as we have our present economic order it is inevitable 
that the state should become a class institution and should 
reflect the will of the group having economic power. That is 
one of the diflficulties which those statesmen at Paris who were 
genuinely anxious to rid the world of miHtarism and redeem 
the people of the future from the curse of war, have had to face. 
How can they do that without solving the problem of the 
reconstmction of the economic order, without organizing 
society for a different purpose than the acquisition of posses
sions, which is now its main objective. The two problems 
they wrestled with were the question of reparation and the 
danger to the future peace of the world from an aggressive 
nation. Would not these two questions have been easier of 
Solution if the economic order were readjusted to a search 
for the general welfare instead of a struggle for gain? The 
question is whether the world has now enough energy left, 
and suflficient capacity for social Organization, to commence 
that task, more fundamental than a League of Nations; and 
whether, having these capacities, it has nerve enough at pres
ent to try the undertaking. 

In any event those who bear in their bodies and spirits the 
bürden of our present inequaHties have manifestly deter
mined not any longer to acquiesce in them. They are minded 
not to transmit them to their chüdren, at least without a 
Stmggle. They are seeking how to extend to other spheres 
of lue such equaHty as poHtical democracy has guaranteed 
them at the baUot box and they now raise the question of 
social democracy. PoHtical democracy rests upon the prin
ciple of equal rights for all; social democracy shouts the slogan 
of equal opportunities for all, and thereby gives a new worth 
and a new challenge to the democratic State. Our modern 
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peoples stmggHng after democracy are interested in political 
equaHty as a means to secure wider equaHty of social living. 
They seek some general level of cultural advantages for all the 
people; not a dead level, but some better average than we 
have yet been able to show. It must be remembered that 
when our political democracy was adopted, the Tories were 
also here, and their descendants are yet with us. So that along 
with our widespread beHef in democracy, we also have, in 
many quarters, a pretty general acceptance of the traditions 
of aristocracy. Our educational institutions have perhaps 
been our most potent force in maintaining and extending a 
certain tradition and spirit of social democracy in their as-
sertion of the open door policy in regard to higher education. 
But they need now to examine themselves very closely as to 
whether theoretically and practically their education is not 
after all aristocratic rather than democratic; as to whether 
they are educating a few of the people rather than all of the 
people; as to whether they really want the same opportunities 
for aU the people that are now being given to the few. The 
real test of the democracy of our educational System is its at
titude to whatever economic changes may be found necessary 
to maintain the open door policy in education, now that the 
Hmitation of financial opportunity through the prior claim 
of the first comers and their descendants upon our national 
resources is continually pushing shut the door of educational 
opportunity. 

We have evidence of an ideal of social democracy in the 
admiration of the American people for the achievements of 
energy and toil. We have it again in the common contempt 
for mere wealth and luxury which is still the dominant sen-
timent of the American people apart from a few financial 
Centers and their parasitic appendages. The same thing can 
be seen in contradictory terms even among the plutocratic 
would-be aristocracy when they insist upon ignoring the fact 
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and consequence of the class distinctions so obvious in our 
city Hfe. In those parts of the country which are a Httle 
farther removed from the debiHtatmg influence of inherited 
wealth and European contacts, even in the circles which pride 
themselves upon their social leadership, it amounts to high 
treason to say that there are class distinctions in America. 
The very people who pride themselves on superiority, who 
insist upon deference from "trades-people" and "servants" 
will yet maintain that class distinctions do not exist in the 
"home of the brave and the land of the free." It is interesting 
to remember that when raüroads were first organized in this 
country the conductors refused to wear uniforms because 
they would not be marked as a separate servant group. We 
StiU react against the degradation of "tips." True, the tradi
tion that it is un-American to accept tips is fading fast, but its 
existence is an evidence that in the early days we had a tradi
tion of social as well as political democracy. One of the minor 
manifestations of the new Hfe which the spirit of social de
mocracy is now finding in old lands is the fact that the waiters 
in the hoteis and restaurants of Soviet Hungary proudly re-
fuse to accept tips from those whom they serve. 

The most vital expression of the American ideal of social 
democracy has been its provision of opportunities for higher 
education for women and for the chüdren of those who in 
Europe are called "the working classes," and are there almost 
universaUy denied such opportunities. In Europe the pos
session of a university degree and even the attainment of 
"secondary education" is almost without exception a badge 
of class distinction. Another striking evidence of our ideal of 
social democracy is our foreign missionary activity. One of 
the strongest motives in that endeavor has been the desire 
to extend equal opportunity for development to the back
ward peoples, that they might share with us in whatever cul
tural advantages had come our way. 
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Professor Walter Rauschenbush used to say that the best 
example of democracy he knew (and the best approach to the 
Utopia that so many people fear) was the small coUege town of 
the Middle West, where the fundamental American ideals 
dominate, where there is not any great wealth but a general 
average of income and a high general average of intelligence, 
cultural attainment and religion. Where in the world is there 
to be found a more deHghtful, democratic Community than 
in some of those small coUege towns? But what makes that 
condition possible? A somewhat general average of financial 
resources with its corresponding average of educational op
portunity. The same thing holds true in a somewhat lesser 
degree for the general small town of the Middle West; but 
just as soon as that small town gets dominated by any group 
much richer than the rest, democracy begins to break and 
class differences and distinctions come in. It is then a general 
average of income and wealth that makes possible the general 
average of attainment and this general democracy of Hfe 
that we like to think of as typically American. In like manner 
a great inequaHty of income and wealth makes impossible 
the attainment of as much social democracy as this country 
has developed, which is far more its distinction than any of 
its political forms and institutions. 

The spirit of the American people is essentially idealistic 
and they dearly love the iUusions of their ideals. But ü their 
ideal of social democracy is to remain active, they must pierce 
the Illusion that their ideal is self-supporting in mid-air. 
They must now see that it has always rested upon the economic 
fact of immense natural resources, undeveloped, unappropri-
ated. Now that these resources have been largely appropri-
ated it becomes impossible to maintain under our present 
order of affairs that measure of social democracy which has 
heretofore been the pride and glory of many of our communi
ties. The middle class of the United States is becoming a 
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class of privilege even as the aristocracy of Europe. Therefore 
the middle class, even in our smaller, more democratic com
munities, had better begin to ask themselves whether their 
degree of equaHty does not rest on an economic basis that 
means deprivation for others. They had better not sit down 
now in their abode of comfort on a lately discovered and de
veloped continent, thanking God that Üieir Hves have been 
cast in pleasant places and ignoring the fact that there are 
chüdren of tenant farmers nearby, who are getting less educa
tion than the labor of an earHer generation upon the soü made 
possible, because the rent has to go to the famüy that is Hving 
in the town. Also they wiU do well to consider what it means 
for the development of social democracy if they are drawing 
income from Industries where conditions are such that the 
chüdren of workers can never get the kind of health and edu
cation which their own chüdren enjoy. 

The commonly accepted definition of social equaHty is 
equal opportunity for the füll development and expression of 
the capacities of all the people. If we could ever secure a 
social order in which every child that was born would have an 
equal opportunity with every other child for the development 
and expression of all the capacities that were inherent within 
that chüd, we would have reached this ideal of social de
mocracy. But there would stül remain something more to 
be done, if the füll content of the concept of equaHty is to be 
unfolded. Already our social ideaHsm demands, and our social 
science and social Organization attempts, the removal of in
herited Hmitations. There are certain inequaHties of capacity 
which have been proved by science to be possible of removal; 
for example, the inherited weaknesses due to preventable dis
eases, under-nourishment, fatigue or immoralities of parents. 
Therefore society cannot rest content even when it has 
achieved a measure of equal opportunity after birth. It must 
then try and secure a greater level of equaHty at birth through 
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the removal of inherited Hmitations. This attempt leads into 
the almost unexplored field of the possible improvement of 
the human species through better parentage. Thus does the 
ideal of equality continuously chaUenge the human spirit. 
A dead level of capacity is both undesirable and apparently 
contrary to nature. But as long as inequaHties exist, the 
democratic conscience is challenged to find out whether they 
are inevitable. It has been discovered that certain differ
ences of intelHgence among chüdren are absolute. But the 
spirit of democracy declines to accept these differences as 
final and irreducible for the future untü it has discovered 
their relation to a long-transmitted wrong environment or 
wrong parentage or both. With a universe which provides 
for the permanent production of the speciaUy able we have 
no quarrel. A imiverse that necessitates the permanently 
deficient is one that we refuse to accept. Mankind wül chal
lenge it or die rebelling against it. 

Meantime the present effort toward equality is an attempt 
to remove certain gross inequaHties. It is undeniable that 
in the United States, with all our poHtical democracy and 
with our stül vigorous tradition of social democracy, we still 
have present with us many social inequaHties which apparently 
are gaming in strength. The "equal right to Hfe, Hberty and 
the pursuit of happiness," is not to be achieved at the ballot 
box. The vote of the man who has to work ten hours a day at 
exhausting or monotonous toü wiU count as much in the baUot 
box as mine, but he has not the same opportunity for Hfe that 
I have because the conditions of his work and his home Hmit 
his health; his chüdren will not have the educational and 
financial opportimity that müie will have. Increasingly the 
inteUectual and social and even the moral achievement of a 
certain section of our population depends not upon their wül 
or desire, but upon what we used to caU the accident of birth; 
which, of course, ought not to be an accident. The possibü-
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ity of development for the individual now depends in many 
cases, not so much upon himself, but upon what the old-world 
phrase ignorantly and irreUgiously caUs "that Station in Hfe 
to which it has pleased God to call him." The better and the 
lower classes so caUed, are increasingly marked off from one 
another. Whüe we never cease to congratulate ourselves 
upon having escaped the inherited class System of feudal 
Europe, yet nevertheless our industrial development is bring
ing with it a gradation of classes which is already taking the 
same rigid form that obtains in the older world. There is 
increasingly a greater difference between the Hfe of the smaU 
town and the Hfe of the great city, and as long as these differ
ences exist, poHtical equaHty seems to our workmen to be a 
somewhat harren achievement. There are sections of our 
eitles where the Declaration of Independence is but "sounding 
brass." If it is to be fulfiUed, it is necessary to secure for in
dividuals an even start in the race of Hfe with no Handicaps 
and no obstructions placed before some that are not placed 
before others. It is the chüdren of the working class in 
particular who are now handicapped, and therefore it is that 
class which is interested in finding out where the present 
inequaHties of Hfe are rooted. 

This raises the question of class privilege. What is it? 
If we ask which class is it that exercises the larger proportion 
of control in our poHtical affairs, that has a larger influence 
for good or for ill in our courts and our legislatures, that gets 
superior advantages for its chüdren, the answer is perfectly 
simple and obvious. It is the people with a certain degree 
of income and a certain proportion of ownership in the wealth 
of the country. Here is the fact of power; it is economic. The 
strong man won it, perhaps by superior abiHty to begin with, 
and his rights then became intrenched in custom, in law and 
in the very Constitution of society. The process will later be 
examined, but the fact wiU not be disputed that a limited 
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natural inequaHty to begin with, selfishly used, leads later 
to a widespread artificial inequaHty, maintained by "law and 
order." Some youth of exceptional vigor comes from a fann 
or a smaU town to the city, gains business or professional 
eminence, with or without great wealth, and achieves what we 
caU "distinction." This becomes estabHshed in his family 
and is for his descendants a transmitted privilege with all 
that it involves in easy access to the means of development. 
The result of his difference from the rest of folk enables others, 
in later generations, who may not have that difference, to 
have certain privüeges which the common run of people do 
not get. 

Such a Situation is only another form of the social cleavage 
that obtains in Europe where these privüeges have become 
intrenched in a caste System. They began first of all in the 
abiHty of the strong man to carve out for himself with the 
sword a certain ownership of the land, and on that economic 
basis he "founded a famüy." By means of the wealth that 
accrued from its land that famüy secured privüeges in educa
tion and other means of development and became what is 
called "the aristocracy," supposed to have more abiHty and 
often actuaUy possessing it, supposed to have more responsi-
biHty and not infrequently endeavoring to meet the obHgation. 

The noteworthy fact is, that instead of trying to remove 
the natural inequaHties between folk, we increase them by 
giving special privüeges to the strong as the reward of their 
strength. InequaHties of social condition rest mainly on in
equaHties of income. When these inequaHties of social con
dition reach a certain point, then future inequaHty of income 
and therefore of attainment, rests not so much on the differ
ence in abiHty as on the difference in economic power. Pos
session of undue economic power tends to make an inequaHty 
of abiHty because it condemns the people deprived of their 
share of economic control to less of the means for the develop-
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ment of Hfe and therefore their chüdren become less able; 
whereas the possessors of economic power, able to get more 
than the necessary means for the development of life, tend to 
become more able except in so far as excess leads to luxury 
and degeneration results. This latter possibiHty has been 
the salve for the conscience of those who have found it hard 
to reconcüe the inequaHties of our economic order with the 
profession of equaHty which their faith in democracy re
quires. But the theory of " shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in 
three generations" has been overworked. In any event it 
does not Help the general Situation if new rulers cHmb to the 
thrones of those who have faUen. As a matter of fact those 
who acquire and transmit and receive wealth and economic 
power are constantly leaming how to prevent its dissipation. 
A benevolent, conscientious aristocracy or plutocracy is like 
to prove more dangerous than one which is tyraimous and 
Hcentious. It involves just as much social deprivation for 
others and is more difl&cult to dislodge. 

In our class privilege we have the vicious fact that one 
man's strength finally makes many weak and perpetuates 
that weakness. This is the social policy approved by those 
who say that differences of class are born with some and not 
with others. One of our cabinet officers recently said to a weU-
known journaHst: "You cannot help the rieh being rieh and 
the poor being poor; the fundamental reason that I have 
more than some others is that God gave me brains and did 
not give them to the other poor feUow." The beautiful sim-
pHcity of the Statement stiU leaves us wondering whether 
that man's rehgion, if it can be called that, wül hold when his 
argument goes to its logical conclusion; when for example, 
some other man is wise enough and clever enough to take 
away the worthy statesman's possessions by due process of 
law and order. It is a common-place in the financial world. 
Wül he then admit that the Lord gave the other man more 
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brains than himself? Or suppose that the "poor people" 
whom the Lord loved so much that he left them without an 
adequate supply of brains but to make up for it constituted 
them a great majority, should suddenly become aware of that 
fact and using the sound doctrine of majority rule should by 
constitutional process decide to expropriate this statesman's 
large land ownings. Will his piety still hold, and lead him to 
say, "The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away; blessed 
be the name of the Lord "? 

As a matter of fact, that oflficial, beüig an orthodox church-
man, might stop to consider what has been done by organized 
religion to disprove the fallacy of natural inequaHties, in its 
education of the chüdren of the slums and of the backward 
races. When time and time again it has been said that these 
people could not possibly be raised to the same level as others, 
a process of education and the proper environment has re
moved their so-called natural deficiencies. The change has 
shown that these inequaHties were very largely due to en
vironment—to social heredity and not simply to biological 
heredity; to the effect upon human life of a Situation which 
was within human control and could be changed. The jus-
tifiable inference of what has already been accompHshed in 
the removal of so-called inherited inequaHties is that if we 
were to remove the artificial inequaHties of class privilege, 
the natural inequaHties could very much be lessened. While 
chüdren would never be bom equal in health or abiHty, there 
would be much less disparity than now obtains, and those who 
deal in the science of Eugenics would have us beHeve that 
there are scientific laws in that field which can be appHed to 
StiU further lessen the so-called natural inequaHties. 

Those who are troubled by the impossibiHty and undesir-
abiHty of any dead level of social equaHty may well consider 
whether in the last analysis the removal of inequaHty is not 
even more a matter of sentiment than of practical adjustment. 
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As long as there are not too great financial inequaHties there 
is not much class feeUng or class distinction. The working-
man does not feel it much that another has more than himself 
if, when they meet in business or in church, or even in poHtics, 
they are man to man and they treat each other as such. He 
does not bother much that the other has a better house or more 
money; but when the difference gets so marked that there is 
not this mutual sentiment, when they do not stand on the 
same plane and talk together, when one looks down on the 
other and draws his chüdren apart from the other's chüdren, 
then comes class consciousness and finally class hatred. It 
appears that the possibility of maintaining the sentiment of 
equaHty, an elusive thing, depends ultimately upon securing 
the smaUest possible margin of financial difference. If this 
gets too great there is no feeling of equality at aU. But the 
feeling of equaHty, and as much of the fact as really counts, 
may obtain without having any dead level of economic 
resources or of social conditions. 

There is a certain fallacy in that objection to this funda
mental principle of democracy which talks a good deal about 
the monotony of equaHty. It is used mostly by those who have 
secured a special privilege in one way or another. It would 
seem obvious that we could stand a great deal less inequaHty 
than we now have without over-much monotony in Hfe. It 
appears that the deprivation of multitudes of people of both 
the Stimulus and the means to development through the arti
ficial inequaHties of the present order occasions a considerable 
amount of monotony at both ends of society. There is more 
variety in the middle, where there is less inequaHty of income. 
I think it is open to demonstration that the middle class has 
developed a much greater degree of variety in individuals 
than is now to be found at either extreme of society. The 
people who are afraid of the monotony that might come from 
more equaHty in income and economic power wiU need to 
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reckon with the fact that there is a terrible amount of monot
ony above the luxury line and below the poverty line. Folks 
mn pretty true to type and form in both of these groups. The 
reason probably is that the people below the poverty Hne 
have to a large extent been deprived of the hope as well as 
the opportunity for any marked self-development. It is 
as if somebody had taken and clipped off the whole popula
tion Hke a hedge at a dead level and said, "above this you 
cannot go." On the other hand, the people above the luxury 
line also are deprived of much of the incentive to develop
ment; too much is easily within their reach and grasp; too 
much comes without asking or seeking. If variety of individual 
development is wanted, if it is desired to bring out aU the 
possibiHties of human nature, it would seem as though gross 
inequaHties of income must be removed. 

Consider the middle class family with educational ideals 
and high ethical and religious Standards; the family whose in
come enables it to provide all its chüdren equally with aU 
needed means of development and give a guarantee of sup
port during the educational period, and see what Happens. 
There is not much monotony of type among the chüdren— 
they are not like peas in a pod. Are they as much aHke as the 
pleasure-seeking chüdren of the idle rieh, or the early-working 
chüdren of the over-driven poor? They are given equal 
means for equal development up to a certain point, but what 
occurs in the final result depends of course upon the individual 
initiative and energy in taking hold of the opportunities for 
higher educational training that are thus put within reach. 
The point at which self-help should come in is open to argu
ment. I t is probably variable according to temperament 
and kind of abiHty. In getting a coUege education for example, 
the golden mean lies between having to make one's way en
tirely and having a large family income at command. If 
things work out this way in the family, why would it not be 
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beneficial in society at large for equal means for development 
up to a certain point to be provided for aU and progress after 
that point made dependent upon individual initiative, the 
means being accessible on reasonable terms. Would not 
society be Hkely to get everywhere the variety that is now 
found in the American middle class group which is demon-
strably a much greater variety than is foimd either among 
the idle rieh or the submerged poor? 

It would also seem as though nature was not very much 
afraid of monotony; nature seems to furnish about the same 
opportunities for development to all members of the same 
species in the same locaHty. If there is a shortage of rain, aU 
trees go short; if there is enough, they all get about the same 
Chance at it. There is in nature a good deal of equality in the 
means of subsistence or the lack of them and yet not much 
monotony as the result of that. The concept of equaHty that 
involves a dead level of monotony is absolutely strained and 
artificial. If it were desirable, it could never be realized. It 
is certain that the inequaHties which debar many from the op
portunity for adequate nourishment and education can be 
removed without getting anything of a deadening effect in 
the Community. A lot of leveling-up in the direction of equal
ity can be done without at all endangering the variety of Hfe. 

Our theory of social democracy has been that we would 
give everybody an equal opportunity to cHmb to the top. How 
much does that theory underlie our educational System? 
Men who are supposed to be able to think stiU glorify the 
possibiHty of a newsboy becoming President. Not only our 
successful men of affairs, but most of our middle class ideaHsts 
StiU cherish the ülusion that the door to the temple of Fame 
and Power is wide open to all. They are stiU Hving in the 
United States of a generation ago. They have never stopped 
to think that the more complex our social Organization be
comes, the less possible is it to give everybody an equal op-
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portunity to cHmb up. They have never completed their 
social scheme. Their dream of equaHty in terms only of op
portunity has never shown itself to them in its final perfect 
form of an inverted pyramid, crowded at the top with people 
of Station occupying positions of power and influence with no 
support for society at the bottom because the basic activities 
of life have aU been abandoned in the ascent of the equally 
strong. 

Here we touch the root of class privilege and social inequal-
ity; an undue worship of strength and the giving of undue 
power to the strong. This became so obvious in the old world 
that the people had to take certain kinds of power from the 
strong; they did not let them exercise to the füll their miHtary 
power for example. And what the world is now minded to do 
is to remove the unequal control of economic power. It 
used to be considered the right and correct thing for the strong
est to take what he could and keep what he had taken by the 
exercise of his strength. This process was restrained gradually, 
but it still is proper for a strong man to carve his way to eco
nomic power, to get as much capital as possible, and a good 
deal of our legal procedure gives him the right to keep what 
he has thus obtained. But the world is now beginning to 
restrain the acquisition of economic power. This is the cen
tral struggle of the modern democratic movement—the strug
gle for the control of the means of life, of the resources of 
the earth and of labor power. 

This issue is not to be settled by any magic formula of the 
equal right to vote at certain times of the year. The free 
peoples are after more than the extension of poHtical democ
racy to the subject peoples and the reform of their own poHtical 
procedure. One of the greatest conflicts of history is now on; 
the cHmax of a long series of struggles for the diffusion of 
power. The common people are determined to secure the 
aboHtion of class privilege, and to get equaHty of oppor-
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tunity, for development, by putting economic power, as 
poHtical power has been put, into the hands of aU the people 
through democratic processes. 

When our poHtical democracy was estabHshed, economic 
power was not recognized as a factor in govemment and in 
society as it has since been recognized; indeed it did not exist 
to the same extent, for the simple reason that there was no 
such aggregation of wealth as now obtains in this country. 
There was, on the contrary, a very general distribution of a 
somewhat moderate income. There was not in existence the 
enormous amount of economic power that has come with the 
development of machinery and with the increase of capital. 
Consequently our poHtical democracy was worked out with
out due recognition of the relation of economic power to gov
emment. 

There is to-day a twofold recognition of economic power 
and its place in society and the State; on the one hand by the 
poHtical scientists and poHtical phüosophers, and on the other 
hand by the working people, who are now finding out what 
more they must do in order to achieve that which our govem
ment in its beginnings guaranteed to them. 

The stmggle for the democratization of economic power 
has not yet taken its fuU form, but certain of its aspects are 
already rather clearly defined. Economic power is of two 
kinds, labor and capital; and the stmggle is for the democratic 
control of both these factors. ShaU the force of labor be con
troUed by the workers or by the capitaHsts, or shall it be con
troUed by the democratic process in which they both partici-
pate? ShaU the capital and the credit upon which the very 
life of the people depends, be controUed by a minority or by 
the majority? Already measures are being worked out in 
three ways: the attempt to secure a democratic control of the 
distribution of mcome; the attempt to secure a democratic 
control of the process of industry and agriculture, of the work-
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Shop, the farm and the market; the attempt to secure a demo
cratic control of the natural resources from which wealth 
is developed by labor. 

Because the common people have come to see the fact that 
the degree of income determines very largely the degree of 
social development, they have come forward time and time 
again with their demand for an increased wage. Also a large 
part of our social science is directed toward the aboHtion of 
poverty in order to secure greater equaHty of Hving. Both 
social workers and scientists see clearly that this is only part 
of the issue. The question of the amount of income for the 
wage earners depends absolutely upon the question of the 
control of the working processes and of the resources upon 
which those processes depend. Upon this depends the amount 
and nature of their productivity. The economic fact is also 
a spiritual fact. I t involves the question of whether one group 
of people shall be able to control the means of Hfe for others 
and thereby shall be able to control the Hfe of others. It is 
the old question of slavery in a new form. Its clearest mani
festation is in the question of who is going to control the Jobs. 
A large part of the army of labor goes to its work as a con-
script army, unwiUing and suUen, because it has no choice in 
the matter. I t must go or starve, and then the wiUs and minds 
of others control the manner in which the work shall be done. 
The next appHcation, therefore, of the democratic process to 
economic power, is the attempt to get equal representation in 
the control of work. That is attempted at the present time 
in the westem countries through representative methods copy-
ing those of poHtical democracy in what is called "coUective 
bargaining" through representatives of capital and labor 
with delegated powers. But just as poHtical democracy has 
not succeeded altogether in making the representative method 
work satisfactorüy, neither has labor Organization; and there 
are now pending certain changes in industrial management 
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which wül carry democracy in the control of industry into 
another form than that of Joint representation. At the same 
time that the world is thus moving forward, a substantial 
body of American employers, the rear guard of the old order 
in the industrial world, is vigorously opposing the giving 
to labor of any share in the determination of the conditions of 
industry. The country which prides itself on being the great 
example and exponent of democracy is in its industrial Hfe 
the most autocratic of all the great industrial nations. 

It is quite evident that one of the severest stmggles in the 
development of democracy will occur in the endeavor to secure 
a wider control of the economic resources upon which the 
national as weU as the individual well-being depends. That 
struggle has already begun over both the sources of economic 
power—the working capacity of mankind and the natural 
resources of the earth out of which the common energy pro-
duces subsistence and aU the comforts and luxuries of 
civilization. If any group of men can control these natural 
resources to a certain degree, if in addition they can con
trol any large proportion of the capital and credit which is 
necessary for the carrying on of industry, labor is practically 
deprived of its economic power and its economic opportunity. 
It must either obey the group which has the control of the 
things upon which the very Hfe of the workmg people depends, 
or it must accompHsh a change in the Situation. 

The masters of economic power in our modern civilization 
have really a greater dominion over men than was achieved by 
the emperors of old. By their decisions conceming the prices 
of products, the wages, and indeed the whole terms and course 
of industry, they are not only able to take toU and tribute from 
the productive labor of a nation or of several nations, but 
they can mdirectly determine the course of life and the op
portunities of life for unnumbered people. The extent to 
which that has happened is pointed out by Professor W. I. 
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King, in his book "The Distribution of Wealth and Income in 
the United States." He points out that while on the one 
hand we have been getting a much wider distribution of 
income, on the other hand, we have also been gettmg a 
much greater concentration of wealth ownership. He says 
many people wiU argue that all is weU with democracy be
cause of the wider distribution of income. On the contrary, 
he aflörms, for the wide distribution of income does not repre
sent a corresponding distribution of power, but a concentration 
of power, both economic and poHtical. The historic results 
of any such inequaHties are open for the world to read, most 
particularly in the case of the Roman Empire. There are 
obviously but two possible outcomes to a gross inequaHty 
in the ownership of wealth and the control of power; either 
the decadence of the nation in which it exists, from luxury 
and autocracy at one end and poverty and slavery at the 
other, or revolt on the part of the people to change the condi
tion and remove the causes that brought it about. 

It is quite easy to see what effect the concentrated control 
of economic resources has upon educational opportunity. It 
is quite obvious that the educational opportunity for any sec
tion of the population decreases with its removal from owner
ship in the economic resources of the country and from a share 
in their control. In the earHer stages of this country's develop
ment the people who Hved on the land were owners, and there
fore had direct control of a certain amount of economic power. 
Most of them were able to give more of the avaüable educa
tional opportunity to their chüdren than is possible for either 
the tenant farmer or the industrial wage earner to-day. As 
the grip of these latter classes upon the economic resources 
becomes sHghter and looser, so does the educational oppor
tunity that is available to them decrease. That degree of 
equaHty of control of the land which existed in this country 
in the early period of its history, brought about a pretty gen-
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eral average of income for the large agricultural population. 
There were no such gross disparities as now obtain. Neither 
was there any such mequaUty of educational development 
as now obtains where tenant farming is the mle. Nor has 
there since been any such contribution to national leadership 
in vigor and variety from the population on the soü as came 
in the days of somewhat equal control of the land. 

It would appear then that a rieh and varied inteUectual 
development in any Community depends upon a certain gen
eral level of economic condition. However that may be, and 
within a generation or two the point will be determined by 
experiment, the obvious fact is that the nations have come 
again to a point where a redistribution of power is taking 
place. Again power passes from the few to the many. PoHtical 
democracy may content those of us who have social and educa
tional opportunity, but it is no longer adequate for those who 
are unable to get these opportunities and increasingly they 
know it. Increasingly also they are discovering the economic 
causes of their deprivation and the essential nature of the 
needed economic changes. Knowledge has been given the 
toilers by the partial democratization of education. It is a 
world-changing fact of the first order that for the first time 
in history the suffering masses are coming to understand the 
causes of their suffering. The tool of historic and scientific 
knowledge is now about to be used for the first time by the 
working classes. With it they wül add to the present ma
chinery of democracy, by some means or other, whatever is 
necessary to enable them to realize the same measure of de
velopment that now obtains among the people who sometimes 
caU themselves their betters. Too much approach to the ideal 
of democracy has already been made by humanity at large, 
there has been too much democracy let loose in the earth, to 
make it possible to keep permanently undeveloped races or 
classes. The world is moving up to a greater degree of real 
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social equaHty, an equaHty in access to the means of develop. 
ment. The immediate step about to be taken is the democrat-
izing of economic power. In this movement the world forces 
have yet to feel the impact of the accession of the American 
workers who are just awakening to economic understanding. 
They bring to the common cause of the people everywhere a 
passion for social equaHty which has been fed both by ideaHsm 
and economic advantage, together with a spirit which has 
not been broken or sof tened by an inherited class System. 

This new movement toward equaHty through the wider 
distribution of economic power has a very vital relation to the 
international Situation. The poHtical stmggle which led to 
the world war was, in a very large degree, a contest between 
the great nations for the right to develop the backward re
gions of the earth and use the undeveloped peoples for profit. 
Is that process now to be accompHshed by the Joint control 
of the big nations under a gentlemen's agreement to observe 
certain rules and to share the proceeds? Is it now to be, as 
one group of British liberal thinkers proclaimed, equaHty of 
access to the cheap labor of the backward peoples? And for 
these backward peoples is it simply to be a change of masters, 
from one nation to a group of nations? Or is it to be the be
ginning of equaHty of development for these peoples many of 
whom have long been subject to aUen control and so, through 
no primary fault or lack of their own, have remained unde
veloped? Are they now to be considered entitled to equal 
social opportunities with those nations who have been some
what arrogantly considering themselves as the trustees of 
civilization? 

It is upon the answer to these questions, as weU as to the 
question of equaHty of opportunity of development for what 
we caU the lower classes, that the future peace of the world 
depends. The big nations may settle the conflict between 
themselves by arranging somewhat equal rights to the ex-
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ploitation of the imdeveloped economic resources of the earth, 
but the fundamental world issue wiU not be settled that way; 
it wiU be raised the next time by an amalgamation of the 
exploited classes or races. Therefore there is incumbent 
upon the Joint forces of education and religion a very heavy 
task in this particular matter of the extension of equaHty of 
opportunity. These forces have a Joint and common interest 
in the present Situation, for the present aspiration and stmggle 
of the so-called lower classes and undeveloped peoples toward 
a greater degree of development is largely the creation of our 
modern education and the missionary aspect of our rehgion. 
There is no use disguising, and nothing to be gained by blink-
ing, the fact that both education and religion are forces of 
social unrest, properly and wisely so. They have been teach
ing higher Standards of living, they have been teaching great 
ideals of democracy. Therefore they have created the desire 
for these Standards and ideals among the peoples of the earth 
and the more they spread their doctrines, the more do the 
people want aU the values of the democracy that education 
and rehgion constantly presuppose and proclaim. It is one 
of the tasks of education to proclaim the ideals and create 
the unrest that will, by proper methods, remove injustice and 
inequaHty. It must be remembered that in both the Jewish 
and the Christian teaching of religion, there is what may be 
caUed a proletarian strain. That rehgion began in the eman
cipation of a group of slaves in Egypt and when it is tmly 
taught to-day, in China or Japan, or in the United States, 
it fosters something of the same aspirations and ideals that 
led the Hebrew people to revolt against Pharaoh, the proph
ets to thunder against the tyranny and exploitation of the 
ruling classes of Israel, and Jesus and James to declare judg
ment upon the oppressors of the poor. It causes subject 
peoples and classes to long for liberty and for a greater de
velopment in Hfe. It teaches universality of rights and priv-
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üeges. I t never def ends or condones injustice; it is not con
tent with an ideal of Hfe that is Hmited to a few people, but 
ever the privüeges of Hfe, its benefits and ideals, are pro
claimed as the common right of all. I t proclaims the puU-
ing down of the mighty from their seat; it declares that the 
meek shall inherit the earth. 

It is disgracefuUy tme that the organizations that have 
embodied the teachings of the Jewish and Christian scriptures 
have at times taught contentment with injustice and inequal-
ity, have urged the people to endure their lot in Submission, 
have at times allied themselves with the forces of repression. 
But the spirit and ideal of their faith has ever broken through 
the forms that confined and distorted it. A religion which pro
claims equaHty of spiritual rights, as do the Jewish and Chris
tian faiths, which proclaims that aU men are equal before God, 
inevitably stimulates the desire for equaHty of poHtical and 
education opportunity, inevitably urges all the people to seek 
after the social and economic privüeges which have ever been 
confined to the few. Under the Inspiration and the teaching 
of such a rehgion, not a few people have moved up very ap-
preciably in the scale of human Hfe. If this rehgion is now 
tme to its central principles, it will not be content with in-
spiring a certain number of people to reach the higher ranges 
of Hfe, it wül not be satisfied with having, directly and in
directly, provided the means of development and education for 
certain neglected sections of mankind. What gains it has been 
able to secure for some people through its own institutions of 
education and through its Inspiration of the state to provide 
much wider means of education, it wiU now unceasingly de
mand for aU the people; it will also urge the removal of those 
economic inequaHties which now prevent the extension of the 
means of educational development to the people at the bottom 
of our industrial society. 

It is quite evident that in the regions where poHtical de-
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mocracy is worshiped there is much need of a vigorous and 
piain teaching of equaHty of cultural opportunity and eco
nomic power. What place is there in a democracy for the 
divine right of plutocrats and captains of industry any more 
than for the divine right of kings and priests? What place is 
there also for the divine right of professors and preachers? 
There can be no special privilege and no special power in a 
tme democracy, not even in educational and reHgious Serv
ice; they must be open on equal terms to aU the people. The 
tendency of a democracy which glorifies education, without 
much understanding of the nature and impHcations of either 
democracy or education, is to revert to the principle of the 
aristocracy of intellect. This was the peril which the great 
Greek phüosophers bequeathed to the Western world in their 
supremacy of the men of reason. That teaching is stiU exer-
cising a dangerous effect upon our educational and poHtical 
Hfe as it justifies and sanctifies special privilege and power in a 
democratic state to a Hmited educated minority. The Greeks 
were right that reason rules and should rule. Only so can 
democracy be safe. But democracy is destroyed in the inevit
able control of reason, if the development of reason be con
fined to a section of the population. The only safety for de
mocracy is to enable aU the people to share in the control of 
reason, to develop and train all of them so that it wiU not be 
a few exceptionaUy wise people who are Controlling but it will 
be the common reason of the common people, trained to exer
cise itseU in soimd intellectual and moral judgments. The 
great Greeks could not see the possibiHty of any such intel
lectual democracy and so the necessity of the control of reason 
in human Hfe became the buttress of an aristocratic state and 
social System. To-day the means for the development of a 
genuinely democratic society are at hand. 

The gospel of democracy to which the Westem peoples 
have already given consent, clearly involves the universal de-
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velopment of the people up to a certain point, to be achieved 
through the jomt control of economic power. In order that 
this gospel of democracy shaU reach its completion and shall 
not be checked by the weight of a mere sentimental applause, 
there wiU have to be added to the teaching of its principles a 
passion for their appHcation in life. Only so can they grow. 
The test of the democratic character of education and rehgion 
is first of all the wülingness to share them on equal terms with 
all the rest of the people, but it is more than that. I t is a wül
ingness to help others to get their benefits. This kind of de
mocracy also involves teaching the people to give equal rights 
as weU as to seek them, and that is a much Härder matter. 
The desire for special privilege is naturally ingrained; if we 
know some one in office who can give us a seat of advantage 
to watch the parade, while our friends must stand, we are 
going to ask for it, are we not? The degree of wülingness to 
give equal rights to others is the final test of democracy. There 
is a twofold duty now for the inteUectuals of the middle class. 
One of their obHgations is to yield special privilege, to seek 
the way to share it with others imtü it becomes a universal 
privüege. If they do not do this, they can count upon having 
their privilege taken from them in due time. Their other 
obHgation is to teach the working class now coming to pre-
ponderant control in society to seek not power but equaHty 
for their chüdren and for all others. If the people now coming 
up from below are seeking only to get their hands on economic 
power, because they now see that this is the means to equaHty 
of cultural opportunity, they will in the end be betrayed by 
the instinct for dominance and give the world but another 
form of inequaHty. If, however, their dominant desire is to 
permanently distribute equality of opportunity for develop
ment throughout the Community and the world-family, they 
wül become the pioneers of a state of democracy which the 
world has not yet known. 
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To diffuse economic power throughout a commumty is not 
sufl&cient. It is only a part of the next step toward equaHty. 
It simply clears the road for social development. There re
mains to be developed the disdpline of education and the 
spirit of good wiU which wül make effective this diffusion of 
power in general Standards of Hving. There remains also to 
be achieved the general understanding of Hfe as a process of 
unceasing development. If education and rehgion can In
terpret Ufe to the people so that they will seek their mutual 
development instead of mastery over each other, then they 
wiU move forward on the endless path toward the ideal of 
equaUty. 



CHAPTER III 

UNIVERSAL SERVICE 

The development of democracy raises the question of unity, 
the question of how the democratic Community is going to 
stay together. Is the democratic Community nothüig but a 
large number of free and equal individuals who have achieved 
their liberty and gained a measure of equality, all seeking 
their own rights by their own power, all endeavoring in their 
own way to work out their development? Is the democratic 
world only a group of nations created by the principle of self-
determination and then tumed loose to grow in their own 
way, to seek their own destiny, to work out their own desires? 
What kind of a world is going to result in either case? Will 
these multitudes of individuals within the nation or these 
groups of nations seek to go their separate ways independ-
ently and apart? And as they go their separate ways will 
they find their interests conflicting, their desires crossing, and 
will they be drawn into friction, jealousy and antagonism? 
Or wiU they necessarily be drawn, both by the destmctive 
effect of the conflict of their self-interests and their inherent 
desire for fellowship into a much closer association than is 
impHed in the principle of freedom or self-determination? 

The question then is whether a democratic Community or 
a democratic world can be achieved by the principles of 
Hberty and equality alone. This involves the question of 
whether it is possible to secure the füll content of either of these 
ideals apart from the development of another principle in 
which they are both involved. Can final freedom or the largest 
possible measure of equaHty be realized for individuals in a 
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democracy whose major emphasis is upon Hberty? WiU the 
principle of self-determination reaUy give to the smaller na
tions and the backward peoples that freedom and equaHty 
for which they foUow it? The fact that Hmitations are im-
posed upon the principle of self-determination in the course 
of its own Operation, is evident by the conflict that continuaUy 
obtains in a democratic Community where democracy is still 
expressed in terms of individuahsm. AU the warfare between 
individuals and groups in the field of industry and finance 
that characterized the early period of the commercial de
velopment of this country is typically iUustrative of the in
adequacy of the principle of self-determination to bind to
gether the life of a Community. Then, as political democracy 
develops, we find that it is no freer from the conflict of classes 
than in those nations where the democratic principle is not so 
acclaimed or appHed. In the United States, at this time, and 
in some of the South American repubHcs, the conflict between 
classes becomes increasingly acute and is apparently on the 
way to reach the same stage of severity that it has attained in 
the older monarchical countries of Europe. The inadequacy 
of self-determination to make a cohesive world is iUustrated 
again in the antagonisms which are developing between the 
nations now concemed in adjusting the present world Situa
tion. Each plans for its own economic development, they at 
once find that their interests conflict and dissension begins 
between the aUies, which is bound to become more acute in 
the future unless the leaders of the nations perceive that 
something more is needed than a mutual guarantee of self-
development, which means for the great powers economic 
expansion. 

Is it not clear then that democracy is not simply a matter 
of individual freedom or equaHty of opportunity, or mutual 
attempts to guarantee these rights, but is also a matter of 
inter-dependent development? Is it not a fact that the degree 
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to which any of us or aU of us can secure our recognized 
rights depends as much upon Cooperation as upon our own 
mitiative? The Western peoples have taken to liberty quite 
eagerly; they are going to take to equaHty a little more soberly; 
but fratemity is stül considered a beautiful sentiment, a very 
deHghtful ideal with which to beguüe idle moments, but 
dismissed from the world of daily affairs as impractical. Are 
we now to discover that it is one of the vital forces of de
mocracy, which must find practical expression in Organiza
tion if freedom is to remain and equaHty is to be advanced? 

Democracy is now faced with the necessity of making up 
its mind as to what is the cohesive force of society; what is 
able to hold and to bind people together either into a local 
Community, into a federation of states or a Community of 
nations? If humanity is now going to build a new house to 
Hve in, it is a vital question as to what kind of cement will 
hold the structure together; if there is to be a new organism 
now taking form in the earth, what is the dynamic power that 
shall vitaHze it and make its separate members parts of one 
body? The task before humanity, if it would really make a 
world democracy, is to discover and develop the laws of hu
man association. Here is the great field of investigation for 
the future. The great unchartered region for scientific dis-
covery is the realm of human living. We have really only 
begun to gather together the knowledge gained by the past 
life of mankind as to the laws and principles by which our 
associated Hfe has been developed and by which it can be 
carried forward. The science of society is still in its infancy 
and its central task is to clearly outHne and analyze the funda
mental principles of human association that they may then 
be appHed to the increasing activities of mankind. This is 
the great adventure of to-morrow. 

Very definite answers have been offered in the past to these 
questions conceming the nature of the force that binds society 
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together. These answers need now to be examined in the 
light of our increasing knowledge of the course and manner of 
human progress. Autocracy is very positive in its reply. 
It has no doubt whatever upon the matter, and if doubt 
arises in the minds of the people conceming its answer, then 
autocracy promptly applies its principle and calls into play 
"the dmmming guns that have no doubts." For autocracy 
insists on the efiicacy of coercion and declares that physical 
force and the fear of it is, in the last analysis, the compelling 
power of human association. It believes that no govemment 
can maintain itself, and no society can be Held together, unless 
there is a ruling class to possess and constantly use the means 
of compulsion. Autocracy is therefore the organized and 
transmitted power of the strong man, the man who was able 
to master his fellows, to begin with because he had the stronger 
right arm and the greater skill in using the weapon. That man 
finally made empires and entaüed them to his descendants 
and their satelHtes to rule. The strong man is the founda
tion and the philosophical justification of all ruling classes; 
the warrior for the ruHng classes of Europe, the pioneer cap-
tain of industry and finance for the ruling classes of an in
dustrial civiHzation. Along with his power, the strong man 
transmits to the ruling class which falls heir to it the method 
of coercion by which he attained it, sanctified by its success. 
They therefore receive it with a justified faith in its potency, 
which becomes finally a genuine faith in its divine origin and 
its necessity and virtue for society. When their power is 
challenged, they maintain themselves and insist that they are 
maintaining the social stmcture, by the use of machine 
guns and jaüs. So intrenched is this belief in the vaHdity of 
coercion by physical means that even the church, professing 
the rule of love, has in times passed practiced compulsion and 
sought to queU dissent by the rack, the thumb screw and the 
stake, and endeavored to extend its faith by force of arms. 
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It is tme that the prmciple of coercion as the cohesive force 
of society has been discredited very considerably in national 
affairs by the progress of democracy and its use very con
siderably Hmited. Yet how many people to-day are taUdng 
of anything but physical repression for social and poHtical 
dissent? Whenever people indicate their beHef in the neces
sity for a "strong govemment," they are revivuig this ancient 
principle of coercion which democracy abandoned in its f orma-
tion. With the extension of intelligence and its gradual domin
ance over brüte force in the determination of human affairs, 
the principle of coercion takes another form. It becomes the 
coercion of intellectual and moral judgment by the ruUng 
class and lately by the administration, through the control and 
influence of the agencies of education and publication. This 
coercion of the mind and conscience of democracy, through 
the distortion and suppression of news, is used to subvert 
democracy into the use of the autocratic means of physical 
coercion to carry out the policy of the administration or to 
suppress those who would break the power of the ruling class. 
Democracy must free its public opinion or perish. The primi
tive fear aroused by the world war and the desire of adminis-
trations to vindicate their policies and maintain themselves 
in power carried the democratic countries back to the use of 
the princple of coercion for which they formerly overthrew 
autocracy. This was carried far beyond the necessity of 
rational self-preservation, into such repression of minority 
expression as endangers national health. The poison thus en-
gendered in the body politic is now robbing this nation of 
sanity. It is attempting to meet a Situation which calls for 
more democracy with a denial of democracy and a reliance 
upon the root principle of autocracy—coercion by physical 
means. 

But whüe the principle of coercion has been somewhat dis
credited in national affairs, it stiU characterizes international 
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relationships, and that is one of the fundamental reasons that 
the World is now in its present misery. The old order of di
plomacy before the war was an order which rested everything 
in the discussion upon the possession of superior force. This 
was the last word. Apparently that type of mind has not been 
changed by the world agony. Recently the Minister of War 
for Great Britain said in the House of Commons that, after 
all, the best pressure for peace was a powerful army. This is 
either an example of the automatic reflexes of the somnolent 
bureaucratic mind or it is a clear declaration of the intent 
of the ruHng class of a democratic nation, Controlling its 
foreign poHcy for their particular profit, to maintain the prin
ciple of autocracy in international relations, 

If it be tme that physical coercion is the cohesive force in 
international relations, if in that realm of Hfe we cannot trust 
the appeal to reason or to justice, then we shall continue 
to have an armed world and all the misery that it means. 
Then democracy will be deceived and destroyed by the same 
inteUectual and moral fallacy that deceived and destroyed the 
Pmssian state. Democratic diplomacy, just like that of the 
autocracies, has too often used the final argument of the pos
session of superior force. The final appeal to democracy for 
great armies and great navies is that they are not intended for 
use, but simply to be kept in the background as an evidence 
to the other nations that we can back up what we say, if 
necessity requires. This means that democratic diplomacy 
is to triumph, not because it is reasonable or right, but because 
it possesses the means of coercion, because it can put the fear 
of its might into other peoples when it cannot convince them 
of its justice. This is a complete acceptance of the auto
cratic principle that society is to be Held together by coercion. 
Does the case stand any different with a League of Nations, 
which rehes solely or mainly upon the combined force of its 
more powerful members? 
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If the World is to have an international democracy, it is 
necessary at once to remove the principle of physical coercion 
from international relations at least to the degree that we have 
partially removed it from our national relations. Indeed it 
may be possible and necessary to secure the next Hmitation of 
coercion within the nation by an advanced step in that direc
tion in international affairs, for while political democracy 
weakened the reliance upon physical force in governmental 
affairs, the principle has been revived and given a new lease 
of Hfe by our industrial development. The gospel of abso-
lutism and the principle of coercion is still preached and prac
ticed as the only possible means of securing unity in our in
dustrial life. I t usually begins at the top of society and 
promptly spreads at the bottom. Too many people in the 
property-owning class continually blurt out that the way to 
deal with strikes is to break a few heads or call out the 
troops. That is the increasing tendency; the Statement was 
common in the more developed industrial regions of the East 
even before the war. The West prefers vigüance committees, 
deportations, and an occasional hanging or shooting. After a 
time bombs come from anarchist circles and increasingly sober 
men in labor and radical circles discuss whether violence is 
not the only way out. Finally both sides are more willing to 
trust the arbitrament of physical force than the rule of reason. 
This is the natural result in due process of time, of an un-
restrained and glorified competitive System of economic 
production and distribution because the competitive System 
justifies the right of the strong, asserts and guarantees it by 
custom and law, and then enforces it. 

When democracy challenged the principle of coercion and 
proclaimed in its place the rule of reason, it first defined and 
appHed the mle of reason in terms of an absolute individuahsm. 
It saw of course that there would be selfishness and antago
nism, but beheved that there was enough reason in humanity 
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SO that in the end these antagonisms would adjust themselves 
for the general good, the conflicting selfishnesses would more 
or less modify each other and finaUy work out for the common 
weal; gradually there would come about the dominance of the 
rule of reason for the welfare of aU. This principle of an en-
Ughtened selfishness, consciously as weU as unconsdously 
mutuaUy checking its several excesses, was trusted in the in
dustrial as in the poHtical world; just as in the field of diplo
macy it was also beheved that the balance of power would be 
sufficient to keep the peace in international affairs. Gradu
ally there came about more and more regulation of conflicting 
selfishness by legislation and more and more mutual agree
ments between competing capitaHst groups and then between 
capital and labor. But with aU this modification, there is 
stiU the appeal to force in the economic Situation. It is not 
so much now the appeal to physical force, despite present 
hysterics. It tends increasingly to take to another field as in 
the poHtical world it becomes the use of the printing press 
rather than the use of armies. The trade agreement between 
organizations of employers and employed is an appeal to rea
son instead of proceeding by strike or lockout to fight the issue 
through sheer force, economic and physical. But in that trade 
agreement there is still rehance upon the superior economic 
force which either group can exert. In the outcome neither 
group is Hable to get very much beyond what the balance 
of economic forces affords. Each group wiU at the end of the 
Conference usuaUy stand just about at the point to which it 
has sufficient economic strength to carry itseff. If the em
ployers can get other workers they wiU not yield beyond a 
certain point. If the men can sufl&ciently control the labor 
supply they can carry their demands further. So the appeal 
to reason has in this case really transferred the principle of 
force from the physical to the economic field, or, to speak more 
accurately, our use of the method of reason in the settlement 
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of industrial controversy tends to eliminate the dement of 
naked physical force and to settie the issue by economic 
power alone so that the casualties are neither so numerous 
or noticeable. StiU more of a gain lies in the fact that through 
Publicity and the consequent pressure of public opinion, other 
considerations tend to Hmit the use of economic power on 
both sides. The same thing is true of course when the or
ganized groups of trade and finance confront the consumer. 
They can and usually do fijx prices at the point of their eco
nomic power; it is mostly a case of "what the traffic will 
bear." While we appeal to reason constantly through our 
various commissions and boards, yet nevertheless a larger part 
of our economic Hfe is still adjusted by the principle of coer
cion; prices, wages and conditions of industry, the distribu
tion of product and the acquisition of capital are still mostly 
determined by the possession of superior power. 

In one very important field, the administration of democ
racy has to a large extent abandoned the principle of coercion. 
That is in the field of justice and punishment. In the last 
ten years there has been a notable change in our dealings with 
delinquents and even criminals. There has been less reHance 
upon physical punishment, and more and more reHance upon 
the appeal to reason, the sense of justice and the desire for 
reformation and reconcüiation. Physical force has been put 
into its proper place as a means of restraint for the defense of 
the Community. Unfortunately we are now unable to carry 
over into international affairs the principles and methods 
proved to be valid in criminology and penology, because we 
must needs approach the great issue of justice and punish
ment between nations in the aftermath of a criminal world 
war. And of course one of the after-effects of war is a tend
ency to overestimate the place of physical force in Community 
life. That is necessarily always more of a danger with the 
Victor than with the vanquished. Especially is it a danger 
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if the victorious cause has been just. The very fact that a 
just cause has been able to make a successful use of physical 
force to defend itself against aggression is Hable to lead its sup
porters into an overestimate of the place and value of coer
cion in a democracy. That is misleading France just now 
in adjusting her relationship to Germany in the future. It is 
misleading the property class in this country in its relation 
to labor. 

It is time for democracy to ask whether the rule of reason 
has worked out better than coercion in the development of a 
State. Has the democratic state achieved a greater degree 
of harmony than has been secured by autocratic rule? It 
is tme that there is still the growing bitterness of the class 
struggle throughout the democratic states; it is tme that they 
StiU have "economic serfdom" and inequaHty of circumstance 
and opportunity; it is tme that not yet have the democratic 
peoples found a common aim and purpose, nor has any demo
cratic nation yet found a common goal for its living; but when 
all these qualifications are granted, it is also undoubtedly tme 
that there is a far greater degree of harmony, and finally a 
greater power of cohesion in the democratic than in the auto
cratic State. Such degree of unity as does exist is natural 
because chosen and not enforced, is therefore rooted in the uni-
fying principle of freedom of choice and is bound to grow with 
the expression of that principle beneath all its surface differ
ences. The philosophy of the autocratic state falls to per
ceive the essential nature of unity as embodied in democracy. 
One significant piece of evidence as to its validity is the way 
in which the democratic peoples withstood the shock of the 
war. The autocratic armies and states, founded on the prin
ciple of coerdon and apparently more coherent to begin with, 
have gone to pieces; the democratic peoples have voluntarüy 
held together. It appears then that the welding power of a 
common purpose voluntarily chosen or accepted, is greater 
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than a purpose superimposed and maintained by coerdon. 
If this be true, then democracy can only find its way and grow 
into organic unity by trusting to the fuU the principle of free
dom, by rejecting absolutely the method of physical coercion, 
by continually extendmg opportunities, for the open and un-
trammeled determination and execution of the chosen purposes 
of the people. 

There is still another answer to the question of what is the 
cohesive force in human relations. It is not exhausted by the 
reply of autocracy or the present answer of democracy. If 
there were no principles available for social action but those 
which have so far been discussed, we might have reason for 
doubting the future of mankind because of their obvious limi
tations. If there were nothing eise to depend upon but co
ercion or the rule of reason, or both judiciously mixed, we 
might perhaps conclude that there was no future for humanity 
but the rule of class and that the successive struggles of de
mocracy would simply replace one class with another. But 
there is a principle which has been taught by religion and 
philosophy as the dominant and fundamental principle of 
human association. It has variously been called love, fra
ternity, good will. I t is the distinctive teaching of Jesus, 
both in the emphasis which he placed on it and the degree to 
which he carried it. I t is the core of his social ethics. It 
was the central and supreme Obligation that he laid upon his 
foUowers. It was defined in his teaching in terms of coöper
ative Service and was not simply upheld as an abstract prin
ciple or a fine sentiment. His foUowers were to be distinct 
from other peoples, not simply because they loved each other, 
but because they served each other and sought together the 
common welfare. 

With that went another fundamental principle which will 
later be discussed—that they were to seek for something 
more in Hfe than the increase of material goods. This 
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principle of fratemity and good will, defined and applied in 
terms of service, is the great working principle for democracy. 
The fuU development of freedom and the greatest degree of 
equaHty in opportunity of development are to be secured by 
mutual helpfuhiess. Democracy therefore is to be a coöper
ative undertaking. One of the distinctive features of Jesus' 
attitude to the future is that he is willing to tmst his cause 
entirely to this principle. He will permit no coercion in his 
name, he will appeal to the franchise of humanity. Will we? 
Is democracy thus willing to commit itself to the good wiU 
and the reason of the peoples of the earth? 

I do not intend even to hint for a moment that Jesus def
initely taught the principle of mutual service as the bond of 
society in the scientific sense of the term. He taught it as the 
obHgation for the fellowship of his foUowers and he saw that 
fellowship in the future fiUing the earth. To justify this faith 
is the fact that the desire to serve is undoubtedly deeply im-
bedded in the heart of the common people, and in so far as 
the fundamental instincts of humanity are uncorrupted by 
organized greed, it is found that the principle of fraternity 
expressed in mutual service is a dominant factor in human 
association. The common need of the people at the bottom 
of society makes for their solidarity and makes for the in
crease of the principle of fratemity. It comes out again and 
again m the famihar fact that what the poor do for each other 
is more than the rieh do for them. It comes out in such a 
fact as this: that during the war many of the peasants of 
Russia, before they went to bed, would put out on the window 
siU of the cottage a candle and a piece of bread, in case some 
escaped German from the prison camp should be passing that 
way and need food. 

This instinct of fraternity, this attempt at and desire for 
mutual Service, has been developed into a consciously ac
cepted principle of social Organization and has been so taught 
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in several forms, aU of them having more or less relation to 
the Christian rehgion, both historically and phüosophically. 
It can be found ui the social Propaganda which insists that 
Cooperation in social Organization should replace competi
tion. It can be found as democracy develops from a merely 
passive "Hve and let Hve" policy into an active mutual help
fuhiess, for the development of western democracy during the 
last generation has been in the direction of a constantly in
creasing constmctive service on the part of the citizenship 
toward each other and toward the common life. It can be 
seen in the govemment departments dealing with education, 
health, recreation and labor; all are activities of a positive, 
coöperative democracy as against a negative, individuahstic 
democracy. They attempt to promote the common life 
instead of merely preventing individuals from hindering its 
development. They constitute a movement in the direction 
of coUectivism, which sees the necessity of ordering the com
mon Hfe of mankind in the direction of some common pur
pose and plan and makes fratemity the dominant principle. 
It uses coercion only to prevent the disruption of the fratemal 
Community by those who would attack it for predatory pur
poses; but to restore off enders to the common life and to hold 
together and carry forward the common Hfe, democracy in
creasingly trusts the principle of good will. The extreme 
form of the principle of good wiU worked out in a social 
scheme is the doctrine of the philosophic anarchists who 
are utterly distinct from the anarchists who beHeve in the 
use of physical force to accompHsh a new social order. 
These phüosophical anarchists are gentle ideaHsts whose 
Chief condemnation in a practical world is that they persist 
in thinking that other people are as good as they and are 
therefore under Hfe sentence to bear the banner of a common 
ideal far ahead of the procession. They beHeve that society 
can be held together without restraint of any kind save in-
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dividual good wül, its respect for others' rights and aid for 
others' needs being in their judgment the surest of social bonds. 

Unquestionably one of the great ideals of humanity, gath
ering force and power of expression and Organization through 
many ages, in many peoples, is that the Hfe of mankind in the 
Community, the nation, and the world, should be held to
gether in mutual service by the principle of good will. The 
question now, of supreme interest to a world in which a form 
of social Organization based upon selfishness has broken down, 
is wül this ideal work? Is it something impossible of achieve
ment in a world where interests naturally conflict, a mag-
nificent dream but always to remain unreaHzed? What is 
the relation of this ideal to the laws of social progress? No 
new social order is coming down from heaven, nor is it to be 
developed merely by fine feeling and enthusiasms for an ideal. 
There are certain definite and ascertainable laws of social 
development; the question that must be determined is whether 
the ideals that now claim the allegiance of the people are in' 
harmony with the course of human progress hitherto. Or 
does the universe constantly defeat man? Do the universal 
spiritual longings of humanity simply mock and deceive and 
lead in the end to disiUusionment, despair and destmction? 
This question is finally to be settled by the appeal to the facts 
and tendencies of social evolution; there is no going behind 
or beyond that court. To that tribimal the advocates of 
coercion have already carried their case. They have appealed 
to Caesar and the ideaHsts of democracy now welcome the op
portunity to have the case settled before the supreme au
thority where the decision is irrevocable. Both the müitar-
ists and the industrial imperiaHsts, all the forces of special 
privüege who desire to mamtain themselves through the use of 
coercion and the possession of physical force, now proclaim the 
phüosophy of social Darwinism. 

That phüosophy says briefly that force is the determinmg 
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factor in progress; that social progress comes by the develop
ment and use of superior force by certain individuals and 
groups; that competition is not only the law of trade, but the 
law of Hfe, that the race goes to the swift, the battle to the 
strong, and the prizes and the spoils to the victor. The "sur-
vival of the fittest" is the catch-word of the hour of this school. 
It is an attempt to phüosophically justify the rule of the 
strong, which is even declared to be for the benefit of the 
world because by the process of ruthless competition the weak 
are ehminated. However much such a doctrine may outrage 
our sentiments of compassion and benevolence, if it be a fact 
we have no escape from it. If this is the law of human prog
ress there is nothing more to be said or done but to accept it. 

This phüosophy is a product of the domination of the con
cept of evolution in the thinking of the modern world. The 
word evolution has come to have an authority which is almost 
unchallenged; it has almost acquired the power to generate 
fear, become one of the ghost-words. In certain circles to say 
a. thing is proved by evolution is to make an implied demand 
that it be accepted, whether or no, without any further veri-
fication or investigation of the facts of the evolutionary 
process. Thus do scientists as well as theologians, Substitute 
dogma for truth and demand allegiance to their interpreta-
tions of things. The theory of social Darwinism was unques
tionably made in Germany, but it has been distributed in 
almost every university of the Western world for the last 
generation, so that the scholars of Germany do not properly 
incur all the bürden of facing its consequences and sustaining 
its truth. The theory begins in the realm of biology. It 
Starts with a supposed Interpretation of the Darwinian hy-
pothesis conceming the origin of species: that species originate 
and change by a process of natural selection in the course of 
their reaction to their environment. By the originators of 
the theory of social Darwinism this process of natural selec-
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tion was then interpreted and described simply as a process 
of struggle. Nature was described as an arena where all 
creatures fought with tooth and claw and the universe was 
painted red with blood; conflict was said to be the one uni
versal and dominant factor. Only those survived who were 
the strongest fighters. This Interpretation and description was 
then transferred to the field of human development and the 
progress of man was said to be the continuing result of the sur-
vival of the strongest in the everlasting stmggle between the 
classes and the nations. Nietzsche aided in developing the 
theory, though not with the one-sidedness of some others of 
its protagonists and on the basis of it he attacked Christianity 
as perfect foUy because through its teaching and appHcation 
of compassion, it meant the saving of the unfit and their 
eventual dominance. This of course was a total miscon-
ception, because the final result of Christian compassion is 
not the survival of the unfit but the removal of the causes 
of unfitness, and therefore the elimination of the unfit by 
means beneficial to them as well as to society. It reaches 
therefore the Status of health and strength for all society de
sired even by Nietzsche, by very much sounder and more benef-
icent processes than that of the extermination of the weak. 

This theory of the survival of the fittest was then appHed 
to poHtics and economics. In politics it meant the absolute 
dommance of the nation by the upper classes, those being 
the super-men who had proved their right to survive by fight
ing their way to the top. In the world at large it meant the 
dommance and supremacy of the strongest nations, which 
in like fashion had proved their right to leadership. And 
therefore, along with this theory came not only the phüo-
sophic justification of physical force, but the absolute glori-
fication of it. It developed into the rehgion of the warrior 
caste using either arms or economic weapons, which of course 
was the rehgion of the Pmssian state. There is another part 
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of the picture which was not painted by these enthusiasts for 
physical strength and combat. They left the lower part of 
their canvas empty. When it is fiUed in, it contains a world of 
subject peoples and subject classes, exploited, repressed, and 
inevitably rebelHous. Consequently this theory of social 
progress presupposes and indeed requires a world of perpetual 
strife, a continued prize ring üi which one champion ever suc
ceeds another. 

This theory is now being challenged not on grounds of sen
timent, but on grounds of fact. The case is being argued in 
the court whither the social Darwinists have carried it. There 
has arisen a new school of biologists and sociologists who in
sist on carrying the argument to a conclusion by surve)dng 
and comparing all the facts of social progress. Their first 
challenge is that social Darwinism does not correctly Interpret 
the process of evolution in the animal world. Darwin him
self, before he died, denied absolutely that the shouters for 
the survival of the fittest were correctly interpreting his hy-
pothesis or his evidence. In fact he said, before he died, as he 
saw what was being done with his work, " I must have been 
a very bad explainer." Later came the studies of Kropotkin 
in "Mutual Aid." From his observations of the animal 
world he concludes that struggle is a universal law of nature 
everywhere to be found in Operation, but it is not the dominant 
fact or factor; and that to determine its proper place, and its 
value as analogy for human progress, its nature and its Hmits 
need to be defined. He points out that the stmggle in nature 
is a stmggle between individuals and not an organized con
flict between species. Also it is mainly a conflict between in
dividuals of different species for individual purposes, which is 
not proved to eliminate or even weaken any other species. 
There is no such thing in nature as the organized warfare of 
one nation against another nation, both of the same species. 
It was Fahre, the great insect investigator of France, who de-
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clared that in the insect world there is no such predatory at
tack upon the acquired possessions of the same species as is 
made by man in his predatory wars for example, or in his 
economic exploitation. The main stmggle in the animal 
world is for food and while this may lead to a conflict between 
individuals of the same species, yet usuaUy when one animal 
suffers in the necessary stmggle for food, he usually suffers 
at the hands of an animal of another species altogether. 

Also the struggle for food in the animal world is not mainly 
a stmggle between animals, but a struggle against nature; an 
endeavor to overcome the environment of nature in so far as it 
is hostüe. This is a mutual necessity, in the course of which it 
is pointed out, Cooperation develops as well as struggle. First 
the sexes coöperate, and then organized bands of animals, in 
providing food for the young and in the care for the weak. 
In that mutual interest of overcoming nature, organized Co
operation increasingly develops and the individual who finally 
has the best chance to survive is not necessarily the best fighter, 
but the one who is protected by the most coöperative group. 
In the same way the surviving species is that which is able to 
develop the greatest degree of Cooperation in the attack on 
nature. 

Therefore it is concluded that the dominant factor in the 
animal world is mutual aid, that it is the law of progress, and 
that the development of society is the increase of the capacity 
for Cooperation. So it is only a part of the truth to say that 
self-preservation is the first law of nature. Service and sacri
fice also are primal instincts of humanity, with an ancient 
lineage in the animal world. It is instinctive for the mother in 
the animal world as in the human species, to protect and de
fend her young, just as it is for her to get food for herseif; 
and in the case of the conflict between these two instincts, 
the mother wiU lose her own life in order that her young may 
be saved and the species perpetuated. The individual has an 
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instinct for perpetuation not only for seif but also for the 
species. 

This instmct for the preservation of the species has been 
5ubdued and overlaid in human society in the stmggle for the 
acquisition of goods and power. The possessive and mastery 
instincts have been unduly developed in civilization at the 
expense of the instinct to serve and sacrifice. Yet time and 
time again the class differences and the class selfishnesses that 
develop in the struggle of the human race for private posses
sions and special power and privilege wiU disappear in some 
great emergency of human need. The instinct for service and 
sacrifice will then leap to the front. A man suddenly seeing 
a child in danger, without a second's thought risks his Hfe to 
save the child. There appears the instinct for mutual aid, for 
the preservation of the species as against the preservation of 
the individual, developed and reinforced by a social code. 
After the San Francisco earthquake and fire, the people had to 
go out and camp in the parks and share discomfort together, 
and everyone commented on the marked degree of brother
hood that was present. The differences of class were suddenly 
ehminated. They were simply human beings whose primary 
need was food and shelter, and so, as in the days of the early 
social group, they helped each other to attain these elemental 
necessities. In the sinking of the Titanic, it was "women and 
chüdren first," an ancient law of the sea for Anglo-Saxons. 
In it the instinct for the preservation of the species, not of the 
individual, has been disciplined into a code and custom of con
duct. I t was not simply a display of the deHberate bravery 
of men; that bravery is in part a creation of the powerful 
instinct for the perpetuation of the species. 

The social Darwinians are next chaUenged as to their State
ment of the facts of the development of human society. The 
preHminary work in this field was done by Henry Drummond, 
the latest and best Statement of the case for the EngHsh-speak-
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ing World by Nasmyth: "Social Progress and the Darwinian 
Theory." This is an exposition and enlargement of the work 
of Novikov, a Russian sodologist. I t is significant that so 
much of the work in this field has come from Russian sources. 
Witness the world-wide influence of Tolstoy in extending the 
gospel of fratemal Hving. I t is probably because the Russian 
habit of life has been coöperative and even communistic. 
In their agricultural methods they have retained their instinct 
for service and sacrifice longer tJian the more individualistic 
nations and have widely organized it into coöperative societies. 

Darwin's early exponents, particularly Huxley and Wal-
lace, agreed that the law of progress in the animal world was 
the survival of the fittest. But when they came to the human 
World they were puzzled to find a different principle obtain-
ing. They said, does it mean that we have a different kind of 
evolution in the human than in the animal world? Finally, 
in order to account for the difference, they said that there 
must be a new ethical factor that comes in with the develop
ment of man which makes for a different process of evolution. 
But Darwin himself was more consistent. He found mutual 
aid the chief factor in the struggle of the animal world against 
nature and he found this same factor developing in the human 
race into inteUigent Cooperation, as the fight to overcome the 
physical universe became very much more coöperative than 
in the animal world. He foimd, for example, that the minute 
man began to organize his economic Hfe and to secure food 
from nature in organized fashion, there began a process of 
ever-increasing Cooperation. I t reaches from the day when 
the first famüy began to work together to get a stock of food 
for the winter, untü the present time when we organize our 
production and distribution for a world market. He found 
the same fact in the domain of thought, that as the human 
mind became increasingly able to attack the problem of 
nature, it developed a coöperative process in which knowledge 
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was shared and Organization became increasingly coöper
ative, untü modern science is a coöperative Commonwealth 
of mental endeavor. As human Hfe expanded, it was found 
that the strife between individual human beings, then be
tween tribes and clans and finally between nations became 
increasingly Hmited by the necessity for coöperative activity. 
As the progress of organized Cooperation increased, the prin
ciple of strife and struggle became correspondingly weaker 
and less important in human affairs. 

Darwin found the spiritual law in the natural world. It 
is, as Henry Drummond pointed out in his exposition of "The 
Greatest Thing in the World," that as humanity progresses, 
the principle of unselfish service takes the prior place and 
selfishness takes the second place. Struggle and fight are stiU 
there, but struggle and fight, instead of being the chief factors, 
become the secondary and incidental things in the law of 
progress; the dominant factor in the advance of human ac
tivity becomes organized Cooperation, just as mutual aid is 
the dominant factor in the evolution of the animal world. 
Also the principle of stmggle takes a different form. As so
ciety develops in coöperative Hfe, the stmggle of man be
comes increasingly a bloodless and even a helpful stmggle. 
I t becomes the struggle of ideas. A group of scientists is 
working on the same problem in the spirit of competition. 
But it is a spirit of friendly rivalry in mutual service to the 
common good. The one who wins and makes the discovery 
confers as much benefit upon the others as upon himseH. 
Whoever wins, humanity is the chief gainer, while the exact 
opposite is tme conceming the struggle of war. 

It is thus in the upward climb of the race that the fact and 
principle of stmggle increasingly passes over from the field of 
mutual destmction into the field of mutual helpfulness and 
in this process physical force becomes secondary and finally 
unnecessary. Increasingly intelligence and morals count more 
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and more in the determination of progress, and instead of 
coercion, reason and good wiU come to dominate Community 
Hfe. It is out of the struggle against nature, not from war 
between men and nations, that inteUigence and morals are 
developed to strengthen human association and to aid prog
ress. Out of the family affection which has developed through 
the Joint acceptance and Performance of the economic tasks 
of the famüy there gradually comes the "dear love of com-
rades" that enables and ennobles the wider associations of 
man. Out of the necessary mutual obHgations of the common 
coöperative tasks there develops the moral sense. Out of 
the moral sense comes the moral law, the code of the family and 
the State, and finally the power of self-govemment. Mutual 
aid, organized into effective forms of conscious Cooperation, 
becomes the most important factor in social evolution and 
finaUy determines the survival of groups and of nations. The 
simplest Statement of this law of social progress is the prin
ciple of reciprocity which was taught in the Sermon on the 
Moimt. "Love others as you love yourself." Darwin weU 
caUs this the social law of gravitation, for it expresses the 
essential power which holds society together and makes human 
progress possible. Increasingly applied in the organized ac
tivities of human Hfe, this principle constantly checks, and 
finaUy controls in the service of the common good, the spirit 
of selfishness which if left alone would destroy humanity. 
Thus do biology and social science in their unfolding of the 
course of animal and human development, support the judg
ment of ethics and the faith of rehgion that the highest ex
pression and realization of lue is to be found in coöperative 
Service. 

It is then apparent that the further progress of humanity 
and particularly the immediate development of westem democ
racy is to be achieved through the spread of conscious Co
operation, which is the organized form of the instinct for 
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mutual aid. Cooperation disciplines this instinct of mutual 
aid and appHes it consciously to chosen social ends. It re-
places warfare between men with a common struggle agamst 
environment and social iUs; it harnesses the competitive 
spirit to the common load and promotes emulation in service^ 
and thus subordinates the quahty of self-seeking to the ad-
vancement of the common interest. 

In the modern State and particularly in the modern economic 
Organization, there has been a great exaltation of the principle 
of self-interest. One of the greatest faults of democracy has 
been that its emphasis upon individual freedom has in many 
respects been an emphasis upon individual selfishness. At 
least autocracy in its modern form can claim this merit, that 
it did discipline self-seeking individuals and groups in the 
interest of the autocratic overhead state. It has been the 
weakness of democracy that so often it has let individual 
selfishness go its own way and even organize itself into class 
self-seeking. That is largely because democracy has been 
misled by an inadequate science and an imperfect philosophy. 
Its doctrine for the State has been nationaHsm—unrestrained 
and unhindered, with its underlying philosophy of the abso
lute sovereignty of the individual, self-sufl5cient State. Its 
philosophy in economics as in politics has been the Laissez-
faire philosophy—let things alone, do not interfere with in
dividual or group activity any more than is necessary to keep 
the pubHc peace. The best govemment, we were told for a 
generation, was that which did the least and interfered the 
least with its Citizens. Somehow we were told unHmited 
economic self-seeking would work out for the common good; 
it would tend mutuaUy to modify its excesses and finally 
would result in a balance of economic power for the common 
welfare. 

As a matter of fact the only thing that saved the democratic 
Organization from being absolutely anarchic as the result of 
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this lettmg loose of individual selfishness was the fact that it 
became to the interest of various groups to subdue their in
dividual selfishness in relation to each other and to organize 
it into an effective group selfishness in relation to the rest of 
society. When it became evident to the big men in certain 
lines of business that absolute, unrestrained individual com
petition meant the min of many and uncertainty for all, they 
organized their combinations and sometimes their monopoly 
control. They Hmited individual selfishness against each other 
but they made it very much more powerful and effective 
against the Community. The same thing has been done in 
certain forms of labor Organization. If it were not for the 
Organization of self-interest into group and class forms, the 
principle of unrestrained selfishness would have worked more 
disintegration than it has in the modern industrial society, 
because it is manifestly the separating force in human rela
tions. But whüe it has thus afforded automatically some 
rehef from the disorders and disruption of an anarchic com
petitive struggle, as its defenders foresaw, nevertheless the 
principle of self-seeking is continually dividing the Community 
into conflicting class interests and conflicting group interests 
within the classes. It is now making for society a universal 
class warfare, unless it can be replaced by the principle of 
coöperative service. 

Fortunately the process of Cooperation becomes increas
ingly extended and complex in other realms of human en
deavor. In the field of intellectual discovery it has long be
come evident that the best results are to be attained by com
bination and Cooperation. When any brauch of science be
comes a coöperative endeavor on the part of its devotees in 
all countries, it contributes very much more to human welfare 
than when it is the lonely task of isolated investigators. The 
ever-increasing co-operative nature of the common intellec
tual life is constantly affecting the realm of economic activity. 
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GraduaUy the world finds out that the wider its Cooperation 
becomes the greater is both its economic production and the 
development of its higher Hfe, each being dependent upon the 
other, 

The development of humanity in modern times has been 
through an increase of coöperative action; in the famüy until 
it has resulted in the democratic participation of the chüdren 
in famüy affairs; in education until it has resulted in measures 
of self-govemment in educational institutions; in the state, 
untü govemment, instead of becoming an overhead matter 
to levy taxes, maintain order and protect against external 
enemies, has gradually become a coöperative activity for 
mutual welfare, looking after the health, education, recreation, 
and industrial conditions of the people. In the economic Or
ganization it has been discovered that competition is not the 
Hfe of trade but the weakening of it by a constant waste of 
energies and resources, and ü it be unrestrained, finaUy the 
death of it. 

In the economic function of distribution, the general method, 
and indeed the ideal, has been a free-for-all fight, untü com
bination was necessary to prevent the mutual destmction of 
individual distributors. A certain trade Organization now 
endeavors, as one of its objects, to prevent any individual 
member from being wiped out of business by inefl&cient 
methods. Half a generation ago, the average business man of 
that trade would have exulted to have a competitor wiped 
out. But the new associations of business men recognize that 
this is a mutual risk and a common loss to the entire trade. 
So they see to it that the less able men in that trade are edu
cated to the point of economic efficiency, they endeavor to 
maintain certain Standards for the trade. The same thing is 
tme to a stiU greater degree conceming certain organizations 
of producers, particularly in agriculture. 

But none of these associations yet take into account the 
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vital interests of the consumer; there stiU remains almost un
restrained competition between producer and distributor and 
between both of them and the consumer. Where conflicting 
interests get together in a measure of Cooperation, as capital 
and labor sometimes do, it is often a mutual hold-up of the 
consumer. When it comes to the relationships of buyer and 
seller, the transaction usually takes place on the basis of war: 
"let the buyer beware" is the maxim. This voices the an
cient oriental poHcy from the first days of merchandising. 
"If the buyer gets stung," our vemacular says, "it's up to 
him and nobody eise—he should keep his eyes open." But 
the warfare of trade begins to be modihed. The big stores 
now give your money back if you are not satisfied. This 
maxim also becomes the watch word of wholesale selling, and 
manufacturers are beginning to take the same attitude. 

Evidently even the business world is raising and facing the 
question of what is the place of competition in our organized 
life. What is the price that this great incentive to action is 
worth? How can we preserve the stimulative value of com
petition and ehminate its destmctive consequences? It will 
be recognized that the most destmctive consequences of a 
competitive Organization of economic activity are not to-day 
found in competition between individuals. The casualties of 
competitive trade have been much reduced by prevailing 
methods of combination. There is not so large a percentage 
of business failures as resulted from the fierce competition of a 
generation ago. The destmctive competition now troubling 
US is that between the classes. It is at the bottom a stmggle 
for social advantage. Its continuaUy recurrent Symptoms are 
numerous conflicts for immediate financial benefits between 
capital and labor, and between organized producers and dis
tributors. Its deeper aspects, which are not yet fuUy ap
parent nor clearly analyzed, are the warfare between pro
ducers and consumers, whose scars most men carry in their 
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own bodies, and the conflict between producers, consumers 
and financiers, whose marks not a few also bear in their own 
persons. So is the house of humanity divided against itself 
by our present economic arrangements. 

The competitive struggle between buyer and seUer, capi
taHst and wage earner, involves the desire of each to secure 
an advantage over the other. Therefore it involves the 
principle of injustice. Instead of being an attempt to ex-
change mutual Services on something of an equal basis, the 
underlying desire is to make something additional to the value 
of the Service exchanged. The naked law of barter, and con
sequently the naked law of a labor market carried on by the 
principle of barter, is to get as much and give as Httle as pos
sible. The world of employment and Investment considers 
the appHcation of this principle by labor to be immoral but on 
its own part to be good business. So labor considers the ap
pHcation of the principle of taking what the market will afford 
to be, on the part of capital, mercüess exploitation, but on its 
own part, justifiable self-defense. Neither side has suflficiently 
discovered that their difi&culty roots in the common principle 
of action, but both are becoming aware that the naked law of 
barter, like the stark principle of competition, has proved un
profitable. One of the great department stores of the coun
try has for years advertised "The only justification for Profits 
is Service." Therefore, instead of trying to get as much out of 
the consumer as possible, regardless of the service rendered, 
which of course is one way to make money quickly, but not 
continuously, the proposition now is to give the purchaser 
the best possible service in order that profits may in the long 
run be larger and more secure. It is the same ethical code that 
declares honesty to be the best poHcy. The principle of mu
tuaHty obtains only to the degree that it makes for more 
profit, and there are obvious limits in that direction. Some 
day we shaU learn that the only justification for business is 
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Service, which will be altogether another advance, requiring 
the aimullment of the law of barter and not merely its amend
ment. 

While the impetus and gains of our present economic ar
rangements in the direction of coöperative service need to be 
recognized and credited, the fact needs to be fuUy weighed that 
these gains occur on either side of the line that separates the 
main economic interests of society. As long as the economic 
Hfe is carried on for private gain, producer and consumer, 
capitaHst and wage earner, have in the last analysis an irrec-
oncüeable antagonism, no matter how much it may be modi-
fied by tmce and laws of war. It is significant that the Hmit-
ing of the competitive stmggle so far has been more in the 
nature of class combinations for class interests than in the 
nature of common Cooperation for the common interest. 
They involve the Hmiting of selfishness in the smaller field, 
but the strengthening and solidifying of it in the larger field. 
To carry the Hmitation of selfishness across the line of class in
terests is a more strenuous task than to carry it across the lines 
of conflicting individual interests. That the smaller under
taking has been in some measure accomplished affords ground 
of hope that the larger venture may some day be achieved; 
but not unless it is perceived and taught that to organize co-
operative Service throughout the entire economic life requires 
a complete abandonment of selfishness as a principle of eco
nomic action. Yet in no other way can the world be saved the 
disastrous effects of universal class warfare which is now 
rapidly developing. There is no prevention of that warfare 
except the abandonment of the present competition between 
the classes. The only way out is to make economic relation
ships a conscious mutual exchange of Services for mutual bene
fit, not for the advantage of any class, but for the social wel
fare of aU. Then men are bound together, instead of bemg 
separated, by their economic interest. The spirit of competi-
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tion is not destroyed but transferred to another field. It 
becomes then a competition not for selfish advantage but a 
competition in the rendering of service. 

If the principle of competition is to make for mutual bene
fit instead of mutual destmction, it must be directed towards 
a common end. It leads those who are stmggling for their 
own selfish ends to weaken and destroy each other but if 
leads those who are striving together in service to a jointly 
chosen cause to an ever strengthening comradeship, as the 
fellowships of science and rehgion have proved. The real 
problem before the world in seeking to prevent war is to find 
some other expression for the competitive instinct than mu
tual destruction. If the warrior spirit can be appHed to a 
common end, it wiU bind aU humanity together in Hfe and not 
alone in death, as now. 

What is needed then is not to eliminate competition but to 
reverse its place in the present scheme of things. Humanity 
has been stmggling up in its long process of development by 
subordinating selfishness and modifying self-interest. Further 
progress depends upon abiHty to put Cooperation in the fore-
ground and make it the chief factor in organized Hfe, keeping 
competition as a Stimulus to Cooperation. So that the new 
social order will be as the British Labor Party says, a social 
order based not on fighting but on fraternity; not simply be
cause fraternity is the highest concept of humanity, not simply 
because a coöperative fraternal Hfe is the highest ideal of 
human Hving, but because the spirit and method of Coopera
tion is the scientific law of human progress. The scientific 
man who has been sneering at the ideahst, needs to take 
the measure of his ignorance and discover wherein he has not 
sufi&ciently known science. He was not aware that the prin
ciple of mutual aid, developed into the law of coöperative 
Service, was the central law of animal and human associa
tion, The business man who has been laughing at the dream-
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ers who were fooHsh enough to talk about the golden mle in 
economic activities, needs now to discover wherein his mirth 
was the product of a Hmited understanding of the world in 
which he Hves. He has not known that his glorified selfish
ness was Hmiting his economic functions and destroying his 
economic efl&ciency. Neither the scientific man nor the busi
ness man who have been ruHng the ideal of fraternity out of 
the world, has been aware of the fact which even the cynical 
Bismarck found out, that there are certain imponderables in 
the universe against which blood and iron are after all im
potent. What are we now finding out is that these impond
erables are also at the heart of scientific tmth. The universe 
is with the Idealist and not against him. At its heart is not 
the disintegrating force of selfishness, but the cohesive force 
of good will, constantly operating to unite and bind humanity 
together in a larger, truer life. 

If a new order of human Hving is to begin, this force of good 
wül needs now to be more consciously and efl&ciently organized 
in forms of universal service. Democracy has been of necessity 
emphasizing equal rights, for they have been, and are, denied 
and refused. But it is an axiom that equal rights involve 
equal obHgations. A world in which individuals, and classes, 
and nations are simply stmggling to obtain their own rights, 
is a world in which selfishness, with all its disintegrating and 
destmctive consequences, is constantly stimulated. Equal 
rights and equal opportunities are only the first part of the 
charter of democracy. The completion of the charter is equal 
obHgation and universal service. Here are the two corner 
stones for democracy, either within or between the nations; 
on the one hand equaHty of rights, on the other hand equaHty 
of obHgation. The latter has been neglected to the point of 
danger until the democratic state is hard to put it both to keep 
its house together and to prevent the control of it falling into 
the hands of one class or another. The natural result of the 
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theory of states rights and absolute sovereignty in the poHtical 
world is such a conflict as has recently waged between nations 
and now threatens between classes. 

I once read that Statement which has been called "the 
Social Creed of the Churches" to a gathering of colored preach
ers. The first section says, "equal rights for aU men in all 
stations of life," and one of the colored men at once asked this 
question: " I would like to know if that applies between the 
black men and the white men or simply between the white 
men. Also does that mean equal rights to skin each other?" 
Unless along with it is put the principle of universal service, 
the demand of equal rights is Hkely to strengthen the process 
of mutual skinning. Because the war has magnified the de
mand for equal rights and set free a lot of new nations, it is 
necessary now to emphasize the principle of equal obHgation 
and to find its proper expression in forms of universal service. 
The more freedom, the more points of conflict between in
dividuals and classes and nations. If the ideal of democracy 
is limited to equality of right and opportunity, it contains 
within itself the seeds of its own death. The future course of 
democracy depends upon whether the people can now develop 
the will to serve and embody it throughout the whole of the 
social organism. 

It is evident that there has been a great extension of the 
appHcation of the service motive in the war experience of the 
nation. It was universally accepted that everybody should 
"do their bit" in some form or other and many people who 
never before had recognized any Community obHgation ac
cepted for the duration of the war the validity of the obHga
tion for universal service. In some states it became the law 
that you must either work or fight. Public Speakers found a 
large part of their audiences engaged in the occupation of 
knitting. It is questionable how many of those people, now 
that the need of the war is over, will feel any Obligation to knit 
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for the improperly clothed in their own Community, but the 
principle of universal service having been accepted and es
tabHshed, we ought to be able to carry it in some measure into 
the ordinary activities of peace times. The result would be to 
extend the enlargement of life that came to many people in 
war work. A certain acquaintance of mine said, regarding 
some of the "doUar a year men" at Washington, "Some of 
my business friends whose main object in life formerly was 
business success and the making of money, have recently 
been serving their country and humanity for a doUar a year 
and I have been surprised to notice the change in their feel-
ings. They have a sense of freedom and of joy that I had not 
observed before in their Hves." 

It was noticeable that the principle of universal service oper-
ated in many instances to reduce industrial friction. Consider 
for example, the settlement of the controversy over hours and 
wages on the raüroads with the similar Situation before the war. 
The matter was very easy to adjust under the pressure of the 
principle of universal service. But before the war it was a mat
ter of conflict between those whose interest and duty were the 
making of profit in order to pay dividends and those whose in
terest and duty were to secure wages in order that proper 
Standards of living might be maintained for their famihes. 
That conflict of interests then plunged the country into turmoü 
and finaUy had to be settled by congressional action. But dur
ing the war, when the same question was raised, the director 
general of raüroads caUed in the heads of the respective raü-
road workers' organizations and said in effect: "Now gentle
men, we are aU engaged in helping the boys at the front; I 
have appointed the following commission which wiU see to it 
that you get a Square deal in the matter of wages. We want 
you now to ask your men to work whatever time is necessary 
in order to meet the necessity of the nation in this crisis." It 
was only a few minutes before those same men, who a year 
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or two before had contested a similar action through weeks of 
bitter conflict, were on the way to the telephone to call up 
their respective Heutenants throughout the country and say 
that overtime "went without Hmit." And it did go without 
Hmit. A raüroad man at a Station west of New York, at the 
bottle-neck which the freight of the country had to pour 
through to get to the shipping points, said, " I have been 
many years in raüroading, but I have never see freight move 
as it is now." It was a result of the appHcation of the principle 
of universal service. The question now is, wiU that spirit 
pass with the passing of the national emergency, or will it 
continue to be the dominating principle of our organized Hfe? 

During the war, there was not only recognition of the valid
ity of the principle of universal service, but there was a re-
quirement to some degree of equaHty of service. That is, 
there was a sharp protest against any disproportion of Serv
ice or of gain and if it was shown that any group of capitaHsts 
or workers were evading their proportion of the needed Serv
ice for the hour, or that they were unduly seeking profits 
instead of service, the public condemnation was instant and 
severe. Not a little of the friction in the industrial Organiza
tion that is now troubling us in this country and in Great 
Britain is due to the feeling that there was in some instances 
an inequaHty of service during the war. 

It ought to be evident that if the principle of universal 
Service is needed in time of war, it is needed still more in time 
of peace, because the needs of peace time are very much more 
complex and difl&cult to meet. Yet in attempting to meet 
them, our economic Hfe continually obeys the motive of profit 
before it answers the call of service. It wül not be denied that 
the great social evils of poverty, disease and vice constitute 
more difl&cult foes to deal with than a hostüe nation, require 
an even greater degree of concentration of activity and of re
sources. Against these common enemies of mankind there can 
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be no final victory without the acceptance of the principle 
of universal service. To defeat them, society must overcome 
the Opposition that nature, inanimate and animate, continually 
offers to human progress. In the daüy stmggle to maintain 
its Hfe against a natural environment which is in many re
spects hostüe, in the conflict which must be waged against its 
own nature ü Hfe is to be advanced in the direction of its 
ideals, mankind wiU need all its material and spiritual re
sources and aU its capacity for social mobiHzation. 

It is also quite evident that it is very much more difl&cult 
to secure international Cooperation in the Joint tasks of peace 
time than in the war time struggle of one group of nations 
against another group. This is because, as long as our eco
nomic Hfe is organized on the basis of competition, as long as 
men and nations continue to seek possessions, there is in their 
daüy mode of Hfe the incentive to, and the motive for, interna
tional friction, so that their economic necess '̂ty so conceived, 
continuaUy defeats their ideal of Cooperation. How is it 
possible to secure lasting international Cooperation in a 
League of Nations except the nations obey the Obligation for 
universal service to the common interests of humanity in all 
their activities? 

It is time to ask to what extent does the law of universal 
Service already obtain, where in our present social arrange
ments is it accepted as a continuous Obligation? It appears, 
in what to home spun democrats will be an unexpected quarter. 
It is to be seen in the aristocratic section of society in Europe, 
at least among those who can be caUed Tories, and not Bour-
bons. These terms are often used without due discrimination, 
for there is a large distinction between the Bourbons and the 
Tories. The Bourbons claim only privilege and accept no 
obHgation; the Tories accept the obHgation of feudal chivalry, 
the imperative of "noblesse oblige." The motto of the Prince 
of Wales, heir to the English throne, and head of the aristoc-
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racy of Great Britain is, "Ich dien"—"I serve." This code 
is at once the pride, and the strength, and the only excuse of an 
aristocratic group in society. And according to their Hghts 
the English landed aristocracy, as a class, did serve and 
trained their sons to serve. True, their service was to take 
place within the area of privilege, it was to be the service of a 
governing class carefully trained to rule by certain Standards, 
but still the concept of service was there as it has not yet ob
tained among the newer Bourbons of the plutocratic section 
of an industrial society. The ' ' nouveaux riche,'' having fought 
their way to the top, for the most part claim the spoils and 
do not sense any obHgation of service. Democracy has yet 
some virtues to learn from an aristocratic class which has had 
a long function in the social order, and may still have it for 
some time to come. 

The aristocratic principle of "noblesse obHge," which was 
the contribution of the knightly order of chivalry to me-
diaeval Europe, and was its outstanding virtue, has been ex
pressed and organized in modern times in the so-called leamed 
professions. In the old days of classical education, the law, 
medicine and the ministry were supposed to be the only vo-
cations open to gentlemen who did not follow the calling of 
arms or govemment. This was largely because they embodied 
the aristocratic spirit of service and were not carried on for 
gain. This spirit has been carried over into the newer pro
fessions which have come out of the development of science; 
if scientific education is to save itself from the social steriHty 
which has to some degree come upon the older education of 
classical days, its product must be trained groups of public 
servants who will consider it a violation of their professional 
code in any degree to seek profit rather than the service of 
humanity. Moreover, an education which is to be democratic 
and help to produce and maintain a democratic society, must 
train the entire citizenship to live by the spirit of service, 
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which has been the saving pruicq)le of aristocracy and the 
life-giving prindple of the professions, as the very breath of 
its being. 

There has come up recently a special order of service to the 
commimity; it comprises various phüanthropic, humanitarian 
and reHgious organizations, under the general head of sodal 
Service. But in a normal Community there would be no need 
nor justification for even the existence of that phrase, let alone 
of a spedal group set part for social service. In the normal 
Community, the obHgation of this professional group to serve 
humanity would motivate every function of sodety. It is 
apparent that a large area of sodety is not yet dominated by 
the prindple of service, when it becomes necessary to set 
apart spedaHzed social servants. The larger part of this neces
sity roots in the fact that not service but profit is the dominant 
motive of economic action; that economic activity, which in
creasingly affects the rest of our living, has been dominated 
by the predatory spirit. I t is carried on largely as a conflict, 
by methods that belong to the days of barbaric warfare be
fore chivalry tried to make the service of arms a knightly 
Service to humanity. It is perhaps because the spirit of com
bat has received new Stimulus in the field of industrial ac
tivity that this arena stül resists the influence of that spirit 
of service which has come to actuate other relationships in 
sodety. The economic function is stül carried on more from 
the motive of gain than from the motive of service. That 
was one reason for the social discredit of the trading classes 
in a feudal system, which still holds over to some extent in 
those countries where there is stiU aristocracy of birth. It is 
partly because the trader foUows gain as the dominant motive 
of his activity that the aristocratic order, in Japan for example, 
looks upon trade as something discreditable and even immoral, 
because not subject to the same ethical mle of service that 
binds the nobiHty to the state. 
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The busmess world is now attempting to uphold a double 
Standard: for capital, profit; for labor, service. Many people 
who do not accept the law of service in their own Hves are 
yet insisting that labor shaU answer to that law. They openly 
declare that the function of wage eamers is to produce, to 
give values to the Community without stint, they tacitly 
afl&rm, and in practice insist, that it is the privilege of the 
property owners to seek private adventure and gain, and that 
without restraint, if restraint can be averted or avoided. 
During the war, because of the necessity of getting a maximum 
production in the shortest possible time, the double Standard 
of economic morals was sharply chaUenged. The obHgation 
of Service was largely extended and accepted in the industrial 
field. It remains to be seen if industry will now go back to 
the imashamed pursuit of private gain, whether its strong 
men wiU insist on being exempt from the law of universal 
Service. 

That is reaUy the main question now before the house of 
humanity. Is the world of economic activity going to accept 
the law of universal service from top to bottom? There is a 
constant clash between the wiU to power and the wiU to serve 
both within and between men. This originates mostly in 
the matter of property rights and duties, that is, in the field 
of economic action. Here then is where democracy must 
protect itself by extending the obHgation to serve, since its 
future depends upon its abiHty to secure the universal service 
of its members. 

There are two fields for the expression of this principle of 
universal service in the new order. One is the field of mutual 
helpfuhiess. This is a voluntary obHgation and is accepted 
by all right-minded men. They regard it as their duty and 
privüege to help their neighbor in their neighbor's need. Such 
a spirit leads the woodsman to leave his cabin open for the 
needs of the traveler; actuates aU neighborly service and 
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organized phüanthropy; leads the strong nations to feed 
starving peoples in other lands. It is only under the voluntary 
acceptance of this principle of mutual obHgation that a 
brotherly Community can be developed. Such a Community 
existed for a Httle whüe in the City of Jerusalem in the be
ginning of what we caU the Christian era. There, a Httle band 
of folk, under the impetus of a great teaching embodied in a 
Hfe, considered the Obligation of service to be the imperative 
mle of life, helped each other's need and saw that none lacked 
what the common resource was able to supply. Such an 
attitude exists at this day on the frontier where men and 
women have to fight the battle against nature in its sharpest 
form, and with the least equipment. There anybody's need 
is everybody's need and everybody serves it at any cost of 
hardship, toü or danger. 

But when people get isolated in the crowd of the city, 
then the common needs of aU individuals tend to become the 
immediate, personal concern of nobody but themselves, every
body's business is indeed nobody's business. But gradually 
the things that the members of the family do for each other, 
meeting the common obHgations of food and health, the things 
that the neighbors always do for each other in simpler com
munities, become organized in the city into a System and get 
done by paid workers and boards and institutions and gov
emment. This is the only way they can be done effectively 
under the abnormal and unnatural conditions of certain parts 
of our city Hfe. Everybody's business must be done by every
body acting together. But there stül exists the universal 
obHgation on the part of the individual Citizen to perform any 
service to meet any neighbor's need that comes under his 
vision; and unless that be recognized and met, all the machin
ery for social service becomes so much mechanics against 
which even the people that are being benefited finaUy revolt 
in bitterness. If then we want to have a brotherly Community 
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extended throughout the world, we must contmue to extend 
this family and neighborhood tie of mutual helpfuhiess which 
is the real and vital bond of the natural Community. We 
must discipline the members of our more sophisticated society 
in the duty of helping each other. 

There is a great difference between the service of democratic 
mutual helpfulness and the service of a governing class, fine 
as the latter may be. There is all the difference in the worid 
between "my Lady Bountiful" in an EngHsh village making 
her Visits to the cottages of laborers, carrying her fruits and 
other comforts for the sick, and the interchange of such Serv
ices in a small American Community between people who 
may have a difference of income and intellectual development, 
but who nevertheless have been accustomed to look upon 
each other as equals and are in fact equals in so far as their 
Status under the govemment is concemed. When democracy 
accepts the principle of "noblesse oblige," it presupposes 
equaHty and then moves in that direction; it does not attempt 
to sustain the existing stratification of society by merely 
ameHorating the lot of 'the lower classes." Of course the 
subtlest temptation to inequaHty after all is the temptation 
to claim and exercise a privilege of special service. There is 
no severer test of a democracy than the nature and spirit of 
its social service. Is it merely an attempt to help the inferior; 
is it merely the old type benevolence, or is it mutual helpful
ness? If it is to strengthen and not weaken democracy, it 
must involve the attempt to raise the general level, untü the 
weaker who are being helped and the Ignorant who are being 
taught shaU ultimately be raised to the plane of those helping 
and teaching. If democracy is to realize itself, eventually all 
the Services that are now done by the people above to the 
people below, from the stronger to the weaker, will be finally 
a mutual exchange between equals. That wiU hold tme for 
nations as well as for individuals and classes. 
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The other field in which universal service needs to be ex
tended in the democratic State, is the field of economic Organi
zation. In the last four years democratic communities have 
apparently accepted the principle of the universal Obligation 
of Citizens for the military defense of the State. How many 
people who therein proclaimed it and accepted it will now 
accept it in so far as civic duties are concemed? How many 
people who fiU out their income tax blanks and send in their 
checks will do so with the feeling that they are discharging a 
Service to the state equivalent to that which the state called 
upon them to render in the time of war, and how many will 
do it with a grouchy feeling of having to give up something 
they would rather hold on to? Yet if the principle of universal 
Service is valid in military affairs, it is also valid in civic 
affairs. If the state may call upon me in its need to off er my 
body for its defense, it may also call upon me in its need to 
offer my last doUar for the maintenance of its life. Yet the 
latter obHgation is strenuously denied where the former is 
cheerfuUy accepted. The measure of that denial may be 
taken by considering the report of the Treasury Department 
conceming the amount received from the income tax and the 
amount which should have been received from the known 
income of those subject to the tax. 

It is piain that the most difl&cult appHcation of the law of 
Service vrill be in the field of economic activity. It involves a 
change in the concept of the very nature of business. It 
means further that social service will no longer be considered 
a matter extraneous to the main functions of life, but the 
whole enterprise of life, its total activity, will be viewed and 
undertaken as social service. If the teacher and the preacher, 
the doctor and the soldier are servants of the Community in 
all their activities, why are not the financier, the manufacturer, 
the wage eamer and the farmer? If the economic enterprise 
must operate for the good of the Community rather than for 
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personal gain in time of perü from war, why should it not so 
operate in other days? There is good groimd for the con
tention that modern society cannot secure economic efl&ciency 
except through a more coöperative Organization and the ex
tension of mutual Service. I t was law and custom in the 
primitive and tribal family for each member to accept the 
Obligation that feU upon him in securing the common food 
supply. We have hardly yet outgrown the ancient tradition; 
for in the United States the idle rieh still have to apologize 
for their existence. If we are to be true to the course of social 
development and the national tradition conceming useful 
labor, we shall now find a way to rigorously apply the prin
ciple of universal service to the fundamental economic Organi
zation of the Community life. That raises the question of who 
are the parasites. And some of us will have to defend our 
existence, because we have looked down so long upon the 
folk who work with their hands as an inferior group, who could 
even be dispensed with if it would not be so inconvenient to 
have to do their work. But we are the important people, 
the intelligent folk, the ones who run society, without whom 
it could not get along. Consequently they have developed 
a similar idea conceming us; they are beginning to think 
that they can, if need be, get along without us, and some 
of them are trying to do it even now. As soon as the 
claim is made that society should require of everybody 
some useful labor, each group of workers rises to assert that 
it is the most useful. If we apply the principle of democracy, 
that dispute will ultimately be settled by the majority; 
and the majority can be tmsted to find out what is good for 
it in a Httle whüe. The people wiU not finally go astray. 
Goaded by hardship and suffering, contempt and oppression, 
they may react wrongly for a while, but Hfe will teach them 
very speedüy what are the real values. They will soon come 
to know that whüe economic activities are absolutely basic, 
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that without them there can be no society, there are also 
other activities essential to the well-being of the Community, 
without which it cannot develop out of the animal stage. 

When we get to that point, and we may get there more 
quickly than some of us think, there will be one of two things 
for the inteUectuals to do. They will either have to help the 
other workers adjust economic functions to other intellectual 
activities so that the two can be done by the same person 
without fatigue and Hmitation of either general economic or 
other personal productivity, or eise they will have to be 
exempted from certain of the economic functions of society 
because of the value of their Services in another field. In 
this connection a production engineer says: " I have been 
unable to prove, under existing Systems, that I can reduce the 
working hours to less than six a day and make it pay, but I 
have been able to demonstrate to my satisfaction that if we 
could remove certain hindrances and objections, I could re
duce them to four and make a profit to the Community, and do 
this on an economically sound basis. Furthermore, we shall 
be able to do it in two hours before very long." And the Inter
viewer said: "What, socialism?" "No," said he, "simply 
engineering." 

If that is true, and if the engineers can do it quickly enough, 
there is hope for some of us who are now apart from the basic 
economic activities of society that we may yet be able to Hve 
without knowing that other people, who are overburdened 
with economic activities, feel that we are parasites carried on 
their backs. It is evident of course that there are certain 
other Services which are as absolutely necessary to society as 
the economic function, and which cannot now, and perhaps 
ever, be carried on along with economic activities by the same 
persons, so that those rendering these other Services must be 
exempt from certain kinds of economic activity. That raises 
the question of conscription. 
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Does it comport with our democratic principle of freedom 
to conscript people for universal service in any functions nec
essary for the Hfe of the Community? If it can be done in 
time of war why not in time of peace? Of course the state 
which proposes such a policy is under Obligation to prove that 
the activities for which it conscripts its Citizens are essential 
to the ongoing of the life of the Community and that the hfe 
of the Community is best advanced by doing this on some co
ördinated, regulated plan. I t must also prove that more free
dom will result for personal expression in the higher reaches 
of human activity. The latter question may be assumed to 
be answered when a state democratically choses universal 
Service in economic activity. The issue of conscientious ob
jection is not involved in universal economic service as it is in 
universal military service. It occurs in the form of the ex
ternal question of the authority of the Community over the 
individual. This question is on the road to settlement as 
fast and as far as the state becomes the coöperative Organiza
tion of Community life and ceases to be a merely regulative 
institution. In any form of state, the conscientious objector 
is needed occasionaUy to keep its soul alive, but the need and 
the occasion for him lessens as the vital functions of Hfe come 
under the common, direct control of the people, through the 
simplest and easiest forms for the unhampered expression and 
execution of their choices. Even the anarchist concedes the 
necessity for the common Organization of essential Community 
functions. He only demands that it shall be a matter of 
voluntary choice. Of course, under such a Situation there 
would be the possibility of maladjustments and maladmin-
istration, of the principle of universal service coming to be 
used for the good and profit of certain groups. In that case 
we should need at once our conscientious objectors to protest 
and refuse to serve a special interest, but I doubt if anybody 
who is physically able can make a case for declining to serve 
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in some sort the fundamental needs of our Community Hfe, 
without which he himself could not exist. 

Those who incline toward an aristocratic form of society, 
usuaUy without knowing it, at once raise the question what 
becomes of the strong men? If, as the final expression of the 
principle of fraternity, universal service m some form or other 
is to be required of every member of the Community, vriU 
society stop developing the strong men who are now supposed 
to be the most efl&cient leaders, and whose capacity for leader
ship is supposed to be developed by certain rewards of priv
üege and power? It is pertinent to remember that it now ap
pears to be the concensus of opinion of an increasingly large 
majority of the people all over the world that they do not 
want to be mied by the strong, and if that be so of course they 
are not going to be troubled very much by a system which 
does not develop the strong to be rulers, at the cost of con-
cessions which make burdens for the rest. 

But a democratic Community has particular need and place 
for those of special abiHty. It will give them special service 
and even special exemption from functions that would Hmit 
their usefulness to the common life. That is the habit of 
democratic organizations, as the history of the labor movement 
demonstrates. Not even a "Red" army can afford to risk 
the Hves of certain men in the front-line trenches. But such 
exemption must be democratically determined on the ground 
of the common good. What the people now object to is that 
many of the most fit are now automatically or autocratically 
exempted from some of the more difl&cult, arduous and mo
notonous obHgations of Hfe, not for the purposes of service 
but for the purpose of special privilege in exploitation. 

In a genuine democracy, the principle of universal service 
would continually call for the strong as leaders and not as 
rulers; as servants and not as masters. The democratic Com
munity which shuts the door against the possibiHty of mastery 
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and privüege by those of special abiHty will open another 
door still wider in the opportunity for leadership. Does not 
this constitute a greater challenge to human ambition? Does 
not democracy fling out a greater Stimulus to the development 
of the individual, to the training and use to the fuUest extent 
of his capacities, because it offers him the highest expression 
of them in service and the highest appHcation of them in the 
common pursuit of the common good? 



CHAPTER IV 

EFFICIENCY 

If the new order is to satisfy the modern spirit, it must not 
only reach out after the supreme ideals, it must not only be 
actuated by the highest motives, but its Operation must be 
as nearly perfect as is possible. Certainly, its mechanism must 
run a great deal easier and truer than does the machinery of 
our present social Organization. The word eflSciency is a 
product of the mechanical era. In many circles to-day it is 
a phrase to conjure with. Originating in the business world, 
it is now being appHed to all sorts of organizations. Those of 
US who have so far evaded the efl&ciency experts vdll sooner 
or later find ourselves under their tutelage. Education and 
rehgion are now being surveyed and their programmes charted 
by efl&dency methods. The gist of the demand for efl&ciency 
is that the scientific method, which in the modern era has 
worked such a revolution in the world of thought, is now being 
appHed to the world of economic and social Organization. 
That, in a nut sheU, is what is meant by the term efl&ciency: 
applying the scientific method rigorously to human Organiza
tion, The aim of the efl&ciency movement becomes perfec
tion in social mechanics. In a modern industrial plant, ma
chines are constantly tested in regard to their efl&dency, to 
determine whether they are dehvering the füll amount of 
power of which they are capable to the task for which they 
were contrived, and in the easiest possible way. 

So now men want to know whether the world is getting the 
best results from its human machinery; whether it is develop
ing aU the power of which it is capable; whether it is applying 
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that power to the tasks which humanity needs to get done; 
whether it is running with the least possible friction. This is 
the contribution of science to the ideaHsm that makes for a 
new order, as it leads men to reach after perfection in the 
mechanics of social Organization in order that humanity may 
accompHsh its chosen purposes vdth the least expenditure of 
effort, and the largest possible results. 

The phrase efl&ciency is most familiär to us as it has been 
used in commercial and industrial Organization by those who 
have developed what is called scientific managemqnt. Of this 
school of industrial thought and practice Mr. F. W. Taylor 
was the founder. The center of his teaching was the proclama-
tion that the energy of human workers, Hke the power of 
machinery, is subject to law. His endeavor was to discover 
that law and get it foUowed in industrial management. He 
demonstrated, by a number of experiments in specific Opera
tions, that it was possible to discover how the highest degree 
of energy could be attained by a worker, and the largest pos
sible Output secured, without fatigue. On the basis of these 
individual experiments, a factory was organized so that its 
maximum Output could be secured vdth the minimimi of 
energy and expense. 

The principle of scientific management has been limited, 
its prestige impaired and its methods distorted, by the profit 
makers. It gains in value and strength as it is applied to those 
activities of life which are not organized for private gain. At 
least it challenges society as a whole to examine its workings 
and discover the relation of its means to its ends. It raises 
the question of social efl&ciency; what is it, and how may it 
be attained? 

The philosophical definition of efl&ciency would be "the 
best adaptation of means to ends." But that implies the power 
to choose ends. One of the constant activities of human 
thought and endeavor is to discover in any field of life the 
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means that are best adapted to the securing of the chosen end. 
The course of progress Hes in the acquisition of power to 
choose ends and adapt means to them in ever-widening fields 
of action and forms of association. But so far mankind has 
not yet reached that stage of social consciousness where it 
can consciously choose the ends of its associated Hving, can 
agree as to what society is driving at, and whither it should 
be guided. One of the significant features of our present 
Situation is the striving of the whole human race to get some 
common consciousness of the ends of human living. The 
abiHty to adapt the whole means of human living, the whole 
complex machinery of human Hfe, in the best possible maimer 
to the securing of chosen ends, depends upon the nature of 
the ends that are chosen. The efl&ciency engineer can get 
better results in a factory coöperatively owned and managed 
by its workers than in one operated for the profit of persons 
apart from the workers. How much of the difi&culty in getting 
efl&cient international machinery is due to the assumption 
that the present ends of our social Organization are permanent? 

Social eflSciency then involves more than social engineering. 
It depends also upon a social philosophy, a social ethics, and 
a social religion, which will develop a common understanding 
of the true ends of life, common moral judgments conceming 
the means necessary to reach them, and a common capacity 
for Service and sacrifice in the undertaking. No mechanical 
concept of efl&ciency in economic undertakings can be called 
social, it cannot even develop efl&ciency in economic activity. 

Obviously the prerequisite of social efl&ciency is knowledge. 
There is a large body of so-called pure science behind any 
particular piece of engineering or scientific management. The 
same thing is necessarily true conceming social engineering. 
If the path of development is by means of coöperative action, 
society must understand very fully the laws of coöperative 
activity. The whole of our modern progress in associated 
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Hving rests upon science. It is true that great individual 
minds and spirits, comparable to any that have developed 
since, existed prior to the scientific period; but general advance 
in Standards of Hving and their attainment depends absolutely 
upon the exact knowledge which modern science has given 
US, both conceming the physical universe and the nature and 
activities of man. Just as the development of transportation 
and communication depends upon a number of physical 
sciences, so does any advance in health depend not only upon 
Community activities for the purpose, but upon research in 
biology and other correlated sciences. Consequently the new 
order rests back upon educational fundamentals, upon the 
discoveries of science, and the abiHty to utilize them. 

The second dement in social efl&ciency is the appHcation 
of knowledge to social Organization. I t is one thing to develop 
knowledge; it is another thing to impart that knowledge suc
cessfully to the people; it is still another thing to apply that 
knowledge effectively in social Organization. Take for ex
ample, the question of congestion in a great city. There 
exists exact knowledge conceming the kind of dwellings best 
adapted to the development of family Hfe. There exists exact 
knowledge conceming the means of transportation that would 
enable a city population to be moved to and from the territory 
where it is possible to buüd the desired kind of houses. But 
until there is more common knowledge conceming the rela
tion between human values and the ownership, control and 
use of the land, our knowledge conceming houses and means 
of transportation is largely ineffective and futüe, and must 
remain so. When the people find out the exact relation be
tween bad housmg and our property system, there wül be 
effective change. Yet there is in existence a very much 
greater body of knowledge conceming this aspect of the 
problem than is now being applied. There is more knowledge 
conceming the comparative value to the nation of disease-
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breeding tenements and the income derived from them, and 
also of the means for the ehmination and prevention of such 
plague spots, than there is either the desire or the wül to put 
into action. 

Perhaps the greatest factor in our present social inefl&ciency 
is unused and unappHed knowledge. Consider for instance 
the matter of taxation, the question of how the nation shall 
pay for the war, of how it shaU distribute its income in future 
years. There is in existence in our universities a very definite 
body of scientific knowledge on this subject that has never 
yet been appHed by our legislatures, and were it appHed we 
should at once get rehef from the present Situation and have 
much more hope of social progress in the near future. Such 
progress as we have made in govemment in recent years has 
been due to the steady inroad of science in the field of legis
lation and administration. Democracy can never succeed 
merely because of its sound ethical principles. Its ideals alone 
have not been able to overcome the innate greed and ambition 
of human nature. Its graft has become notorious, and has 
been overcome only by making the scientific method the in
strument of the democratic ideal in govemment. EflSciency 
in govemment is not to be secured by heeding the cry from 
business circles for business methods in administration, for 
business is conducted for profit, and however much it may 
improve the mechanics of govemment, wül in the end conduct 
it too for profit. 

Efl&ciency in govemment must be scientific and not business 
efl&ciency: the appHcation of scientific knowledge by scientific 
methods, in the scientific spirit; which is the spirit of service 
to the common interest by which alone democracy can Hve. 

The most significant evidence of present social inefl&ciency 
through unused knowledge is to be found in the waste of 
economic and vital resources in the highly organized nations. 
The loss of energy and goods through the dupHcation and 
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destruction of competitive methods is a matter of common 
knowledge. The tremendous waste of the vital forces of the 
Community from preventable disease is also bemg popularly 
proclaimed. I t is also well known that this nation is de
veloping only a part of the mental efl&ciency which its ma
terial wealth and educational capacity make possible. One 
minor factor of that Situation is the loss through the misfits 
of our present industrial Situation. When the nation organized 
for war, it put the psychologists to work to select, by scientific 
test, the men best adapted to the tasks that the army needed 
to get done. There are a few private plants in this country 
doing that sort of thing but, as a whole, our industrial Organ
ization is losing an incalculable amount of productive energy 
because it makes no attempt to fit the worker to the task he 
is best able to do. Still more significant is the loss of productive 
energy in our present method of industrial ownership and 
management due to the divided interest of capital and labor 
and the constant friction between them, because this also 
involves a loss of the spiritual capacity of the Community, 
as what might be the cementing force of economic Cooperation 
becomes the dividing flame of class war. 

Corresponding to the waste from cross-purpose and lack of 
coördination in economic activities is the waste that occurs 
from a similar cause in what are called the higher activities of 
life, though it is time to challenge that distinction. The root 
of the difl&culty is not that a number of organizations are en
gaged in promoting the same or interrelated ends without 
any relationship to each other in particular, at times pulHng 
and hauling in different directions. That matter is bemg 
remedied by federation as fast as is good for the free play of 
initiative. The root of the matter is that there is no adequate 
agreement as to end or method, no sufl&cient consciousness 
of a common purpose between the major forces deahng with 
the spiritual interests of society, that is, between education 
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and rehgion and again between these forces and those deahng 
with the practical activities of Hfe, industry and govemment. 
Therefore such progress as we achieve is largely the result of 
the blind contact or conflict of separate forces. 

Our' social Hfe is still for the most part anarchic. Within 
the Community, as within the nation, the Situation is very 
^uch as it was in Europe in 1914; in large part chaos, with 
no common purpose, no coördination of activities, in the 
most vital matters of Hfe. If this is indeed the core of our 
social uiefl&ciency, then the central issue in the problem of 
social efl&ciency is to answer the question what, is the social 
machine running for? What is the common goal of it all? 

Those who have raised the slogan of efl&ciency have not 
been unmindful of this question, but dominated by an in
dustrial civilization, their tendency has been to conceive the 
question purely in terms of economic Organization and to faü 
to see that it must cover the whole social striving of man, 
Yet the economic function Covers so much of human Hfe and 
so vitaUy affects the rest that its purpose and meaning largely 
determine the rest. The efl&ciency engineers are now preach-
ing what to them is a gospel, that the object of economic Or
ganization is not to make money but to secure. the maximum 
production of goods. They point out that there is a conflict 
between commercial efl&ciency seeking personal gain and pro
ductive efl&ciency seeking to supply common needs, and that 
the outstanding reason for inefl&ciency in our economic Or
ganization is that the commercial and financial Controllers 
and directors of it have the object of making money in greater 
degree than the object of meeting the needs of society. They 
pomt out that there is now more capital expended in selling 
than in producing, and contend that if this process is reversed, 
wages and Standards of living wül rise and make greater con-
sumption possible, with a consequent demand for more pro
duction. They are not afraid of overproduction, declaring 
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that we have never yet produced all the things the people 
need, but have simply faüed to make it possible for them to 
use the things they have produced. A few months ago, there 
was a tense effort to produce food stuffs, and coal and metals, 
now we are shutting down our mines and our factories 
and plants and lettmg them He idle because that which has 
been püed up cannot be consumed. The productive engineers 
declare that this is the constantly repeated Situation, that 
more than half the machines are always idle, more than half 
the labor power is wasted in idleness, and the rest of the ma
chinery and labor power are badly used. 

The objective of the production engineers is maximum pro
duction. They are considering the economic machine as the 
instrument of society in general, to produce the goods that 
the Community needs for its maintenance and development, 
and not to enable a part of the Community to amass wealth 
and privüege and power. Their test of the efläciency of the 
economic machine is the relation of the goods produced to 
effort expended. The greater the amount of goods produced 
with the least expenditure of energy, the more efl&cient 
from their Standpoint is the economic Organization, and the 
more useful to society. 

So far they make their case. They are emphasizing a very 
necessary factor in human development. Unless we do in
crease our economic productivity we cannot advance our 
general Standard of Hving. Our figures for national income 
and cost of Hving show that to make general throughout the 
population a Standard of living higher than the minimum it 
wiU be necessary for us to increase very much our national 
wealth and income. Therefore, in their emphasis upon this 
point, the production engineers are rendering a genuine service. 
But there are some other aspects of the question. What is 
the relation of efl&ciency in production to efficiency in con-
sumption? It is suggested by certain sociaHst writers that 
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along with a maximum of production must go a minimum of 
consumption; that is, the minimum which would conduce to 
the weU-bemg of the individual and of society. Economic 
efl&ciency is thus defined as the union of social economy in 
consumption with maxmium production by the least ex
penditure of effort. 

This involves the question of efl&ciency in distribution as 
well as in production. The larger part of recent efforts for 
social justice has been directed toward securing more equaHty 
in the distribution of the results of the common toil. But 
this great effort for social justice has been somewhat under 
an ülusion regarding the social effects of justice in distribution. 
It has faüed to recognize that unless efl&ciency in production 
is increased along with justice in distribution, Standards of 
Hving cannot be raised. Soviet Russia has found that out, 
and it has been Lenin's constant exhortation. On the other 
hand, if the factor of justice in distribution is neglected, no 
efl&ciency scheme can carry production beyond a certain point, 
because a sense of injustice is one of the greatest hindrances 
to productive activity. Efl&ciency engineers have finaUy to 
reckon with the intangible elements in the problem, those 
factors of human relationship that we call moral and reHgious. 
Both industry and social science must fully face the fact that 
man is vastly more than a goods-producing and goods-con-
suming creature. They must reckon with the immortal spark 
within him that refuses to be satisfied with material comforts, 
that ever pursues the impossible. It is this aspect of human 
nature which must be given expression and development in 
all social and economic arrangements. Professor Felix Frank
furter recently declared as a result of his wide experience in 
the adjustment of labor disputes that there were certain 
spiritual factors which were the determining factors. From 
the ranks of industrial managers themselves comes increasing 
testimony that economic efl&ciency depends upon the securing 
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of creative, self-expression on the part of the workers, and this 
cannot be done without ownership in the process. 

I t has been demonstrated that more goods can be produced 
when conciHation and Joint agreement displaces dispute and 
friction between employer and employed. I t has further been 
demonstrated that a greater release of productive energy can 
be secured by coöperative ownership and control. At this 
point the Solution of economic efl&ciency touches the larger 
problem of which it is so large a part, the greater question of 
efl&ciency for society as a whole. Maximum production is 
secured by finding a common end, in which all the workers 
share. Then to get complete sodal efl&ciency there must be 
a common agreement as to the real end of sodety and a com
mon effort to secure it. 

Is the answer to the problem of efl&ciency in economic 
activity the answer to the whole question? Is the maximum 
production of goods and their equitable use the end of human 
Hving, individual or social? Is all scientific improvement 
and all economic democracy merely for the production of 
goods in order that these goods may be enjoyed? Or is this a 
means to another end? After all that science can discover is 
applied with the utmost degree of educational efläciency to 
the social Organization, are we then to be nothing better than 
educated swine, using our goods and our knowledge and our 
democracy for the satisfaction of the senses in time and space? 
Or are there further ends for human endeavor, at present but 
dimly perceived? 



CHAPTER V 

THE SUPREMACY OF PERSONALITY 

So far in our industrial society, efl&ciency has been inter
preted too exclusively in terms of wealth production, and the 
danger is that it wiU be so interpreted. To offset this is the 
fact that many educators and social workers are strenuously 
endeavoring to give social efl&ciency its real content, to take it 
far beyond the field of wealth production into the wider 
ranges of human Hving. They are facing the question of the 
end of human Hving in order that the means of Hfe may be 
tmly detennined. They are asking not only in what respects, 
but for what purpose, is humanity to be efl&cient. 

That, of course, is one of the old questions of phüosophy, 
both for individual and social living; but as the world Hfe 
becomes organized in such a way that humanity can in feUow-
ship choose its ends and work toward them, this question of 
phüosophy becomes a very practical issue for the common 
people. The question of what the social Organization is driv
ing at is, after all, a very concreto question. Here is a scien
tific, mechanical age trying its best to get its machinery adapted 
to certain immediate ends with the utmost possible perfection, 
without any general vision of the final end of human endeavor. 
So that after all the toil and struggle of social Organization, 
the spirit of humanity remains unsatisfied and often defeated. 
In the most advanced communities there is still much cynidsm 
and not a Httle despondency. 

One of the outstanding things about the world war was that 
it became the outlet for certain of the aspirations and ideals 
of mankind which had not found expression in the ordinary 
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days of peace. Multitudes of men were released from a hum-
drum life vdth Httle meaning or purpose to it except to eam 
enough to keep them and to give them an occasional good 
time, and were thrown out into a vast undertaking with a 
great purpose, their energies raised to the supreme point in 
pursuit of an ideal. That fact does a Httle redeem the bar
barism of modern scientific warfare, which is the most brutal 
of any kind of war in history. The war did what civilization 
in peace has faüed to do for multitudes of people; it gave ex
pression to some of the greatest faculties of humanity. It 
brought to Hght the evident need of a greater goal for the 
common run of people than Hfe usuaUy affords them, it em-
phasized their capacity for higher as well as lower Hving than 
the level of their previous routine. I think it wül not be ques-
tioned that a large proportion of the population most of the 
time finds no spiritual meaning and no spiritual satisfaction 
in the business of Hving. Unless this state of affairs can be 
changed, history moves on to its supreme tragedy: the develop
ment of aU the resources of knowledge and aU the powers of 
civilization and their appHcation to no other than material 
needs and sensuous enjoyments on the part of the majority 
of the people. Either humanity must find a higher goal than 
that for its energy, or perish, either from the diseases developed 
by the indulgence of its appetites or from the confHcts inci-
dent to such a mode of life. What that goal may be is not a 
question merely of choice or of ideals, it is a matter of knowl
edge; it depends upon an understanding of the past develop
ment of the race. Is there any meaning evident in the social 
progress of mankind? This is the question which must be 
put to social science when humanity attempts to answer in a 
practical way the old philosophical question of the end of 
human Hving. 

What then has science to say about the goal of human Hfe? 
If there is one thing that humanity needs now it is a conscious-
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ness of the direction of the process of Hving. That is a much 
bigger question than to ask what is now the kind of world 
Organization for this generation to choose. And the right 
answer to the smaUer question depends upon the right answer 
to the larger, for it determines the poHcy for which any new 
poHtical or social machinery is shaped. Here is this long 
evolutionary process from the lowest and most minute form 
of animal Hfe up to the complex world Organization of human
ity, covering how long a period of time no one knows, involving 
so many ramifications of Hfe that it takes many branches of 
science to describe them. Can we find out what it aU means 
by leaming anything conceming its trend? Is it moving in 
any definite direction, so that the direction wiU give us some 
Hght upon the question of the end which humanity ought now 
to consciously choose? Some scientists as weU as philosophers 
have asked whether there is any progress at aU or whether 
there is not merely a constant renewal of cycles one after 
another without any evidence of advance. But as associated 
Hfe develops, from the early tribal Community up to our mod
ern complex society, it is clear that there is an increasing power 
to sociaUy choose the ends of the common Hfe and then to 
work to these ends when they are chosen. In and through 
and behind aU this progress of social Organization there con
tinuaUy mns this power for ever larger groups of people to
gether to choose what they are Hving for and then to move 
toward the chosen goal. 

In the past many generations of men have worked in the 
dark like coral insects, Hving and dying without any conscious 
choice conceming ends, not knowing what Hfe meant except 
to eat and drmk and beget and fight and die. But now we 
buüd m the Hght. We have leamed what these foUis of the 
past were domg and how they did it. We have seen how each 
generation has moved the house of humanity a Httle nearer to 
the Hght, become a Httle more conscious of a plan and a Httie 
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more able to work to it. And as history and social science 
open up to US this whole process of social evolution, there is 
an overpowering sense of the vastness of the undertaking 
that almost overwhehns us, just as the physical universe over-
whehned our forgotten ancestors. But this knowledge should 
beget faith, it is a guarantee of the possibiHty of consciously 
organizing the complex world Hfe of man. I t is small wonder 
that to those who are unfamüiar with the facts of science—to 
the common people and even to many men of affairs—this 
attempt to make a world Organization must seem an impos
sible venture. I t is to them launching out into the vast un
known deep, and they feel just as their ancestors must have 
feit, or like the first mariner when he put out his Httle 
cockle shell upon the great sea. But for those who know the 
facts, there is no excuse for fear of the unknown future. Our an
cestors were compelled to fear the unknown physical universe 
because they were Ignorant of its nature and Operation. 
Something of that fear is still in us, but with the Hght that 
sdence has already thrown upon the dark places of Hfe there 
is no reason for this generation to fear the necessary task of 
exploring and settling and organizing the undiscovered regions 
of human living. 

It may be argued that there has been no marked increase 
in individual Hving in several thousand years. It is quite 
possible to pick out certain great characters of the past—some 
great Hebrew prophets, some great Greek phüosophers, some 
great patriots of ancient history—and say we have not 
produced any better; here is as high a type of human 
Hving as the race has ever seen. But suppose we compare 
the social Hving of to-day with the social Hving of that period 
from which these great individuals were selected, and what 
then is the judgment? It becomes apparent that there has 
been a development, first of the Standards of sodal Hving, and 
second of the general average of personaHty. The modern 
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age may not have produced any greater individuals than the 
past, but can it be disproved that the average of human Hving 
has been very greatly raised in the past few thousand years? 
On the physical plane the vital statistics of the past Century 
offer conclusive evidence for those countries where pubhc 
health has been promoted. In the mental world there is some 
evidence in the decrease of üHteracy. In the moral reahn 
there is evident an increased sense of the dignity and worth 
of the common person. He counts for more in the scheme of 
things; he expresses more of his faculties, he realizes more of 
the values of his personaHty. All this is manifestly true if a 
comparison is made between a primitive state of society and 
that of to-day; it is also true if a shorter period of time is 
taken and the average Hfe of to-day is compared with the 
average Hfe of ancient civüLzations or with that of the earHer 
periods of our own western civiHzation. 

These evident facts conceming progress, being a part of 
the increasing power to socially choose ends and follow them, 
throw some Hght on the question of what it is all about. Of 
course that question is not finally to be answered in time and 
space. We do not and cannot now know all that we are, let 
alone all that we shall be. An imperishable part of Hfe is the 
great quest of the human spirit for the infinite, and whüe all 
that we can now do is to choose our ends for time and space, 
yet our "homesickness for the eternal" leads us to choose 
them in the hope and faith that they have eternal meaning 
and value. Therefore the ends of human Hving in time and 
space must be determined by this twofold test; first the evi
dence of the trend of progress, and second the satisfaction 
that they afford to the spiritual aspirations of humanity. 
Science and rehgion then jointly must find the answer to the 
question; they must together develop a social philosophy. 

If, to the average person who does not know much about 
science or history or phüosophy, the question is put, "What 
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is the most valuable thing in the universe for you? " m what 
terms will the answer be Hkely to come? WiU it not be in 
terms of personaHty? If it Happens to be a particularly self-
centered person it may possibly be in terms of their own exist
ence, but for the ordinary run of persons it wiU be some other 
person or persons who hold for them the supreme values of 
Hfe by ties of kinship or the choice of a supreme affection; 
some other person or persons for whom they are perfectly 
wüling at any time to lose their own Hfe. On the train quite 
constantly I see travehng men puU out their watches and in 
a big majority of cases there is a photograph of a person or a 
famüy group on the inside of the case, and that picture is 
their answer to the question of supreme values. As Hfe en
larges its interests and associations the estimate of value m 
terms of personaHty is made in group forms; men value the 
famüy more than themselves, the state more than their family, 
and humanity above the state, because these groupings are 
reaUy an enlargement of personaHty, with the power to in
crease its values. 

If the question of supreme values is put to human institu
tions, the answer comes also in terms of personality. Ask the 
State and the school and the church what they are trying to 
do, and they wiU teU you they are trying to develop people; 
their end is to produce a certain type of individual and a 
certain kind of associated Hving. One of the greatest words 
of phüosophy is that no human being must ever be treated 
as a means, but always as an end. The greatest teacher of 
rehgion asks, "What shaU it profit a man if he gain the whole 
world and lose his own soul,"—that is, destroy his own per
sonaHty? He declares: " I am come that they may have Ufe; 
and that they may have it more abundantly." 

Without the key of the meaning and value of personaHty, 
the universe is an insoluble riddle and man sinks into despair. 
With that key in his possession, he becomes, if need be, inde-
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pendent of the physical universe. For the development of 
personaHty in time and space, of course, he depends upon 
the environment of nature; but if he so will, he can defy the 
world, he can blow it to pieces about his head and witii his 
body smashed to fragments go out into the future in a supreme 
assertion of himself. 

It does not He within our present purpose to define per
sonality, but simply to point out that the new order must 
recognize and attempt to realize its supreme worth and value. 
It must be said, however, that personaHty is increasingly de
fined in social terms, its values are discovered and realized 
in fellowship. We shall be able to add a great deal to what 
the philosophers have told us about personaHty by experi-
mentaUy discovering in social action what personaHty may 
become. If there is a greater sense of the dignity and worth 
of the common run of people to-day than there was a thousand 
years ago, it is due to the fact that improvements in social 
Organization have developed and actuaUy reahzed greater 
values in the common run of people. Thus the process of 
sodal development continually defines and enlarges the nature 
of personaHty. It becomes increasingly clear that the mean
ing and end of individual Hfe and of social Hving is reciprocal 
and inter-dependent; that each feeds upon, enlarges and com-
pletes the other. The more the individual values the Com
munity, the more he contributes to it, and thereby enlarges 
his own Hfe; the higher the Community regards its constituent 
members, the more it provides for their development, the 
stronger and richer is its own life. 

It foUows, therefore, that the new order must seek for its 
chosen end and goal the development of personaHty. The 
things of the spirit and not material goods must be the lüti-
mate and supreme object of its endeavor. This is not simply 
ideaHsm, not merely a question of imagining, wishing and 
choosing a high goal; it is also a question of understanding 
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the trend and direction of the evolutionary social process, of 
accepting and working with it. The social order is not sphit-
uaHzed by injectmg something into it, but rather by discover
ing what are its inherent spiritual values and then consciously 
developing them. This is the process of ethical and spiritual 
development for the individual. As he comes to consciousness 
he chooses certain values, he embraces certain ends; thus his 
understanding of Hfe becomes moral and his actions reHgious. 
What we are now witnessing on the world stage is in one sense 
the Coming to consciousness of the race. One of the outstand
ing facts of the time in which we are Hving is that the world 
famüy is growing up and is coming to a stage of common con
sciousness where it can understand itself and the universe a 
Httle, and choose its ends, both inteUectual and moral. In 
Order that this may be done to the improvement of Hfe, it is 
necessary for education and rehgion to teach as the funda
mental principle of the new order the significance of per
sonality and continually to unfold aU the capacities of human 
Hving for all the people. Their duty is to estabHsh the values 
of Hfe in their proper degree and proportion, first things first 

As education and rehgion undertake this task, they have 
to reckon with a Situation in which a world war has affected 
seriously the value of human Hfe, in a wider sense than physical 
existence. Whether the result is going to be loss or gain is 
beyond determination at the present time. On the one hand 
is the fact that there has been a very large recognition of the 
value of the common man and woman. They have proved 
themselves to possess the highest quahties. Society has re
ceived a demonstration of their capacities. That ought to 
raise their future status. It is not reassuring, however, to 
contrast the estimate that society placed upon the Hfe of the 
common soldier as a fighting man and the estimate that is 
now placed upon his life as a working man. There is at once 
evident quite a depreciation in the value which the war gave 
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to the common man, not simply because he was needed, but 
because of the heroic quahties that he everywhere showed 
himself to possess. Our peace-time industrial Organization 
has not yet found any demand for these heroic quahties, con
sequently the working man is not worth as much to the Com
munity to-day as he was twelve months ago. 

A more permanent social result is Hkely to come from the 
increased valuation of their own Hves which the war gave to 
the common people. If the man who had never found any 
meaning or end in Hfe except to eam a living and enjoy what 
he eamed as best he might, was led by the war to consdously 
offer his Hfe as a supreme sacrifice for a great ideal, he thereby 
put a higher value upon his own personaHty than he ever did 
before. He became worth more to himseff as weU as worth 
more to the Community. 

The question again is, will that man retain the valuation 
which he thus placed upon himself and to what extent the 
Community wül permit or encourage him so to do. If it lets 
him come home and become a beggar upon the street or a 
drunken sot carried back to camp by military poHcemen, it is 
certain that such men wiU not long retain this increased valua
tion of their personaHties which came to them during the war. 

Over against the gains which the war brought to personaHty 
there must be put some evident losses. Whüe multitudes of 
men got an increased idea of the worth of their own Hves, 
what attitude did they take conceming the worth of the Hves 
of other men, not antagonists, but fellow members of the 
same army whose Hves necessarily had to be spent quite freely, 
and sometimes cheaply, if the end sought was to be achieved? 
What effect did that necessarily ruthless and reckless expendi
ture of Hfe have upon those who witnessed it? Did it increase 
or depreciate their sense of the value of personaHty? That 
question is especially pertinent because of the maimer m 
which modem warfare defiles and destroys the human body. 
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What permanent effect wiU the blasphemous and obscene out-
rages committed upon the human body by scientific warfare 
have upon the men who constantly witnessed it? It will be 
a different effect than comes from being exposed to such hap-
penings oneself. There is some evidence in the case, in the 
effect of the expenditure of human Hfe in the war upon the 
population at home. Does it disturb us at aU to pick up the 
moming paper and read of two hundred revolutionists shot 
in cold blood in Berlin, or that the Poles are fighting the 
Russians on one border and the Prussians on another? Before 
1914 we would have been horrified by the fact that a few 
hundreds of people are being küled every day in various cam-
paigns. But to-day, after the müHons of Hves lost in the great 
war, the casualties of these Httle wars seem minor affairs. 
We have lost something of our sense of the values of human 
Hfe. 

What this finaUy means to the world wiU depend, in the net 
result, upon two things. First, whether all this expenditure 
of human Hfe, with all that it cost society for development and 
education, brings some immediate and manifest gain to the 
world life. Whether we suffer any loss in our conception of 
personaHty from the war wiU depend, in the first place, upon 
what we now get out of it. And that answer of course rests 
mainly with those who have the determining voice in shapmg 
the peace. If this nation, having made possible the winning 
of the war by the alHes, now falls to secure in the peace terms 
a marked advance in human Hving, then the world wiU suffer 
tremendously in its estimate of the worth of human Hving 
for a long time to come. 

The other factor is this—whether or not the sacrifice of Hfe 
was voluntary and conscious of high ends. The men who 
were driven to the Hne of combat ignorantly, or chose thought-
lessly to go with no vision of the meaning of the struggle, got 
no increase m personaHty from the war, but were brutaHzed 
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by it; most of them are not living on as high a plane as be
fore they went. It is only those who go to war vrith a chosen 
purpose, for an end worth whüe, who gain any increase in 
their personaHty. It is Hkely that from the war we shaU 
have lost for some time to come a great deal of the sense of 
values gained in the westem world through our efforts for the 
conservation and development of human life. To restore their 
sense of the worth of humanity, the westem nations wül need 
now to throw their energy into saving and improving and en-
larging the Hfe of aU the people; they must undertake the 
fundamental measures of social reconstmction necessary to 
make personaHty the supreme value, and its development the 
dominant purpose, of organized Hving. 

In estabHshing the supremacy of personaHty in modem 
society, a basic principle of action is that personaHty must 
not be Hmited by institutions, either poHtical, industrial, 
sodal or reHgious. Democracy, in its administration, has raised 
the world-old conflict between the individual and the group, 
even as in its inception it raised that issue against another 
t3^e of administration. It is now compelled by the common 
people to examine the effect of its institutions upon personaHty. 

Primitive society subdued the individual to the communal 
thought and activity, and its supremacy of the group over the 
individual stiU obtains to a large extent in the eastem world. 
In the westem world there arose the principle of individuahsm 
to emancipate persons from undue group control. The power 
of early social groups over the individual was terrific. Even 
in the mdividuahstic westem world, a large part of that com
munal power is stül perpetuated in tradition, custom and law 
which the individual violates at the perü of social ostracism. 
But a good many of the conventional Standards and laws 
which now restrain the individual are the product of as
sociations which men have created by their Joint wül and 
reason; the State for instance or the church, or an occu-
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pational Organization. Just as the primitive social groupmgs 
had a very large power over the individual, so it comes about 
m course of time that these voluntary institutions acquire 
dominance over the people who belong to them; with age they 
tend unduly to Hmit personaHty and to restrain its develop
ment. This acquisition of power by social institutions was 
one of the reasons for the development of democracy. The 
rise of democracy is very largely the attempt to secure the 
emancipation of individuals from institutions. The men who 
brought democracy to this country were rebels, first agamst 
the church and then against the English state, because these 
institutions were Hmiting their freedom and development. 
Then history repeated itself and in their Hfetime, those same 
men who had rebeUed against the autocratic control of the 
English church and state over the conscience of men, exercised 
on these shores the same despotic control over persons who 
disagreed with them, simply because they thought that their 
kind of institution was superior to aU others, that it was 
immutable, and that aU within its reach ought to be controUed 
by it. 

The same feeling exists strongly to-day regarding the forms 
of poHtical democracy, and forms must always be distinguished 
from principles. Principles compel aUegiance for their worth, 
but forms deserve authority only to the degree that they em
body and apply the principles which they were created to 
express. Because of the fact that institutions in which prin
ciples essential to the development of personaHty are em
bodied always sooner or later attempt to subordinate per
sonaHty to themselves as institutions, the development of 
democracy is a process of the contmued emancipation and 
expansion of personaHty. On the one hand it enlarges per
sonaHty by continually extending the control of aU individuals 
over the functions of the state, on the other hand it progres
sively emancipates personaHty by the continued overthrow of 
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repressive institutions. The recent overthrow of imperial 
govemment is the final adventure of democracy in the poHtical 
field, but it has yet to join issue with the imperial prindple in 
economic affairs. There is ground of hope, however, that it 
may yet achieve the emancipation of personaHty in economic 
arrangements, because of its experience with chattel slavery. 
Chattel slavery went from the British Empire and from this 
continent because free men saw that it was repressive of the 
personality of other men. It was not overturned by the black 
men who suffered from it, but by white men vrith an ideal 
of human Hfe which would not permit them to endure that 
men of any color should be held back from social development. 
That changing economic conditions helped to develop this 
ideal is not a denial of the growing power of the democratic 
concept of personaHty, but simply a partial explanation of 
its origin and sources of nourishment. 

Now comes the tum of other repressive institutions. When
ever any social institution permits one group of people to 
Hmit the personaHty of another group, it has reached the be
ginning of its decadent period; its death Warrant is shortly to be 
drawn though the execution may be long delayed. So general 
is the conviction of the worth of the democratic principle to-
day that one test of the vitaHty of the institutions of govem
ment and rehgion, education and industry, is whether they 
permit one part of the people to develop at the expense of 
another part. 

There is another test, and it is particularly a test for institu
tions which are democratic to the extent that they have re-
pudiated the principle of the control of one group by another. 
It is this: to what extent do they, as institutions, Hmit the 
personaHty of those who belong to them? If they are demo
cratic they are voluntary. We boast of a free state and a free 
church. Our govemment is supposed to exist and continue 
because people have chosen it or consented to it. If we belong 
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to a church, it is supposed to be because we have elected to 
belong to it, though usuaUy it is because we are born in it. 
If we participate in a form of industrial Organization, it is 
assumed to be because as free people we consent to that kmd 
of Organization. This populär assumption rests upon the 
sound principle that democratic forms of association express 
and embody personality asserting itself in free choices. All 
institutions at first embody some vital principle. In their 
beginnings they have the missionary fervor and the Propa
ganda spirit. When they become inherited institutions their 
original principle is not so vital to those who received it as 
a sacred bequest as it was to the men who first conceived it. 
I t is now to be guarded rather than advanced. Gradually 
the institutions become more formal, more engrossed in the 
mere mechanics of routine, their tendency is increasingly to 
consume a larger part of the energy of their members in keep
ing the wheels turning and an ever smaller part in the exten
sion and propagation of the vital principle for whose develop
ment the machinery was created. 

This is the inherent depravity of institutions. Originating 
as dynamic expressions of great principles, they tend to be
come static, then conservative and at last reactionary. They 
finaUy develop adherents who care more for the institution 
than for humanity at large, or even for the principle which the 
institution was supposed to embody; who will sacrifice them
selves to the institution without stint, but who are not willing 
to sacrifice that institution in any degree, either to the good 
of humanity or to the interests of the principle around which 
it was organized. In this country just now many people are 
fearful that the institutions of democracy are in danger of 
being changed; yet many of those same people who profess 
to be trying to serve and defend democratic institutions are 
every day denying the very fundamental principle of democ
racy by refusing the right of assembly and discussion to those 
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who advocate change. If the principle of democracy were 
more important to these people than its institutions, they 
would not be attempting to repress aU critical discussion of 
those institutions. The tendency, in state and church, is for 
the institution to reach the point where it demands not only 
complete loyalty, but even renunciation of its own principle 
from its adherents. Made to serve men it finally masters 
them, and in that stage of decay democratic institutions be
come the instruments of autocracy. They permit again a 
few people, through them, to control the rest. The price of 
preserving the institution at the expense of the principle is 
the destmction of the principle. 

How then can personaHty emancipate itself from bondage 
to institutions? How can men prevent even those institutions 
of their own making and choosing from repressing personaHty? 
How can their value as means for the expression and enlarge
ment of individuals be preserved? It is the perpetual problem 
of human Organization and the only Solution appears to be 
continual criticism, perpetual protest and recurrent re-
organization. When an institution reaches a certain point in 
size or force, it would seem to be necessary for a break to 
occur and for other institutions to arise, developing a new ex
pression of the fundamental principle inherent in the older 
Organization. That is the way of progress, by constant change 
ü need be. That was a very hard thing to do in primitive 
society; the penalty was ostracism or death. It is not much 
easier to do in a more advanced society; the penalty, though 
more refined, is not much Hghter. The man who is a heretic 
or a rebel in education or rehgion or govemment, even the 
man who finds it necessary to criticise the party that he has 
always belonged to, or the church in which he has always 
Hved, is not Hkely to find it an enjoyable proceeding. The 
World wiU move a Httle faster when institutions are conceived 
srniply as the embodiment and expression of personaHty and 
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principles, when it is more generally recognized that they 
must be changed as soon as they begin to Hmit personality 
and distort principles. 

Of course institutions ought to be reverenced in so far as 
they serve to develop persons, and so make for the progress 
of society. They have a right to loyalty in the proportion to 
which they do these things. But the test must always be 
the extent to which they serve the Hfe of all the people and 
not simply the degree to which they benefit those who belong 
to them. We ought not to wait to criticise our institutions 
untü they begin to Hmit us, we ought to criticise them when
ever it appears to us that they are in any degree Hmiting the 
development of personaHty anywhere. In other words, our 
institutions must be always a means and not ever an end; and 
they must always be a means to the general good, not merely 
to the good of a few. If they are the means to develop the 
social whole, they will then be an instrument for the develop
ment of the personaHty of those who compose them, giving 
these persons their proper social expression and function. The 
principle is this then, that men must serve institutions only in 
order that institutions may serve men. Personality must ever 
maintain itself supreme over the machinery it has created, 
lest in these latter days, imagining itself free from aU false 
gods, it may unknowingly bind itself once again in utter 
bondage to the work of its own hands. 

If institutions are to be tested by what they do to persons, 
if they exist for people and not people for them, then a state 
that permits a privileged few to live off the people is Hke some 
great Minotaur devouring their Hves, it is a state against 
which the people must rebel. The state does that when it is 
the Organization of a military autocracy; it equally does it 
when it is the Organization of an economic autocracy. This 
generation has concluded that the autocratic state, demanding 
the sacrifice of the people, putting itself beyond morals and 
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above God, is an outrageous blasphemy against human per
sonaHty. But what about the tyraimy of a majority in the 
democratic state? Should it repress and coerce dissenters? 
May not that too, become such a repression of personaHty as to 
be a violation of the individual and therefore an offense against 
the common good? If there is one thing above any other 
which the EngHsh people have contributed to the progress of 
humanity, it is their tradition of respect and reverence for 
individual rights, for the sacredness of persons, even of the 
meanest and lowest. I t is the tradition of the EngHsh state 
that their voice may be heard, their rights and Hberties pro
tected. But that tradition is in danger, in the development 
of democracy. I t is in danger in the increase of our social 
Organization. The spirit of democracy may be threatened by 
mere bureaucratic routine. The state may become such a 
great cumbersome machine that persons are tied to the wheels, 
even ground up in it. The democratic state, even under the 
development of economic democracy, may become nothing 
but bureaucratic industriaHsm in which, in rigidly ordered 
routine, the people go through their monotonous Hves. The 
problem is to make Cooperation increase freedom. It is the 
province of democracy to enlarge personaHty. This is accom
pHshed only when the people voluntarüy give their best en
deavor to the coUective Hfe. Such a condition is not yet even 
approximately approached in our industrial civilization. The 
test for the church and for educational Organization, just as 
much as for industry is whether it is leading the people into a 
larger Hfe through its machinery or merely driving them into 
a lock Step treadmül of routine. If the other social institu
tions are to fuUy promote personaHty, it is necessary for the 
institutions of education and rehgion to show the way. Those 
who operate them must see that they are given a continuous 
opportunity for the expression and development of their per
sonaHty, that they do not become mere routine workers going 
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through the same mechanical Operations day after day like 
those who attend an automatic machine in a factory. They 
must see to it that these institutions reverence human life 
as a whole and that aU their Operations tend to develop human 
Hfe as a whole. The meaning and value of church and state 
and school can be seen and measured in the last and lowest 
chüd within the sphere of their influence. By what they do to 
it; by whether they leave it neglected and dirty, weak and 
uneducated, or whether they give it care and protection and 
continuous unfolding, do they stand judged. This is the 
final test. 

The urgent consideration for an industrial civiHzation is 
that personaHty must not be sacrificed to property, for in an 
industrial order, property becomes the major interest and in
creasingly determines the character and course of all the 
associations and institutions of life. In these days personality 
has to assert itself most of all in the conflict with property. 
Our forefathers fought against institutions, both church and 
State, and well they fought for human freedom. Our fight is 
mainly against property, but not against property for its 
own sake, only in so far as it Hmits personaHty. The task 
before us is to estabHsh the supremacy of personaHty m a 
civiHzation that is largely given over to materialism. The 
present order is a machine order and has produced a mechan-
istic mode of thought which has overlooked some of the essen
tial factors and problems of Hfe. The nineteenth Century has 
been called the wonderful Century because of its discoveries 
and inventions, but it left us the same social evils that troubled 
Babylon and Nineveh. Because it centered human energy 
upon the production and acquisition of material wealth, be
cause, as Bertrand RusseU has pointed out, it enlarged the 
possessive at the expense of the creative instinct, it raised in 
more crucial form than ever the old question of the choice 
between God and Mammon. With all its gains in knowledge, 
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its social Organization predominantly expressed a philosophy 
of life which has no ouüook and no outreach beyond the 
things of time and space. I t faüed to organize civilization 
around the infinite, measureless possibiHties of hmnan 
Hfe. 

The question which man has to face to-day is whether in 
his great industrial civüization, he has made first a machine 
to enslave him and then a God to devour him. The piain fact 
that property enslaves people is every day to be seen. It 
enslaves both those who have it and those who have it not, 
and it is an open question which of them are more thrown 
into bondage by the increased concentration of property 
ownership. Property is to-day the goal of the strong and its 
possession is the sign of power. In the old order, property 
in land went to the strong in arms; in the modern order, prop
erty in capital goes to the strong of brain. On the one hand 
are many wage slaves, and the phrase is not rhetorical, held 
in bondage to the institution of property; on the other hand 
the owners of that property are also bound in chains, almost 
as strong, to the things which they own. The struggle for 
"these things," land in the old order and capital in the new, 
is not for property's sake, but for the sake of the domination 
over others that property gives. The miser is a rare bird, the 
capitaHst a numerous species. The acquisitive instinct be
comes socially dangerous as it is alHed with and strengthens 
the instinct for dominance, which finally becomes a more con-
suming God than the passion to hoard. Man becomes a 
predatory bemg, not for the sake of gorging upon the posses
sions of others, nor to wantonly destroy them, but m order 
to exert control over others. Competitive industriaHsm is a 
struggle for power just as was miHtarism and is therefore 
Hkely to renew that ancient evil. Not long ago I picked up 
a labor paper, an individual paper representmg no large 
movement, settmg forth the fallacy that labor must foUow 
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no Vision but stick to reaHty, and therefore must seek things 
and power and not ideals. Such an expression is but the echo 
of the dominant spirit of commerciaHsm. Property privüeges 
and power go together, always. Democracy values folks; its 
social Standards are different from the Standards of aristocracy 
or plutocracy, but what does property do to democracy? 
There are some people of great wealth who are fundamentally 
democrats. Are they the exception or the rule? In the sub-
way the other day a friend pointed to another man who was 
hanging onto a strap. "Do you see that man?" said he,"Well, 
he is a multi-mülionaire." But how many people of wealth 
ever travel with the crowd? One of the professors of Harvard 
Law School said recently that the greatest advance in recent 
years was the transfer of value from the field of property to 
the field of human relations. This is to be seen in the social 
legislation that tries to put people above property, that en
deavors to prevent the sacrifice of the health and well-being 
of the workers in the interests of wealth-production. We did 
conscript wealth in war time, but not to the same extent as 
Hfe. There were men who would wüHngly let their sons go 
to the front but who would not part with their last doUar for 
the war. I t was an exceptional man who said, " I would 
rather lose milHons in Mexico than have one United States 
soldier die to save them for me." 

I t is some years ago now since the present president of 
Yale said that either property rights must give way to human 
rights in this country or there would be revolution. The 
time is now ripe. The industrial nations are now faced with 
the necessity of determining the comparative value of property 
rights and human rights. The effort to put property in its 
proper place in Hfe is the center of the struggle for economic 
democracy. There is more to it than a conflict between the 
classes. The determination of the people to secure a distribu
tion of economic power, increasingly expressing itseh in the 
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attempt to secure common ownership and control of the 
sources of wealth, does not go to the heart of the matter. 
Under any form of economic administration the question is 
the comparative value of property and personaHty, which is 
the end and which the means. At once two ideals and types 
of dvüization are in conflict. That which now dominates is 
the old aristocratic order gradually developed into an order 
of property and contract by Roman law and Organization, 
which have formed a large part of the judicial framework of 
Great Britain and the United States, in part for the protection 
of common rights but largely for the maintenance of power 
and privüege through the justification and sanctification of 
property rights. 

There is another ideal of civilization which never got ex
pression in wide Organization; it is contained in the teachings 
of the Hebrew law, the prophets and Jesus. Their ideal was 
to form a Community Hfe in which human rights were set 
above property rights, and property was made subordinate 
to the development of personality. The day has now come 
for the widespread Organization of that scale of values. Man
kind is about to value the creator of social values above the 
possessor, and to organize that valuation into social arrange
ments. The principles which the Hebrews have taken with 
them all over the earth, which the Christian teaching in its 
true form has stül further developed, are sooner or later going 
to get a world-wide expression. That wül be some compensa-
tion to those who have long been scattered abroad and per-
secuted and yet have remained faithful. 

The westem world is about to make important changes 
in the institution of human property in order to secure 
a larger measure of freedom for aU the people. The changes 
must go deeper than a wider distribution of income and a 
democratic control of the sources of income, both of which 
are needed for the enlargement of personaHty. They must 
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rest upon the social control of the acquisitive instmct, for 
the failure to control this mstinct, and not any external sys-
tem or class is the real cause of the Subordination of the 
people to property interests. What is needed is a true con
ception of the relation of property to personaHty. It is per
fectly possible, in emancipating the working class in one form 
from the institution of property to enslave them to it in 
another, as the property dass is now enslaved. From the 
bondage of improper production they may pass to the bond
age of improper consumption. Mankind has yet to learn how 
to make property the servant and not the master of Ufe. 
The beginning of the lesson is the fundamental principle 
that things are to be sought not for their own sake, not 
for self-gratification and power over others, but for common 
use and service. The problem of Controlling the acquisitive 
instinct is to be solved by devising those measures which 
shaU express the principle: "property for use and not for 
power." When production is organized for this purpose, and 
distribution democraticaUy controUed to this end, then prop
erty in its creation wiU express personaHty and in its possession 
vdU develop personality, both individually and socially. Not 
untü we accept this principle of common use and service, with 
whatever modifications are necessary to protect individuaUty, 
do things become the means to the development of personality. 
An economic order exists to produce wealth not for wealth's 
sake, but for the upbuüding of the people. To that end, and 
in whatever forms wül best promote it, wealth production 
and wealth ownership and distribution must be socialized; 
they must be carried on for the common good. When they 
are carried on for the individual good their effect is always 
to break down and finally overthrow the Standard of the su
premacy of personaHty. But when they are safeguarded by 
common control for the common purpose, society comes to 
value creation above acquisition, the economic machinery is 
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adjusted to produce life, and goods only as they increase life. 
Then the increase of personaHty becomes the supreme ob
jective of social Organization whüe property faUs into its 
proper place as the base upon which man Stands to derive 
from it the nourishment for his spiritual development. 



CHAPTER VI 

SOLIDARITY 

As we have seen before, the one thing most clearly apparent 
about the form of the new order is that it must be a world 
order; that it must in an increasing degree represent and ex
press and associate the whole of humanity. If the present 
very slight step in that direction proposed in Paris should 
faü, humanity would still strive on continually imtü there 
was some organized form of common action, for the simple 
reason that we can no longer live apart. Those gentlemen in 
the United States Senate who want us to take our Httle dolls 
and go home and play in our own back yard are absolutely 
oblivious of the kind of world in which they are now Hvmg. 
How many more world wars must they help to fight before 
they wiU understand that any Httle event in the Balkans 
becomes immediately the vital concern of folks out on our 
western prairies? How many more world conflagrations do 
they have to watch before they understand that there is nc 
safety for any until there is safety for all? That much at least 
conceming world solidarity ought to have been learned in the 
kindergarten department of modern training for citizenship, 
to say nothing of training for office. 

The consequences in Europe of the lack of some world or-
gairization ought by now to be piain. During the war it was 
a common rhetorical affirmation that the world was suffermg 
this agony because it had not properly organized its affaks, 
but had permitted chaos in matters of common concern. Yet 
after all that, international anarchy is spreading on every hand 
ha Europe, with wars and rumors of wars, while the statesmen 
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are wrangling over the form of common control. Behind the 
desire for a world Organization of humanity, there is something 
more than the necessity of the present hour. The present 
Situation drives us imperatively in that direction, but there is 
something more than a momentary need or a sudden impulse 
behind the desire to realize the soHdarity of mankind in some 
organized expression. It gives voice and plan to some per
manent elements in human life. There is first of aU a great 
historic ideal which has been slowly developing. The old 
empire buüders dreamed of amalgamating mankind in one 
subject Organization over which their miHtary might would 
hold sway. But even whüe they were driving humanity to 
battle in pursuit of that ambition, the common people were 
beginning to dream of a world fellowship, of a democratic 
Union of the human family. This dream, lying süent in the 
heart of the common people, broke again and again into speech 
long before our modem poets began to sing of the parHament 
of man and the federation of the world. The seers and the 
prophets of many peoples in many times have continually 
voiced, in greater or less cleamess, the ideal of the unity of 
the human family in a common brotherhood. In the modern 
world, this idea has been voiced and partiaUy organized in 
two great movements, religion and labor. 

In rehgion it has long been a recognized tmth that spiritual 
values are to be found in human fellowship; that comradeship 
constitutes one of the essential aspects of the reHgious Hfe. 
It is evident that human fellowship develops faith, loyalty, 
Service and sacrifice—some of the greatest quahties of rehgion. 
It is also piain that the wider the association, the more worth 
and content do these quahties acquire. The wider the bond 
of a man's fellowship, the deeper it usuaUy cuts into his Hfe. 
The fuUest expression of this aspect of rehgion is in the term, 
"the brotherhood of man," without any Hmitation, which 
carries with it a certain concept of God. The phrase "The 
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Brotherhood of Man and the Fatherhood of God" is one and 
indivisible, coimoting two aspects of one reaHty; and "what 
God hath jomed together let no man put asunder." This 
phrase expresses the biggest idea which the human mind can 
get hold of, the greatest ideal that the human spirit can strive 
after, the loftiest and widest feUowship of which men are 
capable. 

This concept of the comradeship of all men with each other 
and with the Great Companion is the culmination of the sodal 
exposition of religion, which gradually unfolds the ideal of a 
unified world Hfe of development and mutual service for the 
peoples of the earth. It was expressed in some degree by 
certain of the great philosophers of Greece and Rome. It 
found voice on the lips of one of them who declared, "nothmg 
human is foreign to me"; thereby recögnizing his kinship 
with all of humanity, and also at the same time gHmpsmg 
the tmth that the highest realization of the individual per
sonaHty is to be found only in the widest and füllest develop
ment for all humanity. The man to whom all other human 
beings are kin, has a much wider, deeper and higher Hfe than 
one whose fellowships are circumscribed in a smaU circle. 
It is only as we break through first the natural and then the 
artificial barriers of nationality, class and race, that we really 
come to the largest expression of our own personality. We 
never know what our individuality may properly be imtil we 
have found our relationships to all mankind. 

This concept of a reHgious fellowship as wide and as lasting 
as the universe has been a slow historic growth. ReUgion 
begins in its family form and then takes its tribal and later 
its national expression. Man has first his famüy gods, then 
his tribal deities, whose blessing and protection is Hmited to 
the members of the family or the tribe. Then he conceives 
his national gods, whose only concern with the allen and the 
enemy is one of curse and destruction. It is only by a long 
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process of development that mankind finaUy achieves a re
hgion which mcludes aU human feUowship, comes to beHeve 
in a God "who hath made of one blood all the peoples of the 
earth," who is the Father of aU mankind. 

The clearest development of that concept is in the history 
of the Hebrew people and perhaps it there occurs because 
their national consciousness originated in an experience of op
pression by an imperial power. They were slaves in Egypt, 
and their national Hfe and rehgion grew out of their emancipa
tion from bondage. It is not stränge, therefore, to find that 
soon thereafter, they began to recognize the needs and rights 
of the stranger within their own gates and to develop a kindly 
feeling for the slave, both native and ahen, and that their 
rehgion developed into something more than a national cult. 
One of their great prophets. Isaiah, pictures God's house on 
the top of a mountain and all the peoples coming into it; he 
even sees the great miHtary oppressors of his people finally 
entering uito that fellowship. When Jesus came fulfiUing the 
law and the prophets, he feil heir to this great vision. At 
first he was circumscribed in his fellowships by the prejudices 
of his times. He began Hke any other Rabbi, with certain 
Hmitations for the circle of his disciples. But graduaUy he 
broke through the artificial social barriers of his day. One 
after another he opened his teaching to the women vrith whom 
no other Rabbi would be seen conversing in pubhc; the rene-
gade pubHcans to whom no orthodox teacher would speak; 
the despised Samaritans who were ostracized by aU good Jews; 
and finally the Gentües, hated alike by Judea and Galüee, 
who could agree upon Httle eise. 

So Jesus gradually outgrew all the sodal prejudices and 
Hmitations of his generation, and finaUy aimounced himself 
to be the Son of Man, declared "they shaU come from the 
East and the West into my Kingdom," proclaimed his God 
to be one whose sun shines alike on the evil and on the good, 
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whose rain falls aHke on the just and the unjust, whose love 
ever goes out seeking those who are lost. As the moral corol-
lary of this capacity of God to hold relationship with all men, 
even with evil doers, Jesus in his loftiest ethical precept urges 
his foUowers to love even their enemies. So clearly did Jesus 
teach the solidarity of human fellowship, that the men who 
set forth to carry his teaching throughout the Roman world 
gradually had their religious and racial and class prejudices 
stripped from them. Peter, who hated the Gentües with all 
the intensity of his fiery spirit, had to learn that there was 
"nothing common or unclean," that no people were to be 
shut out from the ministering fellowship of his religion. Paul, 
proud Pharisee of the Pharisees and free Citizen of Rome, 
inheritor of a twofold class consciousness of a strength un-
surpassed in history, came to understand not only that all the 
peoples of the earth had been made of one blood but that 
there can be neither Jew nor Greek, bond nor free, male or 
female, but all are one in Christ Jesus. Thus were the social 
barriers of the Roman Empire and the prejudices of rabmical 
rehgion uprooted from the minds of these men, so that finally 
they went out to find fellowship, if they could, with aU people. 
The culmination of the record of their work is a vision of a great 
city, open on four sides to all quarters of the horizon, so that 
all the nations of the earth could bring their honor and their 
glory into its great fellowship, from which the evils that cursed 
the Roman Empire were cast out, and men dwelt with each 
other and God dwelt with them in aU high feUowship of purity 
and truth, righteousness and love. 

This concept of a world feUowship has constituted the 
heart of the missionary ideal of modern Christianity. It will 
be well then for the churches constantly to analyze their mis
sionary work, its motives and plans, in the light of this 
fundamental concept. Does it in any degree partake of the 
spirit of Mohammed, who desired that aU peoples should be 
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subdued by the conquering faith and made to conform to it? 
Or is it a disinterested attempt to share whatever benefits are 
enjoyed by westem Christians with those who do not yet 
have them? Is it an attempt at spiritual democracy, an effort 
to realize the democratic soHdarity of mankind, or does it seek 
the imperialistic solidarity of an overhead reHgious control? 
The extensive missionary activity of modern churches is so
cially valuable in so far as it is an attempt not to get people to 
accept dogmas and join organizations, but to spread faith, 
hope and love, the spiritual foundations of society, and by 
practical efforts to raise the level of life throughout the human 
famüy. It finally involves and promotes a political and eco
nomic as weU as a religious fellowship. Consequently, the mis
sionary ideal, democratically conceived and carried out, makes 
for the soHdarity of mankind. One of its impHcations and 
consequences is the organic unity of the race. The contribu
tion of modern Christianity to social progress will depend upon 
its fidehty to the concept of brotherhood that moved the first 
preachers of its gospel. I t cannot save the world by merely 
getting men to feel that it will be well with them hereafter. 
Indeed it may in that way contribute very effectively to the 
damnation of the world. The gospel of Jesus is the power of 
God unto salvation for the world Hfe to the degree that it re-
moves the class and national and racial antagonisms that are 
now driving the race to destruction, to the degree that it can 
help men to repent and get rid of the sins that cause these 
antagonisms and in the reconcüiation of mutual service and 
sacrifice develop a brotherly Hfe throughout the earth. 

The ideal of soHdarity has also been developing among 
the working class in its various organized movements. Nat
urally they are concemed with the economic content of the 
ideal. As the working class comes to responsibüity and power 
in society, it brings with it some significant changes in social 
value. The working class has been used to toil and not to 
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possess, and consequently democratic society, which gives 
the workers a larger degree of control than they have before 
had, wiU assign higher rank to productive energy than to prop
erty. This change in value wiU exert a large influence in se
curing the supremacy of personality in human Organization. 
It wül also enlarge and strengthen the bonds of feUowship, 
because of the fact, which is a matter of common Observation, 
that possessions tend to separate folk whüe creative toü tends 
to unite them. I t can be seen in the history of many a family 
before and after the attainment of opulence. It can be seen 
by comparing the life of the workers of the Guild period in 
England with that of the workers in the United States in the 
early period of its economic development. Bertrand Russell 
has again put this generation in his debt by showing how the 
possessive instincts divido and the creative instincts unite 
humanity. 

As long as the workers are primarüy creators and not 
money makers, as long as they seek first production, the ten
dency of their seeking wül be unity; they wül be brought 
together in a common effort toward a common goal. But just 
as soon as individuals or as classes they begin to seek 
to possess the things that they create more than they seek 
to create those things, they will be divided among themselves. 
I t is the hope of the world in its present desperate Situation 
that the vision and capacity for feUowship may yet be strong 
among the workers, because they have long been engaged upon 
production even though a commercialized industriaHsm has 
done its best to destroy the creative instinct. As a matter of 
fact that is exactly the case. With aU due reckoning of the 
missionary Propaganda of the churches, nowhere in our 
modern Hfe has the ideal of soHdarity been preached so vig
orously and proclaimed so widely as in the working class move
ment. Certainly in no other circles has so much been done to 
make it a fact. Trade Union Congresses are international 
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in character and scope and sociaHsts are organized in the Inter
national for the purpose of developing a common program. 
The Red Flag, which is now so abhorred and persecuted is the 
Symbol of soHdarity, in its color representing the common blood 
of aU peoples, it expresses the hope of a common life. The flag 
of anarchy is black, the color of despair. Sometimes the 
Red Flag represents an ideal of soHdarity which unduly dis-
counts the fact of nationality, but more often it represents a 
concept of a world family of which individual nations are mem
bers, just as the separate states of this nation are loyal members 
of the United States. In either event, legislation to suppress 
its use is as senseless as it will prove futile. There are a thou
sand ways of symbolizing a repressed cause with increasing 
power and passion, as Ireland has shown England; and if the 
growing world feUowship is to find form in a permanent organic 
Hfe, it wiU have to have some symbol around which the loy
alty of the respective nations can gather. To cherish such an 
emblem wiU not lessen loyalty to one's own flag and country. 
On the contrary it will make that loyalty altogether more vital 
as it gives it the meaning of service to the common world life 
and not the meaning of selfish aggrandizement. 

It was because of their long education conceming the ideal 
and necessity of soHdarity that sociaHsts in all countries, even 
in Germany, were troubled and perplexed as to their duty 
during the war. Because they beheved so deeply in the unity 
of the working people of the world, the war was to them the 
sundering of the common body of humanity. Apparently it 
caused a deeper stirring and even revolt of conscience among 
the sociaHsts than among the churches which proclaimed and 
sought the spiritual unity of humanity. At least the sociaHsts 
made more effort to get together in war time their leaders in 
the belHgerent covmtries to see if a common understanding 
could be reached, than the churches did to get together for the 
same purpose those who had accepted the commission to 
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preach the gospel of the Prince of Peace. This is not the first 
time that the sociaHsts have taken their faith seriously. Some 
years ago when Norway and Sweden were in danger of war, it 
was the sociaHsts of both countries that prevented mobiliza-
tion. When Japan and Russia were fighting, the sociaHsts of 
Russia sent greetings to the workers in Japan. The English 
sociaHsts sent fratemal appeals to the Germans at the begm-
ning of this war, as did the sociaHsts of Russia. During the 
war there were several attempts to get together a Conference 
of delegates of the working people, which were prevented by 
the respective govemments. When the Russian workers over
threw their own imperiaHsm, their beHef that the German 
workers would yet prove to be brothers of mankind was the 
kind of faith that ought to move mountains. A recent report 
says that two regiments of French soldiers in Siberia refused 
to fight against the Russians because, they said, they did not 
go to war to fight against their brothers and their comrades. 
Asked if they did not know that their refusal to fight was a 
court-martial offense, punishable with death, they replied 
that they could not change because of that. 

The ideal of world fellowship which has been constantly 
preached throughout the ranks of labor is of a different sort 
than that which finds expression in the present covenant of the 
League of Nations. An international Conference of socialists 
met at Beme while the Paris Conference was in session. There 
was a fundamental difference of approach to the world Situ
ation. The Paris Conference approached the Situation from 
the Standpoint of separate sovereign states who have more or 
less conflicting interests and always must have. Its attempt 
therefore was to adjust the differences between the separate 
entities by some arrangement which will enable them to get 
along with the least possible danger of war. The Berne Con
ference on the other hand, approached the world Situation 
from the Standpoint of the unity of all peoples, with the con-
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cept of the spiritual and economic soHdarity of humanity. Its 
attempt therefore was to organize that underlying unity into 
some form of expression to meet the common needs and de
velop the common capacities. Yet this gathering too was 
troubled by the spirit of nationaHsm. 

The socialists who put more emphasis upon economic than 
upon poHtical reorganization emphasize even more strongly 
the ideal of soHdarity. They are now calling themselves 
communists in Russia and in Hungary; in this country and 
elsewhere, "left wing sociaHsts"; and the European syndical-
ists and the American I. W. W.'s really belong in this general 
Classification. They differ radically among themselves and 
violently with the more conservative poHtical-action sociaHsts, 
but these various beUigerents are all united when it comes to 
the behef in the necessity and desirabihty of achieving a 
world wide, working fellowship of aU peoples. The differences 
are as to the method and manner of this feUowship. The 
more radical groups who make a tactic as weü as a dogma 
out of the class struggle, even those who advocate the dictator-
ship of the Proletariat to be set up and maintained temporarüy 
by force of arms, nevertheless do so in the name of universal 
brotherhood, asserting it to be the only way to abolish present 
class divisions and achieve the soHdarity of society and 
eventually of the race. Since the same ideal of a world wide 
brotherhood animates both the Propaganda of the labor 
movement and of organized Christianity, there would seem 
to be good reason for their leaders to compare the different in-
terpretations of the ideal given by their respective movements 
and consider together what measures for its realization may be 
commonly supported. The labor movement is interested in 
the economic, and the church in the spiritual aspects of sol
idarity. The synthesis of these two aspects of the one ideal 
needs to be estabHshed. Unless it discovers the economic 
expression of its ideal of brotherhood the church wül faü to 
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give reaHty to the spiritual life; unless it develops the spiritual 
values of economic Cooperation, the labor movement will be 
unable to keep the breath of life in its attempt at soHdarity. 
I t is only as they are true to their vision of universal fellow
ship that either of these movements can lead humanity for
ward. If either of them becomes a class movement, it can 
only curse the world with additional conflict. 

Besides having behind it an historical ideal, the present 
emphasis on the solidarity of mankind has in it the tremendous 
fact that humanity does increasingly grow together. Indeed 
one of the reasons for the Situation in which the nations now 
find themselves is that there is a degree of economic unity m 
the Hfe of mankind which is not yet recognized in the plans 
of the statesmen. We have already seen that the story of 
social evolution is the extension of the capacity for associated 
action. To compare the Organization of modern society with 
that of a primitive commumty is like comparing a modem 
automatic machine, that can do everything but talk, with the 
stone axe of the stone age. What has happened is more than 
machinery of Organization, it is the growth of a body, the 
organic development of the life of humanity Mdth increasmg 
powers of common thought and action, gradually forming a 
common mind and conscience and wiU. The outer form always 
moves a little behind the inner fact, and the inner fact is a 
growing soHdarity. As we now look back over the history of 
mankind, it is evident that the path we have traveled from 
the individuahsm of our savage ancestors to our modem 
international Organization is a good deal longer than the path 
that we need now to travel to reach a form of world Hfe that 
shall express the economic and spiritual soHdarity of the 
human race. 

The trend towards unity of Hfe throughout the world is 
manifest in an increasing economic interdependence. During 
the war it became glaringly apparent that no nation was suffi-
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cient unto itself for its economic Hfe, and the efforts at peace 
are still further emphasizing that fundamental fact. The 
writers of the treaty at Paris have been perplexed to find a 
way to assess economic penalties upon Germany and avoid 
economic damage to the victors. Mr. Henry Ford said that 
he discovered a fundamental business principle in his early 
days; it was that if you help one you help all and if you hurt 
one you hurt aU, that business therefore could not succeed 
by the process of hurting competitors. That is an interna
tional truth. It was discovered by working people long before 
Mr. Ford stumbled upon it. The slogan of one of the most 
aggressive labor organizations in this country is "an injury 
to one is an injury to all." And it would be better for the 
world if some of our statesmen had learned that fact, because 
they wiU be taught it in a somewhat unpleasant manner if 
they persist in trying to organize our international relations 
on the thesis that we can be economically sufficient unto our
selves or that we can penalize other peoples in our economic 
relations to our own ultimate profit. 

It is quite evident that the adequate development of any 
nation depends upon its access to the common labor power 
and resources of the whole world, upon its participation in the 
interdependent economic life of mankind. Not only is the 
economic need interdependent, but the administration of 
the economic life becomes increasingly common. Science 
has made that inevitable. There is only one best way to 
develop and distribute wealth and that best way must in the 
shortest possible time be commonly used. The technical 
processes that are discovered in one country must become 
avaüable to all countries. As a matter of fact, an economic 
war between nations which is designed to protect one nation 
at the expense of others is reaUy self-mutüation and if it be 
carried to the extreme becomes suicide. The primary economic 
needs,—food, clothes and shelter—are the common needs of 
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mankind; the development of the inteUectual and aesthetic 
Hfe that economic activity makes possible, after it has satis
fied the primary needs, is also a common desire of mankmd; 
and if humanity could only look at this common necessity as 
the famüy looks at it, endeavoring jointly to provide these 
things for all peoples in a common undertaking, as the family 
does for its children, the common toü would become a spiritual 
fellowship. 

The other constituent dement in the growing soHdarity of 
mankind is that of spiritual interdependence; and as our 
economic interdependence becomes greater with the develop
ment of science and its appHcation to the economic life, so 
our spiritual interdependence becomes more marked with 
the development of education. I t is a commonplace that the 
world has to-day a unified intellectual life as one of the results 
of the scientific method. I t is a truism that science has but 
one language, that her discoveries are common property, and 
that education is increasingly international in its progress. 
But perhaps the deepest dement in our spiritual interdepend
ence is the common sense of need. That the great needs of 
mankind have always been shared is to us an elementary 
fact, but the common sense of need is a slow growth which is 
only now bearing fruit. To-day all the communities of man
kind are only just becoming aware of the fact that they have 
the same fundamental problems, roughly speaking the prob
lems of Hunger, education and justice, and that the Community 
Organization has to find an answer of some sort or other to 
these fundamental questions. There are the same social sins, 
the same social blunders the world over, appearing at different 
stages of development. The recognition of this fact is one 
aspect of the dawning spiritual self-consciousness of the race. 
The common effort to meet the commonly recognized needs 
develops stiU further the sense of spiritual unity, as it increases 
the quahties of faith, loyalty, service and sacrifice. The com-
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mon need of the toüers, suddenly perceived, drives them to
gether in the passionate solidarity of a tempestuous strike. 
The intelHgent understanding of the causes of that need and 
the sustained effort to remove them from the common Hfe, 
develops a world-wide movement whose slowly forming bonds 
wül m the end prove able to resist the cHsintegration of self-
interest. 

The degree of soHdarity to be achieved, either of the labor 
movement or organized rehgion or both together, depends 
upon their abiHty to develop among all men the awareness of 
common need. To exert its utmost power of binding men 
together in common feehng and action, this common con-
sdousness must reach down to the elemental faults of human
ity, it must be a common consciousness of sin. No new Hfe 
without repentance is a reHgious axiom. It is time for the 
new world order. At present there is too much desire to find 
a scapegoat to bear the bürden of sins that are common— 
the Germans, the Big Four at Paris, the capitalists, the work-
ing-class agitators—according to the point of view. But the 
woe of the world is not to be removed until together mankind 
faces the nature as well as the consequences of lust and greed 
and power. Then the ancient truth that "all have sinned" 
wiU get a new meaning as the manner in which the universal 
instincts of sex, acquisition, combat and mastery have been 
developed into destmctive social forces becomes apparent. 
Then out of a common repentance, a larger faith, a new hope, 
a stronger love wiU bind the world together in a unity of en
deavor to develop the possibiHties of Hfe. 

To get an estimate of the welding power of the common 
sense of need, take a great calamity like the theater fire in 
Chicago when several hundred people were bumed, and see 
how the sudden shock of common bereavement will, for a 
brief period of time, break through the divisions of our class 
and race, the common sense of loss will momentarily weld the 
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people in a bond of sympathy. The same welding process is 
developed in less obvious fashion as the Community takes 
common action together to meet its common needs. It is such 
common action together with the common process of educa
tion that develops Community soHdarity and makes it a recog
nized fact. This is also true for the world Community as 
social reform becomes increasingly international and not only 
attempts to meet the same social needs aU over the world 
but to do it in the same manner. The methods, for example, 
of repressing commercialized vice or of labor legislation, in
creasingly fall into the same codes the world over. The 
striking evidence of solidarity increases as social action is 
aimed at larger ends. The plans for repairing the sodal 
damage wrought by the war are almost identical. The pro
grammes of social reconstmction now considered hi difierent 
countries show a marked simüarity. With infinite variety of 
appHcation to express the temperament and genius of different 
strains of blood and different environments, the same general 
principles will guide the future development of aU peoples. 
Humanity is finding itself. To this growing organism of the 
intellectual, ethical and spiritual Hfe of the world, aU members 
of the family of nations, the youngest as weU as the oldest 
brings some glory and honor. Whoever expected during the 
Boer war, or before it, that out of South Africa would come 
a plan for a League of Nations to be considered by the eider 
statesmen of the larger powers desirous of making a covenant. 
As a matter of fact there is no nation so smaU but what it 
may have vast significance for the future, as increasmgly 
mankind endeavors together to meet the common needs. 
There is no Nazareth so despised but out of it there may come 
some force of redemption for humanity. 

It is evident then that if there is to be the füllest possible 
expansion of Hfe, either for the world or for any part of tiie 
world, there must be the coördination of aU its economic 
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forces, of aU its intellectual powers and aU its spiritual capac
ities. They must increasingly be joined together in a common 
Programme. It is a commonplace among us that we are wasting 
untold human resources in the slums of our great eitles. They 
never wül be developed untü we get more soHdarity into our 
Community Hfe and all of us together attack the Situation. 
The same thing is true about the undeveloped peoples. Who 
knows what progress is being lost to aU the world because 
those peoples remain undeveloped? This possible progress 
wiU remain imrealized until the nations are willing to con
sider together the needs of the common Hfe, instead of their 
own advantage. As long as they are intent on saving their 
own Hfe, they wiU continually lose it. 

The desire for soHdarity and the effort to attain it, has to 
reckon with the divisive forces that are so powerful in human 
nature and so effective in human society. Along with the 
passion for brotherhood is the desire for mastery, along with 
the spirit of equaHty is the longing for luxury and privilege. 
The process of social development has been a process of sub
ordinating the separative elements in human Hfe and giving 
power to its cohesive elements. This has not been done 
without a severe and constant stmggle, for the selfish, dis-
mptive part of human nature continually organizes itself into 
powerful institutions. At present it faces the movement for 
soHdarity behind the barriers of class cleavage, nationaHsm 
and race prejudice. 

It is a fact needing neither elaboration nor argument that 
our modem industrial system is constantly driving an iron 
wedge through the center of society, separating the "haves 
and the have nots," or to be more exact, those who have suffi
cient to count in the control of society and to share in its 
larger privüeges, and those who do not. That some members 
of these two sides occasionaUy change places does not affect 
the fact that the two sides are constant and that their interests 
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conflict. One side necessarily desires to maintain the Status 
quo and the other to change it. AU exhortations to Co
operation between the classes that bUnk this fact are mere 
idle words, in more senses than one. They are mdeed a 
modem adaptation of the exhortation of the old prayer book 
to aU people to do their duty in " that Station hi life to which 
it had pleased God to caU them." That was written by those 
who had a Station in life in which they were weU pleased to 
remain and to assume that it was pleasing to God. And m 
order that they might remain there they naturaUy desired to 
use the influence of their God to keep others in a Station with 
which these others were not Hkely to be well pleased. Our 
democratic objection to such doctrine does not change the fact 
that in this coimtry many people wül Hve and die in the same 
Station in which they were bom (a Station with which most of 
US are not pleased) unless changes proceed more rapidly than 
they are now Hkely to proceed. In such a Situation in other 
days it was also the function of rehgion to teach these people to 
do their duty " to their betters." Such a naked use of rehgion 
for class ends rather shocks Americans who insist that there are 
no classes. They prefer to advocate universal miHtary train
ing in order that " the people" may "learn obedience." Obe-
dience to the national law and the national duty, or obedience 
to the class which desires to maintain its privüeges, is the 
question which "the people" promptly raise; and some of 
them even want to know to what extent these apparently two 
things may Happen to be or turn out to be one and the same 
thing. 

So increasingly there is evidence here of class consciousness 
and class divisions. Religion and education both sincerely 
preach and practice a class-less democracy in this country 
to a large extent. There are constantly gathered together 
in the schoolroom and church people of aU sorts and conditions. 
Within those circles a certain degree of soHdarity exists, and 
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a growing class cleavage in this country is to that extent 
hindered, also forces are thereby set in motion that wiU help 
to remove its roots. But does the soHdarity of the school
room or the church extend beyond their doors? Does the 
contact and the common atmosphere continue outside? It is 
a fact that even the Roman CathoHc Church, which has long 
been the great examplar of the democracy of rehgion, gather
ing in the same house of worship rieh and poor aHke, leamed 
and Ignorant, is being compelled by class cleavage in this 
country to build churches in suburban neighborhoods in which 
there are few if any poor people. The theory of the class war 
as a means to a new order in which no classes shaU exist to 
defeat the passion for brotherhood is being met in this country 
as it needs to be met by argument, on inteUectual and ethical 
grounds, but meantime the fact of the class struggle proceeds 
to develop apace. The " functions " of so-caUed society are as 
loud a proclamation of class consciousness as any sociaHst 
soap-box Speaker can possibly make. The proclamations of 
the American Defense Society conceming social unrest, the 
general applause or tacit sanction of illegal acts against social
ists, proposed laws to prevent discussion of social change, are 
aU declarations of class war, just the same as a general strike 
or the advocacy of the dictatorship of the Proletariat. Let the 
class stmggle proceed to a certain point and class war is in
evitable, despite all preachments about democracy and 
brotherhood. Therefore those who beHeve in these ideals had 
better do more than proclaim them; they had better seek to 
understand the soHd hindrances to their realization in the 
present social order. Just because the forces of education and 
rehgion in this country have stood vigorously against class 
distinction, it now becomes imperative for them to cHscover 
and remove the causes that make for class cleavage. 

What then is the origin of classes? The term is used in two 
senses. It is used socially to distmguish the so-caUed upper 
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classes. It is used technically by economists to distinguish 
various subdivisions of society by certain economic Standards, 
usually of income, which they vdU variously apply. His
torically there have always been three main classes in society 
since it was organized on the scale that we call civilization; 
the upper class, the middle class and the lower class. Roughly 
speaking, these divisions have obtained in every civilization; 
at the top the people of power, priests, philosophers, warriors, 
financiers, according to the type of society; in between the 
people of trade and professional service; undemeath the 
people of common toil with hand or machine. This is the 
main social stratification. It obtained in Babylon, it obtams 
in the United States. I t has been and is being constantly 
modified by subdivisions and changes of groups from one 
section to another and by a continuous extension of privilege 
throughout all classes. As the middle class, and then the 
lower, gain in economic and poHtical power they improve 
their social Status. 

The class stratification of Europe survived the economic 
revolution which brought in economic power graduaUy to 
replace military power. The aristocracy, that had been formed 
by military power and sustained by land ownership, simply 
transferred its powers and privüeges gradually to the plutoc
racy. In the United States the stratification of classes under 
an industrial civilization can be seen very clearly because 
it has all more or less happened here in such a short space of 
time. To begin with there was a democratic concept and fact 
of social solidarity, modified in the south by a feudal aristo
cratic tradition and in the north by a cult of reHgious aris
tocracy which taught that the good, and that came to be 
synonymous with the successful in business, acquired by 
virtue of their character the divine right to rule. The divi
sions based upon these traditions were maintained by economic 
power, ownership of the land in the south, in New England of 
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capital acquired by trading. Thus a sodal tradition, originat-
ing elsewhere, was supported by economic fact, and stiU 
survives the loss of tiie economic base by which it was 
for a time supported in power. All along the Atiantic seaboard 
are remnants of famiHes who have seen better days, whose 
sodal Status has changed because sodety has changed its 
nature and their tradition has lost prestige. Nevertheless 
they stiU ding to it and bemoan the vulgarity of modem days. 

With the opening of the West there came more social soH
darity than the Atiantic seaboard had known. The common 
need bound people together. For a time aU men were free 
and equal in the struggle to overcome and exploit nature. The 
social traditions of the East and the South lost their meaning 
and power. There was more of a new start for sodety, on a 
more level base, than there had been in New England or Vir
ginia. There was an even opportunity to get land, and im-
migrants came from the various countries in northern and 
westem Europe. Any famüy could get suffident land to 
provide a Hvelihood. For a whüe there was a general level 
of development, but graduaUy opportunity narrowed and the 
strong began to win; they acquired more land by better agri
culture and more capital by superior skiU in trade; their chü
dren therefore got a Httie better environment and education 
and so there developed the real aristocracy of America, what 
in Europe would be the upper middle class, the inteUectual 
leaders of the professions, industry and agriculture. The 
foundations of the inteUectual middle class in this country 
rest upon the superior economic power of their fathers or 
grandfathers, and is mamtained by their economic abiHty to 
exact certain contributions from the workers below, either the 
tenant farmers or the wage earners of the dties. 

This is stiU more true for that section of our American pop
ulation which has been permitted to acquire and transmit 
unlimited wealth. In the first generation it acquires a good 
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deal of the power, and in succeeding generations the customs, 
of the ruling class in Europe, and maintains very much the 
same relation to the people who do the common work of the 
world. I t Hves off their labor and considers them its inferiors. 
As this condition develops, there is no such possibiHty for the 
educational and social development of the newer groups of 
immigrants as for their forerunners, who like them came with 
practically nothing but their labor power, and finding ex
ceptional economic opportunity used it to create not a social 
democracy, but a class-divided society Hke that of the older 
lands. The process can be seen in miniature in a small fac
tory Community. One of the workers is stronger and keener 
than the rest; he does more work than the others, makes him
self more useful to his employer, is made a foreman and gets 
a better wage. Then his wife dresses better, holds her head 
a Httle above the wives of the other wage earners, gives a 
better education to the children, considers herseff, and espe
cially trains the children, to be out of the working class. The 
social break develops into a confHct of economic interest, as 
the former wage earner acquires means and enters the capi
taHst class. I t is thus that the conflict between capital and 
labor, between the investing and wage earning classes develops 
out of an estrangement of social interests, and finally a stark 
antagonism of economic interests. Cooperation between 
these classes can never go beyond a certain point as long as 
this central conflict of interest remains. Such Cooperation can 
delay but not avert the class struggle as long as it is confined to 
ameHorating conditions of toü or democratizing conditions of 
management. It can achieve solidarity of interest only as it de
velops common ovmership. I t is the fact of ownership or the 
lack of it which is at the center of the class conflict. When 
ownership is made coöperative, the present classes have a 
common instead of a divided interest and the process of the 
creation of classes with antagonistic economic interests ceases. 
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Those whose ideal is solidarity are misleading themselves 
when they talk about Cooperation between the classes unless 
they mean, and can secure, Cooperation to aboHsh the classes 
to remove the divided interest in ownership which now creates 
and maintains them. 

It is clear then that class cleavage rests upon an economic 
power and is maintained by economic means. A change of 
social Status generally speaking, depends upon getting the 
income to support it. Because we permit society to be or
ganized so that the race is to the swift and the battle to the 
strong, we make the abiHty of the strong a divisive force in 
society instead of the uniting force which it might become. 
Political democracy has been attempting the impossible in 
trying to maintain the ideal of a society vrithout classes along 
with a competitive economic Organization. On the one hand 
the populär exponents of democracy proclaim that democracy 
knows no classes and on the other hand proclaim it to be the 
essence of democracy to provide an open opportunity for those 
who can go from the bottom to the top of society and to main
tain them m power when there. All this is done in deHghtful 
disregard of the contradiction involved, in blissful ignorance 
of the fact that what is really advocated is the use of govem
ment to maintain and perpetuate the economic process out 
of which class divisions are formed. If democracy is to avoid 
class cleavage, it must abandon both the theory and practice 
of competitive individualism. It must choose as its goal the 
development of personality and not the acquisition of posses
sions; it must organize to reach that goal under the principle 
of universal service. Then the strong, instead of taking the 
right to rule wiU accept the Obligation to serve; and their 
abiHty, instead of becoming the divisive force and the means 
for forming an idle leisure class, vrill become a uniting force, 
leading in the means for the development of the weak. 

In the world at large, progress toward soHdarity is obstructed 
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by nationaHsm and race antagonism. NationaHsm is dif
ferent from nationahty. NationaHty is a natural fact; na
tionaHsm is a cult, mainly artificial. NationaHty is no in-
superable barrier to the soHdarity of the human famüy, any 
more than mdividuahty is to the soHdarity of the smaller 
famüy, but nationaHsm is an absolute obstacle to the unity 
of the world Hfe. The facts out of which it grows are Isolation 
with its consequent ignorance, historic injustice between na
tions, and the conffict of economic interests due to the compet
itive nature of modern industriaHsm. As a cult it rests upon 
the concept of the absolute sovereignty of the state, as a 
separate and complete entity which can in no degree be Hm
ited, which must maintain itself against the interests of all 
other states, whose dignity, honor and power must be pre
served at all costs, no matter who is hurt thereby. This doc
trine naturally involves the right of the sovereign state to 
enlarge itself, formerly in territory but now mostly in eco
nomic privüege, because of the assumed superiority of its 
national culture. 

NationaHsm among the great powers is now pretty thor
oughly commercialized and it is the inevitable conflict be
tween the several commercialized nationahsms, aU seekmg 
to secure economic advantage, which is now nuUifying the 
war-time ideals of the democratic peoples and frustrating the 
attempt to found a family of nations. AicHng in the dis
ruption is the aggressive nationaHsm of the newly seU-deter-
mined nations, expressing itself in the more mediaeval form of 
a desire for territory and sovereignty over ahen peoples. 

Obviously there can be no world-famüy Hfe untü national-
ism is ehminated and nationahty made to know and keep its 
proper place as the servant of the common interests of man
kind. Such a concept of nationahty tends to develop soli
darity within the nation, whereas an aggressive nationaHsm, 
whüe it secures a forced unity for a time under the ülusion 
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of the benefits to be derived from it, in the end accentuates 
class divisions because it turns out to be for the profit and 
privüege of a limited number. The nation may learn some
thing from the famüy in this matter. FamiHes having undue 
sense of their position are not only Community nuisances, 
always a divisive force in Community affairs, but they usuaUy 
manage in the end to spHt themselves in quanels arising out 
of their enlarged sense of seh-interest. But the famiHes that 
carry the traditions and practice of pubhc service are the fam
iHes that constantly grow together in the soHdarity of serving 
an interest larger than themselves. In Hke maimer the at
tainment of world unity and national unity are interdependent. 
One is not Hkely to proceed much faster than the other. Class-
divided nations wiU maintain a divided world, and conversely, 
the measure of the desire for a fraternal Hfe within the nation 
is its wülingness to accept the consequences of fraternity be
tween the nations, as it involves both the Hmitation of the 
absolute sovereignty of the state and of dass privüege and 
power. 

Because of the renaissance of nationaHsm which the war 
has brought about through its Stimulation of the divisive ele
ments in human nature, the progress of recent years toward the 
soHdarity of mankind will be halted unless the cult of national-
ism is vigorously opposed by Propaganda for world unity. 
The concept of the absolute sovereignty of the state needs to 
be chaUenged by the concept "above all nations is humanity." 
The energy that is now being used in this country to belabor 
those extreme intemationahsts who over-depredate nation
ahty had better be spent m trying to prevent the growth of 
a purely selfish nationaHsm out of the increased miHtary and 
economic strength that the war has brought us. 

It is tme in international relations as elsewhere that those 
who are wüHng to lose their Hfe wiU in the end save it. Eco
nomic reahtv is on the side of the yeaming of the spirit of man 
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for comradeship. The ideal and the fact run together. World 
feUowship in economic relations on the basis of mutual serv
ice wiU in the end provide fuUer means of development for 
any people than the aggressive seeking of its own interests. 
Territory is not so important to nationahty as freedom of 
economic intercourse, say the ideaHsts who are reahsts. Ter
ritory is necessary not for poHtical sovereignty but for the 
control of economic resources say the statesmen who, boastüig 
that they are not ideaHsts, herein prove that they have missed 
the larger reaHty. Seeking national control, for purely 
national interests, of economic resources which are needed 
for the common use and development of aU the people, they 
lead their people toward a mirage of glory, to leave them in 
the end stmggling and dying in a desert without either nour
ishment or brotherhood, as they have been d)dng by müUons 
in the past four years. The main root of divisive nationaUsm 
is economic aggression. I t is the same root that grows class 
cleavage, now spread out through the soü of the world Hfe; 
and it will continue to grow until the soü is occupied by eco
nomic Cooperation. To understand others, to appreciate and 
develop their common qualities, the people must in common 
pursue their common interests. 

If the human family in its progress toward soHdarity can 
pass the barriers of class cleavage and nationaHsm it wül not 
halt long before the obstmction of race antagonism, for that 
is simply nationaHsm writ large. It too is compounded of 
Isolation and ignorance with their resultant prejudice and 
assumption of superiority; it too has been enlarged by historic 
injustice, mostly in the form of economic aggression. For 
this evü the white race must accept most of the responsibiHty. 
Its ideaHsts who proclaim the gospel of world brotherhood 
find their main obstacle in the race prejudice of their own 
people and in their habits and practices which constantly incite 
the antagonism of other races. Something has been heard in 
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times past about 'the yeUow peril," and something is occa
sionaUy heard to-day about the "the black menace"; but it is 
an open question whether the white man is not a greater 
danger to the soHdarity of the race than either the yellow 
man or the black man. If there is in this country to-day any 
menace from the negro population the responsibiHty for the 
Situation is clearly placed by history. What economic in
justice has the black race perpetrated against the white? If 
the world is threatened with undue assertion by the yeUow 
race, how much of it is a natural consequence or Imitation of 
the white man's attitude? How much of the animosity that 
smolders between the people of the two Americas is due to 
the unmeasured pride and insolence of those of a Httle paler 
skin than the rest? The trau of the white man throughout 
the world is not only the trau of missions and education and 
Hospitals and sanitation and orderly govemment; it is also 
the trau of ruthless economic exploitation and the bmtal 
assertion of race superiority. 

It is quite tme that cultural differences make social solidar
ity impossible either in a Community or in the world; but the 
difficulty Hes not in the natural inferiority of any class or race 
but in differences of opportunity. These are capitalized into 
a false assertion of innate superiority and the seizure of the 
economic means to maintain the original advantage as a 
divine right. Education knows nothing of inferior classes 
or races doomed by nature to a permanently lower stage of 
development than others. There has been sufficient demon
stration of the fact that cultural differences, in so far as they 
broadly obtain between classes or races, can be removed in 
one or two generations by the provision of the necessary en
vironment and training. The feUowship of students of various 
races in our higher institutions of leaming proves that racial 
differences are no barrier to the realization of the organic 
unity of the world Hfe. Because the common capacity for 
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development is recognized and the common means of develop
ment provided, race antagonisms graduaUy disappear in the 
Student feUowship. This process increases as the reHgious 
ideal is present. If simüar conditions can be extended to the 
race as a whole, a similar fellowship vdll develop. This means 
that the Hfe of the world must gradually be raised to the same 
level of culture pursuing a common ideal, and that the eco
nomic resources of the earth must be viewed as the means 
for this common development and not for the spedal develop
ment of the self-styled "great powers." 

To this great and high task the forces of education and 
rehgion are pledged both by their ideal and practice. They 
are already seeking to raise aU peoples to a general level of 
Hfe and thought. Their ideal is a Commonwealth in whose 
privüeges all may share on the same terms. At this pomt 
science and rehgion differ sharply from commerciaHsm. They 
seek the common good and no special interest. Science har
nesses the man of special capacity to some common task of 
humanity, rehgion demands that privüeged classes and na
tions accept the obHgation of service to the common weal. 
The workers of science and religion pass on this spirit of 
service to their successors as a sacred tmst, bidding them seek 
nothing for themselves but the tmth and opportunity to 
extend and apply it. CommerciaHsm bids the strong get all 
they can for themselves and then hand it on to their descend
ants in the form of privilege to exempt them from the common 
burdens. Thus commerciaHsm creates a class-divided, nation-
ahstic, racially antagonized world whüe the scientific spirit 
and the religious spirit would develop a social order without 
classes and a world Hfe without conflicting nationaHsm and 
race antagonism. 

It becomes then the urgent duty of science and reHgion, 
jomtly and separately, continually to transmit throughout 
the world of economic and governmental activity, now ani-
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mated by the spirit of commerciaHsm, the power of their own 
spirit of Service, and to chaUenge that world to accept as the 
only rational and possible end and meaning for human activity 
that expression and enlargement of personaHty which is com-
prehended in the prayer of Jesus, "that they all may be one 
even as we are one." But they wiU need to exorcise from the 
body of a convulsed humanity, the spirit of economic aggres
sion that is continually tearing it apart in conflicts of class 
and nation and race. There is no guarantee, nor even hope, 
that the economic forces that are makmg for the interde
pendence and soHdarity of the world Hfe can reach their goal 
without more conscious aid and direction. They are not Hkely 
to overcome the forces that are making for division and con
flict unless they are reinforced by the common choice of the 
ideal of soHdarity under whose iUumination the people may 
come to see and understand the interdependence of their 
economic Hfe and so proceed to complete its unity. The eco
nomic factors in the soHdarity of the world family await a 
perception of their spiritual nature before their fuU power 
can be developed. They await the intelHgent use of a world 
which desires brotherhood above all things, because it is the 
largest freedom and the füllest self-realization. Such a world 
and no other vrill acquire the power to control its divisive 
instincts and the institutions they have fashioned. It is piain 
to-day that the technical capacity for coöperative Hving, both 
within and between the nations, is considerably greater than 
the desire or the will to use it. The Paris Conference and its 
results, in comparison with the common activities, the com
mon hopes and desires of the war, Stands as the supreme 
example of the fact that man is cursed with a fatal tendency 
to pursue the immediate need or advantage at the expense 
of the larger and longer good; that each division of mankind, 
class or nation or race, is driven by the compulsion of apparent 
necessity to pursue its own particular interest at the expense 
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or the neglect of the common good, bUnd to the fact that the 
larger self-interest Hes wrapped up in the common good and 
can only be secured with it. It is the province of education 
and reUgion continually to show mankind the larger, longer 
good, to develop the capacity to choose, the wiU to pursue, 
and the abiHty to achieve it. 



PART II 

PROGRAMS FOR THE NEW ORDER 





CHAPTER VII 

THE BRITISH LABOR PARTY 

During the war a Statement entitled " Labor and the New 
Social Order " was issued by the British Labor Party as its 
general program. This party was recently constituted by a 
threefold alHance between trade unionists, sociaHsts of dif
ferent schools and members of the co-operative societies. It 
represents between four and five müHon people, many of 
whom are at one and the same time members of a trade union, 
a sociaHst Organization and a coöperative society. It repre
sents a federation of these three forces for common poHtical 
action, excepting a small minority wing of both trade union
ists and sociaHsts. In addition to the working class this pro
gram also represents the "inteUectuals." It calls for a party 
composed of "workers of brain and hand." It would combine 
for common action in the common interest all who contribute 
or are willing to contribute socially useful labor to the common 
welfare. Those who take no part in the necessary undertakings 
of society cannot belong. In other words, the attempt is to 
gather together all who are willing to pay their way in the 
common conveyance. The dead-heads are invited to pay up 
or eise get out and walk. Notice is served on them that they 
wül not much longer be carried free. 

The dominant influence in the drafting of the British Labor 
Party is that of the Fabian SociaHsts, a group who chose their 
name because to reach their goal they copied the tactics of the 
famous Roman general Fabius. The leading figure of this 
group is Mr, Sidney Webb, a writer of international repute on 
the labor question. It has been charged that this program 

I8S 
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is not the voice of labor because it was mainly drafted by 
brain workers and that labor, in the old limited sense of the 
term, accepted it for lack of an altemative. However that 
may be, it is of Httle consequence beside the fact that this pro
gram is being increasingly appropriated all over the world 
as the voice of labor and an adequate expression of the desires 
of those who want to organize a new order on the basis of 
common service. In harmony with its poHcies, the organized 
miners of Great Britain have recently submitted to the British 
Government a proposal for the nationalization of mines, and 
secured its recommendation by a govemment commission. 
The organized raüroad men of this country have also recently 
presented our govemment with a proposal for the nationaUza-
tion of raüroads, with an operating Corporation composed of 
all those engaged in the service. The United Mine Workers 
have just passed, through their executive committee, a similar 
proposal conceming the mines of this country. 

The first significant thing about the British Labor program 
is its analysis of the need for a new order because of the col-
lapse of our present industrial civilization. Citing the State
ment of Count Okuma of Japan, that the war was the death 
of European civilization, the Statement declares: 

We of the Labor Party can so far agree in this estimate as to recog> 
nize, in the present world catastrophe, if not the death, in Europe, of 
civilization itself, at any rate the culmination and coUapse of a distinctive 
industrial civilization, which the workers will not seek to reconstruct. 

Industrial civilization began with the industrial revolution 
which was the effect of the invention of the power machme. 
It has totally changed the relation of the workers to their 
work, to the economic resources upon which it depends and 
to the tools by which it is done, from that which existed under 
hand industry. They cannot own the machines and they can 
have little knowledge of or interest in the process of getting the 
raw materials or disposing of the product, all of which func-
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tions were formerly in some degree open to them. Conse-
quentiy their relation to the employers and owners and to 
their own incoüie has also been changed by factory Organiza
tion. The detaüs are now commonly known and the process 
may be seen in our small communities as a smaU business 
grows into a large Organization. Those who accept the Brit
ish Labor program hold that the present type of industrial 
dvilization has fulfiUed its usefulness, that it occasions so much 
injustice and misery that there must now come about what
ever economic and poHtical change is necessary to relieve the 
world from its effects. 

The individualistic S3rstem of capitalist production, based on the 
private owneiship and competitive administration of land and capital 
with its reckless 'profiteering' and wage-slavery; with its glorification of 
the unhampered struggle for the means of life and its hypocritical pre-
tense of the 'survival of the fittest'; with the monstrous inequaHty of 
circumstances which it produces and the degradation and brutalization, 
both moral and spiritual, resulting therefrom, may, we hope, indeed 
have received a death blow. With it must go the political system and 
ideas in which it naturaUy found expression. We of the Labor Party, 
whether in Opposition or in due time called upon to form an administra
tion, will cer ta^y lend no hand to its revival. On the contrary we shall 
do our utmost to see that it is buried with the miUions whom it has done 
to death. 

Conceming the justice and truth of this analysis any of the 
later economists can be consulted. There is also the witness 
of those who have analyzed industrial society from the moral 
and spiritual point of view, beginning with Ruskin and Tolstoi. 
After that is the mass of facts and figures gathered by commis
sion after commission and bureau on top of bureau in every 
industrial country, a veritable judgment scroU of modern 
dviHzation that ought to rend the waUs that hide it from the 
people. FinaUy there is the voice of those who are now faced 
with the responsibiHty of attempting to make the present 
economic order meet its own accepted Obligation, namely, 
to provide the needed improvement of economic goods for the 
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development of humanity. Those men call themselves pro« 
duction engineers and their analysis of the present order in 
society is no less severe on grounds of practical efiiciency 
than that of the economists, the social investigators and the 
great reHgious teachers. If the case is still not clear, there 
remains to be considered the economic experience of the war, 
when in order to produce and dehver the food and the goods 
indispensable to the Situation, it was necessary to adopt 
methods and to apply principles of economic Organization 
which are entirely contrary to the fundamental presupposi-
tions of individuahstic capitaHstic production. 

In putting out this program as " a deHberately thought 
out, systematic and comprehensive plan, for that immediate 
social rebuüding, which any ministry whether or not it desires 
to grapple with the pjoblem will be driven to undertake," 
the British Labor Party attempts to distinguish itself from 
other poHtical parties by declaring that "our detaüed prac
tical proposals proceed from certain definitely held principles." 
They recognize that society cannot be made over in a few 
years of "feverish reconstruction," but they propose to be 
sure that the measures they advocate, move in the direction 
of these principles. "What the Labor Party intends to satisfy 
itseh about is that each brick that it helps to lay shaU go to 
erect the structure that it intends and no other." They set 
forth a common end to be pursued and they indicate that this 
common end is to be reached by developing a common spirit. 

If we in Britain are to escape from the decay of civilization itself, 
which the Japanese statesman foresees, we must ensure that what is 
presently to be built up is a new social order, based not on fighting but 
on fraternity; not on the competitive struggle for the means of bare life, 
but on a deüberately planned Cooperation in production and distribution 
for the benefit of all who participate by hand or by brain; not on the 
utmost possible inequality of riches, but on a systematic approadi 
towards a healthy equality of material circumstances for every person 
born into the world; not on an enforced dominion over subject nations, 
subject races. subject colonies, subject classes. or a subject sex, but, 
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in industry as well as in govemment, on that equal freedom, that general 
consdousness of consent, and that widest possible partidpation in power, 
both economic and political, which is characteristic of democracy. 

Here then, is a working definition of the end, the spirit and 
the method of the new social order. As the immediate neces
sary Steps toward this new order the British Labor Party 
suggests various detaüed proposals. I t Hkens them to the 
upper framework of a house, supported by four main piUars 
resting upon a common foundation. The common foimda-
tion is "the democratic control of sodety in all its activities." 
The " Four Pülars of the House " are: 

" i . -The Universal Enforcement of the National Minimum. 
2.-The Democratic Control of Industry. 
3.-The Revolution in National Finance. 
4.-The Surplus Wealth for the Common Good." 

The basis of the demand for the Universal Enforcement of 
the National Mimimum, is extremely significant. 

The first prindple of the Labor Party— în significant contrast with 
those of the capitalist system, whether expressed by the Liberal or by the 
Conservative party, is the securing to every member of the commimity, 
in good times and bad alike (and not only to the strong and able, the 
weU-bom or the fortunate), of all the requisites of healthy life and worthy 
dtizenship. This is in no sense a 'class' proposal. Such an amount of 
social protection of the individual, however poor and lowly, from birth 
to death, is, as the economist now knows, as indispensable to fruitful 
Cooperation as it is to successful combination; and it afifords the only 
complete safeguard against that insidious degradation of the Standard of 
life which is the worst economic and social calamity to which any Com
munity can be subjected. 

And again, 

Only on the basis of a universal appHcation of the poKcy of the na
tional mimimxun, affording complete secvirity against destruction, in 
sickness and in health, in good times and bad alike, to every member of 
the commimity of whatever age or sex, can any worthy social order be 
built up. 
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The claun is made that for this proposal "the spokesmen 
of the Labor Party have already gained the support of the en-
Hghtened statesmen and economists of the world." It is 
pointed out that Great Britain has already adopted and is con
tinually elaborating a number of social weHare measures, "all 
of them aiming at the enforcement of at least the prescribed 
minimum. It might have been added that the same fact holds 
in some degree for all industrial nations; all recent legislation 
touching labor, health and education auns at safeguarding 
a minimum of life for the individual against the repeated 
encroachments of the industrial system. 

It is the social basis of such policy that this British pro
gram emphasizes. It emphasizes the fact that the necessity 
for the Provision of a universal minimum arises out of the soli
darity of society, both economic and spiritual. The ob
jective is to safeguard the Community against "economic 
and social calamity." 

We are members one of another. No man Hveth to himself alone. 
If any, even the humblest is made to suffer, the whole Community, and 
every one of us, whether or not we recognize the fact, is thereby injured. 
Generation after generation this has been the cornerstone of the faith of 
labor; it will be the guiding principle of any labor goverrmient. 

The philosophy of natural rights, the rights to which every 
individual is entitled because he is an individual, has become 
a populär dogma. One of its forms is: "The world owes every 
man a Hving." But this demand for a national minimum 
universaUy enforced, is not based primarüy upon individual 
rights, but upon social necessity. It is the social effects of 
the lack of a mimunum which are pointed out as constituting 
the imperative for its provision. These consequences amount 
to the progressive decadence of Community life through the 
gradual loss of physical vigor and mental capadty. This is 
the inevitable fate of any nation which tolerates an order of 
things in which a section of its population Hves permanently 
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below the poverty line that is, without a minimum of sub
sistence. The social results of poverty are amply demonstrated 
by all sorts of inquiries and investigations made in the last 
twenty-five years. The United States has been the slowest 
of the great industrial nations to recognize the social results 
of the faüure of a section of its population to gain a minimum 
of subsistence. But those results are now coming fast in this 
country. The reason we have been slow to realize the nature 
of poverty as a social fact is that until recently we have 
been able to avoid widespread misery because of our great 
economic opportunity, due both to the extent and richness 
of our natural resources and the degree of intelligence and skiU 
with which they have been developed. But what we have 
been doing is to mistake our exceptional economic opportunity 
for individual capacity. We have been bragging a great deal 
about the superiority of our people and our institutions, 
whereas the subject of our boast, if boast we must, should 
have been the extent and richness of our land, timber, miner-
als and water power. Now as our natural resources and our 
economic opportunities get controUed, poverty increases 
among us, with all its consequences, and we are beginning to 
learn that an abundance of natural resources is no permanent 
Substitute for sound social poHcy. The lame and lazy are 
not always provided for. 

FinaUy, in resting its case for a national minimum upon 
the injury which any personality suffers if another personaHty 
is hurt, British Labor is expounding the spiritual aspects of 
sodal soHdarity. Expressing the ancient faith of labor in 
the principle of mutual aid, it accepts that principle as a law 
of social Organization and as a categorical moral imperative. 
It is, after aU, the spirit of compassion and the sense of justice, 
making it impossible for men to be content that others are 
injured while they themselves are whole, that form the bond 
between the strong and the weak, leading them to work to-
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gether and overcome the circumstances that give rise to the 
differences between them. Such effort is a central fact in 
famüy life and educational development. The proposal for 
the national provision of a universal minimum is the family 
prindple of equaHty of maintenance for every member of the 
group carried over to the national Hfe. I t is now proposed 
that the nation assume final responsibiHty for the provision 
of a portion of the means of development which the family 
has heretofore been supposed to provide, and to provide with 
equaHty. This is not true of course concerning famüies under 
a System in which special rights and privüeges go to the first 
born male, but in the democratic family it is an unwritten 
law that the children share equally in whatever means of 
maintenance and development the family is able to provide. 
One of the finest examples of the principle is the family whose 
income will not send all the children to coUege, and that under
taking then becomes a coöperative enterprise. The one who 
goes first considers it his duty on graduation to financially 
help the next in turn, and so on in succession. The sound 
famüy principle is to share and share alike in the means of 
maintenance and development. For any member of the family 
to evade that responsibiHty is both an injury to the family 
and a disgrace to himself. The same holds for the relations 
between the famüy and the commimity. By its legislation con
cerning neglected children and its provisions for theh care the 
local Community recognizes the necessity for equaHty of mam-
tenance up to a certain point; holds the heads of the family 
responsible for its provision, and itself assumes the bürden of 
their failure. To extend this responsibiHty of removing the 
conditions that now make it impossible for many famihes 
to meet their primary duty to their chüdren, and to do it on a 
national scale, is but the necessary consequence of existing 
poHcies. There are two matters involved here, the abiHty 
to provide a minimum of subsistence and the wül to provide 
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it equally. If the family is unable to provide the minimum 
for its members, its Hfe breaks down. If it is able to provide 
it and more, and falls to on equal terms, its unity is destroyed; 
it is cleft by jealousy and rent by quarreis. 

Does not the same hold true for the nation? If the nation 
is unable to provide the means for maintenance and develop
ment, its Hfe breaks down. If it is able, and faüs to do it on 
equal terms for all, there occur the same inevitable divisions 
between the classes that come between the members of a famüy 
Ü it does not carry out the democratic principle of equaHty 
of maintenance. In this, the riebest of lands, if we can feel 
something of the injury to our social soHdarity that arises 
from the fact that a certain section of people are vwthout the 
due and proper means of maintenance, we shall perhaps feel 
the disgrace of such a condition and proceed to remedy it. 

It is generaUy assumed among us that any famüy is able 
to provide a minimum Standard for its children if it wants to 
and that the adult is likevdse able to meet his necessities, with 
occasional exceptions due to unfortunate circumstances. 
These are the accidents that must occur in the best regulated 
famüy and we provide for them by charitable organizations. 
Whereas the fact is that a large section of the industrial and 
agricultural workers are like the younger children of the famüy, 
unable to develop, and a considerable number unable to se
cure a minimum of subsistence vdthout the common help. 
This is mainly because the economic means for their develop
ment are beyond their control, because natural resources have 
been preempted and the creation of economic privüege has 
given special opportunities to a few with a corresponding 
Hmitation for the many. There was a time in this country 
when the minimum of subsistence was within the reach of 
aU because of equality of access to natural opportunities, but 
for an increasing body of people that minimum is no longer 
obtainable by individual initiative and can be secured only 
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by social regulation. The lower classes, so called, vriU be just 
as unable to develop without the social provision of this mini
mum as chüdren would be unable to develop unless the family, 
or failing that, the Community, should provide the means for 
their nourishment and education. The same thing holds true 
for the undeveloped races as for the undeveloped classes. 
If the white people are going to develop the natural resources 
of those regions where undeveloped races Hve, it is morally 
and socially essential that they should provide that every 
possible bit of the wealth which results should be appHed to 
the development of the peoples of those regions, that develop
ment to be self-determined. If there is a "white man's bür
den," he wiU do weü for the world and for himseh to carry it 
for the love of it and not for profit. 

Is the policy of a national minimum patemaHsm or democ
racy? Does it mean such routine or regimentation that Hfe 
becomes one dull and dreary ordered round? Being individual-
ists bred and bom, the people of the United States are largely 
fearful that any such poHcy would result in the loss of initia
tive and in escape from responsibiHty by a large section of 
the population. But it is noticeable that those who are so 
afraid are mostly those who have always had the advantage 
of a minimum, and very much more, in their own Hves, or 
those who are able to provide on that larger scale for their 
children. These are the people who are afraid that other 
chüdren will suffer by bemg guaranteed that which they pro
pose to guarantee their own children. The argument cannot 
be saved by turning it mto the destruction of adult mitiative 
and responsibiHty. It is in chüdhood and youth that the ef
fect upon initiative of the guarantee of a minimum must be
gin, as it is there that the social consequences of its absence 
commence. Those who use the argument of patemaHsm and 
destruction of initiative are under Obligation to prove that the 
Community guarantee of conditions that would enable everj' 
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family to provide a mmimum for its children is any more de
stmctive of initiative in the developing period of life than the 
same guarantee resting upon a free for aU stmggle. They are 
also under obHgation to prove that this guarantee can be 
universaUy provided by a laissez faire poHcy or be open to the 
Charge of justifying and seeking to maintain special privilege. 
One of the distinguished educational administrators of this 
country is reported to have said in a speech on this British 
program that it was the most dangerous proposition ever 
given to the world because it would rob the working people of 
their initiative. That gentleman was bom in a cultured, 
well-to-do famüy which gave him freely not only the neces
sities of Hfe but the füllest opportunity for his spiritual de
velopment. Did free access in youth to very much more than 
the minimum now asked for the working people rob him of 
energy or initiative? He has rendered some very distuict 
Services to this nation; he off ers in his own person then a very 
good argument for the guarantee of a minimum where it is 
not now available. Is it possible that what such weU-meaning 
people reaUy want is that others should do for themselves 
under great Handicap what the family did for them, that they 
are vrilHng to take their privüege and enjoy it and leave 
other people with no possible opportunity of ever sharing it? 
The case is still worse for those self-made men who contin
ually glorify the developmental value of the stmggle for sub
sistence and then jealously shield their children from any part 
of that struggle. Those who beHeve in the doctrine of self-help 
seem somehow to lack the courage of their convictions when it 
comes to their own flesh and blood. Is it then fundamentaUy 
a doctrine of limited salvation and vicarious suffering? 

Those who are afraid that a universal national minimum 
would destroy initiative and responsibiHty must consider the 
evidence of our charity records conceming what happens to 
those quahties when people once realize that the means of 
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development are beyond their personal reach. The same evi
dence also reveals what happens to initiative when a minimum 
Standard is lacking for several generations. It would appear 
that even the desire for the sociaUy necessary minimum is in 
time obhterated. It is only when the minimum of subsist
ence is to be obtained by all on reasonable terms that the 
higher possibiHties of Hfe can have a universal appeal. The 
weak are not pioneers in any of Hfe's territory. They wül 
never explore the universe. Therefore the greater the number 
of people who are kept weak, the less the universe will be 
explored, and the longer mankind wül bear the bürden of 
ignorance. If initiative is to be developed to its fuU capacity 
and aU the people are to take their fuU load of responsibiHty, 
it must be made possible for Hfe to be generally Hved above the 
subsistence level, for it is the higher reaches of Hving that 
develop and tax our common human nature. 

Whether or not such a poHcy would imduly Hmit freedom 
depends upon the spirit and purpose. The question at issue 
is not whether it is patemaHsm but what kind of patemaHsm 
is it; whether or not the patemaHsm of the famüy injures the 
chüdren depends upon whether the administration of the 
family is autocratic or democratic. Benevolent but auto
cratic patemaHsm for those who cannot take care of them
selves is better than nothing, but to be of social value it must 
be replaced by a mutual arrangement before it has weakened 
or embittered its beneficiaries and corrupted its administra
tors. The patemaHsm which in a democratic way provides 
the essentials of Hfe for those who cannot provide for them
selves, stimulates both the individual and the common life 
to reach stiU higher Standards, just as the democratic patemal-
ism of the family stimulates both children and parents to 
mutual improvement. The method is always determmed by 
the goal; if the goal is the extension of the authority and priv
ilege of a mling class over the Community, the provisions 
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devised presumably for the development of the people, will 
in reaHty be repressive. If the goal is a fratemal Community, 
measures for the development of the handicapped wül apply 
the Stimulus of coöperative endeavor to aU the peoples. Tn 
considering the proposal for a national minimum the demo
cratic State must be clear about its purpose. Is the purpose 
to open the way for the unhindered development of aU the 
people or is the purpose to keep some at a certain level, to 
supply them with what they must have to be efläcient workers, 
and so enable the rest to Hve in comfort without being troubled 
by the sight of misery? This is the determining question. 
Does the provision of a minimum contemplate contented sub-
servience on the part of those who receive it or is it to be a 
preparation for their further development? That is the dü-
ference between the minimum program of the Pmssian state 
and the minimum program of the British Labor Party. The 
Pmssian state did measurably provide a minimum of sub
sistence for its workers in order to keep them efläcient and 
contented and subservient workers and to maintain the sol
idarity of the State. It faüed as every such plan must faü 
that is not inspired by the vision of fuU social development 
for aU the people and carried out under democratic control. 
But with these essentials it is Hkely that the poHcy of a 
national minimum would not only prevent the destmction of 
initiative and responsibiHty by poverty, but would stimulate 
and enlarge those necessary qualities through its chaUenge 
to coöperate in the common undertaking and to respond to its 
privüeges. 

This program of the British Labor Party suggests measures 
designed to protect initiative. The first emphasis is upon 
labor legislation to prevent the degradation of extreme poverty 
by estabHshing the minimum wage and provisions against 
unemployment. This legislation is only a preventive barrier 
between the worker and the abyss of destitution. It prevents 
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his natural initiative from being gradually destroyed by the 
inabihty to get work or having found it, to eam a Hve
lihood. The factor that is counted on most to secure a uni
versal minimum is the guarantee of security of employment. 
Conceming the demobüization of the milHons of soldiers and 
war-workers it is said: "The Labor Party insists, as no other 
political party has thought fit to do, that the obHgation to 
find suitable emplo3niient in productive work for aU these 
men and women rests upon the govemment for the tune 
being." 

And again: 

But nothing is more dangerous to the Standard of Hfe, or so destmc
tive of those minimum conditions of healthy existence, which must in the 
interests of the Community be assured to every worker, than any wide
spread or continued tmemplo)^ment. It has always been a fundamental 
principle of the Labor Party (a point on which, significantly enough, 
it has not been followed by either of the other poHtical parties) that, in a 
modem industrial Community, it is one of the foremost obHgations of the 
government to find, for every willing worker, whether by hand or by 
brain, productive work at Standard rates. 

Also 
The Labor Party moreover holds it to be the duty of the govemment 

of the day to take aU necessary steps to prevent the Standard rates of 
wages in any trade or occupation whatsoever, from suffering any reduc-
tion relating to the contemporary cost of Hving. 

The measures proposed in order to provide security of 
employment are those which have been commonly suggested 
wherever the problem has been considered. 

First, as a protective measure it is suggested that in the 
demobüization period those soldiers should first be released 
for whom the labor market has a demand. Then it is declared 
to be "the duty of the government to adopt a poHcy of deHb
erately and systematically preventing the occurrence of un
employment instead of as heretofore letting unemployment 
occur and then seeking vainly and expensively to reheve the 
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unemployed." This is to be done by so arranging aU pubhc 
undertakings as "to maintain the aggregate demand for labor 
in the whole kmgdom, including that of capitaHst employers 
approxmiately at a uniform level from year to year," and by 
the creation of emergency pubhc works of various kinds. Then 

to reUeve any pressure of an overstocked labor market the opportimity 
should be taken if imemployment should threaten to become widespread, 
(a) immediately to raise the school-leaving age to sixteen; (b) greatly 
to increase the nvunber of scholarships and bursaries for secondary and 
higher education; (c) substantially to shorten the hours of labor of all 
young persons, even to a greater extent than the eight hours per week 
contemplated in the new Education Bill, in order to enable them to 
attend technical and other classes in the daytime. FinaUy, wherever 
practicable, the hours of adult labor should be reduced to not more than 
forty-eight without reduction of the Standard rate of wages. 

Social Insurance against unemployment is also suggested, 
to be administered in Cooperation with the out-of-work 
benefits of the trade unions. 

In SO far as the Govemment falls to prevent imemployment, wherever 
it finds it impossible to discover for any willing worker a suitable Situation 
at the Standard rate, the Labor Party holds that the govemment must 
in the interest of the Community as a whole, provide him or her with 
adequate maintenance, either with such arrangements for honorable 
employment, or with such useful training as may be found practicable, 
accorcüng to age, health and previous occupation. 

Thus the demand for a national minimum is based upon 
the presupposition that ü only sufiicient work under proper 
conditions can be provided, the workers vdll very largely take 
care of themselves. I t is not a proposal to maintain people 
by pubHc charity, but the assertion of the pubhc duty to pro
vide a minimum of subsistence through the means of employ
ment m Order, not that from that basis some may go up 
higher, but that from that common soll the entire nation 
may acquire the power to raise its life to a higher level. It is 
frankly a proposal for equality of opportunity in the means 
of Hfe, and particularly in the means of employment. 
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Is the assumption that a general advance in Hfe would 
follow the universal minünum a justifiable assumption? 
Something can be gathered in answer to that question by 
seemg what happens to our Immigrant population when it 
can get security of employment at a living wage and under 
proper conditions. Does any Immigrant nationahty go up or 
down from that point? More Hght can be gained by watching 
the course of any sküled group of workers anywhere in the 
world who, through the organized development of their 
economic power, are able to secure for themselves security of 
employment under good conditions. What facts we have at 
hand indicate that a raise in the level of life foUows a general 
increase of economic opportunity. The experience of family 
Hfe also indicates that while it may be necessary to have a 
degree of social regimentation to secure a minimum Standard, 
it is Still possible along with that to preserve and increase in
dividual initiative- and responsibüity. The universal mimmum 
is rehed upon only to prevent the decadence of society through 
the destruction of the individual and the family by poverty. 
For progress, reliance is placed upon individual effort, to 
which larger opportunity is thus to be opened. 

The possibiHty of such a condition raises a question that 
has never yet been fairly faced by modem society. What 
happens if a nation can secure such a degree of subsistence 
for all the people that it becomes possible for those who now 
do the elemental work of the Community to attain the cultured 
Status of those who now provide the technical and professional 
Services that civiHzation requires? There would then be no 
lower class, conveniently able to do only the dirty and dis-
agreeable work of the Community. If the enforcement of the 
national minimum would in the course of time transform the 
weak and inefficient members of society into strong and ca
pable Citizens, would they then be as disinclined to do the 
monotonous and hazardous work of an industrial civilization 
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as those who are now strong and capable. Our famihar escape 
from the düemna, as one group after another climbs up t i e 
social scale, is to bring in still another undeveloped group. 
We have ransacked the world for cheap labor. During the 
war we brought the negroes up from the south and even pro
posed to bring the cooHes in from China. The proposal to 
prohibit Immigration evokes the indignant query from certain 
quarters, ''What wiU we do for servants?" But there is an 
end to that proceeding sooner or later. Before long we shall 
have to do without an undeveloped, subservient dass, so we 
might as weU consider while we have time whether it is not 
possible to so organize our whole manner and method of Hfe 
that no section of the population wül be continually consigned 
to do what nobody really wants to do. That question is yet to 
be answered in the future. What the British Labor program 
does toward answerüig it is to push home upon the nation the 
responsibüity for the orderly Organization of its industrial 
affairs. It declares that the industrial army should be main
tained "in sickness and in health, in good times and in bad 
alike," exactly as a fighting army is maintained. If the pro
duction of economic goods is considered a social necessity 
and not a means for private gain, it foUows both logically and 
practically that the Community which consciously organizes 
itself to produce goods for social welfare will provide for the 
constant well-being of the army of production. The effect of 
such common Organization and responsibiHty upon the in
dividual is not Hkely to be as injurious as in a military Or
ganization, because there is more continuous and constmctive 
occupation. In some callings there is necessarily a long period 
of leisurely employment and then a short period of very stren
uous and dangerous work, such as obtains in miHtary Hfe. 
But the demoralizing possibiHties of such a method of Hving 
are more easily avoided under a coördinated plan than under 
the Hit or miss methods of private industry, where it may be 
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that nobody sees or tries to avert them. The only rational 
Solution to the problem of unemployment is to accept Com
munity responsibüity for the maintenance of industry as a 
continuous service and to graduaUy organize it as a common 
undertaking, that from it all the people may derive the means 
for nourishment and growth and in it may find Hfe more 
abundantly, through the expression of their creative spirit and 
capacity for feUowship. Increasingly we have been movmg in 
the direction of a minimum Standard in the United States 
through short-hour, minimum wage, and workmen's compensa-
tion laws. I t remains for the nation to accept the prmciple 
and more thoroughly apply it. This is for the wage eamers an 
economic necessity; is it any less a spiritual necessity for those 
who are in a more favored social status? 

The next pülar in the new house that the British Labor 
Party proposes to erect is the Democratic Control of Industry. 
They then proceed to Interpret industrial democracy not, as 
we are yet doing here, simply in terms of the democratic man
agement of the local Workshop or coUective bargaining between 
associations of capital and labor, but at once they proceed to 
Interpret industrial democracy in national terms. 

The Labor Party insists on democracy in industry as weU as in 
govemment. It demands the progressive eUmination from the control 
of industry of the private capitalist, individual or joint-stock; and the 
setting free of all who work, whether by hand or by brain, for the service 
of the Community, and of the commimity only. And the Labor Party re
fuses absolutely to believe that the British people will permanenüy 
tolerate any reconstruction or perpetuation of the disorganization, waste 
and inefficiency involved in the abandonment of British industry to a 
jostHng crowd of separate private employers, with their minds bent, not 
on the service of the Community, but—^by the very law of their being— 
only on the utmost possible profiteering. 

Industrial democracy is thus defined as the Organization of 
the industrial process under common control for the largest 
possible service to the entire Community. 

Here is at once a new definition of citizenship and a new 
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appHcation of industrial endeavor; it puts the wül to serve 
at the center of the new social order. Teachers, preachers and 
doctors pride themselves that they work in service to the 
whole Community. Then why not miners and weavers and 
raihoad men? If it adds something of dignity and joy to the 
Hfe of the professional workers to know that they are demo
craticaUy serving the entire Community, why should that dig
nity and joy be denied the worker in the mine and the mül and 
the shop? Why should not the daily work of aU men enlarge 
their spiritual Hfe? 

The economic argument for the democratic control of in
dustry in this broad sense rests upon the fact of the waste of 
the competitive profit-seeking system. This waste is a matter 
of common knowledge and protest. The last to raise their 
voices against it are the production engineers. Their State
ments are not biased by dogma; they have but one interest— 
to make the industrial machine go in the best possible way— 
and after a scientific diagnosis they teU us that there is so 
much waste in our present methods that it is possible with our 
present working capacity to increase production three times 
over. Democratic control of industry must meet the test of 
the need of increased production. 

What the nation needs is undoubtedly a great bound onward in its 
aggregate productivity. But this cannot be secured merely by pressing 
the manuai workers to more strenuous toil, or even by encouraging the 
'Captains of Industry' to a less wasteful Organization of their several 
enterprises on a profit-making basis. What the Labor Party looks to is a 
genuinely scient^c reorganization of the nation's industry, no longer 
deflected by individual profiteering, on the basis of the Common Owner
ship of the Means of Production; the equitable sharing of the proceeds 
among all who participate in any capacity and only among these, and 
the adoption, in particular Services and occupations, of those Systems and 
methods of administration and control that may be found, in practice, 
best to promote, not profiteering, but the pubüc interest. 

Thus the Labor Party, in seeking for increased production, 
looks on the one hand to the sdentific method and on the 
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other hand to the passion for service. In this respect as in its 
other aspects, the program that is necessary for the emand-
pation and development of the toüers depends upon the aid 
and comfort of the forces of education and reHgion. 

Because this program considers the democratic control of 
industry as a national problem, it places the major emphasis 
upon the nationalization of certain enterprises. It must be 
remembered however, that this is supplementary to and m 
extension of the other forms of democratic control which the 
members of the British Labor Party have long been developmg 
and will continue to strengthen. They are reaUy driving 
three horses abreast, trade unionism, coöperative societies 
and national ownership and administration. The first horses 
have long been broken to harness and have proved good 
workers in pulHng the common load of labor and the Com
munity. The third horse is yet in the breaking. Its use is 
largely a venture of faith. But at present the load is stalled, 
and additional help must be secured from some source or 
other. It is admitted by most students of the Situation that 
our present method of competitive, individualistic capitaUsm 
is not accomplishing the necessary end of meeting the eco
nomic needs of humanity, to say nothing of satisfying the 
spiritual desires of mankind. Moreover it does not show sign 
of being able to increase its productivity except at the cost 
of increased social waste. In such a Situation man is bound 
to experiment with other methods if there are any, even 
though he may be turning from üls he knows to others he 
knows not. In view of the lack of both science and reHgion 
in the present industrial Organization, people who beUeve 
in both are Hkely to think it worth whüe to try a program 
which promises to rely upon both. 

The program proposes immediate nationalization of the 
land, raüroads, mines, and the production of electric power. 
It is interesting to note that the organized workers of othei 
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industrial countries, includüig our own, are increasingly voic-
ing the demand that coal mines and raüroads be nationalized. 
This is a natural beginning, for these are general necessities 
which are already so vddely organized on both the side of 
capital and labor, as to make a unified national administration 
of them a comparatively simple matter. 

In the production of electricity, for cheap power, Hght, and heating, 
this country has so far failed, because of hampering private interests, to 
take advantage of science. Even in the largest eitles we still 'peddle' 
our electricity on a contemptibly small scale. What is called for, imme
diately after the war, is the erection of a score of gigantic 'super-power 
stations,' which could generate, at incredibly cheap rates, enough elec
tricity for the use of every industrial estabHshment and every private 
household in Great Britain; the present municipal and joint-stock elec
trica! plants being universally linked up and used for local distribution. 
This is inevitably the future of electricity. It is piain that so great and 
so powerful an enterprise, aflfecting every industrial enterprise and, 
eventually, every household, must not be aUowed to pass into the hands 
of private capitalists. They are already pressing the Govemment for 
the concession, and neither the Liberal nor the Conservative Party has 
yet made up its mind to a refusal of such a new endowment of profiteering 
in what will presently be the life-blood of modern productive industry. 
The Labor Party demands that the production of electricity on the 
necessary gigantic scale shall be made, from the start (with suitable 
arrangements for municipal Cooperation in local distribution) a national 
enterprise, to be worked exclusively with the object of supplying the 
whole kingdom with the cheapest possible Power, Light and Heat. 

It would be a much more difläcult matter to apply this pro
posal here than in England because of our great territorial 
expanse. It would be possible, however, to apply it in the 
areas adjacent to water power and coal deposits. In the lat
ter case the generation of heat and Hght at the miaes would 
probably affect a great saving in transmission as against the 
cost of the transportation and local handling of coal. It is 
not the technical problem so much as the vested rights the 
nation has ignorantiy created—^by giving away its mineral 
deposits and much of its water power—that makes such a 
proposal very difficult of accompHshment. Incidentally, whüe 
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this nation has been busy carrying on war, a group of finan
cial mterests have made a good deal of progress m gettmg 
their hands on the undeveloped water power of the country. 

Along with this proposal to nationalize electricity and make 
it a imiversal servant, to Ughten the bürden of Hvmg for all 
the people, for women as well as men, and so to enlarge the 
opportunity for cultural development goes a coUateral pro
posal conceming the use of coal. 

But with railways and the generation of electricity in the hands of 
the public, it would be criminal foUy to leave to the present 1,500 
coUiery companies the power of 'Holding up ' the coal supply. These 
are now all working under public control, on terms that virtually 
afford to their shareholders a statutory guarantee of their swollen 
incomes. The Labor Party demands the ipimediate nationalization 
of mines, the extraction of coal and iron being worked as a public 
service (with a steadily increasing participation in the management, 
both central and local, of the various grades of persons employed); and 
the whole business of the retail distribution of household coal being 
undertaken, as a local public service, by the elected municipal or county 
Councils. And there is no reason why coal should fluctuate in price 
any more than railway fares, or why the consumer should be made to 
pay more in winter than in summer, or in one town than another. 
What the Labor Party would aim at is, for household coal of Standard 
qualify, a fixed and uniform price for the whole kingdom, payable by 
rieh and poor alike, as unalterable as the penny postage-stamp. 

It will take a lot of specious pubHcity on the part of the pri
vate interests now profiting out of the coal business to make 
the people of the United States tum down a practical proposi
tion of this sort when once they get their eyes upon it and 
understand that it can be done apart from the poHticians. 
During the war, the head of one of our government commis
sions proposed that the price of coal should be standarized; 
that the cost of production should be determined for dif
ferent kinds and areas; that these costs should be pooled and 
on the basis of the average cost of production for the different 
grades a Standard price for the country should be fixed. The 
retums were then to be apportioned proportionately to the 
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local cost of production. The author of this plan mformed a 
leadhig production engineer that the response of the coal 
Operators was to teU him he was crazy. The engineer repHed: 
"then I am crazy too; because that is the only scientific way 
to fix the price of coal." In an open forum where the subject 
of control of prices was raised, the characteristic question was 
asked: "But how in the world can prices be determined except 
by the law of supply and demand?" There are some gentle
men in this country, not professors of economics, who could, 
Ü they would, give an expert answer to that question. They 
have discovered that "the law of supply and demand," like 
many another high sounduig phrase, is a cloak for ignorance 
and inabihty. They have therefore followed an ancient cus
tom and capitalized their knowledge and abiHty. They have 
Hmited supply and checked and stimulated demand. Within 
certain limits they have become the law that has fixed the 
price. There is another way, the only way that science knows; 
it is that of basing the price on the average cost of production. 
Under production for profit this practice is being used wher
ever capital is intelHgent enough to protect itself from the 
risk of loss due to ignorance in price fixing. It can be used in 
a larger interest; it is one of the contributions of modem knowl
edge which make possible the Organization of production for 
use and not for profit, substituting for profit an assured and 
reasonable retum for Services rendered. 

The British Labor Party views heat, Hght and power as 
human necessities, not occasions for profit. I t believes that 
advance in social Hfe depends upon making all necessities 
available to all the people. There are several basic necessi
ties to which the people of this country cannot get access in 
the same degree to which they can now get access to educa
tion, because there is no attempt to administer them in the 
common interest as there is with education. 

A part of the British program of common ownership is to 
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be carried out through the municipahties. Such a program 
we have already embarked upon in this country, extending 
municipal administration to one thing after another; water 
and light, education and recreation. The Labor Party pro
poses to extend this process to include: 

Other Services of common Utility, particularly the local supply of 
milk, wherever this is not already fully and satisfactorüy organized by 
a coöperative society. 

Now that education and water and Hght are no longer the 
sacred domain of private profit, there is no valid reason to 
consider food as consecrated to Mammon. Why should not 
milk as well as water be managed in the common interest? 
Every household takes milk and it is one of the vital factors 
in determining the pubHc health. Why then should the Com
munity be subject to the waste and the danger continually 
attendant upon the two prevaiHng methods of milk distribu
tion, which are anarchy and organized war between competmg 
interests? 

The beneficiaries of the private ownership of big-scale eco
nomic enterprise and pubhc utiHties naturally point out that 
the program of nationalization and municipalization rests 
more upon hypothesis then experience; that it is attemptmg 
the appHcation of a formula which may or may not accom
pHsh what its proponents desire. From the standpoint of 
religion this Obligation is irrelevant because reHgion knows 
that life never advances save by a venture of faith. In the 
nature of the case the benefits to come from the nationalization 
of industry are assumed; they could not be proved, they must 
wait upon experiment. I t is clear, however, that the whole 
process of social development is a Hmitation of private and 
an extension of pubhc enterprise in the field of common neces
sity. The advocates of the nationalization of industrial 
undertakings are faced with a more serious criticism. It 
comes not only from the advocates of private ownership but 
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also from the ranks of those who beUeve in common owner
ship and control, where it is voiced ia different degree by both 
the Syndicahsts and the Guüd Socialists. It is the criticism 
that nationalization as advocated by the State SociaHsts 
would clamp down upon industrial management the bureau
cratic control of poHticians, men who know nothing about 
industrial technique and therefore cannot be efficient, and 
who are Hkely to use industrial control for their own poHtical 
advantage, if not for their private profit. It is also pointed 
out that poHtical management is far removed from the work
ers; though they have the right to vote they have little voice 
in the state and but Httle share in its control. Therefore the 
argument runs that the poHtical control of industry would 
remove the control stiU further from the workers than the 
absentee management of private capitaHsm. The Guüd So
ciaHsts propose to avoid both these consequences of State 
sociaHsm and also the social tyrarmy Hkely to result from the 
proposal of the Syndicahsts to ehminate the poHtical state 
and put the control of aU social functions in the hands of the 
people organized as economic producers, by having a dual Sys
tem. They would put the administration of production into 
the hands of the organized workers of all capacities but make 
them responsible to the state representing all the people and 
taking charge of the administration of distribution and con
sumption. 

It must be remembered that the Labor Party program 
deals only with poHtical action. Those who compose it are 
acting directly in the economic field through their trade 
unions and coöperative societies. I t merely dismisses the 
whole question of localization of industrial democracy with 
a phrase concerning the necessity of "increasing the partici
pation of the workers in the management, both central and 
local," without any indication of measures through which 
that participation is to be worked out. The program shows 
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a tendency to overwork the formula of nationalization. The 
question of democratic control of industry is a field for experi
ment and not for dogma. Democracy in industry can be ac
complished only in the same way that a measure of it has 
been realized in the state, and that is by the method of trial 
and error. 

For enterprises that are left in private hands, the British 
Labor Party proposes strict government regulation. It m-
sists that gains which have been secured during war trnie 
through governmental control of industry shall not be al
lowed to lapse. 

Meanwhile, however, we ought not to throw away the valuable 
experience now gained by the government in its assumption of the 
importation of wheat, wool, metals, and other commodities, and in its 
control of the shipping, wooUen, leather, clothing, boot and shoe, 
müling, baking, butchering, and other Industries. The Labor Party 
holds that, whatever may have been the shortcomings of this Govem
ment importation and control, it has demonstrably prevented a lot of 
'profiteering.' Nor can it end immediately on the Declaration of 
Peace. The people will be extremely foolish if they ever allow their 
indispensable industries to slip back into the unfettered control of 
private capitalists, who are, actuaUy at the instance of the Government 
itself, now rapidly combining, trade by trade, into monopolist trusts, 
which may presently become as ruthless in their extortion as the worst 
American examples. Standing as it does for the Democratic Control 
of Industry, the Labor Party would think twice before it sanctioned 
any abandonment of the present profitable centralisation of purchase 
of raw material; of the present carefully organised 'rationing,' by 
Joint committees of the trades concerned, of the several establishments 
with the materials they require; of the present elaborate system of 
' costing' and public audit of manufacturers' accounts, so as to stop 
the waste heretofore caused by the mechanical inefficiency of the more 
backward firms; of the present salutary publicity of manufacturing 
processes and expenses thereby ensured; and, on the information thus 
obtained (in order never again to revert to the old-time profiteering) 
of the present rigid fixing, for standarised products, of maximum prices 
at the factory, at the warehouse of the wholesale trader, and in the 
retail shop. 

The demand is made that the government should protect 
the consumer as well as the producer. 
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It is, so the Labor Party holds, just as much the function of Govern
ment, and just as necessary a part of the Democratic Regulation of 
Industry, to safeguard the interests of the Community as a whole, and 
those of all grades and sections of private consumers, in the matter of 
prices, as it is, by the Factory and Trade Boards Acts, to protect the 
rights of the wage-earning producers in the matter of wages, hours of 
labor, and sanitation. 

In the attempt to work out a democratic control of industry 
there will have to be some checks and balances in order to 
prevent the consumers from unduly beating down the pro
ducers, and the producers from unduly exploiting the con
sumers. In the last analysis this means that we will all need 
to realize that we are in one and the same person, and in one 
and the same group, part producer and part consumer, and 
must therefore acquire sufficient control to prevent one aspect 
of our Hves from interfering with the other. If we can come 
to see the soHdarity of life we shall be able better to adjust 
the differences between these two aspects of our Hving. Prog
ress Hes in discovering and developing mutuaHty of interest, 
not in the adjustment of conflicting interests that are then 
aUowed to remain in essential conflict. 

The third pülar in the house of the new social order pro
posed by British Labor is The Revolution in National Fi
nance. The word revolution in this coimection need not in
crease the present terror at its sound, for what is here proposed 
is very müd m the Hght of what is now happening to private 
property in other parts of Europe. This subject is approached 
with the Statement that: 

In taxation, also, the interests of the professional and housekeeping 
classes are at one with those of the manuai workers. 

And again: 

In this matter the Labor Party Claims the support of four-fifths of 
the whole nation, for the interests of the clerk, the teacher, the doctor, 
the minister of religion, the average retail shopkeeper and trade, and 
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all the mass of those living on small incomes are identical with those of 
the artisan. 

Again science is called into court. 

Too long has our National Finance been regulated, contrary to 
the teaching of Political Economy, according to the wishes of the 
possessing classes and the profits of the financiers. The colossal ex
penditure involved in the present war (of which, against the protest 
of the Labor Party, only a quarter has been raised by taxation, whilst 
three-quarters have been borrowed at onerous rates of interest, to be a 
bürden on the nation's future) brings things to a crisis. 

In this matter science does not stand with a clear record. 
There have been teachers of political economy who have helped 
the financiers to regulate the national finance to their profit 
In this country some economists informed the Treasury De
partment of the social consequences to the common people 
of a poHcy of war finance which depended largely upon loans. 
Others advised in the interests of the present financial system 
and stül more were süent. No adequate protest was made 
against the incorporation of tax exemption features into the 
Liberty Loans by those who know well that for aU the priv
üeges which the people of means thus receive, the people of 
small income will eventually have to pay and pay roundly. 

The report also points out how the war has rendered much 
more acute for every nation the question of taxation. 

When peace comes, capital will be needed for all sorts of social 
enterprises, and the resources of Government will necessarily have to 
be vastly greater than they were before the war. Meanwhile innumera-
ble new private fortunes are being heaped up by those who have taken 
advantage of the nation's needs; and the one-tenth of the population 
which owns nine-tenths of the riches of the United Kingdom, far from 
being made poorer, will find itself, in the aggregate, as a result of the 
war, drawing in rent and interest and dividends a larger nominal in
come than ever before. Such a position demands a revolution m na
tional finance. 

The same facts obtain in this country in about the same 
degree, though the large national resources of this nation and 
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the tremendous increase in its capital wealth derived from 
the war make a Httle less threatening the question that is 
now troubhng Europe of who is going to pay the biU? Is it 
going to be paid by those nine-tenths of the people who own 
the one-tenth of the riches, and are the one-tenth who own 
nine-tenths to escape their due share by means of tax-exempted 
loans, offermg them a still larger share of the national income 
and opportunity for still further profit from the national ne
cessity, as they have already profited from the agony of 
Europe? The question will not long remain unanswered even 
in this complacent country. 

For its answer the British program lays down certain def
inite principles. 

The Labor Party Stands for such a system of taxation as will 
yield all the necessary revenue to the Government without encroaching 
on the prescribed National Minimum Standard of Life of any family 
whatsoever; without hampering production or discouraging any usefid 
personal effort, and with the nearest possible approximation to equality 
of sacrifice. 

NaturaUy these prindples wül seem contradictory to those 
who own nine-tenths of the property. To draw the national 
finance only from regions above the National Minimum 
Standard of Life will seem to them inequaHty. But if the 
govemment is to maintain a national minimum of subsistence 
by the aid of taxation, for to begin with it caimot be main
tained without, it would be complete foUy to then encroach 
upon that minimum again by means of taxation. That would 
be to build with one hand and destroy with the other. The 
equaHty here contended for is an equaHty of sacrifice—a thing 
not exactly populär among any class of the population, let 
alone among the privüeged one-tenth. 

But whatever other kind or degree of equaHty is necessary 
to constitute a better social order, without equality of sacri
fice it surely cannot Hve. A formal equaHty may be a tre-
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mendous inequaHty. If there is so much load to be carried, 
and so many strong and so many weak to carry it, and then 
each is required to carry his mathematical portion, formal 
equaHty is achieved but actual equality is denied and the 
load does not all get moved. Proportionate equaHty, the 
principle of service according to strength, is the only kind of 
equality that satisfies the necessities of the case or the dictates 
of conscience. From time immemorial the strong have con
troUed civilization and government on the principle that to 
them the battle should be, and to the swift, the race. But 
since one came teaching the reversion of that principle, de
claring that the strong should serve and not rule in propor
tion to their strength, increasing numbers of men have come 
to understand the meaning of strength and to accept its 
obHgations. Gradually Hfe gets organized on the basis of 
equaHty of service and sacrifice. In this particular case this 
principle clearly means that the bürden of national finance 
shall be borne by those able to carry it without injury to 
themselves or to the common life. When the sources of in
come are examined, it is seen that such a method of taxation 
makes for equaHty in a wider sense. It appears that as income 
rises above the minimum Standard an ever-increasing propor
tion of the excess comes out of the common toil, is the creation 
of common activity. Abstracted for the enlargement of a 
few, it leaves the common life so much the weaker and poorer. 
Put back into the common life from whence it came, it helps 
to provide more equal opportunity for the development of aü. 

To maintain this principle of equality of sacrifice and of 
bürden according to strength, the foUowing measures are 
proposed: 

We definitely repudiate aU proposals for a Protective Tariff, in 
whatever specious guise they may be cloaked, as a device for burdening 
the consumer with unnecessarily enhanced prices, to the profit of the 
capitalist employer or landed proprietor, who avowedly ^xpects bis 
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profit or rent to be increased thereby. We shaU strenuously oppose any 
taxation, of whatever kind, which would increase the price of food or 
of any other necessary of life. We hold that indirect taxation on 
commodites, whether by Customs or Excise, shoidd be stricüy limited 
to luxuries; and concentrated principally on those of whidi it is socially 
desirable that the consumption should be actuaUy discouraged. We 
are at one with the manufacturer, the farmer, and the trader in ob-
jecting to taxes interfering with production or commerce, or hampering 
transport and commtmication. In aU these matters—once more in 
contrast with the other political parties, and by no means in the 
interests of the wage-earners alone—the Labor Party demands that 
the very definite teachings of economic science shodd no longer be 
disregarded. 

"For the raismg of the greater part of the revenue now required the 
Labor Party looks to the direct taxation of the incomes above the 
necessary cost of famüy maintenance; and for the requisite effort to 
pay off the National Debt, to the direct taxation of private fortimes 
both during life and at death. The Income Tax and Super-tax ought 
at once to be thoroughly reformed in assessment and coUection, in 
abatements and aUowances and in graduation and differentiation, so 
as to levy the required total sum in such a way as to make the real 
sacrifice of aU the taxpayers as nearly as possible equal. This would 
involve assessment by famiHes instead of by individual persons, so that 
the bürden is alleviated in proportion to the number of persons to be 
maintained. 

It would involve bringing into assessment the numerous windfalls 
of profit that now escape, and a further differentiation between essen
tially dMferent kinds of income. The Excess Profits Tax might well be 
retained in an appropriate form; whilst so long as Mining Royalties 
exist the Mineral Rights Duty ought to be increased. The steadily 
rising Uneamed Increment of urban and mineral land ought, by an 
appropriate direct Taxation of Land Values, to be whoUy brought into 
the Public Exchequer. At the same time, for the service and redemp
tion of the National Debt, the Death Duties ought to be regraduated, 
much more strictly coUected, and greatly increased. In this matter 
we need, in fact, completely to reverse our point of view, and to re-
arrange the whole taxation of inheritance from the standpoint of asking 
what is the minimum amount that any rieh man should be permitted at 
death to divert, by his will, from the National Exchequer, which should 
normaUy be the heir to aU private riches in excess of a quite moderate 
amoimt by way of family provision. But all this will not suflBce. I t 
will be imperative at the earliest possible moment to free the nation 
from at any rate the greater part of its new load of interest-bearing 
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debt for loans which ought to have been levied as taxation; and the 
Labor Party Stands for a special Capital Levy to pay off, if not the 
whole, a very substantial part of the entire National Debt—a Capital 
Levy chargeable like the Death Duties on all property, but (in order to 
secure approximate equality of sacrifice) with exception of the smallest 
savings, and for the rest at rates very steeply graduated, so as to take 
only a small contribution from the little people and a very much larger 
percentage from the millionaires. 

Most of these proposals have been debated in the reahn of 
practical poHcies for some years and are being tried in some 
measure or form. Property holders have become more or less 
acquainted with taxes on income, excess profits and inheri
tance, and in some countries with taxes on mineral rights 
andon the "unearned increment of urban and mineral land." 
But to propose to meet the war debt by a levy on capital is 
another matter. That touches the keystone of the present 
economic structure, and wiU be labeled at once with the 
sinister title " Confiscation." But before that word be loosely 
appHed or objected to, the question must be asked whence 
came this capital that is to be thus appropriated. If it is con
stituted of profits earned out of the war itself, over and above 
the cost of maintenance on the scale of luxury, then in the 
name of common sense and justice why should it not be used 
to pay off the debts of the war instead of charging them off to 
the future as a bürden upon production. If this indeed be 
confiscation, it is quite Hkely, whatever may Happen in the 
United States, that in Great Britain the one-tenth who own 
nine-tenths of the wealth wiU shortly have their choice between 
this form of that remedy for national bankruptcy and one 
that is much more drastic. 

Quite recently the leader of one of the largest labor organ
izations of Great Britain informed the House of Commons 
that its members had become very much disillusioned during 
the war concerning the efficacy of excess profits taxes. He 
said that labor had cHscovered that what happens is that the 
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State, mstead of the capitaHst, becomes the recipient of what 
is admitted to be an undue part of the proceeds of its toil, col-
lected at second hand from the employer, and used by the 
State, in whose control labor is not adequately represented, 
in other ways than labor would choose to use it. He then 
served notice on the government that labor was not content 
to have the state even indirectly appropriate the powers and 
continue the injustices of the present system of production. 
This argument is an amplification of the point made in the 
Labor Party program conceming the exemption from taxation 
of iticomes below the minimmn Standard. Labor is evidently 
getting tired of making its financial contribution to the State 
in vicarious form. It prefers to pay directly and seeks to get 
into the position where it wiU be able to do so. Those who 
object to paying so large a share of the taxes, who grumble, for 
example, at paying to educate the children of the poor—"let 
them pay for their own—^we do"—^would do weU to consider 
the indirect taxation that gets laid upon the labor and con
sumption of the poor. They might also consider that the diffi
culty could be met by arranging such a distribution of prop
erty and income as to enable direct taxation to be laid over a 
wider area of the population. The spirit of a humanitarian 
reHgion and the spirit of scientific inquiry are joined together 
in urging the attempt. It wül necessarily involve in the 
transitional stage some injustices to individuals. In an im
perfect world they cannot be entirely avoided, but they 
can and must be reduced to a minimum. Our legal system 
and ethical code so exalt the rights of private property 
that most of us are more concemed with justice for the in
dividuals who now hold title to possessions than we are with 
justice for the multitudes who own only their labor power. 
If this continues, the injustice to both wül in the long run be 
greater than they need be, in making the adjustment that 
the need and the ideal alike require. The taxation question 
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must be settled on the same basis as the question of the na
tional minimum; the primary consideration must be the 
social development of the entire population. This wiU include 
due consideration for the beneficiaries of the present system. 

The final pillar which the British Labor Party proposes for 
the house of the New Social Order is the Surplus for the Com
mon Good. 

In the disposal of the surplus above the Standard of Life society 
has hitherto gone as far wrong as in its neglect to secure the necessary 
basis of any genuine industrial efficiency or decent social order. We 
have allowed the riches of our mines, the rental value of the lands 
superior to the margin of cultivation, the extra profits of the fortunate 
capitalists, even the material outcome of scientific discoveries—which 
ought by now to have made this Britain of ours immune from class 
poverty or from any widespread destitution—to be absorbed by in
dividual proprietors; and then devoted very largely to the senseless 
luxury of an idle rieh class. Against this misappropriation of the 
wealth of the Community, the Labor Party—speaking in the interests 
not of the wage-earners alone, but of every grade and section of pro
ducers by hand or by brain, not to mention also those of the genera
tions that are to succeed us, and of the permanent welfare of the Com
munity—emphatically protests. One main Pillar of the House that 
the Labor Party intends to build is the future appropriation of the 
Surplus, not to the enlargement of any individual fortune, but to the 
Common Good. 

I t is in the proposal for this appropriation of every Surplus for the 
Common Good—in the vision of its resolute use for the building up of 
the Community as a whole instead of for the magnification of individual 
fortunes—that the Labor Party, as the Party of the Producers by hand 
or by brain, most distinctively marks itself off from the older political 
parties, standing, as these do, essentially for the maintenance, unim-
paired, of the perpetual private mortgage upon the annual product 
of the nation that is involved in the individual ownership of land and 
capital. 

There is an assumption here whose validity must await 
experiment. It is not that the expropriation for social purposes 
of the wealth that is at present used to maintain luxury would 
immecHately provide a national minimum and then a surplus 
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for other purposes, but that it would operate to that end. One 
of the gentlemen from Russia who is now trying to secure the 
support of this nation for the forces that are seeking to over
throw the present government of that country, recently told 
an American audience that any attempt at a new social order 
was foUy because there never was and never would be enough 
good things to go around and therefore a few must always 
enjoy them. Now the men who wrote the British Labor 
Party program know the exact national income. They weU 
know that neither England nor the United States, the riebest 
countries in the world, are producing enough wealth to give 
to aU their people the minimum Standard. What they are 
counting upon is that with the beginnings of a national mini
mum and the social use of the surplus wealth that now goes 
into private fortunes there wiU commence a development 
of labor power and an increase in production that will pro
gressively increase Hke Compound interest, enabling the com
pletion of the program and the development of social wealth 
and weHare such as society has not yet enjoyed. For this 
assiraiption they have the justification of the results of such 
approaches to their program as have aheady been made. 

In England the individual appropriation for luxury pur
poses of the surplus of production results largely from the 
individual ownership of the land in the form continued from 
feudal times. The right to coUect rent, transmitted from 
generation to generation, creates a leisure, luxury class, de-
prives others of the opportunity to get a minimum Standard 
of life through their toü, and so progressively lowers the capac
ity of production through generation after generation, and 
then by stimulating luxury consumption stül further limits 
the productive process. 

The people of the United States have not yet appreciated 
the fact that those who hold the right to charge for the use of 
the land upon which sodety depends for food and timber 
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and minerals have been given the power to tax other people 
directly and indirectly, and do indeed hold a perpetual mort
gage upon the nation's Hfe. This practice has long been held 
unjust by the common people of Europe and by many teachers 
of reHgion. The buüders of this nation escaped from oppres
sion in Europe without seeing its roots. They gave the land 
into individual ownership as a means and guarantee of free
dom. They did not foresee the later bondage into which our 
people would come by the concentration of land ownership. 
The basic reason for the low condition of Hfe for multitudes 
of people on the Island of Manhattan is the fact that a few 
people can tax the life of the rest in the form of rental values. 
The same holds true for some rural sections, where a 
tenant population Hves continuaUy below the minimum of 
subsistence. 

The proposal of "the surplus for the common good" rests 
upon two ethical grounds: first, the nature of its origin and, 
second, the nature of its use. The origin is declared to be the 
common natural resources and the associated labor power of 
humanity. Capital wealth is declared to be the common 
creation just as land is declared to be the common resource. 
It is held to be not simply the Joint product of the laborer 
and the capitaHst but a social product created by the develop
ment and Cooperation of the whole Community. The ques
tion of its ownership and administration, whether individual 
or common and in what degree, is continually to be deter
mined by the Community, and all vested personal rights are 
subject to revision by the Community which granted them 
and sustains them. There is a strong belief here in this coun
try that every man should keep the product of his own labor. 
Those who hold that to be vaHd must also grant it for society 
at large, and should therefore see to it that the commumty 
gets the product of its labor, that it does not go to individual 
ownership. 
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As long as private enterprise is necessary, and it wiU be in a 
large part of our mdustry for a long time to come and perhaps 
always, so long wiU it be necessary for the Community to ex
propriate the surplus wealth acquired by individuals for the 
conummity purposes, if it is gouig to get either the maximum 
of production or the minimum Standard of Hving. To attain 
these ends, whatever is necessary to release the energies that 
now He dormant at the bottom of society must be done. The 
lower layers of human life correspond to a lot of imdeveloped 
water power with all its potential energy, its possible light 
and heat and mechanical power, waiting for people to come 
and transmute it into iimumerable benefits for mankind. It 
is so with the imdeveloped energies of the people who are only 
haU nourished, half educated, and half free. Whatever is 
necessary and possible for their development, however large 
a piece of the surplus at the top must be lopped off, it must 
be done if we are to continue to believe in the right of all men 
everywhere to Hfe, Hberty and happiness or in the duty of the 
Community to develop its maximum power. In this matter the 
people at the bottom in Europe are making it very clear that 
the choice is now between the immediate working out of 
some such program as that of the British Labor Party or the 
more communistic plans of Eastem and Central Europe, which 
wiU suddenly cHp Hfe off somewhere near the minimum Stand
ard and gamble everything on its abiHty by coördinated effort 
to brauch out with renewed vigor and beauty. 

The case for the common use of the social surplus rests 
finaUy upon the end to be achieved. On this ground, rather 
than on the question of origin, the matter wiU finaUy be 
settled. Does the private ownership of surplus wealth pro
vide better for the extension of industrial enterprise than 
common capital? Does private wealth with its enormous 
foundations for phüanthropy and education do more for sodal 
development than the common administration of its surplus 
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by the Community itself? It can be answered only by labora-
tory test and this the Labor Party proposes to try. 

I t is from this constantly arising surplus (to be secured, on the one 
hand, by Nationalization and Municipalization and, on the other, by 
the steeply graduated Taxation of Private Income and Riches) that 
will have to be found the new capital which the Community day by day 
needs for the perpetual improvement and increase of its various enter
prises, for which we shall decline to be dependent on the usury-exacting 
financiers. I t is from the same source that has to be defrayed the public 
Provision for the Sick and Infirm of all kinds (including that for 
Maternity and Infancy) which is still so scandalously insufficient; for 
the Aged and those prematurely incapacitated by accident or disease, 
now in many ways so imperfectly cared for; for the education alike of 
children, of adolescents and of adults, in which the Labor Party de
mands a genuine equality of opportunity, overcoming all differences of 
material circumstances; and for the Organization of public improve
ments of all kinds, including the brightening of the Hves of those now 
condemned to almost ceaseless toil, and a great development of the 
means of recreation. From the same source must come the greatly 
increased public provision that the Labor Party will insist on being 
made for scientific investigation and original research, in every branch 
of knowledge, not to say also for the promotion of music, literature and 
fine art, which have been under CapitaHsm so greatly neglected, and 
upon which, so the Labor Party holds, any real development of civiliza
tion fundamentally depends. Society, like the individual, does not 
Hve by bread alone—does not exist only for perpetual wealth produc
tion. 

The final appeal of this program is thus to the spiritual 
aspirations of the people. What the present order does to 
these we know and are not satisfied with it. We desire then 
to discover what happens to the spirit of man if the develop
ment of the common life in its highest reaches is made the real 
object of industrial endeavor? WiU the conflict between the 
world of work and the world of culture be ended? WiU men 
labor to make a surplus for the common good or only for their 
own appropriation? WiU the productive energy of marddnd 
be increased by giving the common effort the greatest goal 
that human thought can conceive? At present the affirmations 
in this direction are of faith, not knowledge. But that faith is 
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determined to discover whether it is justified. If it is doomed 
to defeat, it at least must have demonstrated knowledge of 
its incapadty to translate itself into action. 

The British Labor program is not unmindful of interna
tional relationships. It reaches out to the street of to-morrow, 
to join hands with aU peoples, and declares itself opposed to 
aU imperiaHsm and selfish Isolation. 

We look for an ever-increasing intercourse, a constantly developing 
exchange of commodities, a steadily growing mutual understanding, 
and a continuaUy expanding friendly Cooperation among all the peoples 
of the world. 

As regards our relations to Foreign Countries, we disavow and 
disclaim any desire or Intention to dispossess or to impoverish any 
other State or Nation. We seek no increase of territory. We disclaim 
all idea of "economic war." We ourselves object to all Protective Cus
toms Tariffs; but we hold that each nation must be left free to do what 
it thinks best for its own economic development, without thought of 
injuring others. We believe that nations are in no way damaged 
by each other's economic prosperity or commercial progress; but, 
on the contrary, that they are actually themselves mutuaUy enriched 
thereby. 

In conclusion: 
The Labor Party is far from assuming that it possesses a key to 

open aU locks; or that any poHcy which it can formulate will solve aU 
the Problems that beset us. 

Then comes the final emphasis upon the use of scientific 
knowledge to make effective the spirit of good-wiU. 

On the other hand, the Labor Party has no belief in any of the 
Problems of the world being solved by Good Will alone. Good Will 
without knowledge is Warmth without Light. Especially in all the 
complexities of poHtics, in the still undeveloped Science of Society, the 
Labor Party Stands for increased study, for the scientific investigation 
of each succeeding problem, for the deliberate Organization of research, 
and for a much more rapid dissemination among the whole people of 
aU the science that exists. And it is perhaps speciaUy the Labor Party 
that has the duty of placing this Advancement of Science in the fore-
front of its political programme. What the Labor Party Stands for in 
all fields of life is, essentially, Democratic Cooperation; and Cooperation 
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involves a common purpose which can be agreed to, a common plan 
which can be explained and discussed, and such a measure of success 
in the adaptation of means to ends as wül ensure a common satisfac
tion. An autocratic Sultan may govern without science if his whim is 
law. A Plutocratic Party may choose to ignore science, if it is heedles& 
whether its pretended Solutions of social problems that may win politi. 
cal triumphs ultimately succeed or fail. But no Labor Party can hope 
to maintain its position unless its proposals are, in fact, the outcome of 
the best Political Science of its time; or to fulfil its purpose unless that 
science is continually wresting new fields from human ignorance. 
Hence, although the Purpose of the Labor Party must, by the law of 
its being, remain for all time un changed, its Policy and its Programme 
will, we hope, undergo a perpetual development, as knowledge grows, 
and as new phases of the social problem present themselves, in a con
tinuaUy finer adjustment of our measures to our ends. If Law is the 
Mother of Freedom, Science, to the Labor Party, must be the Parent 
of Law. 

The distinction of this program is that it combines the 
clear, white Hght of science with the rieh glow of a passion for 
the development of the highest that human Hfe can reach, that 
is truly reHgious. Herein Hes its appeal to the professional 
workers, and also its chaUenge. WiU science become the serv
ant of privilege or the servant of the common people? That 
is the question for the educated world to face to-day. Will 
scientifically trained people devote themselves to the help of 
their less equipped fellows and the Solution of the common 
social problems or will they seek personal comfort and prestige? 
I t is the day of reckoning for the people of leaming. They 
have to stand before milHons of toilers the world over and 
give answer concerning the use of their talents. They will 
neither be acquitted nor be able to take due part in the future 
development of mankind unless they can subordinate the 
passion for knowledge to the passion for humanity. It is their 
obHgation and privilege to make science the servant of all 
mankind, ever seeking aU that is now unknown and the füllest 
use of aU that is known, so that Hfe may be contmuaUy un
folded by the Hght of knowledge and nourished by the warmth 
of good wiU. 



CHAPTER V n i 

THE RUSSIAN SOVIET REPUBLIC 

The program of the British Labor Party speaks for those 
socialists who seek to transform the existing economic order 
graduaUy, and rely mainly upon political action. The pro
gram of the Russian Soviet RepubHc speaks for the social
ists who seek an immediate economic revolution and rely 
mainly upon direct, industrial action. Its main features ex
press the demands of the Left Wing of the sociaHst move
ment the world over. The Soviet program also speaks 
on certain important points for the Syndicahsts, who 
are represented in the United States by the I. W- W-
Like the program of the British Labor Party, the Rus
sian program was mostly made by the inteUectuals; it 
clarnis, however, to more closely represent the voice of 
the working class of Russia because they were technically 
in control of its formation and development. It must also 
be remembered that it emerges out of a different stage of 
economic and poHtical development. The Russian people 
have had no such training in political democracy as England 
has enjoyed. Industrial Organization does not constitute so 
large a part of their life, and a good deal of their agriculture 
has been conducted on a communist or semi-communist basis. 

In Russia the poHtical party which at present controls the 
Soviet Govemment, the Bolsheviki—^meaning the many or 
the majority—claims to have come to power in the swirl of 
revolutionary forces because it represented the needs and as
pirations of the overwhelming majority of the Russian popu
lation, the "peasants and workers," whereas it insists that 
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the Menshivüd or minority party spoke more truly for the 
needs and desires of the very small middle class. 

The official title of the govermnent of Central Russia is the 
Russian Socialist Federated Soviet RepubHc. It declares its 
fundamental problem to be "the estabHshment of a socialist 
society" and also "the victory of Socialism in all lands." Yet 
it has been, and will be, bitterly opposed by many sociaHsts, 
both in Russia and in other parts of the world who wiU oppose 
it not for its aims but for its methods. In its method, the 
Russian Soviet Program is the voice of those who caU them
selves, and actually are, the dispossessed and disinherited of 
the earth, since its natural resources upon which the common 
Hfe depends have passed into the control of others. These 
people are naturally impatient for immediate social change. 
The wonder is that they have been patient so long. The Soviet 
program speaks for peasants in Eastern Europe who have 
been but Httle better than serfs, and for industrial workers 
who have been called swine and treated and compeUed to hve 
as swine are not in some places treated or compeUed to live. 
Also recent events in Central and Western Europe, and certain 
tendencies in newer parts of the earth, show that the essential 
features of the Russian program do express the needs and 
longings of the lowest Stratum of modern industrial society. 
It is then a voice from below rudely breaking into the Conven
tions of the existing order. The voice of the want underneath 
aU the plenty of Hfe, which society refused to hear when it 
cried its woes, is now speaking in such fashion that all the 
world must Hsten. The present order has been too busy mak
ing money to heed the voice of the people at the bottom, It 
wiU now be very busy trying to silence or to satisfy that voice, 
according to its wisdom. 

The distinction of the Russian Soviet program, as against 
any other program for a new order advanced from any other 
quarter, is that in Russia it has been done. The discussion 
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has been taken out of the reahn of argument and put into the 
domain of fact. Part of the program of the British Labor 
Party, Hke parts of aU other programs that various groups are 
offering for a new world, has been in Operation, and of course 
only parts of the Russian Soviet program have yet been 
carried out; but the point is that a sociaHst govemment, inau
gurating a new economic order, has been estabHshed and has 
maintained itself in central Russia for over a year, in spite of 
an inheritance of chaos from the old regime and the further 
dismption of economic Hfe by continuous attack from without 
and from within. 

This was an unthinkable thing before 1914, just as the 
world war was inconceivable. Even now it is apparentiy just 
as impossible to the poHtical democracies that a sociaHst gov
emment should successfuUy operate, as it was impossible to 
monarchical Europe that revolutionary France could estab
Hsh a RepubHc and make it work. But whatever happens to 
the present Govemment in Russia from whatever cause, 
whether it fail because of the tactics of those who control it or 
because its prindples are impossible, whether it be suppressed 
from without or overthrown from within, the record is written 
into human history that a govemment based on a sodaHst 
economic system once Hved. It is a new event and it remains 
to teach and to change human Hfe forever after. Because 
this thing has been done, because the sociaHst theory has 
been taken off paper and made to Hve and move and have a 
being, aU organized Hfe will be quickened by what happens 
in Russia, by its failure or by its success, by its evil as weU 
as by its good. 

The present discussion concems the paper program and 
not the practical working of the Soviet govermnent. The latter 
question is a matter of disputed evidence on both sides and 
its determination must await more unbiased data and his
torical perspective. In judging programs for social change 
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a distmction must be made between aim and method, also he-
tween method that is essential to ahn and method which is 
incidental to the Situation in which the aim is attempted. 
What effect the Russian SociaHst RepubHc wiU have upon 
human development is, in the long run, to be determined by its 
aim and by the methods which its programme reveals as es
sential to the aim, and not by those incidents attendant upon 
its inception which can be traced to conditioning circumstances 
more than to the nature of the thing attempted. There is an 
analogy, as historians have lately been pointing out, between 
the Russian Situation and the French Revolution. In one 
the main issue was the Organization of a new political order, 
in the other it is the Organization of a new economic order. 
Both were attended by violence, crime and terrorism, in vary-
ing degree, determined by contingent circumstances more 
than by aim and purpose. For this they both eamed and 
secured the moral condemnation of the Anglo-Saxon people, 
trained ui different methods and able to accompHsh their 
purposes with less upheaval. I t is interesting now to compare 
the attitude of those who are charged with teaching the people 
of this country, the leaders of education and reHgion, to the 
French Revolution and to the Russian Revolution. Who of 
them wUl denounce the aim and ideal of the French Revolu
tion? Who of them wül for a moment support the methods 
that were in vogue in Paris in revolutionary days? With 
historical discrimination they separate the temporary method, 
the incidental circimistance, from the fundamental aim and 
ideal. They do not teach that the Paris Commune had m it 
nothing of virtue and value for human society. In proclamung 
the contribution of the French Revolution to the development 
of democracy they do not even find it necessary to denounce 
its bloody excesses. That goes without saying. Do they apply 
the same methods to the present Situation in Russia? Do they 
face it with the same sense of obHgation to discover and pro-
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claim truth, which is the essential, ethical imperative of their 
profession? Here is a Situation which is vital in determining 
the course of development for other nations, and the people 
are at the mercy of partisan Propaganda from both sides. If 
the higher education is ever to justify itseh by showing the 
value of the trained mind, now is the opportunity. It is 
time for the teachers and preachers and writers to demon
strate that it is possible to maintain the scientific attitude 
not only to the past but also to the present, despite the 
storm of passion and prejudice and the subtle pressure of 
class interests. 

This issue goes far beyond the question of what is the truth 
about Russia. There is a conflict growing in the democratic 
nations between the poHtical state and an economic Organiza
tion of sodety. Shall we see something of the same sort of 
defense of the existing order as the famous, or infamous, ninety-
three professors in Germany made of the existing order there, 
and for the same fundamental reasons? Their offense was 
not that they stood up for the Fatherland but that they were 
false to the Obligation of their profession by accepting at its 
face value what their govermnent chose to teil them. They 
were traitors to science and some of them to religion. The 
Propaganda method of the German State has now become the 
habit of the democratic governments. They wül use it power
fuUy against any proposed changes, more by suppressing part 
of the facts than by fabrication. The persons who can get 
the truth and teU the truth are those who have been trained 
and set apart for this purpose. The intellectual integrity 
of the American preachmg and teaching profession is 
absolutely at stake in the rise of the new order. If any 
of its members do in any part the same thing here which 
those professors did in Germany they wiU share theü: 
ignominy. 

The purposes and ahn of The Russian SociaHst Federated 
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Soviet RepubHc are set forth in Articles One and Two of 
the Constitution as foUows: ^ 

ARTICLE ONE 

DECLARATION OF RIGHTS OP THE LABORING AND EXI»LOITED PEOPLE 

Chapter One 

1. Russia is declared to be a RepubHc of the Soviets of Workers', 
Soldiers', and Peasants' Deputies. AU the central and local power 
belongs to these Soviets. 

2. The Russian Soviet Republic is organized on the basis of a free 
Union of free nations, as a federation of Soviet national Repubhcs. 

Chapter Two 

3. Bearing in mind as its fundamental problem the aboHtion of 
exploitation of men by men, the entire abolition of the division of the 
people into classes, the suppression of exploiters, the establishment 
of a Socialist society, and the victory of socialism in all lands, the third 
All-Russian Congress of Soviets of Workers', Soldiers', and Peasants' 
Deputies further resolves: 

a. for the purpose of realizing the socialization of land, all private 
property in land is abolished, and the entire land is declared to be 
national property and is to be apportioned among husbandmen with
out any compensation to the former owners, in the measure of each 
one's ability to tili it. 

b. all forests, treasures of the earth, and waters of general public 
Utility, all implements whether animate or inanimate, model farms and 
agricultural enterprises, are declared to be national property. 

c. as a first btep towards complete transfer of ownership to the 
Soviet Republic of all factories, mills, mines, railways, and other 
means oi production and transportation, the Soviet law for the control 
by workmen and the estabHshment of the Supreme Soviet of National 
Economy is hereby confirmed, so as to assure the power of the workers 
over the exploiters. 

d. with reference to international banking and finance, the third 
Congress of Soviets is discussing the Soviet decree regarding the 
annulment of loans made by the Government of the Czar, by land-
owners and the bourgeoisie, and it trusts that the Soviet Government 
will firmly follow this course until the final victory of the international 
workers' revolt against the oppression of capital. 

iThe translation is that printed by " T h e Nation," of New York, 
made from an official printed text, required by law to be posted in all 
public places in Russia. 
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e. the transfer of aU banks into the ownership of the Workers' and 
Peasants' Govemment, as one of the conditions of the liberation of the 
toüing masses from the yoke of capital, is confirmed. 

f. universal Obligation to work is introduced for the purpose of 
eliminating the parasitic strata of society and organizing the economic 
life of the country. 

g. for the purpose of securing the working class in the possession of 
the complete power, and in order to eliminate all possibility of restoring 
Üie power of the exploiters, it is decreed that all toilers be armed, and 
that a Socialist Red Army be organized and the propertied class be 
disarmed. 

Chapter Three 

4. Expressing its absolute resolve to liberate mankind from the 
grip of capital and imperiaHsm, which flooded the earth with blood in 
this present most criminal of all wars, the third Congress of Soviets 
fully agrees with the Soviet Government in its policy of breaking secret 
treaties, of organizing on a wide scale the fraternization of the workers 
and peasants of the belHgerent armies, and of making all efforts to 
condude a general democratic peace without annexations or indem-
nities, upon the basis of the free determination of the peoples. 

5. I t is also to this end that the third Congress of Soviets insists 
upon putting an end to the barbarous policy of the bourgeois civiliza
tion which enables the exploiters of a few chosen nations to enslave 
hundreds of millions of the toiling population of Asia, of the colonies, 
and of smaU countries generally. 

6. The third Congress of Soviets hails the policy of the Council of 
People's Commissars in proclaiming the füll independence of Finland, 
in withdrawing troops from Persia, and in proclaiming the right of 
Armenia to self-determination. 

Chapter Four 

7. The third AU-Russian Congress of Soviets of Workers', Soldiers', 
and Peasants' Deputies believes that now, during the progress of the 
decisive battle between the Proletariat and its exploiters, the exploiters 
can not hold a position in any branch of the Soviet Government. The 
power must belong entirely to the toiling masses and to their plen-
ipotentiary representatives—the Soviets of Workers', Soldiers', and 
Peasants' Deputies. 

8. In its effort to create a league—free and voluntary, and for that 
reason aU the more complete and secure—of the working classes of 
all the peoples of Russia, the third Congress of Soviets merely estab
Hshes the fundamental principles of the federation of Russian Soviet 
RepubHcs, leaving to the workers and peasants of every people to 
dedde the foUowing question at their plenary sessions of their Soviets: 
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whether or not they desire to participate, and on what basis, in the 
federal government and other federal Soviet institutions. 

ARTICLE TWO 

GENERAL PROVISIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE RUSSUN SO
CIALIST FEDERATED SOVIET REPUBLIC 

Chapter Five 

9. The fundamental problem of the Constitution of the Russian 
Socialist Federated Soviet Republic involves, in view of the present 
transition period, the establishment of a dictatorship of the urban and 
rural Proletariat and the poorest peasantry in the form of a powerful 
AU-Russian Soviet authority, for the purpose of abolishing the ex
ploitation of men by men and of introducing Socialism, in which there 
will be neither a division into classes nor a State of autocracy. 

10. The Russian Republic is a free Socialist society of aU the working 
people of Russia. The entire power, within the boundaries of the 
Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic, belongs to aU the working 
people of Russia, united in urban and rural Soviets. 

11. The Soviets of those regions which differentiate themselves 
by a special form of existence and national character may unite in 
autonomous regional unions, ruled by the local Congress of the Soviets 
and their executive organs. 

These autonomous regional unions participate in the Russian 
Socialist Federated Soviet Republic upon the basis of a federation. 

12. The supreme power of the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet 
Republic belongs to the All-Russian Congress of Soviets, and, in 
periods between the convocation of the Congress, to the All-Russian 
Central Executive Committee. 

13. For the purpose of securing to the toilers real freedom of con
science, the church is to be separated from the state and the school 
from the church, and the right of religious and anti-rehgious Prop
aganda is accorded to every Citizen. 

14. For the purpose of securing the freedom of expression to the 
toiling masses, the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic 
abolishes all dependence of the press upon capital, and turns over to 
the working people and the poorest peasantry all technical and mate
rial means of publication of newspapers, pamphlets, books, etc., and 
guarantees their free circulation throughout the country. 

15. For the purpose of enabling the workers to hold free meetings, 
the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic offers to the working 
class and to the poorest peasantry furnished halls, and takes care of 
their heating and lighting appliances. 

16. The Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic, having crushed 
the economic and political power of the propertied classes and having 
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thus abolished aU obstacles which interfered with the freedom of 
Organization and action of the workers and peasants, offers assistance, 
material and other, to the workers and the poorest peasantry in their 
effort to unite and organize. 

17. For the purpose of guaranteeing to the workers real access to 
knowledge, the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic sets 
itself the task of furnishing fxül and general free education to the 
workers and the poorest peasantry. 

18. The Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic considers 
work the duty of every Citizen of the Republic, and proclaims as its 
motto: "He shaU not eat who does not work." 

19. For the purpose of def ending the victory of the great peasants' 
and workers' revolution, the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Re
pubHc recognizes the duty of aU Citizens of the Republic to come to the 
defense of their Socialist Fatherland, and it, therefore, introduces 
universal military training. The honor of defending the revolution 
with arms is given only to the toilers, and the non-toUing elements are 
charged with the Performance of other military duties. 

20. In consequence of the solidarity of the toilers of all nations, the 
Russian SociaHst Federated Soviet Republic grants aU political rights 
of Russian Citizens to foreigners who live in the territory of the Russian 
RepubHc and are engaged in toil and who belong to the toiling class. 
The Russian SociaHst Federated Soviet Republic also recognizes the 
right of local Soviets to grant citizenship to such foreigners without 
compHcated fonnaHty. 

21. The Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic off ers shelter 
to all foreigners who seek refuge from political or religious persecution. 

22. The Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic, recögnizing 
equal rights of aU Citizens, irrespective of their racial or national con-
nections, proclaims aU privüeges on this ground, as well as oppression 
of national minorities, to be in contradiction with the fundamental 
laws of the Republic. 

23. Being guided by the interests of the working class as a whole, 
the Russian SociaHst Federated Soviet RepubHc deprives all individ
uals and groups of rights which covdd be utilized by them to the detri-
ment of the Socialist Revolution. 

It wiU be noticed that in contrast to the program of the 
British Labor Party this program first states its ahn nega-
tively. That is because it is the voice of the bottom crowd. 
British Labor has worked longer at the practical aspects of the 
problem and become more used to it. Its leaders, with a Httle 
more time and ease in Hfe, can aflford to take things more dis-
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passionately and come at them a Httle more constructively. 
But when people revolt against intolerable conditions, they 
always first express themselves negatively. Injustice is the 
source of moral Indignation, whose social worth is proved 
when it seeks to cleanse the temple of Hfe. The Russian slogan 
is aboHtion first of all; and aboHtion is always a word to con
jure with, whether it is appHed to slavery or the Hquor traffic, 
not only because we Hke to smash things but because some
times they need to be smashed. There are always perils in
volved. Smashing things in the name of an ideal, affords an 
expression for animal instincts as well as for reason. 

The "Declaration of the rights of the laboring and exploited 
people," which is Article One of the Constitution of the Rus
sian Soviet RepubHc (Chapter 2, Section 3), states: 

as its fundamental problem the abolition of exploitation of men by 
men, the entire abolition of the division of the people into classes, the 
suppression of exploiters, the establishment of a socialist society, and 
the victory of socialism in all lands. 

The same purpose is stated again in different form, in para-
graph D of Section 3, Chapter 2 regarding the annuhnentof 
foreign loans: 

The Soviet Government will firmly follow this course until the 
final victory of the international workers' revolt against the oppression 
of capital. 

This ideal of an Organization of human society in which one 
man shall not exploit another, in which there shall be no con-
trolHng and no inferior classes, no privileged groups and none 
who are undeveloped, is an ideal common to aÜ schools of 
sociaHsm. Stated thus broadly and negatively in terms of 
the abolition of exploitation, class control and class privilege, 
it is also the ideal of many who do not call themselves social
ists. I t is not a modern ideal; it is an ancient dream. At 
times it has broken out from the upper ranks of society m the 
heart and voice of some great prophet who has always been 
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killed or driven out to become a leader of the many down 
below. But ever the ideal has grown in the heart and mind 
of the common people who are the sufferers in a class-divided 
sociely in which the strong are able to control and exploit the 
weak. Is it a vaHd ideal? Is it the cHmax of possible equality? 
It does not mean an equaUty of capacity for aU persons, but it 
does mean an equality of opportunity of service for aU people. 
WiU anybody rise to defend a class-divided society, to defend 
the control of some men by others to the end that the others 
may be exploited? What aflfinity is there between this ideal 
and the ideal of equality which the democratic state was or
ganized to secure? The question has an immediate practical 
bearing. If we have decided that it is worth our whüe to put 
forth our maximum effort as a nation to see that one group 
of men shaU not be able to rule the rest of the world through 
an autocratic, miUtaristic state Controlling and using its peq)le 
for the ends and purposes of its rulers, what then shaU be 
our attitude toward a condition in which small groups of men 
are able to use the Hves of many others for their own selfish 
ends and purposes through a form of economic Organization 
supported by a democratic state? 

These questions have aU been raised long before the Russian 
Soviet Govemment was organized, but they could then be 
dismissed as the harmless questions of a few agitators and 
impossible ideaHsts, who, after aU, could never get much in
fluence in a matter-of-fact world. But now the case is entirely 
different. Now the Western nations must face in the field of 
practical Organization the question of whether or not they 
wiU accept or reject this ideal, and what they wiU do to put 
it into effect, because having in some sort been put mto effect 
in Russia its methods begin to work their way westward. 
Every one of our govemments must declar'^ themselves very 
shortly on this issue. The attempted suppression of Soviet 
govemments in Europe, and the attempted suppression of 
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the discussion of their principles in this country, shows that 
the issue is understood in some quarters. 

Having proclaimed its ideal in negative terms, the Soviet 
Constitution proceeds to ampHfy its auns both destructively 
and constructively. I t attempts to remove the economic con
ditions which its framers beHeve to be the basis of class divi
sion in human society, and the occasion and opportunity for 
the exploitation of man by man. The constmctive aspect of 
this effort is set forth in Article 5 of the Constitution, entitled 
The Budget, Chapter 16, Section 79, concerning the financial 
policy of the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic. 
If they have to say all that every time they speak of the gov
errmient over there, it is worse than having to get up every 
time some one takes it into his head to play "The Star 
Spangled Banner." 

The financial policy of the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet 
Republic in the present transition period of dictatorship of the Prole
tariat, facilitates the fundamental purpose of expropriation of the 
bourgeoisie and the preparation of conditions necessary for the equality 
of all Citizens of Russia in the production and distribution of wealth. 
To this end it sets forth as its task the supplying of the organs of the 
Soviet power with all necessary funds for local and State needs of the 
Soviet Republic, without regard to private property rights. 

To attempt "the preparation of conditions necessary for 
the equality of all Citizens of Russia in the production and 
distribution of wealth," is a much more difficult thuig than 
securing equality in the court and the voting booth. Yet it is 
the unavoidable task that political democracy has brought the 
industrial nations. It cannot be worked out by any one nation 
alone. As long as there is inequality in the production and 
distribution of wealth in any nation it will Hmit the attamment 
of equality in all others, just as the existence of one subject 
people Hmits freedom everywhere. Therefore as it was the 
duty of the free peoples to complete their freedom, so is it th* 
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part of those who have started to seek equaUty to go wherever 
the road leads. 

The Constitution of the Soviet RepubHc stiU further defines 
what it means by the establishment of a SociaHst Society. It 
proposes to estabHsh the "universal obHgation to work" 
(Article One, Chapter 2, Section 3 f. and Article Two, Chap
ter 5, Section 18). I t also proposes to give the toüers "real 
freedom of conscience" (Article Two, Chapter 5, Section 14) 
and freedomof e^ression (Ibid., Sections 14 and 15); it offers 
to help them organize (Ibid., Section 17); assmnes "the task 
of furnishing fuU and free general education" (Ibid., Sec
tion 18); offers poHtical rights to aUen toilers (Ibid., Section 
20); disclaims racial or national privilege or oppression (Ibid., 
22, also Artide One, Chapter 3, Section 5); and guarantees 
local self-determination (Ibid., Chapter 4, Section 8). The 
local organs of the Soviets are also charged to "take all steps 
towards raising the cultural and economic Standard of the 
given territory" (Article Three, Chapter 12, Section 61 b). 
The constmctive program is further set forth in a nimiber of 
decrees and orders which cannot here be considered for lack 
of space, but which provide for a highly articulated economic, 
social and poHtical Organization. All that can here be dis
cussed is the fundamental principles and methods of the Soviet 
program as it appears on paper. Some indication of the de
taüed measures can be gained from the following samples, one 
in the economic, the other in the cultural, reahn: 

I. All Hbraries found within the boundaries of the westem provinces 
and front, and belonging to municipalities, public institutions, or 
organizations of various sorts, or to private persons, are taken over for 
the benefit of pubHc educational institutions in local Soviets of Work
men's, Soldiers', and Peasants' Deputies, and, in the city of Smolensk, 
by the local section of public education of the provincial commissariat. 

II. AU institutions, organizations, and private persons possessing 
Hbraries in the city of Smolensk must, within five days following the 
date of the publication of this order in the newspaper Sovietskaya 
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Pravda, present to the commissariat on public education exact Informa
tion concerning: 

(i) the location of the Hbraries belonging to them; 
(2) the number of volumes found in the Hbraries; 
(3) the Contents of the Hbraries (complete catalogues of the books 

must be presented; and in case such do not exist, then general Informa
tion concerning the character of the books coUected); 

(4) the periodical publica tions subscribed to by the Hbraries; 
(5) the number of subscribers; 
(6) the rules adopted for the use of these books. 

Note: This order does not affect persons who have Hbraries con-
sisting of less than 500 volumes, if these Hbraries are not intended for 
public readers. 

The Supreme Board of National Economy has now undertaken the 
Organization of the entire business of supplying the agricultural popula
tion with agricultural machinery and implements. In order that all 
this work may be carried out successfuUy, it is necessary that the 
Supreme Board of National Economy should have at its disposal exact 
information about aU those establishments which at this moment have 
already changed or are ready to change to the production of agricul
tural machinery. Only with all this information at hand wiU it be 
possible to organize systematically this branch of national economy, 
which is most important for the Russian Republic, and to avoid in the 
future those ills which may be caused by an unorganized change from 
war production to piece work. Moreover, all the information is neces
sary for the apportionment of orders for agricultural machines and 
implements, which the Supreme Board of National Economy wül soon 
place. 

In view of what has been said, we urgently request all factory and 
mill committees and manufacturers, or their organizations, to fumish 
in writing the most complete information about their establishments 
which have to do with the manufacture of agricultural machinery, in-
dicating the number of workmen, the machine equipment, and the 
possible minimum production per month, together with a statementof 
the machines and implements (type and patent), necessary in rural 
economy, for which they can take orders. 

In view of the exceptional importance of the matter of supplying 
our rural economy, we respectfuUy request the provincial papers to 
reprint this appeal. 

It is the negative aim of the Soviet government, "the aboli
tion of the exploitation of men by men, the entire abolition of 
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the division of the people into dasses," which has received most 
attention in the Westem nations. Our Ambassador to Russia 
is reported to have said on reaching Paris that the idea of 
aboli^iix^ the esploitation of one man by another was an 
insane conception. Such a remark is an interesting revelation 
of the depth of the diplomatic understanding that has been 
charged to interpret Russia to the Westem world and to 
Interpret Westem democracy to Russia. If to desire to end 
exploitation and dass divisions is to be crazy, truly the world 
is füll of madmen. This negative aim of the Russian program 
is further defined as "the suppression of exploiters" (Article 
One, Chapter 2, Section 3) and "eliminating the parasitic 
strata of sodety" (Ibid f.). The parasites are defined inferen-
tiaUy in orthodox sodaHst style as those who do not work at 
sociaUy useful labor and so live off the labor of others. The 
exploiters are defined inferentially in that section of the Con
stitution which has to do with the qualifications for suffrage, 
as those who make profit from the labor of others. 

In this part of its aim, the Russian program issues a sharp 
chaUenge to the democratic nations. It is attempting to put 
directiy into law and practice an ideal which they have un
questionably held in general terms and sought indirectiy to 
realize. They too have no place for idlers and no Hking for 
e^loiters. That they do not approve the Russian way of 
handling them, does not reHeve them of the necessity of dealing 
with the problem. The British Labor Party seeks to graduaUy 
eliminate the parasites and exploiters by its program regard
ing surplus wealth and the financial system of the nation. As 
the various labor parties organize, all the other nations wiU 
have to consider proposals to this effect. In a deeper sense 
than President Wilson ever meant or has given any evidence 
of knowing, Russia is stül the acid test of our democracy. Al
together apart from its methods, the Soviet government has 
raised the issue in practical poHtics of the difference between 
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a society wherein all share in the burdens and privüeges and 
a society in which some are permitted special favor and spedal 
exemption. There is no compromise possible here, any more 
than there was possible a compromise with Prussian autocracy. 
There was a conflict of ethical principles between the auto
cratic State and the democratic state. They were mutually 
exclusive. The same thing is true concerning a class-divided 
social order spHt by exploitation and one which is soHdified by 
universal mutual service. The absolute conflict between the 
ethics of strife and power, and the ethics of coöperative service 
has long been recognized. Now the issue has been jomed in 
the field of action by the Organization of the Soviet Govem
ment, and in different forms and in varying time it wiU go to 
a conclusion throughout the world. 

The Soviet Constitution proposes to suppress the exploiters, 
eliminate the parasites, abolish classes and secure equaHty in 
production and distribution by the following methods: the 
nationalization of the land and other natural resources, of 
agricultural and industrial enterprise and of banks (Article 
One, Chapter 2, Section 3, a, b, c and d); the expropriation of 
private capital (Article Five, Chapter 16, Section 79); the 
aboHtion of inheritance; ^ the universal obHgation to work 

11. Inheritance, whether by law or by will, is abolished. After the 
death of an owner, the property which belonged to him, whether 
movable or immovable, becomes the property of the Government of the 
Russian Socialistic Soviet Federated Republic. 

NOTE: The discontinuance and transfer of rights of utilization of 
farm lands is determined by the rules provided in the fundamental law 
of the socialization of the land. 

II . Until the issuance of a decree dealing with general social ar
rangements, relatives who are in need (i. e., those who do not possess a 
minimum maintenance), and who are incapable of work—such rela
tives being in a directly ascending or descending Hne, füll or half 
brothers or sisters, or spouse, of the deceased—receive support from 
the property left by the deceased. 

NOTE I . NO distinction is made between the relationship that 
arises within wedlock and that which arises outside of wedlock. 
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(Artide One, Chapter 2, Section 3 f. and Article Two, Chapter 
5, Section 18; the exclusion of exploiters from poHtical ofiice 
(Article One, Chapter 4, Section 7) and from the franchise 
(Artide Four, Chapter 13, Section 65, a, b, c, r, p); and finaUy 
by depriving "all individuals and groups of rights which could 
be utilized by them to the detriment of the Sodalist Revolu
tion " (Artide Two, Chapter 5, Section 23). AU these provi
sions are to be enforced during the "transition period," by a 
dictatorship of the urban and rural Proletariat and the poorest 
peasantry (Article Two, Chapter 5, Section 9) to be estab
Hshed and maintained by arming the toüers and disarming 
the propertied class (Article One, Chapter 2, Section 3 g). 

Thus the essential methods in the Russian plan for a sodaHst 
sodety are expropriation, nationalization and universal work, 
in the field of economic action; and in poHtical action the 
Hmitation of the franchise and the right to hold office to those 
performing "labor that is productive and useful to society." 
This plan differs from the British Labor Party program in 
the degree and manner of the expropriation and nationaliza
tion and in its attempt to immediately estabHsh universal 
Service in socially useful labor under pains and penalties of 
the loss of citizenship and food. The status of the parasite 
and the exploiter is ehminated, they are to be transformed into 
serviceable members of the body poHtic. 

A StiU more fundamental difference in the realm of method 
is the reliance placed upon coercion rather than upon reason 
in estabHshing and maintaining a sociaHst society. This can 
be traced in part to the state of mind induced by the world 
war, but mostly to the part played by coercion m mamtaining 

NOTE 2. Adopted relatives or chüdren and their descendants are 
put upon the same footing as relatives by descent whether as to those 
who adopted them or as to those who have been adopted. 

III. If there is not enough of the property remaining to support a 
spouse and aU surviving relatives, as enumerated above, then the most 
needy of them must be provided for first. 
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the old order in Russia. The general historic law seems to be 
that the methods used in the Inauguration of a new order 
approximate in kind and degree the methods by which the 
order it replaces was estabHshed and maintained. The doc
trine of a temporary dictatorship of the Proletariat, to accom
pHsh complete democracy by disarming and disfranchismg 
those who object, is foreign to those peoples whose reHance for 
poHtical and social change is upon reason rather than upon 
force, and whose procedure permits reason to function un
hindered. As long as the procedure for determining and ex
pressing the wül of the majority through the methods of 
poHtical democracy remains open, the theory of the dictator
ship of the Proletariat, even though that class is a majority, 
wiU remain foreign to the Western world because its practice 
is unnecessary. In the event of resistance to the freely deter
mined wül of the majority, however, both the theory and 
practice of democracy guarantee that such resistance would 
be suppressed by whatever means were necessary. The only 
persons who would then have the right to chaUenge such pro
cedure are those who accept and practice the doctrine of non-
resistance. They seek what seems to them a more excellent 
way. But those who appeal to Caesar must abide by Csesar's 
decision. 

Since we are deahng not with the conduct of the Soviet 
Govermnent but with its written program and its essential 
social philosophy, we can for purposes of the discussion assume 
the correctness of the contention of that govermnent that it 
represents the overwhelming majority of the population m the 
region that acknowledges its authority. If that be so, the 
majority has estabHshed a dictatorship over the Hves and 
property of the minority. Leaving on one side the assertion 
that this is an advance over a Situation in which a minority is 
enabled to exercise a dictatorship over the majority, as it did in 
Russia, and is alleged to do in the democratic nations through 
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economic control, the real chaUenge that the Russian method 
flings at poHtical democracy concems the rights of the major
ity. What are they in the present order; what are they in 
the matter of changing the present order? Inasmuch as the 
minority in a new order is not likely for a time to get any more 
rights than a minority in the old order was allowed, even 
though that was one of the reasons for change,—^witness the 
Furitans—those who desire the maintenance of the present 
order in this country (who if they are not a majority at least 
have not a majority against them), had better carefuUy con
sider what are majority and minority rights in a time of social 
cbmge. 

Is the rule of the majority necessarüy a dictatorship to some 
degree? Does even the democratic prindple permit tyraimy, 
and under what conditions? Evidentiy that depends upon 
what the majority does and how it does it, upon what oppor
tunity it gives the minority to express its opinions and to in
fluence the decision of the majority. To prevent the undue 
denial of that opportuiuty there is held in reserve the further 
right of rebelHon, so that a minority beHeving the appeal to 
reason obstructed may decide to risk its existence upon the 
appeal to arms. Even though freedom of expression be granted 
in the fuUest possible degree, nevertheless in the long run the 
minority is subject to a degree of coercion, in that the majority 
wiU must be enforced at certain vital points if the state or 
sodety is to remain an organized entity. In a democratic 
Community which consents to the principle of majority rule, 
the minority by impHcation agrees to submit to that much 
coerdon and would reverse the coerdon if it became the 
majority. The reservation is that the minority retains the 
right of consdentious objection, to be expressed m passive 
resistance, when it beHeves that the poHcy of the majority is 
fatal to that soHdarity of the state or of society, by virtue of 
which the right of Hmited coerdon by the majority is claimed. 
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With this reservation, it is generaUy accepted as a necessary 
condition of democratic development that in certam emer-
gencies the majority may deny the minority freedom of ex
pression. 

That condition existed here during war time. The Espionage 
Act suspended rights of the minority previously held essential 
to democracy. I t was justified by many of those who under 
it surrendered their rights of democracy as a temporary meas
ure, necessary for the existence of democracy itseh, precisely 
the same argument by which the Bolsheviki attempt to 
justify the temporary suppression of the minority by a dic
tatorship of the Proletariat untü such time as the sociaUst 
State is established beyond the perü of overthrow from revolu
tion. This position in relation to minority groups is in essence 
and principle that which our govermnent took by act of 
Congress for the duration of the war, and which it is proposed 
in legislation pending before the national and various state 
legislatures to continue to take now that the war is over. 
Justification is claimed by the same necessity, namely, the 
principle that the right of the existence of the state supersedes 
the right of the minority or of individuals to express them
selves. The argument is just as vaHd in one case as the other; 
no more, no less. I t is to be feared though that it is easier 
for those who have any property stake in the existing order 
to apply it on the side of the status quo than on the side of a 
new regime. But obviously poHtical democracy cannot have 
it both ways. I t must either take the consequence of the 
economic appHcation of its present doctrine of the rights of 
the majority or eise abandon or modify that doctrme. 

As a matter of fact, the suppression of minority rights by 
the Russian Constitution is an undue assertion of majority 
power as was the recent suppression of those rights in the 
United States. It is acknowledged in one case by the use of 
the word dictatorship, and in both cases by the claim that it 
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is only temporary. It is the fact that matters more than the 
Words, and the Anglo-Saxon has an international reputation 
for concealing and evading facts by means of words. 

NaturaUy we apply to a new program tests to which we do 
not hold the existing order. Naturally also those who profess 
higher ideals than the rest of mankind must submit to this 
condition; they must give evidence of the faith within them 
by their works. In this matter of minority rights, the Soviet 
program is expected to show itself in advance not only of 
previous conditions in Russia but also of those in the demo
cratic nations, whose democracy it regards as incomplete. In 
justice to this Constitution, however, it must be remembered 
that it was framed in time of upheaval and war. Whatever 
the reason, the Soviet Govemment has made exactly the same 
denial of its principles in its so-called temporary proscriptions 
as the democratic states have made in their temporary war-
time repression. In both cases it remains to be seen whether 
they are temporary. We have yet to see whether in Russia 
or in the United States more democracy can result from the 
denial of democracy, whether it can be induced to make a 
larger growth by cutting away a part of its root. That can 
be done with some plants, but never beyond a certain point. 
History has Httie evidence or hope to offer. The dictatorship 
of CromweU was responsible to some extent for the extension of 
Hberties in Great Britain, but it aUowed more Hberty than the 
monarchy it replaced, and at that is an exceptional case be
cause there are few dictators who pursue their avowed ideal. It 
is conceivable that the Soviet program might mean advance 
for Russia, but delay and disaster for a nation with more dem
ocratic poHtical development. 

The Hmitation of minority rights has a wider effect upon de
mocracy. It gives unnatural power and Hfe to the party in 
office and finally makes it impossible to determine what reaUy is 
the majority wül. What is still more serious, it creates the re-
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sentment and increases the Opposition which prevents the unity 
it is supposed to guarantee. The question which the Bolsheviki 
have yet to face is whether the power, which in the name of the 
Proletariat they have taken to themselves for a period, will not 
in the end inevitably destroy the solidarity which is the ideal 
of the Soviet Constitution and the assumed justification for 
the suppression of the political rights of those who do not 
desire it. In any event, for democratic countries who do not 
take naturally to either the theory or practice of dictatorship, 
the challenge of that theory and practice in Russia is that they 
themselves shall proceed to develop more democracy mstead 
of less. I t may be premised as inevitable that if our westem 
nations continue to force the growth of the Proletariat until 
it becomes overwhelming in numbers as it was in Russia, and 
if the ruling classes continue to deprive that growing Pro
letariat of the means of political expression and of democratic 
economic Organization, their development will take another 
course than the one it is now following. When the Proletariat 
does become overwhehningly in the majority and finds itself 
unable to secure its rights and move toward its ideals by means 
of poHtical action or economic Organization, and in addition 
has been taught the methods of dictatorship and the means of 
repression by the ruHng classes, it will use those means and 
methods to estabHsh itself in power and ruthlessly repress 
those who have oppressed it. Because the relation of revolu
tion to previous repression is like the law of physics that 
action and reaction are equal and in the opposite direction, 
progress must be sought by another method than conflict 
If poHtical democracy seeks to derive its ultimate sanction 
from force, it will have to reckon seriously with this pro
gram of dictatorship of the Proletariat, secured and main
tained by the force of arms. 

The Russian Constitution assumes that the working class 
are in the majority and it is on the basis of that assumption 
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that the right to use force to effect and maintain a new eco
nomic order must be considered by those nations whose theory. 
and practice concedes the right of the majority to effect and 
maintain their poHtical wiU by whatever means are necessary. 
The argument <rf the Soviet Constitution for a Red army and 
universal miHtary training is the famihar argument for the 
right to defend an institution which the majority has created. 
The dass war, if it is to be, wiU be in theory a war of defense, 
as the only kind of war democracy can consistentiy wage. I t 
sounds famüiar. 

If a socialist govemment is anywhere estabHshed by the 
wiU of a majority, who, except the non-resisters, can deny the 
right of that govemment to use whatever physical force is 
necessary to maintain and defend itself against revolution 
from within or attack from without? For those who assmne 
to be leaders of poHtical democracy to claim the right to 
fordbly assert their wiU against sodaHst govemments or mi
norities and then arraign them for using or advocating force is 
both stupid and hypocritical. I t took only the declaration of 
a general strike in Seattle to caU out the machine guns and 
the troops because it was declared that the strike was a revolu
tionary movement, and under the same assertion in Wiimipeg 
the forces of the Federal Govemment were used to suppress a 
strike. It is the acknowledged right of any established govem
ment to defend itself. Autocracy has preached it as a sacred 
duty and democratic nations have answered with the claim 
of a superior right and a more sacred duty, because their gov
emment rests upon the declared wiU of the majority. There
fore, to defend it they would use force and yet more force. 
Now comes the voice of the Proletariat making a smiüar 
assertion. 

It is a significant thing that when once ideaHsts take the 
path of physical force there is less and less choice of means. 
In the early days of the war, few people in this country imag-
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ined that if we went to war with Germany we could use 
poison gas. When the Bolshevists first secured control of 
govermnent in Russia, they announced themselves opposed 
to capital punishment. I t is an historic fact that no people 
can be more cruel than ideaHsts acting in defense of what they 
beHeve to be the truth and the right. Did not holy church 
torture the heretics with unspeakable cruelties for their own 
good and for the safety of the world? Remember the excesses 
of the French Revolution waged in the sacred name of Hberty. 
Consider the fact that we gave Debs ten years in jaü for 
exercising the right of free speech which he beheved to be 
guaranteed by the Constitution, while autocratic Prussia gave 
Liebneckt four years in jaü for high treason. The fact is 
democracy cannot place its reHance upon force without de
stroying itself. When force controls the argument, when fear 
enters, how long is the voice of the people freely uttered? 
How then can it be determined that those in authority are 
representing the majority? The regime of force sooner or 
later enables some special interest to masquerade in the cloak 
of democracy. A policy that depends upon guns and jails 
for its enforcement, whether it be in Moscow or in New York, 
is a poHcy that is afraid to trust itself to the people. 

The democratic state is now in the temper to meet the pro
tagonists of a new economic order in the same manner that it 
met Prussian autocracy. To the assertion that might made 
right, it answered that right made might. The right of the 
free peoples was a bigger right and a greater might than the 
right of the few who controUed the might of subject peoples. 
But the case is now different. Suppose that all over the world 
the crowd below comes demanding what it is passionately 
convinced is justice, and they are many more than the rest of 
us, what then becomes of the democratic proposition tiiat 
the right of the many makes might? This time poUtical 
democracy gets its own argument flung back in its face, and 
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it now has to deal not with a decadent autocracy with no 
moral basis but vdth multitudes of people pursuing an ideal 
that has as much moral right to be heard and tried as its own. 
Again, poHtical democracy carmot have it both ways. It must 
either pursue the democratic method and permit freedom of 
discussion and experiment for the new economic order or ac
cept the consequences of the appeal to force. The same holds 
tme for the proponents of a new economic order. Before it is 
too late, the leaders of the forces on both sides had better 
consider weü whether any other end is to be achieved by 
throwing the issue into the field of force save a war of exter
mination. 

The Soviet Constitution proposes to use coercion to enforce 
the universal obHgation to work and quotes Scripture as its 
authority: 

The Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic considers work 
the duty of every Citizen of the Republic, and proclaims as its motto: 
"He shall not eat who does not work." (Article Two, chapter 5, 
Section 18.) 

In those Christian countries where a leisure class exists by 
right of acquisition and inheritance, it has been customary to 
proclaim this principle of Scripture, but to apply it only at 
one end of society. Many of our states arrest those who are 
without visible means of subsistence as vagrants. In some 
Western states one of the means of providing an income for 
certain office holders is a Vagrancy Law, whereby they may 
arrest any person found upon the street who has not a certain 
sum of money in his pocket. Of course the law is judiciously 
appHed. The arresting officer is entitled to a fee for each 
arrest made, which fee comes out of the fine to be paid or 
worked out in jaü by the person arrested. I have personally 
known men to be arrested for being without visible means of 
support, a few hours after being discharged from jaü where 
they had worked out a sentence for vagrancy. Thus they 
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were a continuous source of income to the officers. Some states 
which acknowledge a degree of humanitarian mipulse have 
attempted to modify what has been an obvious abuse of such 
provisions, by requiring that the arrests which any officer may 
make in any year shall be limited to the number whose fees 
amount to a specified salary. So the officers are vigorous in 
enforcing the vagrancy law for the first few months of the year 
until their stipulated salary has been thereby earned, and 
after that the Community looks in vain for protection from 
much more serious offences than being without a certam sum 
of money. 

Thus is the principle that work is an obHgation appHed in 
a democratic capitaHstic society. The socialist democratic 
society applies the principle universally and requires that the 
vagrants at both ends of society shall perform some socially 
useful labor. An attempt in the same direction was made here 
through "work or fight" regulations during the war. This 
seems to persons of private means a very unjust proceedmg, 
forgetting the fact that such an instance as I have just cited 
and many others, seem to the Proletariat very unjust proceed
ings. Ethical judgments vary a good deal with the pomt of 
view. I recently had read to me some parts of a letter from 
a man occupying a very responsible position in a large Cor
poration, who, in order that he might better perform his 
duties, has gone out to take his chance of work like any otiier 
common laborer. He wants to find out what unemployment 
really means to a man. The first letter he writes as a day 
laborer seeking work gives some very different views concem
ing the effect of unemployment upon a man's attitude to 
society than he had ever before expressed in his Hfe. 

Traditionally the American people have always had a stem 
attitude towards the leisure class, we have never had very 
much use for them in our economy. We have a tradition of 
the dignity of socially useful labor and an ideal of service. 
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This has been to a certain extent a saving grace against the 
demoralizing influence of the tremendous increase of our na
tional wealth under a system which concentrates that wealth 
in the hands of a few. The result is that a very large propor
tion of those who have received an undue share of the national 
wealth and who are thereby practically exempt from the 
necessity of any socially useful labor, do yet consider it their 
duty to try to discover some useful labor with which they may 
occupy their time. While some of the attempts are not with
out humor, yet nevertheless they are an exhibition of a funda
mentally sound social principle. If the principle of universal 
work is approved as a traditional Obligation, what objection 
is there to endeavoring to work it into the Organization of 
society, as long as it be done without injustice to those who 
have heretofore been the beneficiaries of a Situation which has 
exempted them from any obHgatory toil? But the word in
justice must be construed in a relative sense. There have 
been a good many tears shed in print over the sight of 
former members of the Russian aristocracy selling papers on 
the streets of Petrograd. It is an occasion for tears to have 
any one selHng papers on the streets of any city, but no more 
in the case of a Russian aristocrat than that of an American 
boy or girl who ought to be learning a constructive occupation. 
What is justice for the idle rieh must be considered and deter
mined in relation to what is justice for the wrongly employed 
poor. 

Some people have been trying to support the universal obH
gation to work by quoting another line of Scripture to the effect 
that man shaU "earn his bread in the sweat of his brow." 
That was put down as a supposed penalty for Adam's trans-
gression, and it is piain to see that it was written from the 
aristocratic leisure class point of view. With aU our beHef 
in the value and virtue of work, we are also victims of a tradi
tion and stül more of a practice, which has made the earning 
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of daüy bread by the sweat of the brow for the most part a 
disagreeable Performance. How many people really find pleas-
ure in their occupation? The sooner we make work not only 
a duty, as the Soviet Govermnent is trying to do, but a pleas-
urable duty, the better for all of us. There needs to be taken 
from common labor not only the improper social stigma but 
also its disagreeable, monotonous features. The inteUectuals, 
in some measure, have found emancipation from the monotony 
of the daily round and common task, and have entered mto 
more pleasurable fields of activity. They cannot afford to 
forget that there are Hterally müHons of people to whom labor 
is a disagreeable necessity or a duU routine, who wait and 
long for the day of their emancipation to toil for nobler ends. 
If those who are educated object to the measures proposed for 
this purpose, it is for them to secure such readjustment and 
reorganization of the necessary labor of human society as 
shaU compel nobody to do unnecessarüy dangerous and ar
duous or monotonous toü, require all to work who are able, 
and permit everybody to find some joy in his working. Smce 
society does not exist save by the toil of its members, smce 
it has no sustenance, let alone wealth, until productive energy 
is appHed to its natural resources, by what right and to what 
end shall any claim exemption from that common toü of mind 
and body which is necessary to the common Hfe? 

The main measure advanced by the Soviet Constitution for 
enforcing the universal Obligation to work and thereby elün-
inating the "parasitic strata" of society and transforming the 
exploiters into social servants, is the Hmitation of the franchise 
and office-holding to those who maintain themselves by "labor 
that is productive and useful to society." Practically and 
ethicaUy, this means of enforcing the Obligation to work rests 
upon the same ground as the Obligation itself. Since society 
exists by virtue of the common fund of constructive effort, 
and since the condition of the individual depends upon tiie 
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results of that common fund, why should those who bear no 
part of the common bürden of sodety share in its control? 
In abstract form the proposal is sound enough, with some 
qualifications for the incapacitated. The sodal value of it, 
however, as well as its justice, wiU be determined by its Inter
pretation and appHcation. Here are the specifications of the 
Constitution: 

ARTICLE FOUR 

T H E RIGHT TO VOTE 

Chapter Thirteen 

64. The right to vote and to be elected to the Soviets is enjoyed by 
the foUowing Citizens, irrespective of religion, nationality, domicile, 
etc., of the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic, of both sexes, 
who shaU have completed their eighteenth year by the day of election: 

a. AU who have acquired the means of living through labor that is 
productive and useful to society, and also persons engaged in house
keeping, which enables the former to do productive work, i. e., laborers 
and employees of aU classes who are employed in industry, trade, 
agriculture, etc.; and peasants and Cossack agricultural laborers who 
employ no help for the purpose of making profits. 

b. Soldiers of the army and navy of the Soviets. 
c. Citizens of the two preceding categories who have to any degree 

lost their capacity to work. 
Note i : Local Soviets may, upon approval of the central power, 

lower the age Standard mentioned herein. 
Note 2: Non-citizens mentioned in Paragraph 20 (Article Two, 

Chapter 5) have the right to vote. 
65. The foUowing persons enjoy neither the right to vote nor the 

right to be voted for, even though they belong to one of the categories 
enumerated above, namely: 

a. Persons who employ hired labor in order to obtain from it an 
increase in profits. 

b. Persons who have an income without doing any work, such as 
interest from capital, receipts from property, etc. 

c. Private merchants, trade and commercial brokers. 
d. Monks and clergy of all denominations. 
e. Employees and agents of the former police, the gendarme corps, 

and the Okhrana [Czar's secret service], also members of the former 
reigniog dynasty. 
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f. Persons who have in legal form been declared demented or meii-
tally deficient, and also persons under guardianship. 

g. Persons who have been deprived by a Soviet of their rights of 
citizenship because of selfish or dishonorable offenses, for the period 
fixed by the sentence. 

It will be noticed that the housekeeping service of women 
is specifically mentioned as a qualification for the franchise, 
and that provision is made for the incapacitated; also that 
those who are excluded on general principle are the "parasitic" 
persons "who have an income without doing any work," and 
the exploiters who "employ hired habor in order to obtain 
from it an increase in profits." The latter term indicates a 
perception of the fact that under the present economic system 
a part of profits is the due retum for the service of manage
ment, and also that in setting up a sociaHst economic order, 
some time will necessarüy elapse before some other method of 
financial return can universally obtain. The disquaHfying of 
"private merchants, trade and commercial brokers" maybe 
assumed to represent a judgment that their functions are 
unnecessary to a sociaHst society, while the disfranchisement 
of monks and clergy may be assumed, along with that of the 
former poHce, gendarme corps, secret service and former reign-
ing dynasty, to arise out of the former connection between 
the Russian State and the Russian Church. Necessarily the 
judgment as to what is "labor that is productive and useful 
to society" will have to depend upon social experience, whose 
Services as a teacher are commonly reported to come high, 
whereas the guidance of prejudice is both cheap to begin with 
and easy to follow. 

Some comprehension of the attitude of the Soviet Govem
ment toward inteUectual labor may be gathered from the 
foUowing extracts from one of its decrees, also by considering 
Sections i, 2, 3, 4, 8, 15, 17, and 30 of the Regulation on 
p. 265. 
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DECREE REGARDING GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 

Taking into consideration on the one hand the idleness which for 
various reasons exists among Printers, and on the other the scarcity of 
books, the People's Conamission on Education, through its Hterary 
Publishing department and in Cooperation with the departments of 
education outside the schools, school departments, and departments of 
science and art, and with the assistance of representatives of the 
Printers' union and other interested societies, as the Commission shaU 
see fit, and of experts speciaUy invited by it,̂  shaU immediately under
take extensive publication. 

First in order must come a cheap populär edition of the Russian 
classics. Those works for which tiie period of authors' rights has 
ended must be republished. 

The works of aU authors thus transferred from private to public 
ownership may, by a special order of the National Commissioner on 
Education regarding each author, be declared a Govemment monopoly, 
for a period, however, not exceeding five years. The Commission is to 
make use of this right with regard to those Hterary celebrities whose 
works, in accordance with this law, become the property of the 
people. 

The pubHcation of these works may be arranged in two series: 
A complete scientific edition, the editorship of which should be en-

trusted to the department of Russian language and letters of the 
Academy of Sciences (after its democratization and adaptation to the 
new governmental and public Hfe of Russia); 

An abbreviated edition of selected works. Each selection is to con
stitute a Single, compact volume. In the selection the editor is to be 
guided, among other considerations, by the suitability of the works to 
the working people, for whose benefit these populär editions are in
tended. Both the entire coUection and separate, more important works 
are to be accompanied by prefaces by authoritative critics, historians 
of Hterature, etc. To edit these populär publications a special coUege 
should be created of prominent representatives of educational, Hterary, 
and scientific societies, speciaUy invited experts, and delegates of 
workmen's organizations. Editors, confirmed by this Commission of 
PubHcation Control, must present to that body their plans of publica
tion together with their commentaries of every description. 

The populär edition of classics is to be sold at cost, and, if means 
shaU permit, even below cost, and may even be given free through the 
Hbraries which serve the working democracy. 

In order to undertake immediately this important public business 
of the Soviet of People's Commissaries, it is proposed to appropriate 
and place at the disposal of the Government Commission on Educa
tion the sum of a mUHon and a half rubles. 
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The disqualification of certain dasses from the right to vote 
and to hold office at once raises the question of equaHty. Here 
is a Constitution proclaiming more democracy and conŝ  
quentiy more equaHty than the constitutions of poHticafly 
democratic states. Is it then justified, either moraUy or prac-
ticaUy, in making this franchise Hmitation, either in the light 
of its own ideals or comparatively against other democralK 
Systems? The former question would seem to be answered as 
long as the franchise can be acquired by those who have been 
disfranchised on equal terms with aU other dtizens. The 
latter question resolves itself into asking would the Soviet 
Constitution, accepted at its face value and honestiy worked, 
result in a v\dder franchise in Russia than exists in other demO" 
cratic states, most of whom are now critidsing its partie 
franchise qualification? According to the commonly accef 
figures, this plan would give the franchise to about ninetyjpir 
Cent of the population of Russia of voting age, whereif no 
other State in the world has yet enfranchised more than about 
seventy-five per cent of its population. A nation whiqk dis-
franchises negroes, legaUy or practicaUy, which disfraachises 
a large proportion of its women, whidi maintains property 
qualifications for suffrage directiy or indirectiy, as do the 
governments of Great Britain and the United States in some 
measure, cannot with good grace critidse the Sovi^|jovern-
ment for lack of democracy on this score. The reasc||iiLih6 
criticism of course, is that the Soviet Govemmentidisfranchises 
different classes from those whom the Westem democracies 
disfranchise, classes whom they have been Holding in more 
or less regard and honor and whom the Soviet Grovernment 
considers not to be sodaUy useful to a suffidesl^extent to 
Warrant their sharing in the control of goveii]ns(||:. 

In his "American Commonwealth" Bryce describes the 
corrupt regime in New York City, and he ofifers the judgment 
that one of the causes of its tremendous graft,and corruption 
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was that the wealthy and upper classes did not have suffident 
interest in the govemment, the classes which are best equipped 
to render inteUigent and effident administration. The Russian 
Soviets reverse that judgment absolutely; they chaUenge it 
as an unwarranted assumption, and proceed to demonstration, 
one way or the other. I t is then smaU wonder that their world 
seems topsy-turvy to those who have always accepted v^dthout 
question the superiority of the people who win their way to 
tiie top in a class-divided sodety, the main goal of whidi is 
the acquisition of wealth. 

Among the inteUectuals, the preachers appear to have a 
spedal grievance against the Soviet Constitution. If the 
disfranchisement of monks and dergy does reflect a socialist 
judgment conceming the worth of the church and not simply 
a Russian need to prevent^ ecdesiastical intrigue in poHtics, 
it is time for the ministry everywhere to reexamine its social 
Status. Its value and authority wiU not be assumed and as
sured in the new order as it was in the old. Its place is to be 
won. The church is now on trial before democracy conceming 
its sodal worth. In a democratic sodety, in which sodally 
us^ul labor becomes the object of distinction and the quaH-
fication for dtizenship, it is obUgatory upon the preachers to 
demonstrate to the Community that their vocation is sociaUy 
iteful. If they cannot so prove, the sooner the function of 
iüfe ministry is changed, the better for the preachers and for 
iedety. The root of the matter is ecoilbmicjMfwndence. Is 
lli"ministry better or worse off by being ex£K>ted from the 

^•fdinary pursuits of life as a means of HvelKoiÄ Süd being 
|>aid for its particular vocation? It is an « e n qitestion to 
what extent prophets can truly prophesy if t f ty must subsift 
by their prophecy. It is significant that l i e really g re^ 
prophets of Israel did not Hve by their speecH but their voic* 
came up out of some other calling. The mlistry may find 
it necessary to differentiate its teaching andlervice function 
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from its prophetic function. The history of missions, and of 
the relations of a few preachers with sociaHsts who have been 
hostile to the church, shows that the social worth of the mmis-
try can be demonstrated to an antagonistic Community by 
the proper Performance of its teaching and service functions. 
I t may then come about in a sociaHst society that the mmistry 
would, by the franchise of the Community, be democratically 
set apart from other occupations for a specific teaching and 
social Service function. They would Hve by that socially 
useful labor rather than by their preaching. It might then 
be that preaching would become more socially useful because 
more prophetic, as a result of its freedom from economic 
control. As the reduction of the hours of necessary labor 
makes cultural pursuits more widely possible, there will be 
a wider ränge as weU as greater liberty of prophetic speech. 
If on the other hand, the ministry continues to be dependent 
upon financial support by voluntary organizations, it may in 
the same manner demonstrate its social worth and right to 
citizenship. In any event it does not shear the preacher of 
poHtical influence to disfranchise him. Many of them are 
now not making much use of the franchise. They are not 
Hkely to have as much poHtical influence in the capacity of 
voters or members of a political party as they have in the 
capacity of preachers. If a man has a voice in a Community, 
he probably wül exert that amount of poHtical influence which 
the social worth of his message justifies. 

If society decrees that socially useful labor is the quahfica-
tion for citizenship, what is socially useful labor wül have to 
be determined m the long run by majority opinion. That the 
majority wiU blunder is inevitable, particularly in its estimate 
of the worth of inteUectual processes in which the common 
people have not participated and whose unmediate bearing 
upon social progress is not obvious. Because the inteUectuals 
have unduly depreciated the common toü of Hfe aU through 
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the centuries, they need not be surprised if now for a time 
the toüers faü to properly estmiate the social value of the in
teUectuals. The degree of error here is Hkely to be propor
tionate to the degree of error the educated classes have mani-
fested in their attitudes toward manuai and machine labor. 
The amount of future blunder may therefore be reduced by 
those who are now in charge of the inteUectual interests of 
society. They obviously have it in their power to shorten 
the period of experitnentation by which democracy wül deter
mine its scale of occupational values. We have already started 
on that path in this country. We have decreed certain occu
pations to be socially detrimental; for instance: gambUng, 
Prostitution and now the Hquor traffic. On grounds of social 
weHare, we have outlawed, one by one, these ignoble occupa
tions which in other times have been ancient and honorable 
callings. The process is not going to be stopped at the present 
pomt. It is inevitable, with the increase of social knowledge 
and of the capacity for ethical judgments upon what human 
weHare reaUy is, that we shall decree certain other occupations 
to be sociaUy detrimental. It is necessary now for those who 
Hve purely by speculation to attempt to justify their social 
worth. In war-time, we distinguished between essential and 
non-essential industries, and are Hkely to continue that process. 
If not, it will some day be revived. 

The significance, for political development, of the creation 
of a Service qualification for the franchise Hes in the recogni
tion of a change in social values. In the democratic nations 
the qualification for the franchise has been either property or 
Uteracy, or sex. The property quaUfication for the franchise 
has not yet been abolished in England; it is not yet totaUy 
aboHshed in this country. In both countries, the dispropor-
tionate share of the property class in poHtical control has 
long been a matter of common knowledge. Up to the present 
tune, the House of Commons has been elected by a franchise 
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which deprived milHons of workmen of the right to vote. The 
migratory workers of this country, no smaU army, are ahnost 
urüversally disfranchised by our voting requirements. It is 
evident that a society which directly or indirectiy makes prop
erty ownership the qualification for poHtical power and politi
cal control is affirming its judgment that property is the most 
desirable possession of Hfe and its acquisition the most bene
ficial social function. If it is not affirming the value of property 
as against productive energy, it is at least affirming the su
periority of the energy that acquires property over that which 
does not. 

Now comes a new order which changes these values and 
asserts that the most valuable and vital thing to human 
society is not property, but productive energy. Lincoln said 
something of the same sort when he was discussing, with that 
prophetic vision which was his, the conffict impending in this 
country between labor and capital. He declared that here 
was a greater struggle for human freedom than that in which 
he was called upon to take part, and exhorted those who love 
democracy always to remember that labor is antecedent to 
capital and therefore must always have the prior considera
tion. Lincoln was not talking about labor organizations or 
parties, but about the obvious social fact that, to get any 
wealth whatever, society depends upon the productive energy 
of mankind appHed to the natural resources. Therefore in its 
scale of values society must put personaHty above things, the 
making of people above the making of dollars, and m its 
Organization must see to it that the abiHty to produce social 
values is rated higher than the abiHty to acquire personal 
possessions. 

I t is natural that this fundamental change in social values 
should come with the rise of the working class to power, partly 
because they have not much property, but largely because 
they have secured their sustenance by productive labor, and 
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their sodal development by continuaUy exchanging between 
themselves hmnan Services. Therefore, they may be able to 
put Service in its proper place m the Organization of sodety. 
The question is, when they get power proportionate to their 
strength, vdU they then be subomed of their ideal and sub-
verted from their purpose by weaknesses common to aU flesh? 
WiU the possessive instinct and the instinct for power, which 
develop the predatory spirit, control them as they have con
troUed other classes before them who have given promise of 
emandpating sodety along with themselves from the bondage 
of a selfish order? I t is not fair for the Hberal inteUectuals to 
leave the rising working dass to answer that question alone 
and then condemn them both now and in history because 
they faü to find the right answer. Manifestiy those who have 
been educated in the higher leaming should know the real 
values of Hfe and should strenuously seek to impart that 
knowledge to the working class. But these values caimot be 
taught merely by words; they have to be demonstrated in 
life and by deed. The word is Hfe only when it becomes flesh. 

The further questions raised by the general poHcies of the 
Soviet Constitution are whether its program of e^ropria-
tion gives any evidence of the spirit of justice and whether its 
program of nationalization shows any appreciation of the 
need for effidency. Any serious change in the sodal structure 
involves a change in property values and in vested rights to 
income. This is called expropriation by those who benefit 
from the process and coiffiscation by those who suffer. I t is 
the unwüHngness to face this issue that keeps so much of our 
sodal program running around in a circle from one reform 
to another, aU with no outlet unless property interests are han-
dled, as for example, the matter of securing good health and 
housing for the tenement popiüation. For the same reason, 
the attempts to get a better social Standard for wage-eamers 
by raising wages without touching the right to profits and 
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dividends results only in higher prices, and the dog proceeds 
to chase his tau. In some matters the issue has been faced. 
We have recognized that we cannot get rid of the Hquor traffic 
on the ground that it is not sociaUy useful, without some mter-
ference with the property values of the people whose money 
is invested in the brewing and distüling interests and m the 
saloons. This is plaiiüy expropriation, and it has been 
done. 

I t is required of the majority when it decides to make such 
changes, that it shall make them with the least possible m-
justice tq those who, in any event, must suffer by the change. 
England expropriated by law a lot of the property of the 
landlords in Ireland and redistributed it among the peasants 
on certain terms. The landlords were paid for it by the State; 
the peasants bought it on easy terms from the State. It cost 
the State a good deal. Great Britain reimbursed the slave-
holders when she set free the slaves. We did not. If the 
majority decides that it is not socially just, when aU interests 
are compared, to pay compensation for property or values 
expropriated, it is then under obHgation to see that those who 
are dispossessed shall have opportunity to secure a proper 
Hving by socially useful toü, and if that caimot be done to 
provide for them a proper maintenance. This is requhed 
aHke by the principle of proportionate equaHty and by the 
social welfare. In all probabiHty, in the Western world, the 
process of expropriation which now impends in greater or less 
degree, will proceed by a combination of both methods. There 
wiU be some compensation for values expropriated and some 
appHcation of the pension plan to those deprived suddenly 
of the means of maintenance for their leisurely existence. H 
the training and the opportunity for useful labor can be pro
vided the leisure class in the day when they are dispossessed, 
the gain wiU be theirs as weU as that of society. On the day 
of change, however, it cannot be done to any further degree 
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than it is done before then for those who are anxious to work. 
Therefore, the leisure class have a stake in providing now 
against unemployment and for adequate vocational education. 
It is practically certain that the manner and method of ex
propriation in any country wiU approach the manner and 
method with which those dispossessed have held and handled 
their property. I t wiU also be determined by the attitude of 
the prc^rty interests toward the discussion of the proposed 
change. These factors played some part in determining the 
difference of method in settling the slavery issue between this 
country and Great Britain. A property class that is seeking to 
discover sodal justice wiU get more justice in the day of change 
than one that has ridden rough shod and contemptuously over 
the needs of the people. I t is possible to settie even this ex
plosive matter in the spirit of accommodation without serious 
injustice. Give and take is better than take, for all concemed, 
but it must begin at the give end. There is an essential spirit 
of faimess in the common run of humanity which wiU function 
untü it is distorted by the pressure of gross injustice. Again 
the spirit and temper of the new order will be conditioned by 
the spirit and temper of the old. 

The attitude of the Soviet Govemment toward those whose 
property has been nationalized is to some extent indicated by 
the foUowing extracts from the decrees and regulations, though 
they afford no information conceming the expropriation of 
capital in the taking over of banks and industries except that 
the decree for Nationalization of Banks, states: "The interests 
of the smaU depositors wül be safeguarded." 

ARTICLE I. AU property rights in the land, treasures of the earth, 
waters, forests, and fundamental natural resources within the boundaries 
of the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet RepubHc are abolished. 

ARTICLE 2. The land passes over to the use of the entire laboring 
population without any compensation, open or secret, to the former 
owners. 
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ARTICLE 8. AU persons who are imable to work and who will be de
prived of aU means of subsistence by force of the decree sociaUzing all 
lands, forests, inventoried property, etc., may receive a pension (fora 
Hfetime or until the person becomes of age), upon the certification of the 
local courts and the land departments of the Soviet power, such as a 
soldier receives, until such time as the decree for the Insurance of the 
incapacitated is issued. 

ARTICLE 14. AU Citizens engaged in agricultural work are to be in-
sured at the expense of the state against old age, sickness, or injuricä 
which incapacitate them. 

ARTICLE 15. AU incapacitated agriculturists and the members of 
their famiHes who are unable to work are to be cared for by the organs 
of the Soviet power. 

The answer to the violence of grain owners toward the starving poor 
must be violence toward the bourgeoisie. 

Not a pood should remain in the hands of those Holding the grain, 
except the quantity needed for sowing the fields and provisioning their 
famüies untü the new harvest. 

If the property of the deceased does not exceed 10,000 rubles, or in 
particular consists of a farm house, domestic furniture, and means for 
economic production by work, in either city or vülage, it comes under 
the immediate control of the spouse and relatives enumerated in Article II 
of the present decree, who are present. The method of control and man
agement of the property is arranged by agreement between the spouse and 
relatives, and, in case of their disagreement, by the local tribunal. 

The program of expropriation formulated in Russia raises 
a question concerning the ideal of social democracy. Is it level-
ing up or leveHng down? We answer at once, leveHng up. 
We want the general Standard of Hfe raised, not lowered. 
Then comes another question. In the world as it now is, can 
there be a general leveHng up without some leveHng down? 
Is a maximum as well as a minimmn wage necessary? If it is 
necessary to cut off at the top in order to buüd up at the bot
tom, where must that pruning stop? The tendency of all of 
US is to try to stop it at our level or just above. To those who 
have one hundred thousand dollars a year it seems the height 
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of injustice that the maximum should be lower than that; to 
those who have an income of ten thousand, it would seem 
piain robbery to place the maximum below ten thousand, 
and to those who are trying to maintain a family in New York 
on three thousand a year it would appear outrage as weU as 
robbery to say that none should receive more than three thou
sand doUars. Yet if the universal minimum Standard is to be 
secured, some point wül have to be determined above which 
incomes may not go. Difficult as the practical question is, the 
real difficulty is in the spirit of approach, on both sides, and 
particularly on the part of those who now have more than a 
fair Standard of Hving. To them the longing of the people 
below that Standard to get more Hfe is a challenge to sacrifice. 
Can any new life come without it? Service to the common 
good which is not sacrificial, contributes no regenerating or 
redemptive force to social endeavor. It contributes a vast 
amount of necessary social improvement, but the regeneration 
which is necessary for the new order caimot come unless 
the service spirit touches the heights of sacrifice. Untü the 
wiU to sacrifice is present, service does not become redemptive. 
If a new order is to come by force alone, it may be new in form 
but it wiU have no new Hfe. If it can come in part because 
those whom the old order benefits are yet wilHng to pay the 
price of the new so that others may benefit, it wiU indeed 
bring new Hfe to the world. 

The degree to which the Soviet program of nationalization 
recognizes the need for efficiency may be gathered from the 
following extracts: 

REGULATION CONCERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OF 
NATIONAL UNDERTAKINGS 

PART I 

I. The Central Administration of NationaHzed Undertakings, of 
whatever branch of industry, assigns for each large nationaUzed under
taking technical and administrative directors, in whose hands are placed 
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the actual administration and direction of the entire activity of the under
taking. They are responsible to the Central Administration and the 
Commissioner appointed by it. 

2. The technical director appoints technical employees and gives all 
Orders regarding the technical administration of the undertaking. The 
factory committee may, however, complain regarding these appoint-
ments and orders to the Commissioner of the Central Administration, 
and then to the Central Administration itself; but only the Commissioner 
and Central Administration may stop the appointments and order of the 
technical director. 

3. In connection with the Administrative Director there is an Economic 
Administrative Councü, consisting of delegates from laborers, employees, 
and engineers of the undertaking. The Council examines the estimates of 
the imdertaking, the plan of its works, the rules of internal distribution, 
complaints, the material and moral conditions of the work and life of the 
workmen and employees, and likewise aU questions regarding the progress 
of the undertaking. 

4. On questions of a technical character relating to the enterprise the 
Council has only a consultative voice, but on other questions a decisive 
voice, on condition, however, that the Administrative Director appointed 
by the Central Administration has the right to appeal from the orders of 
the Councü to the Commissioner of the Central Administration. 

7. Depending on the size and importance of the enterprise, the Central 
Administration may appoint several technical and administrative di
rectors. 

8. The comjKjsition of the Economic Administrative Council of the 
enterprise consists of (a) a representative of the workmen of the under
taking; (b) a representative of the other employees; (c) a representative of 
the highest technical and commercial personnel; (d) the directors of the 
undertaking, appointed by the Central Administration; (e) representa
tives of the local or regional Council of professional unions, of the people's 
economic Council, of the Council of workmen's deputies, and of the pro
fessional Council of that branch of industry to which the given enterprise 
belongs; (f) a representative of the workmen's coöperative councü, and 
(g) a representative of the Soviet of peasants' deputies of the correspond
ing region. 

15. For the consideration of the declarations of the Economic Adminis
trative Councü conceming the activity of the directors of the undertaking 
at the central admiiüstration of a given branch of industry, a special 
section is estabhshed, composed one-third of representatives of general 
governmental, poUtical, and economic institutions of the Proletariat, one-
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third of representatives of workmen and other employees of the given 
industrial branch, and one-third of representatives of the directing, 
technical and commercial personnel and its professional organizations. 

17. A Central Administration [Principal Committee] for each nation
alized branch of industry is to be estabhshed in connection with the 
Supreme Councü of the National Economy, to be composed one-third of 
representatives of workmen and employees of a given industrial branch; 
one-third of representatives of the general Proletariat, general govern
mental, poHtical, and economic organizations and institutions (Supreme 
Council of National Economy, the People's Commissioners, AU-Russian 
Councü of Professional Unions, AU-Russian Councü of Workmen's 
Coöperative Unions, Central Executive Committee of the Councüs of 
Workmen's Delegates) and one-third of representatives of scientific 
bodies, of the supreme technical and commercial personnel, and of 
democratic organizations of aU Russia (Council of the Congresses of AU 
Russia, coöperative uiüons of consumers, councüs of peasants' deputies). 

30. When nationaUzation is introduced, whether of the entire branch 
of the industry or of separate enterprises, the Central Administrations are 
permitted, in order to facüitate the change, to pay to the highest techni
cal and commercial personnel their present salaries, and even, in case of 
refusal on their part to work and the impossibihty of fiUing their places 
with other persons, to introduce for their benefit obHgatory work and to 
bring suit against them. 

Finally there is the question of the poHtical machine whereby 
these economic changes are to be worked out in Russia. This 
machine gives evidence of that profound distrust of poHtical 
democracy which may be found in the utterances of the men 
who designed it. One of their current phrases is that westem 
democracy is moribund, that it has not the power to contribute 
anything further to the progress of the race. But it is mter-
esting to see that along with the declaration of distrust of 
poHtical democracy there comes the creation of an extremely 
compHcated poHtical machine. It is interestmg also to note 
that this machine corresponds in large degree to our own. 

There is a series of legislative bodies, at the top of which 
is the AU-Russian Congress of Soviets, corresponding to our 
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national Congress. This Congress elects the AU-Russian 
Central Executive Committee, of not more than 200 members 
which between the sessions of the Congress is the "supreme 
legislative, executive and controlHng organ" of the RepubHc, 
directing aU the functions that are included in our scheme of 
poHtical activities, and many more for the economic and cul
tural development of the nation. We have nothing to parallel 
that, unless it would be our congressional committees which 
sometimes arrogate to themselves the power of legislation. 
The Executive Committee forms a Council of People's Com
missars, which with its departments, corresponds roughly to 
our cabinet. This is the administrative body, but unlike our 
cabinet it is directly under the control of the Executive Com
mittee. Also the Commissars each have an advisory Com
mittee, appointed by the Council, whose members may com
plain of their decisions to the Councü or to the Executive 
Committee. 

The rest of the political machine again falls very closely mto 
line with ours. Corresponding somewhat to our state legisla
tures and to our county and city govermnents, there are con
gresses of Soviets, regional, provincial, county and rural, com
posed of representatives of the local Soviets. Therefore the 
members of the congresses are not elected by the direct vote of 
the people, but by the vote of the next lower body. It is there
fore an ascending scale of delegated powers with aU the perils 
of that System from which Western democracy has been trying 
so hard to escape. At the bottom of the pyramid are the local 
Soviets, which differ in the basis of representation. In eitles 
there is one deputy for each 1,000 inhabitants; all other Settle
ments, towns, viUages, Hamlets, etc., of less than 10,000 in
habitants receive one deputy for each 100, the total to be 
not less than 3 nor more than 50 for each settlement. The 
term of office is only three months. " In smaU rural sections, 
whenever possible, all questions shaU be decided at general 
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meetiiigs of voters," which is practicaUy the New England 
town meeting. In the dties the deputies are elected from pro^ 
fessional and working-^dass organizations, so that the basis of 
lepresentation is occupational rather than geographica!. The 
whole scheme appears on the accompanying chart prepared 
by Jerome Davis for some time in charge of Y. M. C. A. work 
in Russia. 

The general powers and functions of the national bodies 
appear in the foUowing extracts from the Constitution: 

24. The AU-Russian Congress of Soviets is the supreme power of the 
Russian SodaHst Federated Soviet RepubHc. 

29. The AU-Russian Central Executive Committee is entirely re
sponsible to the AU-Russian Congress of Soviets. 

30. In the periods between the convocation of the Congresses, the 
All-Russian Central Executive Committee is the supreme power of the 
RepubUc. 

31. The AU-Rxissian Central Executive Committee is the supreme 
le^slative, executive, and Controlling organ of the Russian Socialist 
Feideiated Soviet RepubHc. 

32. The AU-Russian Central Executive Committee directs in a general 
way the activity of the workers' and peasants' Govemment and of aU 
organs of the Soviet authority in the country, and it coördinates and 
legulates the Operation of the Soviet Constitution and of the resolutions 
of the AU-Russian Congresses and of the central organs of the Soviet 
power. 

33. The AU-Russian Central Executive Committee considers and 
enacts all measures and proposals introduced by the Soviet of People's 
Commissars or by the various departments, and it also issues its own de
crees and regulations. 

37. The Councfl of People's Commissars is entrusted with the general 
management of the affairs of the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet 
RepubUc 

This System must be judged as a machine for economic as 
weU as poHtical administration. For that reason, if it repeats 
the tendenqr of poHtical democracy toward delegated gov-
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emment and toward over-centralization, the consequences 
wiU be even more disastrous to the people. There is evidence 
of an attempt to avoid these dangers by leaving large powers 
to local soviets, by the use of the recall to the extreme Hmit, 
by the Subordination of administrative officials to the legis
lative bodies, and by maintaining the constant Stimulus and 
check of technical experts upon the administration, exactly 
as was done here in war-time through numerous boards 
organized to coördinate the industrial functions of the nation. 
With all this, the removal of power from its source, through 
an ascending series of delegated bodies is Hable to overcome 
the quickening effect of the enlarged control of their own 
affairs given to the people by the local Soviet. 

The significant features of the Soviet system are the re-
quirement of socially useful labor as the qualification for the 
franchise, the occupational basis of representation, and the 
fact that it is designed for economic rather than poHtical pur
poses. Associated with all the Soviet bodies are Boards of 
National Economy, Local, Regional and National, whose duty 
it is to coördinate and promote the economic Hfe of the nation. 
This System is an attempt to make poHtical activity the ex
pression of economic Hfe rather than to superimpose govern
ment upon economic affairs, which is the ordinary approach 
of the democratic state to social reform. Whether occupa
tional representation wiU create another set of conflicting in
terests equaUy as disruptive as present class antagonisms is 
an open question. Whether democracy is to develop by 
means of a centralized federation of geographic poHtical units 
attempting to regulate the vital functions of the people, or by 
the federation of a number of self-governing economic units 
gradually acquirmg the democratic control of aU the functions 
of Hfe, is the iimnediate poHtical question now confronting the 
Western peoples. The Soviet Government attempts an answer 
to that question whose value cannot now be determined. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

The League of Nations is the contribution of poHtical de
mocracy to the attempt to get a new world order. The poHtical 
ideaHsts of the Western world saw in it the promise of a new 
heaven and a new earth. Then they proceeded to fashion a 
legal instrument to settie international disputes^ and to teil 
the people that the miUenium had dawned. In this country 
in particular, because of our incorrigible habit of thinking of 
the affairs that are common to all the people only in terms of 
poHtical association, we are incHned to welcome any kind of 
international agreement as the dawn of a new era. But new 
Hfe does not emanate from poHtical arrangements. They are 
at best but an indication of its presence, one of the forms 
through which it finds expression. What must be determined 
then, is whether the present League of Nations is animated by 
the spirit of the old order or the new. The extent to which it 
is an improvement of the machinery of the old order is not 
under discussion here. Our inquiry is whether the League of 
Nations is the begiiming of a new world order, in all the vital 
associations of Hfe, as well as in poHtical matters. It is of 
course in the latter field that it must first be judged, for there 
it has staked its claim. 

It would mean a new order in international relations if the 
spirit and method of democracy prevaUed. But if the League 
of Nations is to be the instrument of democracy in world 
affairs, it must be a League of Peoples, not of govermnents; 
it must be a universal association in which the principle of 
equaHty between the peoples composing it prevaüs. It was 
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because the purpose and the first plans of the League of Na
tions had in them the promise of a reaUy democratic associa
tion of free peoples that the labor and sociaHst parties of 
Europe gave their support to the idea to attempt to embody 
it in fact, although they had no* iUusions as to the amount of 
social change to be secured by governmental arrangement. 
But as the Paris Conference proceeded, the attitude of labor 
and Hberal opinion toward the Covenant it proposed became 
fijst a question, then a suspicion and finally a judgment that 
it was not the expression of democracy. 

The present plans make no provision for a ParHament of 
Peoples in which they might discuss the common business of 
the nations and come to know each other and each other's 
point of view. Instead of this there is the foUowing arrange
ment: 

MEMBERSmP 

The members of the League will be the signatories of the covenant and 
other States invited to accede who must lodge a declaration of accession 
without reservation within two months. A new State, dominion, or 
colony may be admitted, provided its admission is agreed by two-thirds of 
the assembly. A State may withdraw upon giving two years' notice, if 
it has fulfiUed all its international obügations. 

SECRETARIAT 

A permanent secretariat wül be estabhshed at the seat of the League, 
which wiU be at Geneva. 

ASSEMBLY 

The Assembly wiU consist of representatives of the members of the 
League, and wül meet at stated intervals. Voting wiU be by States. 
Each member wiU have one vote and not more than three representatives. 

This is plamly a long way removed from democracy and the 
reason is not far to seek. The result of an attempt to form a 
League of Nations could not in the nature of things be more 
democratic than the attempt. If what the world gets from 
Paris is not an association of free peoples it is because the 
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Paris Conference was not a Conference of free peoples. Who 
was represented there save the poHtical parties who happened 
to be in control of the allied governments at the time the war 
was ended? Of the delegations probably the most composite 
was the British. I t containtd a Liberal, a Unionist and a 
Laborite. But the British Labor Party, representing some
where near to five müHon voters in Great Britain, had no voice 
at the Paris Conference. The delegation was handpicked by 
the Prime Minister to represent the CoaHtion Govermnent. 
The American delegation was even less representative of 
pubHc opinion. Side by side with the Paris Conference there 
met at Berne, an international labor and sociaHst Conference 
representing many milHons of people, whose organizations 
have developed very much more definite programs for a new 
order than anything which was produced at Paris. These 
people were not represented at all in the Paris Conference. 
There met at Moscow, while the Paris gathering was m prog
ress, an international communist congress representing still 
other müHons, some of whom have already estabHshed the 
framework of a totally new order of society. These people 
were not represented even at the Beme Conference, let alone 
at Paris. One thing at least is true about the new order; it is 
going to be made in the main by the people who work at the 
common tasks of civilization. Yet these people, who are to 
play so large a part in the making of a new order, have had 
no adequate voice in the making of the present League of 
Nations. When they have spoken elsewhere they have de
manded an association of peoples, not of governments. 

Does this mean that present poHtical machinery was unable 
to provide a democratic representation of the various elements 
in the population for the most significant gathering of modern 
times? Is it then inherently defective? Faced with its su
preme task, the extension of democracy to world affairs, was 
the democratic state unable to function democraticaUy. As 
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the result of the Paris Conference could not be more demo
cratic than the Conference itself, neither could the Conference 
be more democratic than the nations from which its delegates 
came. Indeed some of its spirit is usually lost in the transfer 
of a prmciple from a smaUer to a larger Organization. The 
story of the Paris gathering and its aftermath would have been 
much different if the democratic nations had been democratic 
enough to construct their govermnents by proportionate 
representatives. 

It is a poHtical axiom that democratic arrangements can 
develop only out of democratic discussion, and in this respect 
the Paris Conference was notoriously less democratic than 
the nations which profess democracy. Despite the fact that 
the first of the famous Fourteen Articles, on the basis of which 
the respective govermnents assembled at Paris agreed to come 
together, prescribed "open covenants of peace openly arrived 
at," from the first day the most important of the issues in
volved were discussed behind closed doors in a councü of 
ten; later in a councü of four, and finally were discussed and 
setüed by three men. The people whose destinies were thus 
determined were told oiüy such things as these men wished 
them to know. The arrangements they were asked to guar
antee by a League of Nations were secretly arrived at. In 
considering the attempt to proclaim the dictatorship of the 
Proletariat, poHtical democracy must face the hard fact that, 
in the day when men were bent on shaping a new order, its 
contribution in method was the practical dictatorship of three 
men over the Conference of the nations. 

Nor can poHtical democracy escape the düenuna by pleading 
the centralization of power due to war necessity, by pleading 
the advantage of a war-time administration in its control of 
army and press and in the potency of the appeal to passion. 
If poHtical democracy chooses to abdicate for war purposes, 
it must accept the consequences when it comes to the estab-
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Hshing of peace. It must either admit frankly that the work
ing out of a new order is a choice between two kinds of dictator
ship and appeal to the world on the basis of their respective 
nlerits, or repent and confess its war-time relapse from prm-
ciples and meet the chaUenge of those who want and need a 
new order with more and stiU more democracy. Its test is 
the Treaty and the Covenant. In this day and age, the ex-
cathedra decisions of three men are not long going to hold 
the Hfe of the world, unless in the name of democracy the free 
peoples can be led to attempt to enforce them. If they do 
accept them with their eyes closed, for fear of the specter of 
anarchy or the resurrected foe, then democracy has plainly 
lost its power to function. Perhaps it has not yet acquired 
that power. 

As a matter of fact the people are stiU in bondage to the 
old ideas, Holding over from the days of autocratic power. 
When they talk of affairs in Russia they do not talk of 
the Russian people but of Lenine and Trotsky; when the 
papers discuss the Paris Conference they speak of Wüson, 
Clemenceau and Lloyd George more than of the peoples behind 
them. Does it mean that we cannot yet act democratically, 
that the efforts for a new order are bound by the old idealogy 
and phraseology of kingcraft? Is it one of the incurable in-
firmities of human life and institutions that we must always 
have a measure of dictatorship in the management of our 
affairs, even in a democracy? If it is, we may be devoutly 
thankful that God made the Irish, and some others, to protest 
in every time and under every system that at least such a 
measure of dictatorship as then obtains is not necessary to 
human affairs. In particular, let us give thanks for those 
among them on whose head a price is always set by the estab
Hshed order and sometimes paid, yet never gets what it paid 
for, because alive or dead they are rebels stül; and their souls 
go marching on, leading the rest of the world to continuallj 
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reduce what is repeatedly aflärmed to be an irreducible mini
mum in the control by a few of the affairs of the many. 

If a League of Nations is to make for a new poHtical order, 
it must estabHsh at least proportionate equaHty between the 
nations. But the present covenant is primarüy an alHance 
of the five big alHes and secondarüy of the fourteen war aUies, 
together with such neutrals as they may themselves select and 
invite into the League. 

COUNCIL 

The Coimcü wiU consist of representatives of the Five Great Allied 
Powers, together with representatives of four members selected by the 
Assembly from time to time; it may co-opt additional States and wiU 
meet at least once a year. Members not represented wiU be invited to 
send a representative when questions affecting their interests are dis
cussed. Voting wiU be by States. Each State wiU have one vote and not 
more than one representative. A decision taken by the Assembly and 
Councü must be imanimous except in regard to procedure, and in certain 
cases specified in the covenant and in the treaty, where decisions wül 
be by a majority. 

The five "Great Powers" have five members of the Council, 
aU others together have oiüy four; moreover the real power is 
concentrated in the hands of the Council, which will naturally 
represent the foreign offices of the respective nations. No 
nation has yet democratically controUed its foreign affairs. 
The departments of foreign relations are the least democratic 
of any of the governmental agencies of the people. In Europe 
they represent, and in secrecy carry out, an inherited tradition 
of aggressive seh-interest, and here the State Department is 
practically the wiU or whim of the executive. 

Do the people of this country know what the United States 
has done in Hayti and San Domingo, or what it has discussed 
with other nations concerning Mexico? Does even the Senate 
know what Operations of our financial interests in other parts 
of the earth, in behaff of which the Congress may presentiy be 
asked to declare war, the State Department has sanctioned? 
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Because the history of recent diplomacy, including the nego
tiations at Paris clearly shows that the mainspring of the 
foreign poHcy of any nation is economic interest, and because 
imder the present economic order that interest is one of ag
gression, or at least appears to be, there is no hope for a new 
World, and Httle hope of stabiHty for the old, in the attempt to 
combine the foreign poHcies of the great powers in some sort 
of a compromise and expect the other nations to acquiesce in 
an agreement by which they are to furnish or guarantee the 
profit to be derived from the undertaking. In face of the 
overwhelming predominance of power given to the "Great 
Powers," the Covenant can scarcely claim to be a democratic 
arrangement. How then, did this result eventuate from an 
attempt to make the world safe for democracy? Those who 
assert that the Covenant is the best that could be done at the 
present time are at least under bonds to explain why democ
racy has ceased to be democratic. Is it because it has developed 
bureaucratic machinery which will not permit democracy to 
function? Or is it because, particularly in foreign affaüs, it 
is the voice and the will of an autocratic economic system? 

The supreme test of the League of Nations as a poUtical 
instrument is what it will do to prevent war. Even though 
in other respects it gave no signs of new Hfe, stül if it offers 
some promise of ridding the world of wars, it wül aid a new 
order in getting born. I t was for this reason that the labor 
and socialist parties of Europe advocated the plan, and it was 
certainly intended by those who proposed and fixst drafted 
the present Covenant that disarmament should be a positive 
undertaking, that conscription should be aboHshed, and war 
should be made more than uiüikely. These things an mter-
national agreement must guarantee if it is to bring HeaHng or 
health or hope to the stricken world, that it may begin life 
anew. 

What then are the actual provisions of the present Covenant 
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in this matter? They foUow the principle: "the reduction of 
national armaments to the lowest point consistent with na
tional safety having special regard to the geographical Situa
tion and circumstances of each case." 

ASMAMENTS 

The Councü wiU formulate plans for a reduction of armaments for 
consideration and adoption. These plans wiU be revised every ten years. 
Once they are adoptöi, no member must exceed the armaments fixed 
without the concurrence of the Councü. AU members wiU exchange fidl 
information as to armaments and programs, and a permanent commis
sion wül advise the Coundl on miHtary and naval questions. 

The amount of pressure for disarmament that is likely to 
come from a League of the Governments that now nde Westem 
Europe is already evident. Introducing the draft, M. Bour
geois of France said: "There are special dangers for countries 
like France, Belgium, Serbia, and the new states in course of 
formation" whidi require for them "stronger Systems of de
fense and possibly stronger armaments." I t is the language 
and the spirit of the old competitive armament system. I t 
manifests the same fear and distrust and the same unwüHng
ness to face and attempt to remove their causes. The present 
League of Nations manifests no faith in the possibiHty of dis
armament, and already the dominant powers in the agreement 
are planning an increase in army or navy, or both. 

What measures does the present Covenant suggest for the 
prevention of war? 

Upon any war, or threat of war, the Councü wiU meet to consider what 
common action shaU be taken. Members are pledged to submit matters 
of dispute to arbitration or inquiry and not to resort to war untü three 
months after the award. Members agree to carry out the arbitral award 
and not to go to war with any party to the dispute which comphes with 
it. If a member faüs to carry out the award, the Covmcü wiU propose the 
necessary measures. The Councü \riU formidate plans for the establish
ment of a permanent court of international justice to determine inter
national disputes or to give advisory opinions. Members who do not 
submit their case to arbitration must accept the Jurisdiction of the 
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Assembly. If the Councü, less the parties to the dispute, is unammously 
agreed upon the rights of it, the members agree that they wül not go to 
war with any party to the dispute which complies with its recommenda
tions. In this case, a recommendation, by the Assembly, concurred in 
by aU its members represented on the Councü and a simple majority of 
the rest, less the parties to the dispute, wiU have the force of a unanimous 
recommendation by the Councü. In either case, if the necessary agree
ment caimot be secured, the members reserve the right to take such 
laction?! as may be necessary for the maintenance of right and justice. 
Members resorting to war in disregard of the covenant wiU immediately 
be debarred from aU intercourse with other members. The Council will 
in such cases consider what military or naval action can be taken by the 
League coUectively for the protection of the covenants and will afford 
faciUties to members coöperating in this enterprise. 

The measures then are pubHcity for disputes, delay, at
tempted mediation and conciHation, with optional arbitration. 
They are the absolute minimum that could be adopted and 
have anything at all. They are a step in advance, but they 
must be measured not against the past, but against the needs 
and possibiHties of the present. The same measures have 
proved ineffective in appredably modifying the conflict withm 
the industrial system. Are they any more likely to be effective 
in the international field? The degree of faith then framers 
have in them is shown not by their words but by their attitude 
toward disarmament. Where there is no faith there is no 
new life. These arrangements are the result of a purely legal 
conception of life, which imagines that world peace is a matter 
of artificial bonds to be maintained by force, whereas it is in 
truth a matter of vital associations in the reaUties of life. 

No new order can come from a negative approach to the 
world Situation and the one vigorous positive note m the 
present covenant is in Article Ten, in which "the members of 
the League undertake to respect and preserve as against ex
ternal aggression the territorial integrity and existing poHtical 
independence of aU the members of the League." This makes 
the League of Nations permanently underwrite the results of 
the Paris Conference. I t is an attempt to naü down the fron-
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tiers that have there been laid. These follow pretty closely 
the lines of the secret treaties made between the AlHes during 
the war, which represent the spirit and practice of the old 
diplomatic system that at least was to be ended by the war. 
If it is indeed dead, how long then are we to keep its corpse 
in State to divert the people from the real business of Ufe? 
Who beHeves that the Saar Valley arrangement or the putting 
of Süesia and East Prussia under an imperiaUstic PoHsh state 
is going to make for the prevention of war? What likelihood 
of ending war Hes in attempting to guarantee the decisions of 
the Paris Conference may be gathered by considering that of 
the twenty-three wars now in progress in Europe, most of 
them were originated by those decisions or in the attempt to 
forestaU them. Indeed some of the wars were instigated and 
supported by the men who made the decisions. What was 
done regarding China holds more of menace to the future peace 
of the world than any agreement to talk over matters of dis
pute holds of promise. The essence of what happened in re
lation to China was the recognition of the economic sovereignty 
of Japan over certain sections and also the strengthening of 
the control which that Empire has been directly and indirectly 
exerting over the miHtary establishment and poHcy of the 
Chinese RepubHc. From this transaction some view of the 
economic background of the Paris Conference may be gained. 
Was it primarüy economic causes that hindered that gathering 
from doing more to prevent war and induced it to lay the fuel 
for other conflagrations? 

It has for some time been generaUy admitted by those who 
have studied the matter that the main occasion of future wars 
is the conflicting economic interests of the nations under the 
present order. Did the Paris Conference then faü to satisfy 
the desire of mankind for the aboHtion of war because it 
faüed to appreciate and act upon this truth? This consid
eration may throw some light on the question of whether the 
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undemocratic nature of the result of that Conference was due 
to the pressure of the present economic order. Democracy 
and war are admittedly antithetical. I t may be then for one 
and the same reason that the present Covenant does not go 
further in the direction both of preventing war and extending 
democracy. If it should now appear that the main obstacle to 
both these endeavors is an economic system which breeds 
antagonism and promotes strife, which perpetuates and 
strengthens the autocratic and predatory spirit, the world will 
at least know what has to be done to get a new order; the Paris 
Conference vdll at least have spread the knowledge that the 
need of the world is the transformation of the method by which 
it does its daily business and the finding of new ends for that 
business. 

The one open positive act of the present Covenant m the 
field of economic action is the adoption of some Standards 
concerning labor and the estabHshment of an international 
labor Conference. These are the Standards as reported m the 
Official Summary of the Conference: 

Nine principles of labor conditions were recognized on the ground that 
the "weU-beüig, physical and moral, of the industrial wage eamers isof 
supreme international importance," with exceptions necessitated by dif
ferences of climate, habits and economic development. They include 
the guiding principle that labor shoidd not be regarded merely as a 
commodity or article of commerce; the right of association of employers 
and employees; a wage adequate to maintain a reasonable Standard of 
life; the eight-hour day or forty-eight-hour week; a weekly rest of at least 
twenty-four hours; which should include Sunday wherever practicable; 
aboHtion of chüd labor and assurance of the continuation of the education 
and proper physical development of chüdren; equal pay for equal work as 
between men and women; equitable treatment of all workers lawfully 
resident therein, including foreigners; and a system of inspection in whidi 
women shoiüd take part. 

There is also created an International Labor Conference to 
further consider such matters, and a permanent International 
Labor Office with a governing board that determines the 
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subjects to come before the Conference which meets ajmually, 
but any govemment may object to the inclusion of a matter 
for discussion. If any piece of labor legislation is passed by 
the Conference, each state agrees to bring it before its com-
petent body for enacting legislation within a year. The Paris 
Commission on International Labor Legislation drew up the 
foUowing agenda for the first meeting of the General Con
ference in October, 1919: 

The extension of the Beme Convention of 1906, which condenmed the 
employment of yeUow phosphorus in the match industry—a provision 
since carried out by aU the great nations except lapan—and urged an 
deven-hour nightly rest for women in industry—^ükewise since generaUy 
accepted; 

The eight-hoiur day and forty-eight hour week; 
Provision against unemployment; 
Protection of women in industry—^prohibition of night work and work 

in unhealthfxd industries; and protection of maternity; 
Protection of chüdren—^prohibition of night work, unhealthful work, 

or work undertaken below a certain age. 

These Standards are frankly nothing but reform measures 
designed to abate industrial warfare by making labor more 
satisfied with the present order, and also to secure the support 
of organized labor for the govemments which offer them, but 
at the same time those govermnents propose to keep the whip 
hand. The respective delegations to the General Labor Con
ference are composed of two persons representing the govem
ment, one representing the employers and one the employees. 
It is then in effect, the extension of poHtical control over in
dustrial affairs. The Standards proposed are but the demands 
of the most conservative of the labor forces and have been 
secured by their own organizations to a considerable degree. 
If they could be internationaUy enforced, of which agam the 
Paris Conference e^ressed its disbeUef by making no attempt 
in that direction, they would stabilize the intemational labor 
market to some extent and reHeve a part of the pressure upon 
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the Hves of the wage-earners from present competitive condi
tions. But that they mark any new order in deahng with 
labor is an utterly preposterous claim, to be advanced only 
by those with whom words have completely taken the place 
of reaHty. That they will not satisfy labor is already certam. 
In no significant labor body among the great industrial nations 
can any expression of contentment with such a program 
be found, except in official circles of the American Federation 
of Labor. While they were being drawn, great bodies of 
workers were demanding and securing far higher Standards, 
were actually compelling their govermnents to consider plans 
not for reforms in working conditions only, but for the genume 
self-determination and self-realization of the workers in the 
larger affairs of industry and the state. For instance the 
British miners were agitating for a thirty-hour week and com-
peUing the government to call a Conference to consider nation
alization of the mines. How far this labor program de
vised at Paris by a mutual self-interest compact between 
governments and reactionary labor officials will go toward 
estabHshing industrial peace, may be judged from the fact 
that some of the severest and most far-reaching conflicts of 
the present time are occurring in nations where most of this 
program has for some time been in effect and are being led 
by those who have received the benefits of it. It is clear that 
the forces of labor in Europe are in no mood to wait patiently 
whüe the beneficiaries of the present system experiment to 
see whether it can be made more tolerable and efiicient by 
means of some minor improvements. Labor is getting ready 
to put in a new mainspring. 

Concerning the other aspects of the economic Hfe of the 
nations, the matters of Investment and trade, all that the 
Covenant has to say is that its members bind themselves "to 
make provision for freedom of communication and transit 
and equitable treatment of commerce for all members of the 
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League, with special reference to the necessities of regions 
devastated durmg the war." This, beside putting the League 
m Charge of the suppression of the slave trade and in control 
of the trade in arms and ammunition where such control is 
necessary, is the oiüy economic agreement. This means that 
whatever has been gained during the war in the international 
control and aUotment of raw materials is for the time being 
lost, and that the economic Hfe of the nations goes back to the 
old competitive struggle. In preparation for that condition, 
Great Britain has already been busy fastening her control on 
most of the essential raw materials in the undeveloped regions. 

The great sin of the Paris gathering is the sin of Omission, 
the faüure to inaugurate some measures of economic Co
operation between the nations. As if that were not enough 
in a day of economic interdependence when the abiHty to inter
nationaUy organize the distribution of raw materials has been 
amply demonstrated, that body has asked the world in the 
name of democracy to guarantee with its Hfeblood that which 
it has done in stark economic aggression. It is not by Japan 
alone that the subtle game of economic imperiaHsm has been 
played at Paris. The larger part of the reason for turning the 
Saar Valley and Süesia into breeding grounds for future wars 
is the desire to control raw material. The determining sources 
of the later developments of policy in regard to Russia are to 
be found fijst in the foreign debt of that country and next the 
mmerals of Siberia, the timber of North Russia, the oü of 
the Caucasus, the cotton of Turkestan. Why could no deal
ings except those of force go on between Paris and the Soviet 
governments of Russia and Hungary? Why was Mexico not 
admitted to the League of Nations? Did her attitude toward 
the property rights of foreign Investors have anything to do 
with her incapacity for govermnent, in the sight of the leaders 
of democracy? Putting together the attitude of the Paris 
^athermg toward those goveriunents which would give private 
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rights in property a different valuation than it has m the 
prevailing economic system and the results of that Conference 
in estabHshing economic imperiaHsm in the possession of its 
spoüs, those who contend that the democratic state has be
come the instrument of a competitive economic system have 
an argument that is hard to answer. Is the League of Nations 
then to be on the one hand a holcHng corporation for mter-
national capitaHsm to prevent the mutual destruction of the 
profiteers, and on the other hand an international sheriff to 
collect their bad debts? Is it to carry on the international 
class war which the framers have already declared by their 
attitude toward socialist governments, or is it to become the 
medium through which a new international order can be 
worked out by the mutual modification which economic mter-
course between those governments and the democratic states 
would naturally bring about? 

If the machinery of the present Covenant is to serve this 
purpose, it wiU be necessary to develop it at once into a Par
Hament of the Peoples where their real representatives can 
talk to each other about the things they need to do together 
and aU the rest can hear everything that is said. If the Cov
enant is to stand as the guarantee of the Paris treaty its value 
as the first agreement of the nations to discuss their differences 
is more than counterbalanced by what it does to internationaUy 
guarantee economic privüeges that have been secured by 
strength and cunning, without regard to the coimnon need. 
It proposes to do internationaUy by law what has long been 
done nationaUy, namely, secure the spoüs to the strong by the 
common watch and ward. When wrong has once been tumed 
into right by custom and sanction and upheld by law and 
order, it takes centuries to undo it. The miners of Great 
Britain are now trying to get a better Standard of Hfe. Across 
their path they find the vested right of a few famiHes to take 
toU before the coal under the ground can be worked. They 
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have proved by historic documents that one of these famiHes 
acquired thousands of acres of land because centuries ago 
one of its members took advantage of a place of trust to get 
the signature of a boy kmg put to the document that gave 
away mües on mües of the land which was the common heritage 
of the people of England. That document is a symbol of the 
sacred right of private property. To declare it invaUd means 
a revolutionary change in Great Britain. Those who now teil 
US that something must now be conceded to the aggressors in 
order to get any kind of a covenant, and that without it there 
may be world upheaval, had better consider how much more 
of an upheaval it takes to redress wrongs after they have be
come intrenched. History has honor for men who, fighting 
for an ideal, met forces too strong for them and went down 
to defeat with their banner flying to the last; but it has no 
renown for men who led their time to be content with less of 
change than its possibiHties afforded. There is a Scripture 
the statesmen seldom use, perhaps it belongs only to the 
prophets to know its truth, and they are not always sure of it: 
"According to your faith it shall be done unto you." 

To multitudes of men the world over, the results of the 
Paris Conference are an abortion of the hope that was con
ceived in the dread hour of war, a defeat of the ideal that 
was born in the agony of the great struggle. The political 
ideaHsts who planned a League of Nations that would really 
prevent war and begin a new order, were defeated by a com
bination of forces, chief of which was harsh economic reaHty. 
They were trying to impose world peace upon the earth by a 
poHtical superstructure without due regard to the underpin-
ning of the common Hfe. That is why so many federations, 
from churches to nations, turn out to be only additional ma
chinery. SoHdarity is a matter of Hfe, not Organization. The 
things federated must have a common aim, purpose and mo
tive, and their desire to seek the common good must be greater 
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than the desire to serve themselves. If they are after all 
essentially rivals, no articles of agreement can bring unity of 
Hfe. AU these can do is to furnish rules for the struggle. This 
the legaHsts were trying to do for the nations without due 
regard to the economic nature of intemational rivalry. Mean
time the forces of the old order were strengthening themselves 
in the economic field and planning to use the new poHtical 
Organization as their defense and protection, quieting the ap-
prehensions of the ideaHsts with the plea of economic neces
sity. But there was another aspect of economic reaHty lymg 
ready to the hand of poHtical democracy as the instrument 
wherewith to fashion a new order, had its leaders but known 
it. That tool is the coöperative nature and possibiHty of the 
machine age. There is no need for poHtical democracy to 
faU into the grave with capitaHsm. I t yet has a name to hve, 
and can find renewed strength by foUowing its principles mto 
the economic field, where they will create an intemational 
Organization that vdU be positive not negative, that will "be 
based not on fighting but on fraternity," that will not seek to 
guarantee the privüeges of the strong but to promote the 
common weHare by mutual service. 

Before the peoples can come together in such a famüy of 
nations they must order their national Hfe with a new spirit 
and purpose. The spirit of the present Covenant for a League 
of Nations is still the spirit of the old order, of a world which 
has not yet been born again. In the old order the nations 
look upon the rest of the earth as a field for gain, and other 
peoples as a source of profit. In the new order all the nations 
wül view the earth as the common resource to be coöperatively 
administered for the maintenance of the common Hfe, they 
wiU consider all other peoples as beings of infinite worth and 
wül seek to find that worth in fellowship together. 



CHAPTER X 

SOME MOVEMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES 

What contribution has the United States to offer to the 
programs for a new social order that have been crystaUized 
by the war? Is there in this country any conviction concem
ing the need of social change, and if so, is it being formulated ' 
in definite terms? I t is to be supposed that there would not 
be in this country any such crystallization of conviction or 
judgment as there is in Europe conceming the essential ele
ments of a new order, because the sodal problem is not yet so 
acute, owing to exceptional economic opportunity. It is com
monly observed among those whose business it is to consider 
comparative social conditions that the United States, alone 
among the industrial nations, is at the present time stül 
trusting in the past, looking back to its Constitution for guid
ance, pinning its faith to a form which was devised for another 
day and not seeking to develop its underlying prindples. 

In very broad outline we wül first consider certain poHtical 
platforms or programs, drawn up during the world war, 
looking towards the reconstruction period, which assume 
to represent in this country "the toilers of hand and brain 
aJike," as do the British and Russian programs already 
considered. We wiU take first the principles and demands of 
the Socialist Party as e3q)ressed in its Congressional Pro
gramme for 1918, which begms with the foUowing declaration: 

Befoie the war the industrial life of every great nation was controUed 
by private individuals for private gain. A rapidly increased cost of living, 
widespread poverty among the wage workers, meagre incomes for the 
professional class, and the concentration of immense wealth in the hand? 
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of a comparative few—these were the natural results of a world run in the 
iaterest of big business. 

Every civüized nation was split into two warring camps; the non-
producers who owned, and the producers who served. 

Then war came. I t has challenged the domination of our economic 
Hfe by private enterprise. Private Operation and competition are being 
found totaUy unequal to the strain of war. The interests of the state 
become supreme. 

Underlying aU the problems of intemational reconstruction is the 
greatest of aU issues with which the world Stands faced. The state is 
dominating industry. Who shaU dominate the state? On the answer to 
this question depends the future of mankind. 

Already the lines are forming. 
In every belHgerent country, friend and foe aHke, the men of power in 

commerce and industry are laying their plans openly to capture the 
trade of the world. 

Already these men seek to enHst the active support of their govem
ments in these schemes of conquest to follow peace. The future of the 
world for them is a super-struggle for wealth and power; but in that game 
no mere individuals, but nations and governments themselves would 
be the pawns. 

Opposed to this, the ranks of labor are taking form. Within the 
beUigerent nations the mass of the workers are gathering strength. The 
toüers, of hand and brain alike, are buüding a new brotherhood m the 
unity of their demands. 

"No forcible annexations, no punitive indemnities, self-determination 
of aU nations." To the famous formula is now added: "No economic 
nationaUsm, no war after the war." 

True to its historic mission, the Socialist Party of the United States 
seeks to prepare the workers of America to take their part in the new 
fraternity of labor. 

The Socialist Party comes before the people pledged to the service of 
democracy. Democracy in government, democracy in industry, democ
racy in education—during the war as well as after the war, the state, the 
industries, and education, aU three must be owned and managed by the 
people, with no thought of profit. 

It should be observed that the analysis "every dvihzed 
nation was spHt into two warring camps: the non-producers 
who owned and the producers who served " is a Httle too sunpie. 
In the United States, more than in Europe, there is an inter-
mingUng of these groups; there are many producers who serve 
and also who own in greater or less degree. Of these, a large 
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proportion now find themselves shut out from any vital share 
in the control of the wealth or the productive enterprise of the 
nation. The part they will play in social change is Hkely to 
depend upon whether they conclude that their interests both 
as owners and producers aHke demand a new order. If these 
interests conflict, ownership tying them to the old order and 
productive service leading them to the new, then the question 
is whether they will develop enough passion for the common 
good and a sufficient spirit of sacrifice to make them workers 
for a new world. 

It should also be noted that behind the demand that "the 
State, the industries and education—all three, must be owned 
and managed by the people with no thought of profit," there is 
the same assumption involved in the program of the British 
Labor Party, namely, that state ownership and state manage
ment of these three functions would give true democracy. 
This remains to be demonstrated. There have been serious 
questions raised concerning it by the organized workers of 
Great Britain and the United States as a result of the partial 
State ownership and state control of some of these functions 
during the war. 

The Congressional Platform of the SociaHst Party is di
vided into two major divisions; International Reconstruction 
and National Reconstruction. The international point of 
emphasis is a Federation of Peoples. 

We call for a Federation of the Peoples of the World, neutrals as well 
as present beUigerents, and that this federation be organized at the time 
of the peace Conference. 

A positive aim and purpose for this federation is set forth as 
agamst what is declared to be the necessary negative aim of 
a federation of present governments: 

Under the control of capitalist nations such a Federation wotdd, of 
course, be used mainly for the purpose of making rules to govem the 
intemational stmggle for the markets of the world and to aid the cap-
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itaHst powers of different nations to keep down their own working classes 
whereas the Socialist Party desires a federation of socialized nations for 
the purpose of coördinating the aflfairs of the world and establishing 
universal brotherhood. 

In method, this proposal is more true to the principles of 
political democracy than the Paris Conference or its League 
of Nations. Evidently considering a transitional stage to be 
necessary between the democratic and the sociaHstic world 
order, this program demands democratic representation and 
discussion: 

To minimize this danger, we demand as a first requisite to success, an 
adequate representation of labor and socialist groups, women and sup
pressed races and nationalities, in each beUigerent nation at the peace 
Conference and in aU departments of the permanent Federation of 
Peoples. 

In the matter of disarmament, the sociaHsts propose that 
humanity keep faith with itself and follow its hopes rather 
than its fears: 

We demand that the Federation take measures looking to the reduction 
of armaments to the point of eventual elimination. If the wiU to peace 
is there, economic pressure wiU be an adequate weapon against recal-
citrants. 

In the field of Internal Reconstruction the first question 
raised is Industrial Control and the proposals are shmlar to 
those of the British Labor Par ty : 

The private domination of industry for private gain has brought such 
disastrous consequences both among and within the nations of the world 
as to make public ownership for pubUc service the first necessity in any 
forward-looking plan of reconstruction both national and international. 

The Socialist Party, therefore, demands that aU pubHc Utilities and 
basic industries of the United States be taken over by the people, and 
that this process shaU be undertaken as speedüy as is consistent with 
public Order and security, and aUowing for the utmost possible degree of 
local autonomy. 

In the accompHshment of these ends the SociaHst Party demands that 
compensation, if any, paid to the owners in no case exceed the original 
cost of the physical property taken by the people; that such compensa-
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tion be paid as far as possible out of taxation and operating revenues; 
that the unit of ownership—federal, state or city—shoiüd coincide as 
closely as possible with the scope of the industry concerned; and that the 
Operation of aU pubHc Services be on a strictly cost basis after aUowing 
suitable reserves for depreciation, retirement of debts and new constmc-
tion. 

It is proposed to immediately nationalize the Raüroads 
and Express Service, Steamships and Steamship Lines, Tele
graph and Telephone, and Power, defined as "the coördina
tion of coal mines, water power and the generation of elec
tricity under national ownership and control," as proposed 
by the British Ministry of Reconstruction. This would pro
mote "economy" and efficiency of pubHc service and the 
prevention of fuel famine," so that "every household in the 
nation as weU as every industrial establishment and farm 
could be suppHed with electrical energy at almost incredibly 
low rates." It is also declared that 

Every large scale essential industry whose Operations extend beyond 
the borders of a single State must eventuaUy be owned and operated by 
the Federal Govermnent at cost, for the benefit of the people as a whole. 

But 
Govemment ownership without democratic management may become 

a greater menace to the world than the system of private ownership and 
exploitation which is passing away. Without the control of industry a 
democratic govemment may be a menace to the liberty of the individual. 
The addition of the immense power over pubUc poUcy, and over the 
happiness of the masses, incident to industrial domination, intensifies the 
menace a thousand-fold. 

It is quite evident from recent strütes of state and municipal 
employees in France, England, Canada and the United States, 
that tjie workers do not propose to permit the democratic 
State as it goes mto industry to become an autocratic master. 
It is also evident that both the state and the workers wül have 
to consider whether democracy in industry can be secured by 
State control of production, under either a capitaHst or social
ist economic system. 
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Then come demands concerning a national poHcy of em-
plo3rment, of the same nature as those already described in 
the program of the British Labor Party. These are followed 
by a demand for a change in the structure of govemment: 

The present stmcture of govemment is totaUy inadequate to assume 
the additional bürden of industrial control. 

Organized on the theory of a Separation of powers and constrained by a 
rigid Constitution, the President, two houses of congress, and the courts 
have been checks and balances upon one another that have destroyed 
efl&ciency, and made ineffective the wiU of the people. Only by the 
domination of the executive and the serviHty of Congress has any effective 
action been secured. But the loss to democracy has been immense. 

The dictates of both eflficiency and democracy demand a flexible Con
stitution and a unified form of govemment. The President and the 
courts must be responsible to Congress and its members elected by the 
people without regard to sex and subject to their continual control. 

The SociaHst Party, therefore, demands: 
1. That amendments to the United States Constitution be made upon 

the recommendation of a majority vote of Congress and ratification by a 
majority of the voters of the nation, or by initiative of the people. 

2. The aboHtion of the Senate, and the election of members of G)n-
gress by proportional representation subject to recaU. Democratization 
of Congressional procedure, the terms of congressmen to begin soon 
after their election. The election of federal judges by the people subject 
to recaU. 

3. The direct election of the President and the Vice-President subject 
to recaU, and the aboUtion of the veto power. 

4. The aboütion of the usurped power of the courts to declare acts of 
Congress unconstitutional. 

5. Responsibihty of the President and his cabinet to Congress through 
the power of Interpellation. 

6. Self-govemment for the District of Columbia. 
7. The initiative and referendum appHed to federal legislation. 
8. The immediate passage of the amendment to the Constitution of 

the United States estabHshing the right of women to the franchise, and 
adequate representation of women in legislative, jucücial and adminis
trative fields of govemment, that the interests of women may be the 
better safeguarded. 

"To meet the needs of the national finance" and at the same 
time solve the ever menacing problem of wealth concentration, 
this platform favors: 
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1. The imposition of an excess profits tax approximately 100%. No 
one should be permitted to secure profit from this war, whüe others are 
enduring untold sacrifice. 

2. A progressive income tax, aiming at the aboHtion of aU incomes 
above the needs of a comfortable and secure Hvelihood. 

3. A progressive inheritance tax, rising to 100% in laige estates. 
4. Taxation of the imeamed increment of land; aU lands held out of 

use to be taxed at fuU rental value. 
5. A more adequate corporations tax. 

It is also urged that "the govemment must completely and 
democraticaUy control its banks and credit system" through 
the following means: 

The Socialist Party demands: 
That all banks essential to the conduct of business and industry be ac

quired by the govemment and incorporated in a imified pubUc banking 
System. 

2. As the govemment acquires ownership of industries, it shall Sub
stitute for metaUic money and the present form of paper money an 
increasing proportion of notes redeemable in the service and commodities 
furnished by the govemment, thereby ultimately eliminating entirely the 
necessity of mamtaining a gold reserve, except for intemational trade 
relations. 

This platiorm also proposes to introduce a new order in 
agriculture, and the measures it suggests are simüar to those 
which organizations of farmers are now carrying out: 

1. Collective ownership of elevators, warehouses, flour mills, stock-
3rards, packing houses, creameries, cold storage plants, and factories for 
the production of agricidtural implements. 

2. Public Insurance against diseases of animals, diseases of plants, 
insect pests, hau, flood, drought, storm and fire. 

3. Tlie leasing of farm machinery by pubHc bodies at cost. 
4. The encouragement of coöperative societies for agricultural pur

poses. 
5. The appHcation of the land values tax to land held for specidation 

and esploitation; exemption of farm improvements from taxation. 
6. The retention by Üie national, state and local govemment of aU 

land owned by them, and the continuous acquirement of other land by 
redamation, purchase, condemnation, taxation or otherwise, such land 
to be organized as rapidly as practicable into sociaUy operated farms. 

7. Encouragement of unions of agricultural workers. 
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8. Extension of labor laws to agricvdture and the securing to agricul
tural laborers of minimmn Standards requisite for a healüiy life and 
worthy citizenship. 

9. We also caU attention to the fact that the elimination of farm 
tenantry and the development of socially owned and operated agriculture 
resvdting from the foregoing measures wiU open new opportunities to the 
agricultural wage worker and free him from dependence on the private 
employer. 

The SociaHsts are not umnindful of the race problem which 
hinders the solidarity of the United States and makes a new 
social order here a more dif&cult problem than it is in Europe. 

The negroes are the most oppressed portion of the American population 
of which they form one-ninth. They are the victims of lawlessness, in
cluding hanging and buming; widespread political disfranchisement, and 
loss of civil rights. They are especiaUy discriminated against in economic 
opportunity. 

We therefore demand: 
1. That the negroes be accorded fuU benefits of citizenship, political, 

educational and industrial. 
2. That Congress shaU enforce the provisions of the i4th Amendment 

by reducing the representation in Congress of such states as violate the 
letter or spirit of the amendment. 

The conclusion of this program is of particular significance: 
In offering the above program, the Socialist Party wams the masses 

that it has reference to a dying social order. Our program is designed 
to assist in the passing of this bankrupt System of capitaHsm, not as a final 
Substitute for it. No security can be had from imperialism, trade and 
Investment rivalries, reactionary diplomacy, intrigues against backward 
lands and peoples, miHtarism, and exploitation of the masses, without 
a complete transformation of capitaHst society. Anything short of this 
complete transformation, any program that leaves industry, finance, 
transportation and natural resources in the hands of exploiting groups, 
wiU perpetuate the causes of international discord and lead to another 
world tragedy. The main struggle of the masses is to secure control of 
these basic institutions and this requires an education of the people to 
the necessity of such control. 

In this work of education we invite the Cooperation of aU who recognize 
the opportunities for re-buUding the world on a basis of equity, democ
racy and fraternity for aU. 

Here is a different point of view from that evidenced in the 
programs of the British Labor Partv and the Russian Soviet 
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RepubHc. It is avowedly a program for a transition period, 
rather than for a new order. Compared with the European 
programs, it is the expression of a different stage of eco
nomic development. It is a frank recognition of the fact that 
the people of this country are not yet ready, inteUectuaUy or 
practicaUy, for such changes as may be now secured in eco
nomic or poHtical Organization in Europe, that they have 
not yet recognized the necessity of the democratic control of 
economic activity. From this point of view the United States 
is among the backward peoples, whose chief need is education. 
The nation which cheerfuUy assumed to teach the world 
democracy needs now patienüy to discover what democracy 
means. The emphasis upon education with which this pro
gram doses gives groimd for hope. What needs always to 
be remembered is that the educational method of the new Or
der is not the transmission of dogma, but discussion and ex
periment. 

Another reconstruction program was formulated by the 
Social Democratic League which is a secessionist group of 
"inteUectuals" who spHt off from the SociaHst Party because 
of its Opposition to the war. This group was one of the con
stituent elements in the "National Party" and its members 
are active in the present attempt to secure the poHtical Or
ganization of "Hberals." Their program runs very largely 
side by side with the mam features of the program just 
considered. It declares that 

after the war socialism wiU be at once freer, more democratic, more 
radical and more practical than pre-war sociaHsm. 

It points out that 
Socialists wiU continue to advocate labor legislation and govemment 
ownership along tiie lines established by the intemational labor move
ment, 

but 
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govemmentalized industry as weU as private industry, no matter how 
much regulated by labor legislation, stand in the need of direct dem
ocratic control. Nor can a genuine democratic international program 
be buüt upon the basis of economically separate and self-suflBcient and 
independent nations. The time has arrived to put into practical effect 
that economical internationalism which has been so long explicit but 
forgotten in Socialist Hterature. 

The two main theses of this program are thus, that industry 
under government Operation must have a democratic control 
and that economic Hfe must be internationaUy organized. 

The measures relied upon for the democratic control of 
industry are as follows: 

Either under government ownership or under the system of govem
ment control contemplated for most industries for the reconstruction 
period we must have governing bodies largely or whoUy under a combined 
government and labor control—the very substance of industrial democ
racy when labor and the producing classes generally come to predominate 
over private property and capitalist interests in the govemment—as 
they may do in every democratic nation if the producing classes use their 
new power efl&ciently in national and in intemational affairs. 

The next step is to demand the direct participation of labor m the 
other radical economic measures affecting labor not by industries but 
nationaUy, measures initiated by the war and likely to be contmued in 
various forms and degrees. 

The direct representation of labor and other producing classes on in
dustrial boards must be supplemented moreover, by a radical democ
ratization of all political and constitutional machinery as already partially 
developed in poHticaUy advanced communities in the United States and 
several other nations. I t is chiefly through such political democracy 
national and local, that the producing classes express their desires in their 
capacity of consmners, though the consumers, whenever coöperatively 
organized, may also be given direct representation. 

The national program advocates national action for eco
nomic well-being and society welfare in ways that have al
ready been sufl&ciently discussed. It has this to say conceming 
equaHty of opportunity for cultural development: 
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Every diild is entitled both to a broad cultural education and to a 
spedaHzed occupational training. Half-tune and continuation schools 
cannot accompHsh this double object. The minimiin^ school age must be 
raised to eighteen. A large proportion of our youthful population— 
indudiog all those who devdop spedal gif ts or aptitudes while in school— 
must be maintained throughout the higher technical schools and coUeges 
at pubHc expense. Industrial education shoxild be harmonized with tiie 
System of apprenticeship advocated by organized labor, which shotild 
have a voice in the conduct of industrial schoob. At the same time the 
quaHty of our pubHc educational institutions must be improved in every 
direction. The munber of conmion-school teachers must be approxi-
matdy doubled in order that classes may be smaUer, their pay and train
ing must be improved and teachers for special and higher dasses must be 
even more largely increased in munber. AU this, together with better 
equipment, means a minimum increase in school expenditures of several 
hundred per cent. 

The aim of physical and mental education in a social democracy is 
to give all children equal educational opportunities so that they may 
meet on equal terms in all occupations—and to enlarge their capacities to 
tiie maximum of which they are capable for both social service and for 
individual development—taking into due account the economic and 
educational resources which the Community has at its disposal. Indeed 
this defines the larger part of the duty of a social democracy towards the 
individual dtizen. 

EquaHty of opportunity must be provided in part by revolutionary 
improvements in the educational system, and in part—as the American 
Federation of Labor demands—^by such improvements in wages that all 
Citizens may be able to keep their chUdren in school as long as their 
progress promises results corresponding to the parents' sacrifice—or as 
long as parents are willing for any reason to continue this sacrifice. At 
the same time it is the duty of society to maintain in school at pubUc 
expense aU chüdren and youths of exceptional abilities—for as long a 
period as their promise of exceptional social Services seems to justify. 

This program also emphasizes the relation of coöperative 
societies to the development of a new order. 

The intemational program emphasizes economic intema-
tionaHsm as the only possible basis of permanent peace: 

The older remedies against war, based upon individualism among 
the nations, have become obsolete. They are founded upon the prin
dple of unlimited national competition and belong to the period of 
laissez-faire in govemment and unlimited competition in industry. 
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In Order that there may be no economic war after the war—leading 
towards another military Holocaust—in order that a permanent economic 
peace may be established, the present defensive economic Cooperation 
of the Entente nations and America against Germany must be made the 
basis for a constructive and permanent economic Cooperation for the 
purpose of preserving peace, improving the economic relations of the 
nations and removing the economic causes of the war. 

The specific measures set forth for economic Cooperation 
between the nations are: the internationalization of intema
tional capital for the development of the backward regions, 
internationalization of international transportation, intema
tional Cooperation in international trade, particularly in the 
control and distribution of raw materials. In conclusion it is 
affirmed: "This organized Cooperation of the democratic na
tions is an indispensable preparation for their poHtical federa
tion," whereas political federation in the League of Nations 
is being attempted on the basis of economic competition. In 
this matter, as well as in its emphasis upon the necessity for 
democratic control of state industry by the workers, the 
program of the Social Democratic League recognizes that 
poHtical Organization must correspond to economic reality, 
that it must embody and express the interdependence and 
vital associations of industrial civilization, that instead of 
being an overhead regulative agency for industry and agri
culture, it must be the medium through which their respective 
functions may achieve a better coördination for the common 
social well-being. 

Platforms have also recently been formulated by Inde
pendent Labor Parties in different parts of this country m the 
hope that the movement may become national in scope with 
an Organization in every city and state. The two strongest 
organizations at present are in the State of Illinois and City 
of Chicago, and again in Greater New York. The Chicago 
platform, which follows, is practicaUy the program of the 
other organizations. 
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LABOR'S FOURTEEN POINTS 

THE PLATPOKM OF AN INDEPENDENT LABOR PARTY LAUNCHED BY THE 
CmcAGo FEDERATION OF LABOR 

RIGHT TO ORGANIZE 

1. The imqualified right of workers to organize and to deal coUectively 
with employers through such representatives of their unions as they 
choose. 

DEMOCRATIC CONTROL OF INDUSTRY 

2. Democratic control of industry and commerce for the general 
good by those who work with hand and brain, and the elimination of 
autocratic domination of the forces of production and distribution either 
by selfish private interests or bureaucratic agents of govemment. 

8 HOUR DAY AND MINIMUM WAGE 

3. An 8-hour day and a 44-hour week in all branches of industry, with 
minimiinn rates of pay which, without the labor of mothers and children, 
will maintain the worker and his family in health and comfort, and 
provide a competence for old age, with ample provision for recreation and 
good citizenship. 

ABOLITION OF UNEMPLOYMENT 

4. AboHtion of imemployment by the creation of opportunity for 
steady work at Standard wages through the stabilization of industry and 
the establishment, during periods of depression, of govemment work on 
housing, road-building, reforestation, redamation of desert and swamp, 
and the development of ports and waterways, 

EQUAL RIGHTS FOR M E N AND WOMEN 

5. Complete equaHty of men and women in govemment and indus
try, with the fuUest enfrandhisement of women, and equal pay for men 
and women doing similar work. 

STOP PROFITEERING 

6. Reduction of the cost of Hving to a just level, immediately and as a 
permanent poHcy, by the development of Cooperation, and the elimina
tion of wasteful methods, parasitical middlemen and all profiteering in 
the creation and distribution of the products of industry and agriciilture, 
in Order that the actual producers may enjoy the fruits of th^ir toil, 
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ABOUSH KAISERISM IN EDUCATION 

7. Democratization of education in public schools and universities 
through the participation of labor and the organized teachers üi the 
determination of methods, poHcies and programs in this fundamental 
field. 

EXTENSION OF SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' INSURANCE TO ALL WORKERS 

8. Continuation after the war of soldiers' and sailors' Insurance; ex
tension of such life Insurance, by the government without profit, to all 
men and women; and the establishment of governmental insurance 
against accident and illness, and upon aU insurable forms of property. 

TAX INHERITANCE, INCOMES, AND LAND VALUES TO PAY WAR DEBT AND 
GOVERNMENT EXPENSES 

9. Liquidation of the national debt by the appHcation of all inheri-
tances above a hundred thousand dollars, supplemented as may be neces
sary by a direct capital tax upon aU persons and corporations where 
riches have been gained by war or other profiteering; and payment of 
the current expenses of govemment by graduated income taxes, public 
profits from nationaUy owned utiHties and resources, and from a system 
of taxation of land values which wiU stimulate rather than retard pro
duction. 

PUBLIC OWNERSHIP OF PUBLIC UTILITIES—NATIONAUZATION AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES TO FURNISH EMPLOYMENI 
FOR RETURNING SOLDIERS AND SAILORS AND DISLOCATED WAR-
WORKERS 

10. Public ownership and Operation of railways, steamships, stock 
yards, grain elevators, terminal markets, telegraphs, telephones, and all 
other public Utilities; and the nationalization and development of basic 
natural resources, waterpower and unused land, with the repatriation of 
large Holdings, to the end that returning soldiers and sailors and dis
located war workers may find an opportunity for an independent Hveli
hood. 

RESTORATION OF FREE SPEECH, FREE PRESS, AND FREE ASSEMBLAGE 

11. Complete restoration, at the earHest possible moment, of all 
fundamental political rights—free speech, free press, and free assem
blage; the removal of aU war-time res train ts upon the interchange of 
ideas and the movement of people among communities and nations; and 
the liberation of all persons held in prison or indicted under charges due 
to their championship of the rights of labor or their patriotic insistence 
upon the rights guaranteed to Üiem by the Constitution. 
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LABOR REPRESEMTATION IN ALL DEPARTMENTS OP GOVERNMENT—AND 
ALL GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES OF DEMOBIUZATION AND RECONSTRUC
TION 

12. Representation of labor, in proportion to its votmg strength, in 
all departments of govemment and upon aU governmental commis
sions and agencies of demobüization and reconstmction; and recognition 
of the principles of trade unionism in the relocation of soldiers, sailors 
and war workers in peace pursuits, with adequate provision for the 
support and extension of the Department of Labor as the principal 
agency therefor. 

LABOR REPRESENTATION IN PEACE CONFERENCE 

13. Repiesentatrön of the workers, in proportion to their nvmibers in 
the aimies, navies and Workshops of the world, at the peace Conference 
and upon whatever intemational tribunals may result therefrom, with 
the labor of this nation represented by the president of the American 
Federation of Labor and such other delegates as the workers may demo
cratically designate. 

AN END TO KINGS AND WARS 

14. Supplementing the League of Nations, and to make that instm-
ment of intemational democracy vitaUy effective for humanity, a league 
of the woriters of all nations pledged and organized to enforce the de
stmction of autocracy, miHtarism and economic imperiaHsm throughout 
the world, and to bring about world-wide disarmament and open di
plomacy, to the end that there shaU be no more kings and no more 
wars. 

RespectfuUy submitted, 
CHICAGO FEDERATION OF LABOR. 

E. N. NocKELS, Secretary. 
JOHN FITZPATRICK, President. 

The American Labor Party of Greater New York prefaces 
its platform with the foUowing appeal: 

Workers, the great cataclysm that convulsed Europe, marked the 
buih pangs of a new social order. That new order, which wiU be char
acterized by industrial and political democracy, can not materialize 
without your Cooperation and support. In your hands, brothers and 
sisters, rest not only your own fortunes, but the destiny of your class. 
As members of the American Labor Party you can usher in the dawn of a 
new era in which democracy and brotherhood wiU be the guiding stars. 

Jdn US and help the American Labor Party regenerate society. 
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I t quotes considerably from the British Labor Party pro
gram and in the measures it advocates, follows closely the 
Chicago platform. It has distinctive Statements on Educa
tion and Taxation as follows: 

DEMOCRATIC CONTROL OF EDUCATION 

Education being the keystone to democracy, we favor the following: 
(i) The creation of a department of education the head of which is to 

be a member of the President's Cabinet. 
(2) The administration of local educational Systems by elective and 

paid boards of education. 
(3) CoUege and university training free to all who are quaUfied. 
(4) Democratization of education in public schools and universities 

and pubHc hbraries through the participation of labor and the organized 
teachers and librarians in the determination of new methods, policies and 
programs in this fundamental field and the extension of the principle 
of free public Instruction and the furnishing of free text books to Colleges 
and universities. 

(5) The war being over, we demand the elimination of aU military 
training from all educational institutions except the regularly established 
govermnent miHtary and naval schools. 

TAXATION TO FINANCE INCREASED GOVERNMENTAL 
ACTIVITIES 

To provide sufficient revenue to liquidate the public debt arising out 
of the war, to carry on all public works and improvements and to render 
financial assistance to certain projects upon which the economic future 
of the country and the weU-being of the people wül necessarily depend, 
we favor (a) 100 per cent. tax on an annual individual income above 
$100,000, and in addition, taxation to eliminate excessive inheritances, 
(b) a progressive increase in taxes upon aU profits, uneamed increments 
and incomes, (c) the use of public profits from nationaUy-owned Utilities 
and resources, and the use of revenue derived from a system of taxation 
on land values which wiU stimulate rather than retard production. 

These programs give an Impression of trust in rigid for
mulae, either derived from the past or borrowed elsewhere. 
There is no sure grip upon either the economic or the poHtical 
means at hand in this country. One has the Impression that 
the people who formulated these platforms have not yet found 
themselves. They are an indication rather of a disturbed 
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State of mmd than any mastery of the Situation. They are 
promise rather than Performance.^ They are a distinct ad
vance in that they recognize the necessity of united poHtical 
action by the forces of labor, which has been so vigorously 
denied and opposed by the leaders of the American Federation 
of Labor, in that they attempt to reach out beyond wages, 
hours and conditions of employment to the wider economic 
aspects of the Situation, and also in that they recognize the 
brain workers as an essential part of the army of production, 
and there again challenge a prejudice fostered by the leader
ship of the American Federation of Labor. Against that 
leadership there is a growing revolt. American labor is feeling 
the Stimulus of the world movement for a new order. It is no 
longer to be content with struggling for collective bargaining 
and better conditions of work. Here and there a larger purpose 
is forming. 

At present the sociaHst and labor groups of the United 
States are in the crucible; they do not fully understand their 
Situation or themselves. What will Happen in the way of final 
attitude and program will depend on two factors; namely, 
upon the economic Situation that develops after the war and 
upon the attitude of the employing and propertied class in 
this country. There is material here for the development 
of very much more far-reaching programs than those just 
presented. Already there is a Left Wing Socialist movement 
running several pubHcations in different parts of the country, 
proclaiming practically a communistic program akin to that 
of Russia and accepting the formula of the dictatorship of the 
Proletariat as the means to secure the new order. 

Perhaps the most significant steps in the direction of a new 
order in the United States are those which have been taken 

»Later developments make it clear that the labor movement of the 
United States will in due course make its own peculiar and vital con
tribution to the re-ordering of the world's economic life. 
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by the organized farmers. Whatever social change comes in 
this country will have to reckon with our large agricultural 
interests. In our past political and economic history not a 
Httle demand for change has come from the men of the soll. 
They were the backbone of the anti-slavery cause. They de
veloped the Greenback and PopuHst movements, which orig
inated in economic grievances. These were class movements, 
and they bore the stamp of the pioneer. They were protest 
more than constructive action. But the American farmer is 
no longer a pioneer. He is now not purely individualistic; 
he is rapidly being socialized. And he has organized for him
self recently a very significant national movement, the Non
Partisan League. 

The origin of this movement is to be found in the dissatis-
faction of North Dakota farmers with marketing conditions, 
in their conviction that in the distribution of their product 
they were being exploited by the middle men and the specu-
lators. For twenty years these farmers tried to get state 
terminal elevators for the storage and distribution of wheat. 
Legislature after Legislature refused; finally in the referendum 
election of 1914,83% of the vote was cast for two state owned 
terminal elevators and 200 farmers went to the Legislature to 
lobby for their measure. But they found that certam financial 
interests had a larger influence with the Legislature than the 
people of the State, and they were told to "go home and slop 
their hogs." Instead they started to put some rings m the 
noses of hogs they did not own, with the result that they now 
have the Non-Partisan League, which is organized nationaUy, 
which has complete control of the government of one state 
and a working poHtical Organization in seventeen different 
states, which is no longer dependent for its views upon a press 
controUed by other interests, but has sixty papers of its own. 
This is absolutely an occupational Organization. Farmers 
only may belong to it; no banker or merchant who is conduct-
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ing farming as an expansive recreation or side interest can 
belong to the Non-Partisan League. But a genuine farmer, 
also interested in merchandising or banking, may belong pro
vided that farming is his primary means of Hvelihood. 

The primary purposes for which the League was formed are: 

(A) Making govemment responsive to the wiU of the people; 
(B) Eradicating special privilege; puiifying govemment; improving 

the general weHare of the people; 
(C) Raising the Standard of citizenship; disseminating knowledge of 

the rights, powers and duties of Citizens in relation to govemment; 
govemment by the people. 

These purposes are stated in terms of poHtical rights and 
general welfare, but the platform upon which the members of 
the League were elected to the Legislature last November 
(1918) caUs for: 

State-owned terminal elevators, flour mills, and cold storage plants, 
with an industrial commission to supervise their Operation; a State bank 
with a capital of $2,000,000, in which aU State funds wül be deposited, 
and which, besides doing the usual banking business, wiU make first-
mortgage farm loans at a low rate; a State buüding association em-
powered to erect dweUings for farmers and industrial workers, payment 
to be made on an amortization plan; State hau insurance, a matter of 
peculiar importance in the prairie States; workmen's compensation, an 
improved initiative and referendum, and an attack upon speculative 
land-holding through the exemption of improvements from taxation. 
A series of constitutional amendments to enable the State to vmdertake 
these various public Services was approved by overwhelming popiüar 
votes at the last election; the amendments have since been ratified by 
the Legislature; and the larger part of the legislation caUed for is already 
on the Statute book. 

This program of State SociaHsm is used to enable the agri
cultural producers to control the sale of their product, to free 
them from the grip of the money lender, to improve their 
methods of production and to promote social well-being. 

The legislature of 1917 passed bills placing within the reach of mral 
schools, school nurses and medical inspection; providing free transporta
tion for diüdren Hving more than two and one-fourth mües from the 
school; raising the compulsoiy attendance age to seventeen for those who 
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had not completed the eighth grade, and providing for the establishment 
of evening schools in town or country for those deficient in schooling who 
are beyond the compiüsory school age. The present legislature has 
introduced measures to provide more ample funds for country schools and 
to improve them in other ways. 

Besides a program, there is in North Dakota an actual ac
compHshment. Revolutionary changes have been accom
pHshed by due process of law. There is Httle interest in North 
Dakota in the SociaHst Party. Without caring about the 
name, the farmers have put through a sociaHstic program of 
State ownership and control of certain economic functions, 
rejecting state ownership of land. The League seeks to m-
crease the number of small landholders and increase their 
proceeds. 

There is a wider outlook and possibiHty to this movement. 
During the war the Non-Partisan League held a Reconstoic-
tion Conference and adopted certain resolutions which m-
dicated that the purpose of the common people in the war, 
the reason for the privations and Services of both men and 
women, was to estabHsh political and industrial democracy at 
home as well as abroad, "not that they might possess its 
benefits to the exclusion of any others, but in order that 
equaHty of rights and opportunities between the nations and 
within the nations might be estabHshed." The members of 
the National Committee of the League pledged themselves 
to attempt to end war by creating a world democracy, to a 
reconstruction program providing employment for aU, to 
reduce the cost of Hving, maintain eamings of labor and pri
mary producers, end monopoly extortion and redeem state and 
national governments from the autocratic control of monop-
oHes. They want national ownership for railroads, aU means 
of transportation and communication and "all other under
takings which in their nature must be either great private 
monopoHes or public enterprises." They want the national 
war debt Hquidated by "an income and inheritance tax, grad-
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uated upward from $5,000 until aU incomes over $100,000 a 
year, and all inheritances above that amount shaU be appro
priated for that purpose until the debt is paid; and aU incomes 
not accounted for and all income-producing properties, secu-
rities and inheritances not Hsted for this purpose shaU be for-
feited to the government." They want to eliminate gambling 
and speculation in the necessities of life by forbidding the use 
of the maus, telegraphs, telephones, express companies and 
banks for making sales of goods, properties, Investments or 
securities except for actual deHvery of the things sold. Here 
then is a movement which commits the farmer to a program 
of reconstruction, national and intemational, which mobilizes 
him with the other forces of the world that are working for a 
new order. 

The significance of this movement is not simply that the 
farmer is in poHtics; the farmer of this country has always been 
in poHtics. From the time when he drove his wagon for two 
days across the prairies to hear Lincoln debate with Douglass, 
untü the time of the PopuHst movement, not a Httle of the 
poHtical thinking of this country has been done by the man 
of the soü. But the significant thing about this present Situa
tion is that the farmer is in politics for economic purposes, 
that he is trying to change the govermnent in order to secure 
certain changes in the economic order, The poHticians of 
Canada are quite a Httle worried at the present tune because 
of the attitude of the Canadian Council of Agriculture whose 
program includes both pubHc ownership of public utiHties 
and the nationaHzation of the natural resources, along with 
other more mmiediate matters. This Council of farmers in 
Canada is requiring of candidates for office a categorical an
swer, yes or no, to the question, "Do you support the plat
form laid down by the Council of Agriculture?" The further 
significance of this movement is that the farmer is in poHtics as 
a class-conscious occupational group, driven there prünarily by 
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his own economic and social interests, Just exactly as the laboi 
organizations are being driven into poHtics the world over. 
As soon as he attempts to look after his own occupational and 
social interests through legislation, the farmer finds that he 
is met by something other than poHtical Opposition. He finds 
that he is treated to the same measures of repression which 
have long been used in this country against the industrial 
workers when they have sought to improve their conditions. 
After people get over the first shock, their ideas get clarified 
considerably by getting pounded over the head a few times, 
and now that the farmers have had their meetings broken up 
and have been driven out of towns after their Organizers have 
been beaten and ünprisoned under false pretenses, they come 
to understand pretty definitely what are the forces behind the 
Opposition to even the beginnings of a new social order m the 
United States and how they operate. 

Therefore it is quite certain that those who are attempting 
to discourage the farmer's interest in a new order of things by 
methods of savage repression will but increase and accen
tuate it. 

Another significant aspect of the farmer's program is that 
he is in poHtics for economic purposes as a property holder or 
at least as a man who intends to become one. This constitutes 
a different interest in social change from that of the industrial 
wage-earner, an interest which will have a very vital part to 
play in shaping an American program for a new order, for 
it is an essential part of the program of the Non-Partisan 
League to join with organized labor. Here comes this class-
conscious, property-holding worker of the soll, with a very 
deep sense of the value of individual property for social de
velopment up to a certain point, seeking alHance with the 
industrial workers of the eitles. Already several of the State 
Federations of Labor—CaHfornia, New Jersey and New 
York—have adopted programs which are distinct from the 
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national program of the Federation of Labor and which are 
very sunilar m mam outline to the program of the British 
Labor Party and also to that of the Non-Partisan League. 
Also there are a number of other farmer organizations moving 
m the same cHrection. AU these bodies recognize for the first 
tune that there is something generaUy wrong in the industrial 
order which is a matter of common concern to all of them. At 
this point, they pass out of their speciaHzed occupational in
terest to get upon common ground and find a conunon bond 
with the workers of other occupations, suffering under com
mon evüs and now endeavoring to find a common release 
from them. 

There was, for example, held at Washington during the war 
a Conference of State Oranges, State Farmers' Unions, the 
American Society of Equity—which is the farmers' coöperative 
Organization in the West, the Gleaners and the National Non
Partisan League, which spent several days in working out a 
poHcy for economic reconstruction in America and for inter
national reconstruction, to be submitted to the farmers' or
ganizations for approval. I t was finally considered in a 
Farmers' National Conference on Reconstruction held also at 
Washington. 

This poHcy and program for economic reconstruction has 
some very important items in it. I t Starts out by indicating 
that the farmers are not going to commit Sabotage upon the 
rest of US. 

It is impossible for us to organize in militant fashion for our own 
defense. Nothing coidd justify a threat on our part to refuse to produce 
and thereby inflict hunger, and we are therefore justified in demanding 
of the Govemment of which we are no inconsiderable part, definite 
action that wiU lead to greater production and to cheapened distribu
tion. 

The program comes out squarely for the nationalization of 
the natural resources of the country; "coal, iron, copper ores, 
water power, tunber, phosphate deposits, gas and oü." 
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Such of these natural resources as are now in private ownership 
should be acquired by the Government at the earHest possible oppor
tunity, and in such acquisition no payment shoidd be made to the present 
owners for value given by nature, for good will, nor for any other intan
gible element, but fuU payment must be made for actual prudent In
vestment. 

Here is the natural blas of the farmer toward the rewards 
of individual energy and thrif t. He does not propose that the 
nation shaU be robbed by the speculators and parasites, but 
he does propose that the fruits of individual energy and thrift 
shall be individually conserved, so long as they are not socially 
harmful. 

This program demands that the government shaU place 
farming on a sound basis by certain national methods for 
economically marketing farm products and making credit 
avaüable to farming. I t faces the land problem squarely. 

(c) The present unrestrained system of land tenure must be termi-
nated. Vast Holdings of productive fertüe lands in a single ownership 
is detrimental to all legitünate agricultural interests. Tenant farmmg 
should be replaced by the more responsible system of cultivation by 
owners. Taxation should be used as a remedy to force into produc
tivity idle acres held for speculation. 

It is certainly high time that some steps were taken m this 
country to force idle land into use. A late report on idle land 
says there are four million acres of land in New York State 
not being used and held, much of it, in large estates. There 
are four companies whose combined Holdings of land on the 
Pacific Coast are greater in extent than was the German 
Empire before the war. 

This program also contains provisions regarding govem-
mentally owned elevators, the regulation of the packing in
dustry, the stabilizing of prices, regulation of war finance, 
excess profits and taxation, similar to those in the program 
of the Non-Partisan League. Its section on education def
initely aims at the development of solidarity: 
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1' idacation is the basis of all progress. Rural education sets the soHd 
tellidards of our citizenship and our patriotism. It is here the ideals of 
IJtoäcican govemment find theü: bulwark. New and higher Standards of 
icitizeDship must be set up in our rural schools to meet the test of the 
new intemational ethics that herald a new dawn for aU humanity. Only 
as the rural dtizen of the future leams his tme relationship to industry as 
ß whde, to his own country and to his feUowmen in other countries, can 
we hope for the soHd upbiiilding of our rural life which is the mainstay 
of our dvilization. As measures calculated to bring about this result 
we favor: 

(a) Raismg the Standards of teachers through higher wages and spe
dal courses of Instruction for rural teachers. 

(b) Introducing democracy by organizing into self-goveming bodies 
as far as possible all rural sdiools, iHe children leaming govemment by 
governing themselves. 

(c) Teaching agriculture from an inspirational viewpoint. 
(d) Federal aid in scholarships for rural teachers. 
(e) Teaching history, and farm economics, and marketing. 
(f) Teaching a broader patriotism based upon the estabHshment of 

Justice in aU relationships of industry and commerce, both national and 
intemational. 

(g) Teaching modem Cooperation and coöperative methods. 

The future attitude of the American farmer to world affairs 
may be estimated from the section on Intemational Recon
struction, which sets forth eight principles and measures that 
are held to be " essential to prevent wars between nations in 
the future": 

1. Recognition of the common interests of the working people of aU 
countries, regardless of the form of poHtical govermnent under which 
they Hve. 

2. Intemational control over intemational trade and intemational 
Investment. 

3. Freedom of production, and uniform and equally free exchange 
between aU peoples. 

4. Termination of aU secret treaties and xmderstandings between na
tions. 

£. Gradual reduction of armaments. 
6. Intemational control over the occupation and development of 

backward coimtries and peoples by foreigners, subject always to the 
right of smdl and backward peoples to self-determination. 

7. Complete and direct control by the peoples of every estabHshed 
countiy, of their own govemment. 
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8. Unrestricted passage for legitimate commerce, over land and sea. 
Wars in the future can be made impossible only by securing just 

economic conditions and relations within nations as well as between 
nations. . . . Only for the regulation and control of intemationai 
relations have nations the right to combine to prevent future wars, and 
then only to insure the establishment of democracy between nations on 
the soHd basis of equal rights for aU and special privüeges for none. 

The farmers then, like the industrial workers, are approach-
ing the international problem from the standpoint of the 
soHdarity of the workers the world over, with a desire for 
equality, and a recognition of the economic basis necessary to 
the realization of these democratic principles, a totaUy dif
ferent approach from that which the statesmen are now takmg 
imder compulsion of their assumed necessity to try and con-
serve the existing order. 

A further indication of the attitude of agricultural workers 
toward a new order is in the resolutions adopted by the Agri
cultural Reconstruction Committee of the National Board of 
Farming Organizations when it met in January, 1919. That 
body stated the fundamental problem of humanity to be: 

The use of the earth and its resoiurces for the greatest good for the 
greatest number for the longest time. 

Here then is another approach to equality and solidarity: first 
a perception of the common interest and need of the peoples 
of the world, and second the consideration of the earth and 
its resources from the standpoint of that common filterest 
and need, instead of the viewpoint of special advantage. The 
committee then insists that any conception of reconstruction 
shaU have certain limits. I t 

shaU not be limited to securing the welfare of any single class or in
terest, but shall be designed to assure justice to the producer and con
sumer alike and to bring safety and prosperity to aU the people of our 
common country. 
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Once again the workers of the soll disclaim a merely selfish 
occupational interest and stand squarely on the broad ground 
of the whole social welfare. 

The committee states as another basic principle of recon
struction: 

That the labor of men's hands is prior in time and superior in right 
to acciunulations of capital. 

This is an adaptation of one of Lincoln's prophetic sayings. 
I t is a fundamental economic truth upon which any sound 
social philosophy and poHtical program must be based. I t 
is further affirmed that 

govemment does better when it helps a poor man to make a living for 
his family than when it helps a rieh man to make more money. 

and that 

a Community of interest exists among all workers, whether on or off 
farais, and that it shoiüd be expressed in common action for the common 
good. 

Opposed to the common interest of the workers, there is, of 
course, a conununity of interest among the idlers, who seek to 
maintain their parasitic position. But if there can be de
veloped, as the farmers desire, a common program for the 
general weHare, supported by workers on the soll and in the 
factories, in the mines and the mills, on the trains and in 
Shops, in the stores and the offices and the kitchens, the idlers 
are likely soon to become a negligible factor in the commimity. 
This Statement also declares that 

the pubHc good comes first, that pay for Services not rendered is an 
unjust Charge upon the whole Community; that a monopoly used for 
private ends is always wrong; and that the whole nation suffers when the 
Standard of living for any class or famüy faüs below the level of decency, 
efficiency and seH-respect. 

A great deal has been said in times past about the Isolation 
and provmciaHsm of the farmer, but it is doubtful if there 
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can be found anywhere a higher concept of, or a deeper desire 
for, the realization of the equality and solidarity of the human 
race than has been manifested here by the combined repre
sentatives of farmers' organizations. 

Undoubtedly this growing rural consciousness, this develop
ing intelligence and will of the agricultural workers, will se
riously modify the program of industrial reconstruction 
worked out by our city dwellers. Things will not go here as 
they have gone in Russia, where the industrial workers have 
dictated the program, for this reason among others, that the 
rural population possessed of great vigor of body and of mind, 
is asserting itself and will take a large part in social recon
struction. As these different occupational interests, the agri
cultural and the industrial, come together in a common pro
gram, they will check the self-interest of each other and 
prevent it from becoming unduly predatory. They wiU also 
be helped by the teachers, who are organizing and discovermg 
their social program in alHance with these other workers. 
Undoubtedly also, the farmers who have gone into politics 
for economic change very largely at the selling end, to protect 
their product, before very long will use the poHtical machine 
for economic adjustment at the producing end. 

Already the government is coöperating with the farmers m 
this endeavor, and this Cooperation was greatly increased by 
the war-time need for great food production. Here is a typical 
report concerning State Aid in Pennsylvania. 

In Pennsylvania, we are now engaged in plowing land with a well 
developed tractor service extending aU over the state and numbering 
about 40 machines generally in charge of trained Operators. This tractor 
department of which I am the Superintendent in Lehigh County, co-
operates with the County Farm Agent and the Chairman of the Depart
ment of Equipment and Supply of the National Councü of Defense. 
The State also provides a County Farm Labor Agent, whose business 
it is to search out labor needs and seek to provide the farmers with labor 
of some kind during the planting and harvesting season. Thus the ma
chinery for the development of Cooperation between the govemment 
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and the agriculturist in Pennsylvania has already become quite com
prehensive. 

The increasing coUectivism in agricultural production has 
deep social significance. I t means that the ancient communism 
of the workers on the soü is to be given new life and form in 
the conscious coUectivism of the machine era, to provide a 
new economic base for the social order and to develop in it 
a new spirit. Agricultural Cooperation and coUectivism are 
developing separately and jointly aU over the world. The 
agricultural state of Yucatan in Mexico, that benighted land 
which certain investing interests in this country and in Europe 
are now seeking to civilize, has a new Constitution which 
commits the Commonwealth to a scheme of coöperative farming 
with the govermnent as the leader of the enterprise. The 
land cannot be sold. The title remains with the state, and 
individuals get a use title, which can be bequeathed, and re-
verts to the state if a famüy becomes extinct. The Govem
ment advances capital for farming, provides experts to in
stmct the people in agriculture, and then markets the crops 
to the greatest advantage. 

One of the factors making for a new order is the point of 
view of scientific agriculture. The tendency of govemment 
departments of agriculture—State and national, and of the 
new farmers' organizations, is to consider farming as a pubHc 
Service rather than as a business for private profit. This 
change of values is one of the fundamental ethical transforma-
tions that has to be made in aU of our economic activity if 
the world is to find new Hfe. I t is fitting that it should first 
spread most rapidly in the basic Operation of food production. 
In his work, the farmer is dealing with one of the essential 
primary needs of mankind; he is in constant contact with the 
power of the imiverse. If his eyes are open, he sees the co-
operative nature of the scheme of things in which we find our
selves. He ought then to be able to teach the rest of us a 
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great deal conceming the service functions of our dailj 
toil. 

There are certain other groups in the United States whose 
Reconstruction Programs need briefly to be noticed. The 
American Federation of Labor, representing the workers or
ganized into trade unions, has drawn up a Reconstruction 
Program. It deals with such topics as Democracy m In
dustry, Unemployment, Wages, Hours of Labor, Chüd Labor 
and Workmen's Compensation and in these matters, suggests 
nothing new. It straddles on Govermnent Ownership, ad
vocates Cooperation for the Farmer, Federal and State Regu
lation of Corporations and of Land Ownership, wants the 
govemment to build houses for the workers, and to impose a 
progressive income iiüieritance and land value tax. There is 
a section against miHtarism but there is no perception of the 
need of any fundamental economic change, and the clearest 
evidence of any desire for a change in social Status is m the 
section on education. 

Education must be not for the few but for the people; it is essential 
that our system of public education should ofEer the wage eamers' chil
dren opportunity for the fvülest development. 

The Statement ends with a bit of pious traditionalism: 

By the light that has been given to it the American Federation of 
Labor has attracted to its fold over three miUions of wage-eamers and 
its sphere of influence and helpfulness is growing by leaps and bounds. 
By having followed safe and sound fundamental principles and policies, 
founded on freedom, justice and democracy, the American trade union 
movement has achieved successes of an inestimable value to the masses of 
toüers of our country. By adhering to these principles and policies we 
can meet aU problems of readjustment, however grave in importance and 
difficult of Solution, with a feeling of assurance that our efforts will be 
rewarded by a stiU greater success than that achieved in the past. 

Given the whole-hearted support of aU men and women of labor our 
organized labor movement with its constructive program, its love for 
freedom, justice and democracy wiU prove the most potent factor in 
protecting, safeguarding and promoting the general welfare of the great 
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mass of our people during this trying period of reconstruction and all 
times thereafter. 

The American Federation of Labor has attained its present position 
of dignity and splendid influence because of its adherence to one common 
cause and pmpose; that purpose is to protect the rights and interests of 
the masses of the workers and to secure for them a better and a brighter 
day. Let us therefore strive on and on to bring into our organizations the 
yet unorganized. Let us concentrate our efforts to organize aU the forces 
of wage-eamers. Let the nation hear the imited demand from the 
laboring voice. Now is the time for the workers of America to come to 
the stand of their unions and to organize as thoroughly and completely 
and compactly as is possible. Let each worker bear in mind the words of 
LoDgfellow: 

" In the world's broad field of battle, 
In the bivouac of Life, 

Be not like dumb, driven cattle! 
Be a hoio in the strife!" 

This is not the voice of the rank and file of the American 
Federation of Labor. It is the voice of its hierarchy, of long 
estabHshed office-holders with vested rights in the institution. 
It is the droning of the Htany, which is always the same, in the 
ecdesiastical and poHtical Convention, the assembly of coUege 
and university presidents, or the United States Senate: "As it 
was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without 
end. Amen." Apparently in aU tiie weary agony of world 
war no new Hght has broken into the headquarters of the 
American Federation of Labor. Its oflScials are stiU engaged 
in repeating the formulae which they leamed many years ago. 
They are good formulae for a certain purpose and a certain 
time, and those men have done vaHant service for the workers 
of this country and of the world. But for the need of this 
hour they have given no voice of leadership. 

If the program of the American Federation of Labor is 
compared with the Intemational Charter of Labor worked 
out by the trade union section of the Beme Conference of 
Trade Unionists and SociaHsts, a fundamental difference is 
found. The Beme charter sets forth in intemational form the 
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demands for better working conditions which the craft unions 
have long been making, yet comes out flatly with the State
ment that "the emancipation of labor can be entirely realized 
only by the aboUtion of the capitaHstic system itself." 

Under the wage system, the capitalists seek to increase their profit 
in exploiting the workers by methods which, unless the exploitation is 
limited by international action of the workers, wotdd lead to the physical, 
moral and intellectual decay of the workers. 

The emancipation of labor can be entirely realized only by the 
abolition of the capitalist system itself. Meanwhile, the resistance of the 
organized workers can lessen the evü; thus the worker's health, his family 
life and the possibility of bettering his education, can be protected in 
such fashion that he may fuHU his duties as a Citizen in the modern de
mocracy. The capitalist form of production produces a competition in 
the various countries which puts the backward countries in a state of 
inferiority to the more advanced. 

The Beme program advocates labor legislation and trade 
union action simply as a means to an end, designed to give 
the worker more of life and more of democracy that he may 
do his part in replacing the present economic order with one 
more efl&cient, both from the moral and scientific standpomt. 
Whereas the program of those who are only craft unionists 
is to make terms within the present order for the immediate 
improvement of the workers; it presupposes the justice and 
efl&ciency of the capitalist mode of production and merely 
asks a larger share in the profits for the organized body of 
labor. I t was with such labor leaders that the Peace Confer
ence dealt and then announced that it had given a new world 
to labor. 

A desire for a new world is manifested by the women-
workers, who have had to break their way into organized 
labor as into every other section of the organized life of society. 
The National Women's Trade Union League of America in 
its reconstruction policies wants out and out freedom of 
speech, and of the press; seif-government in industry; poHtical, 
legal and social equality for women: 
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a smgle Standard of moraHty, universal protection of motherhood and a 
guarantee to every chüd of the highest possible development, physical, 
mental and moral; 

and they reafl&rm their 
stand in favor of the govemment ownership of public utiHties and the 
nationalization and development of natural resources in water power and 
unused land. 

There is a line of cleavage developing within the organized 
workers of America, of which the Organization of an inde
pendent labor party in defiance of the poUcy and wishes of 
the leaders of the American Federation of Labor is only one 
evidence. Several state federations of labor have recently 
adopted programs akin to that of the British Labor Party. 
The California State Federation of Labor Struck still another 
note. Its reconstruction resolutions are phrased almost in 
the words of some sections of the program of the British 
Labor Party. Then in the final sentence it journeyed to other 
fields and declared: 

We shoiüd stand essentially for democratic Cooperation and as 
rapidly as possible the parasitic strata of society should be ehminated by 
the universal obhgation to work whether by hand or brain at work 
sociaUy needed. 

A new leadership is breaking out of organized labor and 
feeling for a fimdamental program of economic and social 
reconstmction. Inevitably this new leadership wiU find in
creasing afl&Uation with the toilers of the soll and the intellec
tual workers who also desire a new order. On the other hand, 
the more conservative section of the trade union forces wül 
afl&Hate themselves in action with the business interests, ac
cording to the basic theory of partnership within the capitaHst 
System on which their movement was founded. Indeed there 
is now Httle to choose between their program and that of 
the more enUghtened section of our business organizations. 

During the war, some Reconstruction Programs were put 
forth by business organizations of the United States. In 
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December, 1918, about five thousand business men, represent
ing nearly four hundred industries, met at Atlantic City in a 
congress called by the Chamber of Commerce of the United 
States. The headings of the various resolutions indicate the 
things with which this body concemed itself and reveal what 
seem to its members to be the fundamental problems of the 
United States for the after-war period: Cancellation of War 
Contracts, Surplus Government Supplies; Removal of Re
striction on Industries; Pivotal Industries—to be encouraged 
and preserved; Industrial Cooperation—defined as the duty 
of the govemment to promote reasonable Cooperation between 
Units of industry under proper supervision; it is the Coopera
tion of business enterprise that is meant here, not Cooperation 
on the part of producers or between producers and consumers. 
In dealing with the relations between government and com
merce and industry, the demand is for private ownership and 
protection of business interests. For example, on Railroads: 

The Congress of the United States should speedüy enact legislation 
providing for the early return, under Federal charters, to their owners of 
aU raüroads now being operated by this Government under Federal reg
ulations permitting the elimination of wasteful competition, the pooling 
of equipment, combinations or consolidations through ownership or 
otherwise in the Operation of terminals, and such other practices as will 
tend to economies without destroying competition in service. 

And again on Taxation: 

The cession of hostitüies brings to business interests a feeling of deep 
concern in the matter of taxation. The problems of readjustment are 
made more difficult through inequaHties in the present law. 

We believe, therefore, that in the consideration of amendments to the 
present act, or the passage of new revenue legislation, the Congress 
should give most careful consideration to the views expressed by or
ganizations of commerce and industry. Abüity to pay, inventory values, 
and proper reserves, together with careful survey of the amount of 
revenue required under the new conditions, are matters of vital impor
tance to business interests of the Nation during this readjustment pe
riod. 
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Indications of a wider concem than occupational interests 
appear in a desire to help in the Relocation of Labor, in a de
mand for PubUc Works to meet unemployment and in the 
following Statement on "Intemational Reconstmction": 

In war we have made common cause with the AlHes. We should 
likewise make common cause with them in seeking the Solution of the 
immediate problems of reconstruction which they face, because of the 
efforts they put forth in the war. These problems pecuUarly depend for 
their Solution upon commerce. 

Raw materials and industrial equipment which we possess the AUies 
urgently require that they may reconstitute their economic life. We 
should deal generously with them in sharing these resources. 

In order that we may share our materials with the AlHes, we must also 
provide them with credits through which they may make the necessary 
payments. 

Conceming Industrial Relations the Convention heartUy 
indorsed in letter and spirit the principles of the industrial 
creed read to it by John D. Rockefeiler, Jr.," without approving 
or rejecting his particular plan or machinery." The principles 
advanced by Mr. RockefeUer are as follows: 

1. Labor and capital are partners, not enemies; their interests are 
common interests, not opposed, and neither can attain the füllest meas
ure of prosperity at the expense of the other but only in association with 
the other. 

2. The purpose of industry is quite as much to advance social well-
being as material weU-being and in the pursuit of that purpose the 
interests of the commimity shoiüd be carefuUy considered, tiie weU-
being of the employees as respects living and world conditions should be 
fuUy guarded, management should be adequately recognized, and 
capital should be justiy compensated, and faüure in any of these par
ticulars means loss to sl\. 

3. Every man is entitied to an opportunity to eam a Hving, to fair 
wages, to. reasonable hours of work and proper working conditions, to a 
decent home, to the opportunity to play, to learn, to worship, and to 
love, as weU as to toü, and the responsibiHty rests as heavüy upon in
dustry as upon govemment or society to see that these conditions and 
opportunities prevaü. 

4. Industry, efl&ciency, and irutiative, wherever found, should be en
couraged and adequately rewarded, and indolence, indifference, and 
restriction of production should be discountenanced. 
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5. The Provision of adequate means for uncovering grievances, and 
promptiy adjusting them, is of fundamental importance to the successful 
conduct of industry. 

6. The most potent measure in bringing about industrial harmony 
and prosperity is adequate representation of the parties in interest' 
existing forms of representation should be carefully studied and availed 
of in so far as they may be found to have merit and are adaptable to the 
pecuHar conditions in the various industries. 

7. The appHcation of right principles never faüs to effect right rela
tions; the letter killeth and the spirit maketh alive; forms are wholly 
secondary whüe attitude and spirit are aU important, and only as the 
parties in industry are animated by the spirit of fair play, justice to all, 
and brotherhood, wiU any plans which they may mutuaUy work out 
succeed. 

8. That man renders the greatest social service who so coöperates 
in the orgaiüzation of industry as to aflford to the largest number of men 
the greatest opportunity for self-development and the enjoyment by 
every man of those benefits which his own work adds to the wealth of 
civüization. 

The realization of this set of principles would mean a very 
great advance in the industrial Ufe of the United States but 
they operate entirely within the present economic order. They 
presuppose that identity of economic interest can be secured 
within that system and soHdarity of social welfare promoted 
by it, whereas the swift movement of world events seems to 
invalidate that assumption. 

In the program of this business Convention there is not 
apparent any desire for a new social order; there is no evidence 
of any understanding of the perilous condition in which the 
present poUtical and economic order both stand, or of the 
determination of the common people the world over to change 
not only their social condition but also the causes that have 
led to that condition. What is significant in this program is 
not the things that are said but the silences; the silences are 
more eloquent and more pregnant for the future than the ut
terances. Why is it that in the program of the busmess 
interests there is no such vision of equality and soHdarity, no 
such throbbing of the passion for brotherhood as appears m 
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the program of the farmer? Is it because under our present 
economic order the business interests are necessarily short-
sighted and self-contained? Is that the inevitable Situation 
into which the captain of industry who wants to be a pubUc 
servant is finaUy put by the capitaHstic mode of production? 
Is he continuously restricted in vision to the task of safe
guarding his own economic independence, increasing his own 
competence and making profits for others? Is it inevitable 
that he is increasingly limited to less understanding and vision 
of the great human needs of industry and to continuaUy in
creased absorption in the material and mechanical side of his 
service to the Community? Is it because the farmer's occu
pational interest deals more directiy with human needs and 
values that he has a bigger program of justice and fratemity 
for the race? 

Other programs in which business men have found ex
pression do not advance beyond an attempt to work out with 
organized labor some better industrial conditions. The Na
tional Civic Federation for example, through its Reconstruc
tion Committee, presents, as the ultimate object of its pro
gram, trade agreements, to be worked out with the leaders 
of the present Federation of Labor. It is good for business 
and labor leaders to sit around the same table and consider 
how labor and capital can get along together with the least 
friction for their mutual advantage, but it would make for 
more progress to utilize the opportunity to jointly consider 
how the present order can be so modified as to give a reaUy 
new life to the great masses of the toilers. 

The same Hmitation of point of view appears in the matters 
considered in the programs of organizations that represent 
the inteUectual workers. For instance, the set of reconstruc
tion principles adopted by the lUmois Chapter of the American 
Institute of Architects deals with wages, freedom to work, 
Standards of labor, safeguards against waste, and state coun-
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cüs to adjudicate disputes—all of them proposals to reduce 
friction. The program of the National Municipal League 
adopted in its Conference on Reconstruction at Rochester, 
deals almost entirely with the advisability of continuing the 
govemment control that had been exercised in war time over 
certain economic functions. The Convention of the Populär 
Govemment League which met at Washington during the 
war, did not get beyond the point of discussing the adjustment 
of conflicts within the present order. The City Club of New 
York in its reconstruction program deals with the condi
tions of Hfe and labor for wage-eamers, advocates improved 
housing and education; and workmen's compensation. Is it 
then the height of our ambition to put into effect the pro
gram of social welfare that was carried out in Germany be
fore the war? Public service bureaus and welfare measures are 
necessary to social progress, but aU these things were under 
way before the war and it should be presumed that they will go 
on. They represent no adequate outlet for the new spirit and 
the tremendous mobiHzation of human energy that has been 
developed during the world struggle. 

It is significant that no principles or program for a new 
order have been put forward by the social workers of this 
country or by the teachers, who are social workers in the 
broadest and truest sense of the term. Is it because they have 
no philosophy of society, because they are so engrossed in the 
present task? Is it an evidence of the Hmitation of their con
cept of the nature of the work to which these social ideaHsts 
have given themselves, that they have now no common voice 
and no great vision of a new order of things to give to the 
World? Of course, within these groups as within the busmess 
group, there are a large number of individuals who have a 
great deal to offer to the world-wide search for a new social 
order, both in the way of vision and of teaching. But by 
virtue of the fact that they are social workers, there is a col-
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lective function for social workers to perform in bringing in 
the new order, which they have yet to find as a body. 

The war has not forced this country to think as it did 
Europe. Its effects were not so manifest here. With the re
moval of the inhibition of war time upon the processes of 
reason and discussion, botli from the govemment and from 
hysterical pubUc opinion, some real contribution to the world-
wide discussion of a new social order may be looked for from 
this nation. Here the inteUectual workers and business men 
should be able in sympathy and understanding to fuUy cross 
the lines of their occupational interests, for most of them are 
not far removed from the farm or the Workshop. Here, more 
than anywhere eise, there should develop a coiiamon focussing 
of the ideaHsts of aU occupations upon the common ground of 
what ought to be. Here, if anywhere, inteUectuals of the 
middle dass should be able to work out a common social pro
gram with the rest of the workers, because of the degree to 
which they are engaged in the technical employments of in
dustry and agriculture. Unless the middle class of the United 
States permits itself to be betrayed by the Illusion of its own 
seU-interest and then seduced by the promised rewards of 
the present order, it will make a powerful contribution to the 
making of a new world. It has at its command an exceptional 
amoimt of knowledge and of organizing abüity. With aU its 
faults and despite its temporary abdication of functions during 
the war, it has a genuine passion for democracy. If it will 
now unite its technique and its passion, it can greatly serve 
aU the children of men. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE CHURCHES 

It wiU doubtless be an occasion of surprise to not a few 
people that the churches should have any program for a 
new social order, because of the fact that their work m this 
country has been confined so largely, until very recent times, 
to the life of the individual. They have assumed that society 
would take care of itseU if the individuals were made reHgious. 
But during the last ten years the churches have been declaring 
themselves conceming the relation of reUgion to the social 
order. In 1908 the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ 
in America, representing over thirty Protestant denominations, 
adopted a report on the Church and Modem Industry m the 
course of which it pledged itself to stand for a set of industrial 
and social Standards, which has since been coUoqiüaUy called 
"The Social Creed of the Churches." This Statement, which 
follows, has since been affirmed separately by the leading 
denominations in their national gatherings, and declares that 
the churches stand: 

For equal rights, and complete justice for aU men in aU stations of Ufe. 
For the protection of the famüy, by the single Standard of purity, 

uniform divorce laws, proper regulation of marriage, and proper housing. 
For the füllest possible development of every child, especiaUy by the 

Provision of proper education and recreation. 
For the abolition of chüd labor. 
For such regulation of the conditions of toü for women as shall safe

guard the physical and moral health of the Community. 
For the abatement and prevention of poverty. 
For the protection of the individual and society from the social, 

economic, and moral waste of the Hquor traffic. 
For the conservation of health. 

328 
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For the protection of the worker from dangerous machinery, occupa
tional diseases, injuries and mortality. 

For the right of aU men to the opportunity for seH-maintenance, for 
safeguardmg this right against encroachments of every kind, and for the 
protection of workers from the hardships of enforced unemployment. 

For suitable provision for the old age of the workers and for those 
incapacitated by injury. 

For the principle of conciHation and arbitration in industrial disputes. 
For a release from employment one day in seven. 
For the gradual and reasonable reduction of the hours of labor to the 

lowest practicable point, and for that degree of leisure for aU, which is a 
condition of the highest human Hfe. 

For a Hving wage as a minimmn in every industry and for the highest 
wage that each industry can afford. 

For the most equitable division of the product of industry that can 
ultimately be devised. 

For the right of employees and employers alike to organize. 
For a new emphasis upon the appHcation of Christian principles to the 

acquisition and use of property. 

It wiU be noticed that most of these Standards have to do 
with the immediate improvement of social and industrial con
ditions, and are the common objective, already partly realized, 
of a number of labor, social and poUtical organizations. At 
several points however,—when it touches equaHty of rights 
and justice, the division of the product of industry, the de
velopment of the chüd and the acquisition and use of 
property—this Statement pledges the churches to general 
principles which if followed to their conclusion would result 
in a new social order. 

During the war, some significant Statements conceming 
industrial and social reconstmction have been issued by sev
eral church bodies. These Statements are the result, directly 
and indirectly, of the development of the Social Service move
ment in the churches of Great Britain and the United States. 
The intellectual and spiritual foundation of this movement is 
the growing conviction that reHgion must be founded squarely 
upon an ethical basis, must find its fulfillment in conduct, 
and in the conduct of society, not merely that of separate in-
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dividuals. This social service movement, which both marks 
and occasions a change in the thought and life of all the 
churches, has set for itseU a twofold task. On the one hand it 
has sought to engage the churches in those practical tasks of 
conmiimity service which would express religion in relation 
to all the needs and ends of Community Ufe; on the other hand 
it has been a movement for the appHcation of the principles 
of reUgion in the Organization of human society. It has en
deavored to analyze the present social order in the light of the 
ideals of reUgion and seeks to secure whatever changes in 
the social structure, and in its motives and spirit, may be 
required for the expression of reHgious ideals. So it is, at 
one and the same time, a caU to the churches to engage in 
practical commimity service and to seek the realization of the 
ideal social order in so far as that may be obtainable in time 
and space. I t beUeves that when Jesus came preaching, and 
taught his foUowers to pray for, the Kingdom of God upon 
earth. He committed himself and them to seek such trans
formation of human life as would bring it into harmony with 
the eternal justice, righteousness and love. It therefore en
deavors to discover what social obHgations in the present 
time are laid upon those who have accepted the principles 
that Jesus taught. 

The relation of the church to social change is Jt^^ld. It 
is quite evident that the church has always been â ônsefviBg 
institution in society. To many radicals that appears to be 
its only function, a function of inhibition and even of repres
sion. There are obvious reasons why the church wiU of ne
cessity be a force for conservatism. As an institution it has 
manifestly a large vested interest in the existing order. If it 
be a State church it is automatically interested in perpetuatmg 
the form of government which guarantees its revenues. H it 
be a free church, voluntarily sustained, as it becomes older, 
with large overhead charges and expensive machinery to 
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maintain, it tends to secure an increasing proportion of its 
support from the people of property and therefore again ac
quires a large vested interest in̂  the existing economic order. 
'The church Jiasjn.pt^secured_complete Hberty by Separation 
from the state. It thereby freed itself from the repressive 
hand of the poUtical system, but as long as the church is an 
Organization requiring large revenues, it js in danger of sub-
seryiejice,to the financial system and will be more or less con
troUed, directly and inHirectlypby property interests. To 
that extent it is predisposed as an institution to the main
tenance of the present order. 

Altogether aside from that practical fact, among aU sodal 
institutions the church preeminently preserves the past. Its 
creeds and^i^gremonies prolong the power of the dead hand 
with greater power than the majesty of the law. The roots of 
reHgion run as far back in human Hving as the vital associa
tions of the family, govermnent and industry, and are inter-
twined with aU of them. Also, they mn deeper into the irmer 
Hfe of man, they grip the subconscious part of existence, which 
is so powerful because so little understood. Our modem faiths 
\ÖÖ^-Ä^r-scientific attitudes run back of course to the prim
itive superstitions of primitive folk, to the first attempts of 
mankind to conquer Ufe and the universe without any knowl
edge, and this is the fundamental reason why the churches 
are slow to change. They are the organized expression of the 
instinct for feUowship with the unseen, for communion with 
the mfinite, which was forced in the begirming to satisfy 
itseH in very primitive terms, and then became dogma almost 
as soon as it ceased to be superstition, because it was deaUng 
with matters for which there were long no means of verifica-
tion. So that reHgion has been perhaps the least amenable 
to the progress of science, and the slowest to profit from the 
enlargement of knowledge, of any of the aspects of human life. 
It was easier to apply the scientific method to the other as-
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pects of man's life, to his govemment or his economic en
deavor than to his reUgion. So that the church more than 
any other institution tends to perpetuate the ignorance and 
fears of the past. 

Yet that is only half the tmth. There is another aspect 
to the relationship of the church to social change, for reHgion 
is fundamentally revolutionary as weU as conservative. It 
proclaims an ideal Hfe, therefore it constantly chaUenges the 
individual to change his ways. Its central message is not to 
"quit your meanness" but "Ye must be born again." Its 
gospel is concerned with what ought to be, not with the main
tenance of what is. Its message is of an ideal Community as 
well as an ideal individual, the one dependent upon the other, 
to be progressively and interdependently reaUzed. It pro
claims the possibility of a better order of living for the world 
as well as for the individual, indeed its very Hfe depends 
jipon the continuance of its demand and the success of its 
stmggle for a new and better order of Hving. 

So despite aU the conserving influences of the church, 
the churches have continually produced prophets because 
the ideal element in religion wül not be denied; it is a 
revolutionary dynamic. Even more than education does re
Ugion create discontent with an imperfect social order, because 
even more than education is it charged with the proclamation 
of the ideal. The Hebrew and Christian religions unite the 
ideal and the practical, the revolutionary and the conservative 
elements of religion because their goal is frankly a City of God 
established on the earth, a Community life in which man may 
satisfy his hunger for the eternal to some extent in trnie and 
Space, in which his passion for the ideal may get some satis
faction while he yet Hves. Hence the true leaders of the 
church have always in greater or less degree been compelled 
to meddle with the associated affairs of mankind, to the dis-
turbance of the world as well as the discomfort of their fol-
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lowers. The churches cannot escape this duty because their 
busmess is not to promise that man shall realize the best that 
is in him m some future world, but to guarantee that in this 
present Hfe he shaU so do by seemg to it that he makes some 
tneasurable progress in the direction of his ideal. The prophets 
m particular aredisturbersof the peace, but without them there 
would be no new order. Therefore the measure of the influence 
of the church for social progress is the degree to which it pro
duces prophets, even though it stone them, and then gamish 
their tombs. By its vested interests as an institution, the 
church is tied to the old order, by the nature of its gospel it is 
bound to the new. Therefore the service the church may 
render in a day of social change depends upon the degree to 
which it exalts its prophetic function over its administrative 
business. 

In discussing this matter, it is continually assumed that 
the churches are separate social institutions with a distinct 
function apart from the other aspects of life. One of the fal-
lacies of our thinking is to continually conceive govermnent 
and reHgion, the state and the church, or any other institu
tions, as though they were separate social entities, whereas 
these social institutions are but forms of expression for certain 
aspects of our Hving, aU of them inseparable intertwined; so 
that the same people appear at dififerent times in the church, 
the Workshop and the polling booth. The churches are 
simply the people in one aspect of their Hfe. It is not reaUy 
correct then to ask what we expect the churches to do for a 
new social order; we should ask what we expect the churches 
to help US to do for ourselves. The question of what religion 
wiU do to make a new world is the question of what the re
Hgious part of our Hves is going to help the rest of our Hves to 
do. It is then broadly the question of making the whole of 
Hfe religious. Of course if the churches do not adequately 
perform the function of enabUng the reHgious aspect of Hfe 
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to get a larger and fuUer expression in all the activities of the 
social order, some other agency wiU assume and perform that 
duty. This religious side of our nature is not to be repressed, 
subdued or denied, it will come to its own. It is an insepar
able, imperishable part of human life. 

The churches, seeking to make life religious, have a twofold 
function in society. One is prophetic and the other educa
tional. They are to show the future to mankind; they are to 
proclaim what ought to be over against what is, and they are 
to arouse the will of man to achieve what ought to be. But 
also they are to show the way; they are to teach mankind how 
to reach the goal of its ideal. 

Therefore the task of the churches in relation to a new social 
order, wül be to proclaim and expound certain fundamental 
principles as the basis of social Organization. The three funda
mental social principles of the Christian religion are the value 
of personality, the necessity of brotherhood, the law of service. 
It seeks the füllest possible reaUzation of personaHty for all 
individuals; it teaches that this is oiüy to be found in the wid
est and deepest possible fellowship of aU men with aU other 
men in mutual service to the common needs and the common 
development. I t asserts that in this effort after justice and 
righteousness and brotherhood men may find God to the 
füllest degree, that it is possible to find Him in time and space. 
Therefore orgaiuzed Christianity must continually judge the 
present social order by these principles. By them it must 
test the political and economic aspects of life and declare its 
findings without evasion or reservation, in order that the 
world may be convinced of sin, of righteousness and of judg
ment, and so seek a better way of life. The prophets and 
Jesus were preachers of doom to those who were at ease and 
weU content with the world as it was. This unpleasant task 
the leaders of religion may not evade, lest the world perish 
in its sins, imagining itself to be righteous, as did the Pharisees. 
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From time to time the church must cry aloud the dread con
sequence to any sodal order which violates the fimdamental 
prindples by which alone human progress has ever been se
cured. As it thus caUs men separately and coUectively to 
repentance, as it chaUenges them to beUeve in and work for 
the realization of the ideal, the church lays the foundation 
and develc^s the d3mamic for a new order of things. 

The continuance of the constmctive task of the church in 
relation to sodal change is to constantly assess the measures 
proposed in any generation for the embodying and expression 
of the sodal prindples it proclaims. In the main, the drafting 
and promotion and administration of these measures Hes else
where, along with many aspects of the discussion of them, but 
it is for the church to discuss all proposed measures of sodal 
change in the Ught of the prindples which it declares to be 
eternal, not because they dropped from the sky but because 
the test of long human experience has proved them to make 
for the highest good of humanity and has therefore justified 
the beHef that they are the essential principles of the univCTse. 
The church then discusses social questions imder the aspect 
of etemity and also under the aspect of the universal Com
munity. When there is no other place in the Community 
where proposed sodal iimovations may find a Hearing the 
church should provide an open forum for the presentation of 
aU points of view, regardless of whether or not the church 
or the Community Ukes to hear them. Manifestly the func
tion of the church in matters of sodal change is not ended with 
the promotion of discussion. Because its gospel proclaims a 
new life, it must ever stimulate sodal experimentation for the 
further expression of that gospel. I t is bound to urge its mem
bers in their social relationships to be a Httle ahead of their 
times and to constantly seek methods for the more general 
reftHzation of their ideals. Herein is the statesmanship of the 
church. In performing this function, organized religion be-
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comes a social reality and abundantly justifies itself as a social 
institution that society cannot afford to do without. Any form 
of social order must needs provide by some means or other 
for the maintenance of religious institutions, in order that they 
may by prophecy and teaching constantly bring Hfe nearer to 
the ideal. 

That the churches have in some measure been attemptmg 
to fulfiU their social functions in the maimer just described is 
manifest from the programs and reports of their various 
Social Service Commissions.^ It is still further apparent m 
the foUowing Statements that have been issued during and 
immediately after the war.^ 

The first inquiry conceming these Statements is whether 
they manifest any defiiüte conviction concerning the imme
diate necessity for a new social order. That the churches 
have long proclaimed the principles of equaUty, fraternity, 

^ "A Year Book of the Church and Social Service in the United 
States:" Federal Council of Churches, 105 E. 22nd Street, New York. 

2 "Christianity and Industrial Problems," Report of Archbishops' 
Fifth Committee of Inquiry, Church of England, 1918. Macmillan 
Company, New York. 

"The Next Step in Social and Industrial Reconstruction," Committee 
on War and the Social Order, London Yearly Meeting of Friends, 1917-
1918. The Book House, 17 N. State St., Chicago. 

"Social Reconstruction," Pronouncement of Administrative Com
mittee, National Catholic War Council, signed by Bishops Muldoon of 
Rockford, Schrembs of Toledo, Hayes of Tagaste, RusseU of Charleston; 
1919; 930 Fourteenth St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 

"Evangelism and Social Service;" "The Church, the War, and Pa
triotism," Reports adopted by General Conference, Methodist Episcopal 
Church, Canada, 1918; Department of Social Service and Evangelism, 
Wesley Bldgs. Toronto, Canada. 

Manifesto, English Church Socialist League, pubHshed in The World 
Tomorrow, 118 E. 28th St., New York City, January, 1919, page 19. 

Report of Social Service Commission, Federal Council of Churches 01 
Christ in America, 1916 and 1919, 105 E. 22nd St., New York City. 

"Christianity and Industrial Problems," Committee on the War and 
the Religious Outlook, General War Time Commission, Federal Council 
of Churches, 105 E. 22nd St., New York City. (In Preparation). 
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the supremacy of peisonality and the solidarity of the human 
family is undoubted. The question is to what degree have 
they percdved that these prindples require an order of living 
other than that which we caU dvilization. 

In referring to these Statements, the abbreviated name of 
the body that produced them wiU be used. 

The English Church SociaUst League takes a negative view, 
declaring that the 

Church as a whole is failing to maintain the ideals and Standards it 
has so long prodaimed, and is aiming to achieve not the salvation of 
sodety, but the mere 'stabiHty' of the existing order. 

The Church of England report beUeves that the time has 
come for a change of attitude: 

This summaiy conclusion of aU the reflection and discussion and 
prayer which we have given to the important groüpof subjects submitted 
to US is the desire that a call as of a trumpet should go forth to the Church 
to reconsider the moral and social meaning and bearings of its faith, and, 
having estimated afresh their importance in the füll presentation of the 
Christian message to the world, to be prepared to make the sacrifices 
involved in acting frankly and fuUy upon the principles of brotherhood 
and of the equal value of every single hiunan Hfe. 

We have neglected to attack the forces of wrong. We have been 
content wiüi the ambulance work when we ought to have been assaulting 
the stroi^olds of evil. We have aUowed avarice and selfishness and 
grinding competition to work havoc over the broad spaces of human 
life. We want a strenuous reaffirmation of the principles of justice, 
mercy and brotherhood as sovereign over every department of human 
life. 

The proper attitude for the Church is, not to consider what kmd of 
twirhing is populär or \mpopular, but to teach what is right, irrespective 
of consequences. Nor does it escape the charge of 'tuning its pulpits' 
merely by silence. just as there are circumstances in which inaction is a 
kind—perhaps a wrong kind—of action, so there are circmnstances in 
whidi silence is a kind—^perhaps a wrong kind—of teaching. It is no 
more "unbiassed" to support a status quo than it is to work for a revolu-

file:///mpopular
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tion. To ignore what is wicked in industrial life is not to be ünpartiaL 
I t is to condone wickedness. 

The conclusions which we have reached are to our minds the direct 
impHcations of the Creed of the Church. The caU which is sounding in 
this day of world-judgment is that we should not only hold the Faith, 
but re-order our Hfe, social as weU as personal, in accordance with its 
principles. 

The London Friends in their report feel that: 

Before steps are suggested for the removal of admitted evils there 
should be a much more definite and far-reaching Statement of the ulti
mate ideals aimed at. 

They therefore formulated a Statement of prindples "in the 
hope that this may be adopted by the Society of Friends as 
an expression of what may be called the Quaker Social Faith": 

1. The Fatherhood of God, as revealed by Jesus Christ, should lead 
US toward a Brotherhood which knows no restriction of race, sex or social 
class. 

2. This Brotherhood should express itself in a social order which is 
directed, beyond aU material ends, to the growth of personality truly 
related to God and man. 

3. The füllest opportunity of development, physical, moral and 
spiritual, should be assured to every member of the Community, man, 
woman and chüd. The development of men's fuU personaHty should 
not be hampered by unjust conditions nor crushed by economic pressure. 

4. We should seek for a wayj of Hving that wül free us from the 
bondage of material things and mere Conventions, that will raise no 
barriers between man and man, and wiU put no excessive bürden of labor 
upon any by reason of our superfluous demands. 

5. The spiritual force of righteousness, loving kindness and trust is 
mighty because of the appeal it makes to the best in every man, and when 
applied to industrial relations achieves great things. 

6. Our rejection of the methods of outward domination and of the 
appeal to force applies not only to intemational affairs but to the whole 
problem of industrial control. Not through antagonism but through 
Cooperation and good-wül can the best be attained for each and all. 

7. Mutual service should be the principle upon which Ufe is organized. 
Service, not private gain, should be the motive of aU work. 

8. The ownership of material things, such as land and capital, should 
be so regulated as best to minister to the need and development of man. 
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Again the Church of England report goes to the root of the 
matter. 

"Christian opinion," stated the Committee of the Lambeth Conference 
of Bishops of 1897, "ought to condemn the beHef that economic condi
tions are to be left to the action of material causes and mechanical laws." 
This conception of the nature of society and of the scope of religion is one 
which Christians cannot accept and which would probably, indeed, be 
lepudiated by the better mind of aU who reflect upon its ünpHcations. 
It would tend, if dominant, to the exclusion of Christian ethics from the 
whole world of economic activity and of social relations, and would 
result in the trimnph of economic Machiavellism which says that 'busi
ness is business' as some nations have said that * war is war.' It need not, 
indeed, be denied that such a view of life produces results which are 
outwardly brilHant and imposing in the world both of poHtics and indus
try. By reHeving men of the moral restraints which control the strong 
and protect the weak, it simplifies their problems, and enables them to 
concentrate on the Organization of power, power to govem or power to 
produce. It converts society into a potent engine for tiie accumulation 
of material wealth, because it encourages a singleminded concentration 
on the pursuit of economic efl&ciency. It is tihe natural creed of the 
Napoleons and Bismarcks of the worid, whether their sphere be war or 
politics or Industry. That industry is a mechanism in which methods of 
Organization and social relationships are to be detennined by considera
tions of economic expediency—this doctrine has for a Century had a wide 
influence in moulding industrial Organization and social life. Those who 
yield to its gUttering aUurements have their reward. It offers them 
power, affluence, material comfort, 'aU the kingdoms of the world, and 
the glory of them.' 

THe appeal of this conception is impressive. But, whatever spec-
tacular achievements it may have to its credit, the spirit which would 
divorce economic activity from religious considerations is distinctiy and 
peculiarly unchristian. It is imchristian not only in its faüures but even 
more in its successes. It does not accept the ideals of the New Testa
ment and fail to attain them. It has an ideal which is different, and 
which, superfidaUy perhaps, is more plausible. For Christianity regards 
society, not as a machine, but as an association of men, the ultimate 
object of which is to promote the development of the human spirit and 
its preparation for the Kingdom of God. 

We have endeavored to avoid the faUacy of ascribing to any par
ticular economic order what are the faults or deficiendes of human 
nature, or of allowing the incidental and exceptional features of industrial 
life to prejudice our judgment with regard to its normal characteiistics. 
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But when every aUowance has been made both for the good qualities 
elicited by the industrial system and for the incidental defects which are 
Hkely to be found in any system whatever, we, nevertheless, find it im
possible to resist the conclusion that, in certain fundamental respects 
that System itself is gravely defective. It is defective not merely in the 
sense that industrial relations are embittered by faults of temper and 
lack of generosity on the part of the employer, of the employed, and of 
the general public alike, but because the system itself makes it exceed-
ingly diflScult to carry into practice the principles of Christianity. Its 
faults are not the accidental or occasional maladjustments of a social 
order the general spirit and tendency of which can be accepted as satis-
factory by Christians. They are the expressions of certain deficiencies 
deeply rooted in the nature of that order itself. They appear in one 
form or another not in this place or in that, but in every country which 
has been touched by the spirit, and has adopted the institutions, of 
modem industriaHsm. To remove them it is necessary to be prepared for 
such changes as wiU remove the deeper causes of which tiiey are the 
result. 

We recognize, indeed, that the large changes which are necessary 
must be carried out graduaUy, in a spirit of tolerance and of mutual 
charity and forbearance. But we think that it is precisely the general 
economic Organization of society which is, in some respects, defective; 
that the efforts of Christians should be directed not merely to attacking 
particular evüs as they arise, but to discovering and removing the roots 
from which they spring, and that Christian teaching supplies a sufiScient 
motive to make practicable any change which is right. It is not enough, 
therefore, merely to cope with those defects in our economic life which 
have become so clamorous or sensational as to attract general attention, 
for by the time that they are sensational they may have become ahnost 
incapable of peaceful removal. It is necessary to make such changes in 
the normal Organization of society as may prevent them from arising. 
The Solution of the industrial problem involves, in short, not merely the 
improvement of individuals, but a fundamental change in the spirit of 
the industrial system itself. 

As these various church bodies analyze the modem sodal 
order from the standpoint of ethical and reHgious ideals there 
appears a general conviction that the prime reason for its 
violation of those ideals lies in its economic arrangements, 
their manner and their motive. The EngHsh Church Socialist 
League urges: 
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the redemption of the mass of the people from exploitation and 
economic servitude, 

aad protests against attempting to adjust: 

the industrial future of Britain on "principles of reconstruction'* 
which assume as their basis an identity of aim and interest between 
capital and labor. We afl&rm that no such identity as regards funda
mentals either does or ought to exist. The wage system involves a 
spiritual subjection of the worker which is a denial of the essential claims 
of human personaHty. Every increase of social authority and economic 
power gained by the controUers of capital—whether financiers, mer
chants, or manufacturers—renders that subjection more permanent and 
more complete. We caU on aU Churchmen to oppose and reject any 
imagined "settlement" of industry, however described, which per
petuates the spiritual degradation of the worker by treating him as a 
tool for the purposes of others. 

The Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church have re
cently said: 

It is increasingly manifest that there must be progress away from 
selfish competition to unselfish Cooperation in that struggle for daüy 
bread which is the largest single fact in the Ufe of the majority of men in 
any commuidty. If this progress is to be orderly and not violent we must 
leave behind us the evils which lead to deplorable violence or counter 
violence by either party. If Christianity is a driving force, making for 
democracy, we caimot put a limit upon the extension of democracy; we 
must recognize the inevitabüity of the application of democracy to in
dustry. Whüe we rejoice in the adoption of aU such ameliorative meas
ures as better housing and various forms of social insurance, we caU for 
the more thoroughgoing emphasis on human freedom, which wiU make 
democratic progress mean the enlargement and enrichment of the Ufe 
of the masses of mankind through the seH-directive activity of men them
selves. 

We favor an equitable wage for laborers, which shaU have the right of 
way over rent, interest and profits. 

We favor coUective bargaining, as an Instrument for the attainment of 
industrial justice and for training in democratic procedure. 

And we also favor advance of the workers themselves through profit 
sharing and through positions on boards of directorship. 

The American CathoHc statement says: 
Nevertheless, the present system Stands in grievous need of considera

ble modifications and ünprovement. Its main defects are three: Enor-
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mous inefl&ciency and waste in the production and distribution of com
modities; insufl&cient incomes for the great majority of wage-eamers, and 
unnecessarüy large incomes for a smaU minority of privüeged capitalists. 

Above and before aU, he (the employer) must cultivate and strengthen 
within his mind the truth which many of his class have begun to grasp 
for the first time during the present war; namely, that the laborer isa 
human being, not merely an instrument of production; and that the 
laborer's right to a decent Hvelihood is the first moral charge upon in
dustry. The employer has a right to get a reasonable living out of his 
business, but he has no right to interest on his Investment until his 
employees have obtained at least Hving wages. This is the human and 
Christian, in contrast to the purely commercial and pagan, ethics of 
industry. 

T h e Canad ian Method i s t s declare t h a t 

the present economic system Stands revealed as one of the roots of 
war 

The war has made more clearly manifest the moral perils inherent 
in the system of production for profits; condemnation of special individ
uals seems often unjust and always futile. The system, rather than the 
incHvidual, caUs for change. 

The ethics of Jesus demand nothing less than the transfer of the 
whole economic Ufe from the basis of competition and profit to one of 
Cooperation and service. 

T h e Church of Eng land repor t says : 

If it is true—and who can doubt it?—that the sanctity of personality 
is a fundamental idea of Christian teaching, it is evident that Christians 
are bound to judge their industrial Organization by that principle and to 
ask whether in modern industry human beings are regarded always as 
ends and never as means. 

I t would not be unfair to say that large numbers of working people 
are at the present time employed on terms which suggest that they are 
means to the production of wealth rather than themselves the human 
end for whom wealth is produced. They too often have cause to feel 
that they are directed by an industrial autocracy, which is sometimes, 
indeed, both kindly and capable, but which is repugnant to them pre> 
cisely because it is an autocracy, and because, in so far as it controls their 
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means of livelihood, it also, not the less certainly because often uicon-
sdoualy, contnds their Hves. The conditions of thdr work may be 
determmed not by them, but for them, and may be determined by the 
ffnäfirifll" interests öf persons who are responsible neither to them nor to 
the commtmity and whose piimary interest may not be the welfare of 
the workers but the profitableness of the business. 

Industry exists for man, not man for industry, and we cannot be
Heve in the stabiHty of any society, however imposing its economic tri
umphs, if it cripples the personaHty of its workers or H it deprives them 
of that control over the material conditions of their own Hves which is 
the essence of practica! freedom. Christianity above aU religions has 
fostered a keen sense of the value of every individual, and Christians 
cannot acquiesce in the undue Subordination of human beings to the 
ezigendes of any medianical or economic system." 

The fundamental evü of modem industriaHsm is that it encourages 
competition for private gain instead of Cooperation for pubHc service. 

The conception of industry as a selfish competitive struggle is un
christian. Industry ought to be regarded primarüy as a social service, 
based on the effort of every individual to discharge his duty to his neigh
bor and to the Community. 

The duty of service is equaUy obHgatory upon aU. There is no moral 
justification for the bürden upon the Community of the idle or seH-
indulgent, or for social institutions which encourage them, and no in
herited wealth or position can dispense any member of the Christian 
sodety from estabHshing by work his daim to maintenance, on the 
prindple laid down by St. Faul. 

It appears then that both the profit and the wage system, 
the two basic elements in the present economic order, are held 
by competent judges to be at variance with the ideals of the 
Christian reUgion. The same verdict also appears concemmg 
the place of private property in the present order. 

The Canadian Methodists: 

The Obligation under which we live m deaUng with such vital issues 
as land tenure, taxation, housmg, city planning, Systems of insurance, 
and industrial, economic, and fiscal control, etc., demand that the lue 
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interests of the mass of the people must in every case transcend the class 
of an individual, or group of individuals, iu profits or property. 

We condemn speculation in land, grain, food-stuffs, and natural 
resources, as weU as the frequent capture of uneamed wealth through 
over-capitalization of commercial enterprises, We place the principle 
of the Golden Riüe before the man who seeks wealth by Investment, and 
then endeavors to escape impending loss by unloading upon others. 
These are dangerous forms of economic injustice in which we cannot 
engage without sin. Is there not in our Church a wide-spread call for 
repentance and confession of sin in this regard? 

The Church of England: 

We woidd urge our feUow Christians to ask themselves once more 
whether an economic system which produces the striking and, as we 
think, excessive, inequalities of wealth which characterize our present 
society is one which is compatible with the spirit of Christianity or in 
which a Christian commimity ought to acquiesce. 

The pursuit of wealth as an end in itself creates an atmosphere in 
which right social relations are hardly attainable, and in which it is 
difficult not only for the rieh, but for aU classes, to enter the Kingdom of 
Heaven. For, whether it results in the selfishness which prefers the life 
of individual self-advancement to the Ufe of fellowship, or the parsimony 
which grudges expenditure on all but utiUtarian purposes, or the ex-
travagance which diverts human energy from fruitful labor to the 
multipUcation of luxuries, it fosters the spirit which justifies, too often, 
indeed which glorifies, the Subordination of hvunan beings to considera
tions of material success. 

In particular, the doctrine sometimes advanced, that a man is free 
to do what he Ukes with his own, that aU men are justified in following 
their own pecuniary interests to the fuUest extent aUowed by law, and 
that social well-being wiU incidentaUy, but certaiiüy result from their 
efforts to further their own self-interest, is definitely anti-Christian. 

I t need not be denied, indeed, that this spirit has given a strong 
impetus to productive efficiency. I t would appear, however, to be allen 
to the teaching of Christianity. If this is so, the Church, whose function 
it is not to show society how to be rieh but to show it how to be Chris
tian, ought not to be dazzled by imposing material achievements into 
distrusting its own creed. I t is possible that society may have to choose 
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between being Christian and being rieh, as in other ages men have had to 
choose between Christianity and prosperity, comfort, or Hfe itseH. 

It is important for it (the churdi) to insist, for example, that the 
duty of personal work is incumbent on aU, that idleness, and institutions 
%hidi encourage idlmess, whether among rieh or poor, are wrong, that 
The piimaiy function of industry is social service, not merely personal 
jain, that a man is boimd to judge his economic activities not by the 
Profits which they bring to hunseH, but by the contribution which they 
inake to the well-being of others; that it is wrong to take advantage of 
the necessities of the public or of private individuals to drive a hard and 
profitable baigam; that it is wrong to adulterate goods or to charge 
exorbitant prices for them; that an mdustry which can only be carred on 
by metliods which degrade human beings ought not to be carried on at 
all; that property is not held by absolute right on an individual basis, 
but is relative to the good of sodety as a commonweal; that if an in
stitution is socially harmful no vested interest is a vaHd plea for main
taining it. 

The London Friends: 

In the ideal state of Sodety we beHeve that aU property, with the 
exception of such things as are necessary for personal and household 
use, should be owned communaUy. This conclusion is based on the 
following prindples, which we hold to be true: 

(i) l i e chief purpose of Ufe is the creation of spiritual values. 
(2) This purpose is interfered with, both in their own Hves and in 

those of others, when men's efforts are directed to the acquisition, pro
tection and extension of private property. 

(3) This purpose is furthered when men's efforts are directed to the 
Service of the common weal. 

With regard to interest we beHeve that if property were held by the 
Community it would be right to make a fixed charge for its use by individ
uals. 

The American CathoHcs: 

Neverthdess, the fuU possibiHties of increased production wiU not be 
reahzed so long as the majority of the workers remam mere wage-eamers. 
The majority must somehow become owners, or at least in part, of the 
instruments of production. They can be enabled to reach this stage 
gradually through coöperative productive sodeties and co-partnership 
arrangements. In the former, the workers own and manage the indus-
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tries themselves; in the latter they own a substantial part of the cor
porate stock and exercise a reasonable share in the management. How
ever slow the attainment of these ends, they wiU have to be reached 
before we can have a thoroughly efl&cient system of production, or an 
industrial and social order that wül be secure from the danger of revo
lution. I t is to be noted that this particular modification of the exist
ing Order, though far-reaching and involving to a great extent the ab 
oUtion of the wage system, would not mean the abolition of private 
ownership. The instruments of production would stül be owned by 
individuals, not by the State. 

The laborer must come to reaUze that he owes his employer and society 
an honest day's work in retum for a fair wage, and that conditions cannot 
be substantiaUy improved untü he roots out the desire to get a maximum 
of return for a minimum of service. The capitalist must likewise get a 
new viewpoint. He needs to learn the long-forgotten tmth that wealth is 
stewardship, that profit-making is not the basic justification of business 
enterprise, and that there are such things as fair profits, fau: interest and 
fair prices. 

But why a different ethical principle for the laborer than 
for the capitaHst? Why should not the capitaHst also learn 
that he must not expect to get the maximum retum for the 
minimum service? The wrong motive that is here charged 
off entirely to the wage-earner should be charged off to the 
profit System whose aim it is to get the maximum retum for 
the minimum service. This is modified only in so far as it 
becomes apparent that service is so meager as to prevent the 
long run maximum return. What capitalist and wage-earner 
alike must learn is that all men must be subject to the law of 
maximum service, and then the return will take care of itself. 

In addition to some unanimity of judgment conceming the 
unchristian features of the present order, and concerning the 
main principles around which a Christian order would develop, 
it further appears that the churches have also come to a meas
ure of agreement concerning some of the general policies neces
sary to the expression in society of the Christian ideal. They 
are largely agreed concerning the necessity of industrial 
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democracy, that it involves the right of the workers to share 
in the management of industry and finally requires the co-
operative Organization of the industrial process. 

The American Protestants: 

Christian democracy appHed to industry means the development of 
coöperative relations to the fuUest possible extent. The church should 
therefore clearly teach the prindple of the fuUest possible coöperative con
trol and ownership of industry and the natural resources upon which 
industiy depends, in order that men may be spurred to develop the 
methods that shaU express this prindple. 

When aU who partidpate in industry shaU become coöperators with 
each other and coworkers with God in the service of humanity, using the 
materials which he has provided for the common good, and not for 
selfish advantage, then wiU industry become a reHgious experience 
developing mutual service and sacrifice, the expression in economic 
terms of Üie fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. 

The American CathoHcs: 

The right of labor to organize and to deal with employers through 
representatives has been asserted above in connection witii tiie discussion 
of the War Labor Board. It is to be hoped that this right wiU never 
again be caUed in question by any considerable number of employers. 
In addition to this, labor ought graduaUy to receive greater representa
tion in what the English group of Quaker employers have caUed the 
"industrial" part of business management. 

The London Friends: 

FeUowship is the very essence of our Christian profession, and its 
practical expression in industry involves the fuUest measure of demo
cratic control. In industry, as at present organized, this wiU mean a 
progressive devolution of responsibihty upon every grade of employee 
and wide opportunity for those who show spedal quaMcations to occupy 
the more responsible positions, not as autocrats, but in the spirit of 
Service, and as Interpreters of the common wiU. 

We recognize, however, that society is composed of consumers. The 
sovereignty of the corporate Organization of consmners must therefore 
be mamtamed for the purpose of adjusting the relations between pro
ducers and consumers and between different sets of producers, and en-
suring production for use and not for profit. 
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The EngHsh Church SociaHst League: 

I t is only upon the activities of a reconstructed and developed trade 
unionism that a democratic socialist Community can base its economic 
life. The process of attaining this goal will involve a struggle against 
those " having great possessions" and the vested interests of wealth and 
power. But the Church Socialist League, so far from deploring such a 
struggle, sees in it an essential aspect of that conflict with the " world" 
to which at his baptism every chüd of God is caUed. 

The Church of England: 

That the true life of man is the life of brotherhood, not of strife; that 
the true wealth of a body politic consists in the persons composing it, to 
whom the use of aU forms of property should be subservient; that indus
try rightly conceived is a social service, not a selfish competitive struggle; 
that all men who labor have the right to live honorably by their labor, 
and all men the duty to labor in order to live; that there is no moral jus
tification for the bürden upon the Community of the idle or self-indulgent, 
or for social institutions which encourage them; that the resources ofa 
Christian Community must be used to provide necessaries for all, before 
they are applied to providing luxuries for a few; these truths we hold for 
self-evident, and we believe that the economic life of a Christian society 
must be based upon them. 

Cooperation for PubHc Service, not Competition for Private Gain, the 
true principle of Industry. 

We cannot believe that what is at best a too exclusive concentration 
upon material gain, and at worst a selfish individualism, can be the last 
word of man's social development, or that the inevitable consequence of 
economic progress must be the excessive predominance in society of 
economic motives which exists to-day. The purpose of industry, which 
is the conquest of nature by skill and science and enterprise for the 
Service of man, is fundamentaUy a noble one. Its spirit should be as 
noble. I t should be one of Cooperation rather than of intense and some
times embittered rivalry. I t should find room in the quahties which it 
demands for something of the chivalrous self-sacrifice of the soldier, of 
the disinterested devotion of the scientist, or doctor, or administrator, 
of the temper of loyalty and mutual confidence which Springs from a 
life of corporate endeavor and achievement, and should appeal at once 
to the artistic faculties of the craftsman and to the statesmanship of the 
Organizer. 
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Industiy is a sodal function, and is carried on to serve the communily. 

It should, in short, be sodal in purpose and coöperative in sphit. 

There is also some conviction evident among the churches 
that the appHcation of the prindples of democracy and of 
Christianity to economic aflfairs require some measures of 
nationalization. 

The English Church SociaUst League: 

State control, as at present exercised, leaves the capitalist in possession, 
and may even be the means of estabHshing a legaUy recognized system of 
State capitaHsm confirmed by treaty between profiteer and bureaucrat. 
"SociaHsts at least must continue to press for a complete socialization of 
the means of production, distribution, and exchange by which ownership 
passes to the Community, whüe at the same time they accept as the only 
groimd for withdrawal of State control over an industry the assumption 
\)i control on the part of the workers concemed in that industry. 

The Canadian Methodists: 

We are in favor of the nationalization of our natural resources, such 
as mines, water-powers, fisheries, forests, the means of communication 
and transportation, and pubUc utiHties on which aU the people depend. 

The London Friends (foUowing their declaration conceming 
the Hmitation of private property): 

We do not yet see fuUy how this ideal is to be put into practice, but 
we are convinced that it is our duty to work towards it strenuously and 
fearlessly. One method of advance is the extension of State and munic
ipal enterprises that minister to common needs. Municipal undertak
ings, in particular, afford opportunities for public service in their man
agement, and are a practical method of concentrating property in the 
hands of the Community, and of equalizing the share of individuals in the 
products of industry. 

The principles underlying the attitude of these Statements 
toward the institution of property and measures of national
ization is that the natural resources of the earth are needed 
for the nourishment of the common Ufe. "The earth is the 
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Lord's and the fuUness thereof." I t is further assumed to be 
the divine purpose that the earth should be used in common 
Service for the common need. This is indeed a spiritual con
cept of nature and of the use of natural resources. It means 
that God is to be found in nature not only by aesthetic appre
ciation, not alone by scientific perception of the nature and 
workings of the eternal energy, but most of all by conscious 
harmony with the eternal moral law in the use of this physical 
universe for the common development of the common spiritual 
capacities of mankind. 

These Statements which the various church bodies have 
recently been formulating (and several other denominational 
Statements might have been quoted), involve serious changes 
within as well as without, the church. The meaning of these 
programs has not yet been perceived by milHons of persons 
belonging to the organizations which have written them. 
When the people do become aware of the nature and amount 
of the change required in the existing order of things by the 
principles of the religion they profess, they will divide on the 
issue as church members about as they will in the capacity of 
Citizens of the State and participants in the economic Organ
ization of society, I t remains to be seen whether the old skms 
can hold the new wine, which is working powerfully. After 
aU, that is a minor issue compared with the great fact that 
religion is becoming a force for social progress to a degree 
before unknown. 

Social change arises from various sources: the practical 
breakdown of a system; the needs of the people who are op
pressed by the existing order; the impulsion of science through 
its analysis of the deficiencies of the present order and their 
causes; the pull of great ideals which have been proclaimed 
until they have become the common property of a large 
number of people. The last named source is now becoming 
powerful. There is being thrown into the great stream of 
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social change a current of reHgious dynainic, the power of 
great ideals consdously applied. 

An increasing section of the leadership of the churches is 
accepting the responsibiHty which develops upon organized 
reHgion in a day when multitudes of men and women are 
longing for a new order of life. In such a day it is clearly the 
function of organized reUgion to make clear to the common 
people what is the true end and the only sufficient motive of 
human Hving. The churches are further charged with the re
sponsibiHty of urging and teaching the people, as they seek 
the true ends of Ufe, to apply the knowledge and the sodal 
power gained in the past. Men look to their church to develop 
the faith, the courage and the sacrifidai spirit, without which 
no advance in Hving is ever achieved. Mankind must beHeve 
in a new order if it ever is to come. It is not enough to say, 
"God wills it and therefore it shaU be." It cannot be imless 
man wills it too, and is willing to pay the price for it. On 
these terms religion affirms the possibility of a new sodal 
order, submits its affirmation to the test of the scientific 
method and claims the Cooperation of sdence in realizing the 
possibiHties revealed by the history of man. Sdence has 
neither the last nor the Controlling word conceming the nature 
and end of sodety. There is within mankind an unconquer
able and imperishable spirit to which nothing is finaUy im
possible. Humanity will not be denied the realization of its 
passion for the ideal. As it has refused to be thwarted by the 
physical universe, so will it decline to be defeated by the 
supposedly unconquerable defects of its common nature. We 
shaU subdue them by the aid of science, inspired and guided 
by the faith, the courage, and the love which are the mani
festations within US of the eternal spirit. In time and in 
etemity man wiU pursue the ideal sodal order of which he 
ever dreams and which increasingly he fashions into reaHty, 





IN CONCLUSION 





CHAPTER XII 

THE TREISTD OF PROGRESS 

It is apparent that the various programs which have 
been proposed for a new order have a number of measures in 
common. There are certain matters with which they aU at
tempt to deal. They all endeavor to provide for the better 
protection and development of the wage earners and for their 
representation in the control of industry. In some form of 
regulation or ownership they attempt to extend the control of 
the State over the economic process. They all involve some 
modification of the right of private property. There is a 
general agreement that the approach to the removal of present 
inequaHties of ownership is through the Hmitation of income 
and inheritance by taxation. The concensus of opinion seems 
to be that progress lies in the extension of the common control 
over matters which have heretofore been held to be private 
domain. It is the coöperative aspect of life that is now to be 
consciously cultivated. Indeed while these programs were 
being drafted, Hfe was moving apace in that direction. In 
every belHgerent nation the war brought an increase of col
lective bargaining between capital and labor and a coördina
tion of the management of political and economic affairs. 
The State and industry came into more vital contact, in the 
common mobiHzation of economic forces. In addition, one 
of the strängest phenomena of the war was the large increase 
in the membership and activities of coöperative societies in 
every country where they were in existence. This indicates 
the widespread need and capacity for the development of a 
new mode of economic action. 

3^5 
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I t is increasingly apparent that the new order both m 
plan and in experiment is forming around certain definite 
principles. Men everywhere are seeking for a larger measure 
of equality and for the realization of fratemity in universal 
Service to each other. They are more and more determmed 
to make the social machinery an efficient means to the highest 
ends of human living. It is becoming manifest that the de
velopment of personality is to supersede the acquisition of 
goods as the goal of social activity and that the füllest develop
ment of personality is to be found in the effort to realize the 
solidarity of the human family. 

These developments of the present hour make it stiU clearer 
that the principles around which the new order is forming are 
an historical development, that they did not drop suddenly 
out of the sky, were not merely conceived in the Imagination 
of great men, but have their roots in social necessity. They are 
the historic unfolding of the spiritual possibiHties of the human 
race out of the environment in which mankind has successively 
found itseff and which it has progressively conquered. Their 
development and enlargement indicate very clearly that 
there is in aU history a stream of progress. It by no means 
always flows straight forward; sometimes it eddies and its 
main currents turn upon themselves, the whole stream bends 
and flows backward for a space, but in the long run there is 
progress. 

One of the incalculable factors making for progress m the 
present Situation is the universal dissemination of knowledge. 
Whether or not this has brought any increase of intelHgence, 
it has undoubtedly increased the capacity for common con
scious action. The deliberative and organizing abiHty of 
mankind has expanded rapidly in the modern period. Our 
time is marked by the increase of conscious social control. 
I t is true that man is master of his fate, and captain of his 
soul, individually and coUectively, just as far as he acquires 
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knowledge to justify his faith and to aid his wiU to attain 
the objects of his desire. As man has leamed to understand 
and then to conquer the physical universe, so is he leaming 
to understand himself and so to overcome his own nature. 
Increasingly mankind makes up its mind in which direction 
it wants to go. Formerly, if we are to beUeve the sodologists, 
humanity went forward foUowing its instincts, not knowing 
whither it went. The ideals that have played so great a part 
in the shaping of hiunan history came out of what might be 
caUed natural causes, were bom of himger and paia and the 
necessity of work and feUowship, but graduaUy reason re-
flected upon the habits of men and developed the good of 
custom into ideals that are consdously chosen and carried 
forward. The common inteUigence is now so far developed 
through the spread of education and the means of inter-
communication that the nations can, if they wiU, determine 
the course of the future by reasoning together. The question 
is whether their inteUigence wül be deceived and defeated by 
the subtie influence of instinctive seU-interest, or whether 
reason is powerful enough to discem the larger, longer good 
and choose the path of unselfishness. Ever and again human
ity makes its great choices. Time and time again men wiU 
cry "give me Hberty or give me death"; and then proceed to 
achieve freedom no matter how many die for it. In like man
ner, mankind wiU choose between comforts or brotherhood, 
and there is no doubt of the final outcome. Whatever struggle 
or pain or sacrifice is involved, brotherhood wiU be achieved. 

The prindples and ideals which the peoples of the earth 
are graduaUy choosing as the center of a new order constitute 
a rational reUgion, the reUgion of democracy. They are not 
dogmas to be defended, but prindples recognized as germinal 
and accepted in order to be developed and applied. The world 
has been rapidly educated in the last five years to an under
standing of the necessity of applying these prindples if the 
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race is to live in the future. Many of the piain people are com« 
ing now to understand something of the origin and develop
ment of society, to get some inkUng of how its customs and 
authority, its beliefs and ideals have arisen in the past. As 
this knowledge becomes diffused, the goal of social develop
ment will become clearer not only to the seers and philos
ophers, but also to the common foUi. That goal is, in broad 
terms, a fraternal world Community, the great loving family 
of mankind, knit together by common needs but most of all 
by loyalty to common ideals, and by the power of its common 
love efficiently directing and Controlling its common life. To 
the aid of love there comes wisdom as weU as knowledge. 
Those who have lived with the piain people know that they 
are acquiring the capacity to direct their common affairs. 
Either by intuitive ideaHsm or hard common sense or both, 
they are learning to discard the advice of a controUed press 
and think and act for themselves. Socrates long ago remarked 
that the toilers had a knowledge of adapting their means to 
their ends which the philosophers lacked. It may be that 
they will carry this capacity over into pubHc affairs, that the 
simple wiU discern what has been hid from the wise. It is 
worth remembering that the rail-spUtter was the biggest 
statesman the modern period has produced. 

Unquestionably the common mind of humanity is forming, 
under the influence of modern education whose principles and 
methods are increasingly followed the world over. The Re
port of the Committee on Adult Education, written by some 
of the most distinguished educators of Great Britain, after 
describing the strenuous efforts made by some working men 
to secure education, affirms that: 

The motive which impels men and women to seek education • • •.- • 
arises from the desire for knowledge, for self-expression, for the satisfactio"» 
of intellectual, sesthetic and spiritual needs, and for a fuller life. They 
demand education in the hope that the power which it brings will enable 
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them to understand and help in the Solution of the common problems of 
human society. 

Unquestionably a common longing for a new form of life 
develops under the pressure of imiversal industriaHsm. Unless 
civilization is to faU back into anarchy and chaos, the nations 
wiU move in the same direction with more or less concert. 
Indeed, the conquest of distance, that miracle of modem 
civilization, makes a measure of common progress inevitable. 
When once men are able to think together, when once they 
become aware of their common necessities and their common 
ideals, they wiU fashion a common program. Even now it 
appears that seU-determination cannot be confined to those 
peoples who have been emancipated from the German Empire, 
but India and China and the Isles of the Sea insist that they 
too shaU have the benefit of that principle. Also whüe the 
economic revolution proceeds apace in Europe and in the 
United States, it appears in Japan and Argentina. The Hfe 
of the world is one, and with many variations of form, it 
slowly crystallizes around the same principles. Democracy 
spreads the world over, in govemment and in economic life. 
Men said in the past that it meant freedom, we are learning 
to-day that it means also Cooperation, that there is no freedom 
that does not involve service and no true service that is not 
free. In the balance of things, compulsory service brings no 
gain to mankind, whether enforced by Pmssian autocracy or 
the bureaucracy of the so-called democratic State. In the new 
order, service is the chosen privilege of free men who agree 
that they wiU seek the common development and jointly 
control themselves and the imiverse to that end. 

It is quite evident that the course of that common develop
ment of humanity, which is the desire of all lovers of their kind, 
involves at this present time the emancipation of a class from 
bondage. The people who have from time immemorial done 
the common work of the world have always been denied many 
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of its Privileges. I t is written of old that they sow and do not 
reap; they buüd and do not iidiabit. Without their titanic 
labor, the vast wealth of the modern world had never been. 
Yet miUions of them in the riebest two nations of the earth 
are without sufficient food, clothes and shelter to mamtain 
physical fitness. Upon their broad back has rested whatever 
of civilization there has been in any age. Its superstructure 
of art and literature and science is based upon the Hves of the 
men and women who have always done the everyday tasks 
of the homes and the fields, the mines and Workshops and 
Highways of the world. Yet little of art, or literature or science 
has come down to them. Their capacity to enjoy it has been 
left imdeveloped, their power to create it has been repressed. 
But in the modern world education has been penetratmg 
downward, and step by step the people at the bottom of so
ciety have been pushing themselves upward to a new level. 
They are no longer content that human society should be like 
one of Pharaoh's pyramids, a magnificent monument but 
covering the bodies of the forgotten slaves who toiled to erect 
it. The General Secretary of the National Union of Railway-
men of England recently told the Industrial Conference called 
by the government to find some remedy for the growing social 
unrest, that 

the workers have resolutely set their faces toward some order of 
society which wiU improve their lives and conditions in accord with the 
new valuation they have set upon themselves. No longer are they 
prepared to content themselves with every wage advance being thrust 
upon the consmner and consequently cancellmg every improvement 
instantly and automaticaUy. Rent, interest, and profits are not in-
violate. 

Statesmen of every party must make up their minds that there is 
going to be a drastic change. Wise men wiU aUow and provide for it. 
Others wiU be convinced only by the compelling power of events. 

Most of the benefits of political democracy have gone to 
the middle class. I t brought that class more freedom, educa-
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tion and social control. Economic democracy wiU complete 
the emandpation of the working dass, which poUtical democ
racy began but could not continue, because of the amount of 
power which the capitaHst order concentrated again at the 
top of sodety. One outstanding effect of the war has been 
to strengthen the demand of the working class for freedom. 
Whatever may be the effect of the world conflict in revealing 
the value of the toilers to the rest of sodety, what it has done 
in reveaUng them to themselves wiU long be feit m sodal de
velopment. The war has also enabled them to gauge their 
economic power and they are now bound to apply that power 
to improve their Situation, which, because of the manifest 
inequaHty of their relationship to the other classes, has be
come intolerable not only to them but to all men with a social 
consdence. Moreover, the arrangements in which the war 
terminated have taught the wage-eamers to tmst themselves 
and not look to another class for leadership. They now know 
beyond dispute the value of the promises of a new day made 
to them diuing the war by the leaders of poUtical democracy. 
They now understand that there is no effective aid and Httie 
comfort for them from the ideaHstic democracy of the middle 
dass, as long as it evades economic reaHty and assumes the 
sanctity of the capitaHstic order. Hereafter, for good or iU, 
they are likely to insist upon working out their own salvation. 
They have taken the measure of those who, with or without 
suffident pressure, wiU do anything for them except let them 
do things for themselves. 

The growing power of the working class is beyond dispute 
the outstanding fact in human relationships. The question 
now is whether this seU-consdous, self-dependent working 
dass is going to seek only freedom and power for itseU or 
whether it wiU seek the emandpation and development of 
aU humanity. No man may yet answer that question. WiU 
the toüers prove to be the healers and with their constmctive 
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capadty weld together what the mlers have broken and can-
not now mend? This is now their purpose, but can they hold 
to it? WiU they be deceived by evü or Ignorant leaders, 
cheated by the shibboleths of yesterday, duped by the cun
ning of the powers that be, betrayed by their own passions, 
defeated by immediate self-mterest? This much is certain, 
if they are misled into the path of self-seeking, there will be 
no progress for humanity for a long time to come, but the 
stream of Hfe will turn back upon itself. If they are able to 
foUow truly both their necessities and their ideals, a mighty 
current arising out of new Springs in the subsoü of humanity 
wül carry life forward. 

The hope of the future lies in the great undeveloped capac
ities at the bottom of human society. It is perfectly clear 
from the arrangements made at Paris and the discussion of 
them in poUtical circles, that there is neither heaUng nor 
health nor hope for the world at the hands of those who are 
statesmen by trade. I t is evident, that the old order cannot 
produce a new way of life, that its vital Impulses are so im
moral and unfraternal that any attempt at unselfish idealism, 
no matter how shicere, is doomed to failure. It was essential 
for the healing of the world that there should be a peace which 
would not only convey to the German people such punishment 
as would lead them to shun the paths of evil but also such rec
oncüiation as would induce repentance and draw them into 
ways of righteousness. Instead of doing that, the present 
arrangements are more likely to confirm the German people 
in their fundamental immoralities, because they wiU convince 
them that in the day of their power the prof essedly democratic 
states were actuated by pure self-interest, and self-interest 
therefore is the only reality. I t was essential for the health of 
the World that there should be such economic readjustments 
that the nations could proceed in fratemity to develop the re
sources for their mutual life. But the present covenant leaves 
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the world joined m bitter economic warfare and offers no means 
to avert it. It was essential for the hope of the world that a 
pact should be written which would make war unpossible, or at 
least less Hkely, by ridding the people of the bürden of arma
ments. The present compact attempts to guarantee by force 
adjustments which its makers admit to be unjust, which al
ready are indting war, so that it is officially announced that 
Great Britain and the United States have an understanding to 
increase their müitary establishment to four times the size of 
pre-war times. It was also essential for the hope of the world 
that the great bürden of national debts, mostly created by past 
wars, should be lüted from the productive labor of the future. 
But the present arrangement attempts to vaUdate aU the na
tional and intemational finance of the old order, regardless of 
the consequences to human Hfe. 

It is not then to be wondered at if the simple people of the 
soü and the factory conclude that such a settlement shows the 
hand of the investing class, that the rulers of the democratic 
capitaHstic state are of essentially the same moral caHber as the 
ruling class of imperiaUstic miHtarism, and bear a simüar, sinis
ter relationship to the future welfare of the common folk. How
ever this may be, and regardless of the degree to which such a 
conclusion is justified, the working class are attempting to man
age their own affairs, which turn out to be a very large part of 
the affairs of society at large. The doctrine of seff-help has been 
preached for a long time by those who are at the head of things 
in this country. Their teaching is now going to be taken in a 
way they did not imagine or intend, and will not like. They 
have been preaching self-help in terms of individual achieve
ment but they are now to see what changes in Hfe wiU result 
from the coUective self-help of the people who form the bottom 
strata of the present social order. The degree in which that 
seH-help will become mutual aid for all the people will depend 
upon the degree to which those in other social strata who seek 
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a better day for all people, can coöperate with the workmg 
class. 

The individualistic democracy that we have so glorified, by 
its conjunction with the capitaHstic economic order made the 
strong to become the rulers and their descendants the parasitic 
oppressors of the common run of mankind, according to the 
ancient fashion of autocracy. If humanity, let alone de
mocracy, is now to be saved, the strong are called to sacrifice. 
Who shall preach that gospel to the working class in the day 
of their new-found power? Will the educated ideaHsts of the 
middle class sacri&ce anything for the development of the 
working class? Industry and education and religion have been 
directly and indirectly urging the fittest of the toilers to get 
out of their class, to aspire to "something higher." Wül edu
cation and religion now reinforce the passion for brotherhood 
that rises where human need is greatest, and instead of the 
social doctrine that the survivors of the struggle of life are to 
be enlarged by education and culture, teach that aU are to be 
developed and all Handicaps removed, no matter how long 
or complex the undertaking? Since the leaders of education 
and religion are not slow to demand that the leaders of the 
working class give allegiance to this doctrine, wiU they them
selves practice as well as preach it? 

If the rising working class is indeed to bring a new order of 
life to the world and not another more extended tyraimy, it 
must perpetuate the spirit of sacrifice which now binds it to
gether in its common need and stmggle. I t goes without say
ing that in any order of life, no matter how democratic, the 
strong will always exert control proportionate to their strength. 
Democracy is safe then only when the strong exercise their 
strength for the common good, when they are leaders and not 
masters. But both the common good which the strong seek 
and the maimer of their leadership must be commonly ap
proved and continually subject to the common confirmation 
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and rejection. The leadership of the strong is safe only when 
it is democraticaUy chosen and democraticaUy sustained, upon 
the basis of proven dismterested service. Education and re
Hgion are essentially aristocratic when they teach that the 
strong have a divine right of disinterested leadership, to be 
individuaUy determined. They are democratic only when 
they teach that the disinterestedness of the leadership of the 
strong is to be determined not only by their own inner voice, 
but also by the franchise of the people, when it is so demon-
strable that it requires no other influence than its program 
to sustain it. When the strong so lead, the effect of their 
strength, by abjuring all privilege except the privüege of 
extra service, wül be to level life upward. 

Through the equalization of social environment and edu
cational opportunity, society moves toward the equalization 
of power. By these means, in conjunction with measures to 
prevent the inheritance of crippling disabiUty, capacity wiU 
be spread more and more throughout the whole population, 
so that the results that now foUow from select mating will 
become more general. The ränge of choice for marriages that 
conform to eugenic Standards wiU become graduaUy wider, 
until it might come about that any other kmd of marriage 
would be the exception. In such a day the differences of 
capacity would not be so great as to imperü the democratic 
principle. Indeed, democracy is not likely to be defeated by 
such differences of capacity as now exist, provided that it 
removes the opportunity for their undue expression. 

The change in the social Status of the toilers of the earth 
that is now proceeding necessarily invokes other serious 
changes in social Organization. Of these, the central and most 
far-reachmg is the transformation of the character of the 
present mode of production and distribution. The complete 
emancipation of the working class waits upon the aboHtion 
of the capitaHstic economic order. If the ideal of democracy 
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and the programs of education and reUgion look forward to 
the development of all backward peoples and subject classes 
it is apparent that the capitaHstic mode of production and 
distribution Stands clear across the path of progress. It can
not provide adequately for the world as it now is, let alone 
afford the means for universal cultural development. The 
reason, as Veblen has pointed out, is that it is forced by its 
own nature continually to commit Sabotage upon itseH, that 
is, it must continuaUy hinder the productive process by va
rious devices, conscious and automatic, in order to hold up 
prices and maintain dividends. Therefore the extent of its 
possibiHty for increased production is limited to the profitable
ness of that increase to the Controlling owners of the enterprise, 
which does not at all measure up to either the needs or capac
ities of society as a whole. 

The capitaHst order might be forgiven for faiUng adequately 
to supply the goods that the world needs, and humanity would 
doubtless be willing to give its owners time to tinker up the ma
chine in hopes of making it go, but it must meet another test. 
The deep general dissatisf action with the present economic Sys
tem is because of what it does to the spirit of man. Admittedly 
it gives Httle joy in their work to those whom it counts its great
est beneficiaries, whüe many who profit by it continuaUy suffer 
the refined tortures of an uneasy conscience. When they try to 
improve it, they so alter its essential parts—the wage system 
and the profit system—that the result belongs to another order 
altogether, working from different motives to different ends. 

The war showed that the profit-seeking system could not 
produce the goods nor evoke the Services needed by mankind, 
the peace shows that it cannot aid in developing the spiritual 
unity which is stül more essential to the human race. With 
aU the increasuig interdependence of the economic Hfe of the 
World, the capitalist order yet divides the economic forces 
against themselves, manager against worker, producer agamst 
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consumer. It so enlarges the competitive elements of Hfe 
as to make them divisive and destmctive. It leads the nations, 
even whüe they covenant together, to plan economic warfare 
against each other. It was enabled through the aid of the 
moral depravity of the German state to conceal the degree of 
its responsibiHty for the world war; it wül not be so weU able 
to conceal its actions during the war and its part in the adjust
ments with which the war terminated. The capitaHst order has 
yet to face the consdence of mankind when the common in
telHgence has fuUy grasped the significance of the fact that in 
every nation war profits far exceeded those of peace, that the 
war occasioned the greatest increase of private fortunes ever 
known. This fact fully reveals the moral nature of a system 
which makes profits even out of death and dishonor, which 
capitalizes the supreme tragedy of the world as it capitalizes 
its laughter and its joy, which proposes to draw interest for
ever on the miUions of youth who now lie in the battlefields 
of Europe when they might be helping to make a new world. 

Along with this fact must be put another. Of the several 
forces which operated to defeat the hope of those who saw a 
new hitemational order coming out of the war, not the least 
was the unconsdous influence of the present financial system 
and the actual intrigues of its chief manipulators and bene-
fidaries. On the one hand was the predatory attitude of na
tions whose economic Ufe is organized around the principle of 
aggression, whose leaders were face to face with the necessity 
of answering to the common people for the promises they had 
made conceming the benefits to be derived from victory. On 
the other hand was the need of coUecting the interest on inter
national debts and maintaining the sanctity of the right of 
the money lender to have his pound of flesh. To these two 
necessities the interests of humanity were sacrificed. When 
the plam people understand what lies behind the terms of the 
settlement in regard to China, when they comprehend the 
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real meaning and causes of the poUcy of the AlHes in Eastem 
Europe and the Near East, if they do not then reject the 
capitaHst order as a cormpter and destroyer of humanity 
there is indeed smaU hope for the future. 

The capitalist order is passing, not because of defects m its 
machinery, but because its power is giving out. It is doomed 
because its central principle is selfishness, which is the funda
mental immoraUty, and simply will not work. When any 
System is subjected to as much questioning as the present 
mode of production and distribution, both from those who 
benefit from it and those who suffer by it, it is a certam sign 
that the day of its dissolution is not far distant. Another in
dication of its approaching demise is the progressive abandon
ment in the coUeges of that system of political economy which 
deluded itself and the rest of us into beHeving that it was dis
covering inexorable and immutable economic law when it was 
only analyzing and revealing the workings of a competitive 
capitaHstic mode of production and distribution. The recog
nition of this fact wül relieve society of a great incubus, men-
taUy, spiritually and practically. I t is under the shelter of 
the cloak of the orthodox economists that the present order 
takes refuge when it is hard put to it to show that it is either 
moral or efi&cient. I t is the aid of the economists, directly and 
indirectly given, which enables the beneficiaries of the present 
industrial and financial system when faced with its üieffi-
ciencies and immoralities to stiU maintain that selfishness is 
scientific. But the war has so shaken the authority of the 
capitaHst order, and the peace has so revealed its moral bank
ruptcy even to its own defenders, that not any support it 
may secure in the world of science or of reUgion can restore it 
to power. 

Because the present economic order is quite generally ad
mitted to be inadequate for both the spiritual and practical 
needs of human sodety, it does not follow that it is straightway, 
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or ever, to be totaUy wiped out. Such an event does not occur, 
not even in Russia. That order has contributed invaluable 
tools to human effort, which will be retamed. Many of its 
forms wiU remain, as the forms of the autocratic state have 

' remamed, to be used by democracy. It wiU be abandoned 
graduaUy and progressively. But it is essential that the con-
cepts around which it has formed should be definitely re-
nounced. What economic order is to presently replace the 
capitaHst system, does not yet appear. The matter is stül 
in the stage of experimentation, with the probabiHty that the 
result in form wiU be composite. But iE the world is to move 
forward, its economic Ufe must be organized around different 
ethical principles than those which dominate in the present 
System. No change of machinery will restore the world or 
satisfy the hopes and longings of humanity. The diange that 
is needed in the economic order goes deeper; it involves a 
transformation of motive and end, of spirit and purpose. The 
spirit of the capitalist order is far older than the industrial 
System. It has deep roots in human nature and a long course 
of development in human history. Its abandonment is no 
smaU matter. It involves the Substitution of the spirit of 
coöperative service for the spirit of strife and conquest, and 
the choosing of the promotion of the common welfare of 
humanity as the end of Hfe instead of the pursuit of wealth 
and power. 

The working class is becoming aware of the fact that to 
secure its emancipation and development it must transform 
the economic system. There is also an increasing agreement 
among the mteUectuals that such a change is necessary in 
the interests of everybody. But there is much more than a 
new mode of economic Organization involved in the present 
pursuit of freedom. If the rise of the working class and the 
abandonment of the capitalist order is to lead man out into 
broader fields of life, these changes must bring freedom from 
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the complex machinery of modem existence, which has well-
nigh enslaved man not only in the factories but in the whole of 
his Ufe. There is a conflict to-day, in the centers of education 
and reHgion as well as in the Workshops, between a machme 
System and the spirit of man, which longs to move out mto 
new fields of adventure and achievement. Can we mobilize 
for Service in the machine age and yet preserve the freedom 
of the individual? Here is one of the perennial conflicts be
tween society and the individual, never so acute as in the 
day of the machine. I t remains yet to be seen whether the 
machine has become the master, not only of the workmg 
people, but also of the human spirit. 

Moreover, if the freedom and joy of a new order of life are 
to come to the world, man must master himself as weU as the 
machinery of social Organization. The war has shown to us 
that no matter what man has done in the subduing of nature, 
he has not subdued himself. He has still the old brüte in
stincts and when he looks them in the face he knows that he 
is yet a naked, painted savage in spite of all his claims to 
science and religion, and that his barbaric inheritance may 
yet destroy him. A new order, then, means the mastery by 
man of his animal instincts, particularly the instincts of sex 
and possession and combat, all of them either life-giving or 
destructive according to their use and direction. The more 
man eats of the fruit of the tree of knowledge, the more is the 
necessity laid upon him of Controlling these instincts, of mak
ing them push his wagon, while the stars to which he has 
hitched it also pull. 

In the past, the conscious effort to control the animal in
stincts has been mostly the individual struggle of separate 
souls, who have been aided or defeated very largely accordmg 
to the collective arrangements of their time in the state and 
in industry. But if humanity is to go on living, the struggle 
to control the primeval instincts must now be a common 
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effort, carried on together by aU of the Community and by all 
of mankind. The only possible means of victory in the long 
fight is to direct these instincts toward the common ends of 
human Hving; the instinct of sex toward the development of 
the family in its highest form, the instinct of possession to
ward the development of those common resources and that 
common wealth by which man must commonly live, and the 
instmct of combat toward the Joint conquest of nature and 
of the evil that is within man. 

If then, the main course of progress is clear, what are the 
means by which advance is to be made? We are faced with 
two choices: one of them is in the realm of Organization. The 
debate now proceeding in the House of the People is on the 
question whether the emancipation of the working class and 
the coöperative Organization of society is to be effected by 
poHtical or industrial means. Is the state of the future to be 
organized around economic functions rather than geographical 
divisions and to enable the people directly to control their 
associated activities? Unquestionably the war has lowered 
the authority of poHtical democracy. It suspended parHa-
mentary discussion. In every belHgerent nation it substituted 
for the legislative assembly an Oligarchie bureaucracy. Its 
climax was three men behind closed doors attempting to ar-
range the destinies of millions of people, and dispensing terri-
tories as a tradesman hands out goods. The war has taught 
the people that the vital processes of human society are not 
governmental but economic. It was industrial mobiHzation 
that decided the issue. Before long the people wiU apply that 
lesson to the tasks of peace, for there has long been evident 
a growing distmst of the poUtical state. It has faüed in the 
hour of crisis to do what most of the people wanted done, and 
they are already beginnmg to try some other tools. The 
Labor Memorandum presented to the British Industrial Con
ference, contained the following sentences: 
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These root causes (of labor unrest) are two-fold; first, the breakdown 
of the existing capitaHstic system of industrial Organization, m the sense 
that the mass of the working class is now firmly convmced that produc
tion for private profit is not an equitable basis on which to build and 
that a vast extension of public ownership and democratic control of 
industiy is necessary; (and, second, the fact that) the workers can see no 
indication that either the Govemment or the employers have realized 
the necessity for any fundamental changes or that they are prepared even 
to make a begmnmg of mdustrial reorganization on more democratic 
principles. 

Throughout the British Dominion and in the United States, 
the war has not only shaken the authority of the democratic 
State among the Hosts of labor, but also the authority of those 
labor leaders who have been acting in conjunction with the 
State during the war. Everywhere the workers are seeking 
new forms of Organization, and finding new leaders. Shop 
Committees, the Shop Steward Movement, the One Big 
Union Propaganda, are all signs of the serious breakdown of 
constituted authority. Among the Latin and Slavic popula-
tions this tendency proceeds at stiU greater pace. It is all a 
part of the process by which mankind in general is finding 
itseU and its powers and ceasing to be dependent upon a few 
leaders. 

The last message to Congress discussed the necessity of 
coördinating the electric means of communication and pro
posed that a congressional committee investigate the matter. 
But the people have little confidence in legislative committees. 
They regard them as a Performance of political ritual. They 
are beginning to understand that such a piece of work as co
ördinating one of the vital functions of modem society is a 
Job for technicians and administrators and laborers, not for 
politicians who know nothing about it and whose object in a 
democratic state is to please as many and ofifend as few as 
possible, to adjust all matters by a process of compromise in 
which the intrenched, financial interests usually get the ad
vantage. As they come to understand the nature and work-
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. ings of the present poHtical process, and through their par-
' ticipation m the industrial process come to know the kind of 
management it requires, the people of this country, concluding 
that economic functions must be commonly controUed, are 
Hkely to look elsewhere than the poUtical state for the form of 
control. 

They are bound to discover, however, that if the common 
control of industrial Organization is to succeed it must proceed 
upon the principles, and to some degree the methods, which 
poHtical democracy has developed and estabUshed. The 
experience of the war has heavüy discounted among the 
workers that rigid State socialism which would set the political 
machine to run the economic life. What is more likely to 
develop is an amalgam of poHtical and industrial Organization, 
working together in a Joint control of the vital processes of 
society. The principles of democracy demand direct control 
of each economic fimction by all those directly engaged in it, 
but coördinating control of all the fimctions by all of the 
people. The former will be worked out both by operating 
gmlds or unions of all those engaged in a particular function, 
deriving their powers from the state and answering to it for 
their stewardship, and also by coöperative societies. The 
general control wül be worked out by the development of 
poHtical Organization for the formulation and guidance of 
general economic poHcies. In the continuous discussion of 
the poHcies involved in both cases, the parUamentary method 
wül take on new Hfe and worth. 

But the democratic state wiU have hard work to recover 
from the wounds it has recently inflicted upon itself. In a 
day when humanity needs to trust in the moral values of 
democracy as never before, the leaders of the Westem nations 
have been demonstrating before aU the peoples of the earth 
that the present poUtical state cannot be trusted to maintain 
democracy. The result is likely to be not only disiUusionment 
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conceming the efficacy of poHtical machinery, but distrust of 
the democratic process itself. This would mean that men 
would lose faith in each other and in themselves, for upon 
such faith democracy is based and by such faith it grows. How 
can men Hve together without faith in each other? Organized 
religion, which assumes the duty of increasing faith among men 
in order that they may find their way in the universe, had 
better reckon with the fact that a generation weary and 
strained by the great conflict, facing results which are so 
much less than its hopes, may become absolutely cynical. 
Therefore organized religion, especially in the country which 
has suffered least from the war, wiU need to consider how the 
faith of men in each other is to be restored. 

The democratic state is capable of adjusting itseH m an 
amalgam with industrial Organization, unless its possibiHties 
of change be unduly obstructed by those who are now en-
trenched in power and privilege. An indication of this possi-
büity, in both directions, is furnished by a recent happenmg 
in North Dakota. There forty-two taxpayers brought suit 
to restrain the state officials from estabHshing a state bank 
and state-owned elevators, mills and packing houses, a poHcy 
which is the result of a program of poHtical education and 
action since the year 1911. This suit was based on the ground 
that a Citizen who is compelled to pay taxes for such purposes 
is deprived of his property without due process of law in 
violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. Judge Charles F. 
Amidon of the United States District Court, overruled the 
contention and dismissed the suit. In the course of his de
cision he pointed out that: 

What may be done by the State to protect its people and promote 
their welfare cannot be declared by a priori reasoning. New evils arise 
as a result of changing conditions. If the State remains static while the 
evils that afflict society are changing and dynamic, the State soon be
comes wholly inadequate to protect the pubHc. The State must be as 
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free to change its remedies as the evils that cause human suffermg are to 
change thek forms. 

If the State can be kept thus free, industrial readjustment will 
proceed by due process of accommodation between poUtical 
and economic power. 

This also holds tme for the international Situation. While 
there is an absolute ethical conffict between an economic 
order consciously organized for the common welfare and one 
organized for the pursuit of private property and power, just 
as there is between democracy and autocracy, nevertheless 
it is possible for states whose economic Ufe is organized co
öperatively for common use and weUare to exist side by side 
with those whose economic Ufe is competitively organized for 
private gain. There wiU be degrees of Cooperation and of 
competition in both cases. The course of progress would then 
be mutual modification by the process of discussion and ex
perimentation. The world needs to Hsten to aU Propaganda 
for a new order that does not advocate or involve the use of 
violence. If poHtical democracy is afraid of the competition 
of ideas it thereby confesses that its case rests upon coercion, 
that it is not democracy at all, but something eise masquerad-
ing under that name. I t is governments and mling classes 
that have an interest in preventing international Propaganda 
for social change. The interest of the people lies in another 
direction, in order that their choice may be based upon due 
and sufficient knowledge of the whole issue. Of course if 
the Propaganda is one for the overthrow of the existing order 
by physical force, the matter takes on a düferent complexion. 
If, on the one hand the people of the democratic states are to 
he caUed to mamtaüi an armed dictatorship of the Proletariat 
in the name of justice and humanity, and on the other hand 
are to be caUed in the name of democracy and religion to an 
armed cmsade agamst every govemment that Hmits private 
property and the earning power of foreign capital, the future 
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before mankind is indeed dark. In that case the League of 
Nations wiU be the mobiHzation of capitaHst states to fight 
the Communist Intemational founded by the Russian Bol
sheviki, with which the ItaUan and Swiss sociaHst parties are 
already aflfiUated, whüe the French, German and Austrian 
Socialists are moving in the same direction. 

This possibiHty raises the second choice conceming the 
means of progress. Is it to be secured by force or by reason, 
by methods of peace or the ways of war? It is piain that no 
significant change in human history has occurred without 
violence and therefore in the present Situation some violence 
is inevitable. The question is whether warfare is to be the 
main method of advance. 

The choice before us in the matter of means is usuaUy put 
in the form of a contrast between evolution and revolution. 
It is also usually assumed that revolution is identical with 
violence, whereas if the term is used in contrast with evolution 
it should relate to the nature and extent of change rather 
than to its manner. The Declaration of Independence recog
nizes the right of revolution in certain contingencies, and smce 
its signers were undoubtedly justifying before history the 
action of the American colonies, it may be assumed that a 
change in government effected by physical force was by them 
held to be justffied under the conditions specified. But those 
conditions are of the essence of democracy, therefore the 
democratic state if it is true to itself, keeps open other Chan
nels of change and removes both the occasion, the necessity 
and the justification for the use of physical force. When the 
term "revolutionary" is dissociated from connection with 
violence there is no occasion to be fearful of its use. It used 
to be quite respectable in this country. Only those who desire 
to maintain the present order without regard to its right, 
reason or justice need be afraid to consider proposals of change 
which in their nature and degree, and not in their manner of 
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execution, are revolutionary. As a matter of fact the contrast 
between evolution and revolution is not justified. There is 
no such sharp antithesis. The evolutionary process, particu
larly in human sodety, at certain points develops such re-
markable changes that they are in deed and truth revolution
ary. We have now come to such a point, but that does not 
imply that such changes as now impend need occur by the 
catastrophic method. Whether or not the new forms of Hfe 
that now and again appear in the evolutionary process unduly 
rend or destroy the old forms out of which they came, depends 
upon the degree of obstmction to their development. Revo
lutionary Steps in the process of social evolution have in the 
past generaUy occurred by revolutionary methods, they may 
occur by evolutionary methods, which is what democracy 
makes possible and ought to guarantee. 

If democracy does not make a way for economic change 
without class war, Westem civüization is headed for complete 
and overwheHning disaster. There is little hope that it could 
survive another great intemational conflict. The social con
sequences of this present war have not yet been assessed nor 
faced. The resultant diseases may permanently impair the 
vitaHty of Europe. However that may turn out, the nature 
of modem warfare is such as to raise the question whether 
its total social destmctiveness is not greater than any benefits 
than can possibly be achieved by it. Whatever any war 
may have done for progress in the past, it is almost practically 
certain that the universal war of modem times, both in its 
extent and in its nature, is humanity committing suicide. It 
means that aU the mtellectual gains and aU the moral advance 
of the race are tumed to its destmction, the one to achieve 
and the other to justify the ends for which the struggle is 
waged. This is particularly tme of the intemational class 
war. Those who now preach that progress cannot be attained 
Witiiout such a conffict had better reckon with the fact that 
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there is an extremely sHght possibiHty that it could ever be 
attained by it. 

Yet despite the fact that it would sound the doom of the 
Western world, such conffict wiU come if the temper now 
manifested among certain of the forces on both sides of the 
economic conflict should prevaü. In the Westem world 
there is only one answer to the armed dictatorship of the Pro
letariat on the one hand or the forcible repression of aU orderly 
attempts at fundamental economic change by the mling class 
on the other, and that is a war of extermination. To neither 
tyranny will men of Anglo-Saxon blood, who dissent from the 
order it seeks to support, submit while they can breathe. 
Among the people of this race, the decision concerning the 
means of progress lies in the main with those who are now m 
power. The workers are peaceful and patient, and are not 
likely to follow any theory or plan of violence. History in
dicates that they are not to be provoked to upheaval except 
by some long continued injustice suddenly made intolerable 
by an act or poHcy of incredible folly and oppression on the 
part of the ruling powers. Whether or not economic readjust
ment in the British Empire and the United States is to come 
by gradual and orderly change is for the people of property to 
say. If they put their trust in force they will finaUy meet 
force; if they rest their case on reason and justice they will 
be dealt with in reason and justice. Action and reaction are 
apparently equal in the moral universe. That is why evü 
can be overcome with good and never with evil. 

At present the attitude of those who constitute the class 
of privilege toward any proposed change in the economic 
order does not give much hope of progress by accommodation 
rather than coercion. Before a Government Commission, one 
after another the men who derive large incomes from the 
mining royalties on thousands of acres of land in Great Britain, 
which was given their ancestors by long-dead kings, announced 
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their determined Opposition to any poUcy for the nationaliza
tion of mines. In Canada, the Federal government ends a 
strike by sending federal troops to throw the leaders into 
prison. In the United States the sociaHsts are denied meeting 
places and mobbed under the inciting influence of the mis-
representations of the press, and laws are being passed to 
prevent revolutionary Propaganda in such terms that they 
can be and are administered to repress all organized discussion 
of fundamental political, social and economic change. Nor 
is the Situation more hopeful in the world at large. The 
peoples approach the problem of economic readjustment with 
the blood lust aroused by the world war still boiling within 
them, stiU suffering from that madness which leads humanity 
to devour itself. Those who seek in Eastern and Central 
Europe to bring in a new order are frankly trusting in the 
power of mailed might. The govemments of France and 
Great Britain speak fair words to the forces of labor and 
meantime seek to mobilize the army against possible industrial 
revolution. A war to end war results in multiplied wars and 
threats of war, and occasions increased armaments in the 
democratic states. 

At Paris the eider statesmen made decisions which un-
changed wül involve the world in two future stmggles both 
greater than the war just finished. In giving to Japan terri
tory and economic power in China, in violation of all the prin
ciples professed by the leaders of democracy and even of the 
accepted law of nations, they have turned four hundred mü
Hon people, the greatest single reservoir of human power on 
earth, toward miHtarism and " real-poUtik." For the present 
they have thrown that undeveloped human energy into the 
hands of the one unperiaUstic mUng class stül left in the world 
and thereby weakened the democratic forces within its own 
land that might have lessened its menace to the rest of man
kind. Unless there is enough democracy left in the earth to 
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undo that shameful deed, a long and bitter retribution waits 
upon the Western world. 

Another decision at Paris invites the world-wide class war, 
I t is reported by reputable correspondents that during Aprü 
(1919) the Soviet Govemment of Russia made overtures to the 
AUies, offering to cease fighting, to withdraw aU its troops 
from every part of Russia not accepting its authority, to 
permit every part of Russia to decide by free franchise what 
kind of government it wanted and to abide by the decision, 
on condition that the AUies do likewise and resume economic 
relations with Russia. The only answer to that offer which 
the world has heard has been the sending of further aid to the 
forces attacking the Russian Soviet Govemment and the 
sendmg of the Rumanian army into Hungary to attack the 
Soviet Govemment there. This decision is tantamount to a 
declaration of class war by the forces of capitaHsm, using the 
democratic state as its mouthpiece and instmment. If the 
leaders of the old order believed in democracy they would 
challenge the people of the earth to disband the armies and 
navies, to destroy the armaments or convert them into instm-
ments of production, and let the economic controversy be 
settled by discussion and experiment. Are they blind like 
those who sat behind the doors of the palaces of Petrograd 
in absolute ignorance of the storm rising among the common 
people of Russia? Does immediate economic seH-interest so 
blind them that they cannot see the consequences to the 
present stmcture of property and credit of trying to maintam 
it by force of arms? Yet because of the nature of that struc
ture it dare not trust its future to the reason and justice of 
the common people. I t therefore compels those of its chief 
priests and rulers who seek peace to put their trust in force. 

The decisions at Paris make abundantly clear to the way-
f aring man the amount of pressure which the present economic 
order exerts upon poHtical arrangements, and its consequences. 
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It is clear that unless economic reorganization can be secured 
there is no hope of peaceful progress. But the reorganization 
which is required to throw the influence of the economic ac
tivities of man on the side of fraternity rather than on the 
side of strüe, üivolves certain far-reaching and general spiritual 
changes. The economic order is roughly speaking the stomach 
of the social system, it is the nutritive process on which all 
other functions of the body poHtic depend and by which they 
are conditioned, reflecting in their weakness or strength their 
sickness or health, the manner in which it performs its tasks. 
This is not to say that economic conditions absolutely de
termine the entire social order. By the head and by the 
heart, the stomach can be controUed; by the former for the 
good of its owner and by the latter for the good of others. 
And ü this be indeed the boasted age of reason, then the 
economic process can now be consciously controUed in the in
terest of the common ideals of mankind. If the economic 
process is to remain instinctive it wiU follow self-interest 
bHndly and involve mankind in the destruction that ever waits 
upon such a course when long enough continued. If it be ra-
tionaUy controUed in the direction of consciously chosen ends, 
the economic process becomes one of the means in the spiritual 
development of mankind. 

In reaHty the relation between economic and spiritual devel
opment is an interlocking relationship. Neither can progress 
without the other. But to make the economic Organization a 
means for the increase of fratemity requires that it be shaped 
around certain concepts and ideals. I t requires the general 
recognition of the equaUty of need and right of aU mankind, 
and the universal acceptance of the obHgation of service. I t 
demands adherence to the tmth "above all nations is hu
manity" and the development of supreme loyalty to the world-
wide human family above aU loyalties to class or nation or race. 
The moment one mdividual attempts advantage over another, 
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the Community life begins to spUt, the instant one nation 
seeks privilege and power beyond others, or one race assumes 
superiority over another, the world begins to divide into hos
tüe camps. A condition of the achievement of brotherhood 
of man is intelligent acceptance of the ideals of equaHty and 
soHdarity and unfaltering devotion to the task of translating 
them into social Organization. 

It is also obvious that no reorganization of the economic 
order will aid mankind to realize equaUty and soHdarity unless 
it seek a higher end than the accumulation of material goods 
and their enjoyment. As long as men seek mainly to lay up 
treasures upon earth they wiU faU to quarreling in the under
taking. Therefore the avoidance of the supreme disaster of 
continued and universal class war depends also upon the 
general recognition of the fact that man does not live by 
bread alone, and the acceptance of the development of per
sonaHty as the end of human activity and of the universe. 

When an attempt is made to define the development of per
sonaHty it appears that the last word is with reHgion. Science 
and art and economic productivity do not complete the 
process of personal development. It is more than self-culture. 
The teaching of reHgion, drawn from aU of human experience, 
is that the füll realization of personaHty is to be found only 
in fellowship and service, wherein self-culture is utilized and 
completed. Religion further declares that personaHty reaches 
its highest expression when its fellowship and service embrace 
aU mankind and when it develops the sacrificial spirit. That 
is why war has been glorified. In the common course of Hfe 
most people follow only a duU routine with no glory in it. 
They eat and drink and beget, earn their Hving or make their 
fortune, with no caU to heroic endeavor. Even the power 
of family life to develop the higher expressions of personaHty 
is duUed and deadened by the monotonous character of their 
daily toü. Then comes war and lif ts these people to the plane 
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of Service and sacrifice for a cause, What war affords for the 
expression of personality in the course of daily duty for pur
poses of mutual destruction, must some day be provided in 
the ordinary routine of life. The daily round and common 
task must lead men continuously to service and on due oc
casion to sacrifice, that men may be great in work as they are 
great m war, because they greatly serve the common good. 
If reHgion seeks the development of personality through the 
spirit of sacrifice, it must needs help the world to secure an 
economic order operated for the common good rather than 
for private advantage, whose very nature will constantly 
require the exercise of the spirit of sacrifice as well as the 
spirit of Service. 

If the new order is to be animated by the spirit of sacrifice 
it cannot come into being without that spirit. Coercion can
not bring it, any more than coercion can prevent it. If it 
comes by war, it comes in mutüated form, with the old tyran-
nies parüy remaining. If it can come because those who now 
have more of life than others are wüling to sacrifice whatever 
is necessary to open up the path of development to aU, the 
new order will come with power. The chief contribution 
then that reHgion can make to the new order is to develop 
the sacrificial spirit. Christianity preaches the gospel of re
demption and regeneration through sacrifice. Can it now get 
its foUowers to practice that gospel, as individuals, as classes, 
as nations? It is infinitely Härder to develop the sacrfficial 
spirit m the nation than in the individual. During the war 
England signed papers which turned the destinies of millions 
of people mto allen hands. She had no shadow of moral 
right to make such disposition of others. But her Situation 
was desperate and her statesmen were actuated by the desire 
to save the nation from defeat. If the spirit of the simple 
EngHshmen who died on Flanders Field because "of their 
own free wül, they came to help their feUowmen in trouble," 
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had possessed the national body, England would have said 
"we will die if we must but we wül not buy life at the cost of 
the Hberties of others." This is what men have said as m-
dividuals and thereby Hved forever. The nation that leams 
to say it will never perish from the earth. 

Whatever form the new order may take, its vital breath is 
the sacrificial spirit. Lacking that, it wül not be. The spirit 
of Ufe is the spirit of sacrifice even unto death. That spirit is 
stirring in the earth to-day. Over against the callous and 
shameless selfishness, the ruthless brutaUty and sordid ma-
teriaUsm that stand out to-day in the high places of the earth 
must be set the capacity for sacrfficial service which milHons 
of piain people have manifested in these last years. It is evi
dence sufficient of the presence and power of the instinct for 
sacrifice, which, like the instinct of the homing pigeon or the 
migratory birds, wiU lead man to his desired haven of world-
wide brotherhood when the artfficial barriers that now ob-
struct its passage are removed. The instinct to serve and to 
suffer has been mostly bred out and trained out of the classes 
of privilege in the capitalist order, save as they tum to war 
for its expression. Nevertheless, that on due occasion aU 
classes can yet answer to the call of human need, the self-
forgetfulness of war-time has made manifest. If that spirit 
can be kept alive and turned to the larger ends of world-wide 
good, it will soon bring a new day upon the earth. Whether 
the new order desired by multitudes wiU now appear, depends 
finally upon whether those multitudes have sufficient capacity 
for sacrffice to send new Hfe coursing through the exhausted 
veins of humanity. 

Printed in the United States of America 










